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HISTORIC AMERICAN LANDSCAPES SURVEY 
 

TIDAL BASIN 
 

HALS DC-59 
 

 
Location: Roughly bounded by Independence Avenue, Fourteenth Street, East Basin Drive, 

and Ohio Drive, SW, Washington, D.C. 
 
 The Tidal Basin is located at latitude: 38.884593, longitude: -77.039208. The 

point represents the center of the Tidal Basin. It was obtained from Google Earth 
on January 2, 2018, and there is no restriction on its release to the public. 

 
Present Owner: National Park Service 
 
Present Occupant: National Park Service 
 
Present Use:  Memorial and recreational landscape for public use 
 
Significance:  The Tidal Basin and surrounding landscape are the result of an extensive Potomac 
River improvement project started by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the late nineteenth century to 
address the sedimentary flats that had been deposited in the river from the White House to the Long 
Bridge. As part of a large-scale effort to improve the river’s navigability, the Army Corps of Engineers 
intermittently dredged the waterway after the Civil War. More comprehensive plans were also 
developed, such as Maj. W.J. Twining’s 1879 proposal to create flushing basins equipped with 
automatic gates. Water from the Potomac River would fill the basins, which would then discharge into 
the Washington Channel. The reclaimed land would be divided into three sections with dredged material 
being used as the fill to build up the flats and create parkland. By 1882, Congress had appropriated 
money for the improvement project, with Maj. Peter Conover Hains overseeing the work. Under his 
direction, an intensive dredging and filling operation took place, with one tidal reservoir created in the 
flats to flush the Washington Channel. Construction of a sea wall starting in 1890 prevented erosion of 
the newly reclaimed land. 
 
In 1897, Congress designated the 621 acres of reclaimed land and the 118 acres of the Tidal Basin as 
“Potomac Park” to be used for the “recreation and pleasure of the people.” The Army Corps of 
Engineers transferred parcels of the land that would eventually become West Potomac Park to the Office 
of Public Buildings and Grounds from 1901 to 1909. The newly created parkland was initially 
developed for recreation, featuring drives and bridle paths, swimming and boating facilities, and a 
bandstand near the Tidal Basin inlet. Most significantly, First Lady Helen Taft facilitated the planting of 
thousands of donated flowering cherry trees from Japan in 1912. These flowering cherry trees became 
the predominant visual element of the Tidal Basin landscape and one of its most significant features. 
When the National Park Service assumed authority of the park in 1933, stands of American hollies were 
added to complement the flowering cherries and provide winter interest. 
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The construction of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, designed by John Russell Pope and his successors 
Daniel P. Higgins and Otto R. Eggers, in the early 1940s resulted in alterations to the eastern shore of 
the Tidal Basin as well as a shift in the character and use of the park from a recreational to a memorial 
landscape. Due to its siting south of the National Mall and on the south axis of the White House, the 
Tidal Basin represented one of the significant cardinal points identified in the L’Enfant Plan and was 
within the kite-shaped area comprising the monumental core in the 1902 McMillan Plan. Locating the 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial on the east side of the Tidal Basin restored a cross axis with the White 
House that had been identified in the L’Enfant Plan but not been initially realized because of the off-
center placement of the Washington Monument.  
 
Further additions to the Tidal Basin landscape included the construction of the Kutz Bridge (Paul 
Philippe Cret, designer) across the north end of the basin as part of changes to Independence Avenue in 
1943, which also resulted in the creation of a lagoon. The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial 
(Lawrence Halprin, designer) was completed in 1997, followed by the George Mason Memorial (Faye 
Harwell, designer) in 2002. The last memorial built on the shore of the Tidal Basin was the Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Memorial (ROMA Design Group, designer) in 2011, located directly across from the 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial. 
 
The creation of Potomac Park and the Tidal Basin was a significant engineering feat that utilized the 
most sophisticated technologies available at the turn of the twentieth century. The importance of this 
newly-created land, located as it was just south of the White House and the Washington Monument and 
on the banks of the Potomac River, was immediately recognized and care was taken to develop it 
appropriately. The Tidal Basin is world renowned for its cultural landscape comprised of thousands of 
flowering cherry trees and for the monuments to significant American leaders now located on its shores. 
 
Historians:  Justine Christianson and Mattea Sanders, 2017 
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PART I. HISTORICAL INFORMATION 
 
A. Physical History 
 
1. Date of establishment:  The reclamation project that would result in the creation of the Tidal Basin 
and Potomac Park began in earnest in 1882. By 1909, the Army Corps of Engineers had turned over all 
the park land comprising West Potomac Park, including the Tidal Basin, to the Office of Public 
Buildings and Grounds for development. 
 
2. Landscape architect, designer, shaper, creator: Several individuals and agencies were involved in 
the development of the Tidal Basin and surrounding landscape and memorials. The main agencies 
included the Army Corps of Engineers, who undertook the reclamation work. By 1909, the Tidal Basin 
and surrounding parkland had been transferred to the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, which 
was subsumed into the National Park Service in 1933. The park was developed in accordance with the 
McMillan Plan of 1902 with guidance initially provided by the McMillan Park Commission. The later 
design and development of the park and the establishment of the various memorials have been 
undertaken by the National Park Service and the various memorial commissions in collaboration with 
the Commission of Fine Arts (established in 1910) and the National Capital Planning Commission 
(established in 1924 as the National Capital Park Commission and later renamed the National Capital 
Park and Planning Commission before its current name was assigned in a 1952 act). First Lady Helen 
Taft also influenced the park’s development by facilitating the planting of the cherry trees that would 
come to define the cultural landscape of the Tidal Basin. 
 
The memorial commissions awarded the designs of the memorials to various individuals and firms. 
Architect John Russell Pope designed the Thomas Jefferson Memorial while Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. 
served as the landscape architect for the memorial grounds. Paul Philippe Cret designed the Kutz 
Bridge. Lawrence Halprin was responsible for the overall design of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
Memorial. Faye Harwell developed the George Mason Memorial plans. ROMA Design Group won the 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial design competition with Ed Jackson serving as Executive Architect.  
 
Additional information on significant individuals participating in the development of the Tidal Basin 
follows in chronological order. 
 
Army Corps of Engineers 
Maj. Nathaniel Michler (1827-1881) attended Lafayette College before his appointment to the United 
States Military Academy in West Point, New York, where he graduated seventh in his class in 1848. He 
served as the Officer in Charge of the Reclamation of the Potomac Flats from 1867 to 1870, proposing a 
major dredging and reclamation project as a permanent solution to the problem of maintaining the depth 
of the river channel. Michler also identified the Long Bridge as an obstacle to navigation and advocated 
for its removal.1  
 
Sylvanus Thayer Abert (1828-1903), a Princeton graduate, began his career as a surveyor, first working 
on the James River and Kanawha Canal extension. Abert’s other surveys included the Potomac River, 
                                                            
1 George W. Cullum, Biographical Register of the Officers and Graduates of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, New 
York (Boston, MA: Houghton, Mifflin, 1891), 415.   
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Cape Vincent Harbor in New York, the Tar River and New River Inlet in North Carolina, the Arkansas 
River from Fort Gibson to its mouth, and the Cumberland River from Kentucky to Tennessee. Abert 
served as Assistant Engineer during the construction of Fort Delaware on the Delaware River and was in 
charge of the buildings, works, and grounds at the Warrenton Navy Yard in Florida. During his tenure 
from 1874 to 1882 as Officer in Charge of Reclamation of the Potomac Flats, he recommended that the 
reclaimed flats curve to the Long Bridge causeway.2  
 
Maj. W.J. Twining (1840-1882) attended the United States Military Academy, graduating fourth in his 
class in 1863 and commissioning into the Army Corps of Engineers. Twining served as Commissioner 
of the District of Columbia beginning in 1878. He developed a plan for the Potomac Flats in 1879 that 
included the creation of a set of ornamental sluicing basins equipped with inlet and outlet gates to flush 
the parallel Washington Channel. This would later be manifested as the Tidal Basin with its Inlet and 
Outlet bridges.3  
 
Maj. Peter Conover Hains (1840-1921), an 1861 graduate of the United States Military Academy, 
commissioned into the 2nd Artillery and transferred into the Topographical Engineers in 1862 and then 
the Army Corps of Engineers the following year. Hains served in the Civil War, the Spanish-American 
War, and World War I. From 1897-1907, he served on the Nicaragua Canal and Panama Canal 
commissions. Major Hains was the Officer in Charge of Reclamation of the Potomac Flats during a 
significant period of development, overseeing the creation of the Tidal Basin and the construction of the 
basin’s sea wall. He also designed the Outlet Bridge. His significant contribution to the creation of 
Potomac Park was recognized with the designation of the southernmost end of the parkland (now East 
Potomac Park) as “Hains Point.”4  
 
Office of Public Buildings and Grounds 
Col. Theodore A. Bingham (1858-1934) graduated from the United States Military Academy in 1879. 
After serving as a military attaché in Berlin and Rome, he became the first Officer in Charge of the 
Public Buildings and Grounds after Potomac Park was created. During his tenure from 1897 to 1903, he 
developed two plans for the Mall area, including Potomac Park, based on Pierre Charles L’Enfant’s plan 
for the city of Washington and also designed a massive addition to the White House. Bingham oversaw 
the continued development of Potomac Park, including the construction of drives and the raising of the 
sea wall. A conflict between Bingham and First Lady Edith Roosevelt’s social secretary resulted in 
Bingham’s dismissal. He was transferred to Buffalo, New York, where he was in an accident that 
resulted in the amputation of part of his leg. Bingham later served as New York City police 
commissioner from 1905 to 1909, a position from which he was removed for insubordination, and then 
as consulting engineer with the Department of Bridges from 1911 to 1915.5  

                                                            
2 “Sylvanus Thayer Abert,” Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers XXXIII, no. 7 (September 1907): 859-
863; Gordon Chappell, Historic Resource Study, East and West Potomac Parks: A History (Denver, CO: U.S. Department of 
the Interior, National Park Service, Denver Service Center, 1973), 28. 
3 Chappell, 30; Obituary, Engineering News IX (May 13, 1882): 154-155. 
4 Frederick Gutheim and Antoinette J. Lee, Worthy of the Nation: Washington, DC, from L’Enfant to the National Capital 
Planning Commission (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006), 95-96; Fifty-fifth Annual Report of the 
Association of Graduates of the United States Military Academy at West Point, New York, June 11, 1924 (Saginaw, MI: 
Seeman & Peters Printers and Binders, 1924), 63-65. 
5 Gutheim and Lee, 100-101, 121-122; Bernard and Jon Whalen, The NYPD’s First Fifty Years: Politicians, Police 
Commissioners, and Patrolmen (Potomac Books, imprint of University of Nebraska Press, 2014), 47-55. 
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Col. Thomas Symons (1849-1920) graduated first in his class from the United States Military Academy 
in 1874. Prior to serving as the Officer in Charge of the Public Buildings and Grounds from 1903 to 
1904, Symons participated in the Wheeler Survey, surveyed the boundary between the United States and 
Mexico, worked on river and harbor improvements in Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, and served as 
superintending engineer of the Washington Aqueduct. His close personal friend, Gov. Theodore 
Roosevelt, appointed him director and member of the Pan-American Exposition executive committee in 
1901. His tenure with the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds was cut short by then President 
Roosevelt, who appointed him to serve on the advisory board for the development of the New York 
State Barge Canal and consulting engineer on canals in the state.6 
 
An 1890 graduate of the United States Military Academy, Col. Charles S. Bromwell (1869-1915) 
continued his education at the United States Engineer School of Application rather than immediately 
going into the U.S. Army. After graduation, he secured a position in the Chief of Engineers office, 
working on several public works and engineering projects across the country. Bromwell was Officer in 
Charge of the Public Buildings and Grounds from 1904 to 1909, during which time he oversaw the 
construction of roadways in West Potomac Park. Bromwell then served in the Milwaukee and Cleveland 
engineering districts and oversaw the construction of defense work in Hawaii.7  
 
Col. Spencer Cosby (1867-1962) graduated first in his class from the United States Military Academy in 
1887 and served in the Army Corps of Engineers for forty-one years. His assignment as Officer in 
Charge of the Public Buildings and Grounds lasted from 1909 to 1913. During that time, he supervised 
the transformation of the Tidal Basin into a recreational space with promenades, new horse tracks, a 
bandstand, and a three-hole golf course. He also supervised the planting of the Japanese cherry trees. 
Cosby oversaw the design and construction of new offices at the White House, including the Oval 
Office, and served as the secretary of the Commission of Fine Arts from 1910 to 1913. He would go on 
to serve as military attaché to the Embassy of the United States in Paris.8  
 
Col. William W. Harts (1866-1961) served as Officer in Charge of Public Buildings and Grounds and 
Secretary of the Commission of Fine Arts from 1913 to 1917. During his tenure in Washington, D.C., he 
oversaw the construction of the bathing beach on the southeastern shore of the Tidal Basin, as well as 
the erection of the Lincoln Memorial. An 1889 graduate of the United States Military Academy, Harts 
held a number of positions during his career, including Resident Engineer on the Kentucky River, 
Nashville District Engineer, and Central Division Engineer of the Ohio River Division. He later served 

                                                            
6 Duncan Hay, “New York State Barge Canal,” National Historic Landmark Nomination, March 22, 2016; “Obituary,” 
Engineering News Record 85, no. 23 (December 2, 1920): 1112; “Obituary,” Army and Navy Register LXVIII, no. 2106 
(November 27, 1920): 542. 
7 Sadly, Bromwell committed suicide in 1915 in Honolulu, where he was serving as District Engineer. Brett L. Abrams, 
Capital Sporting Grounds: A History of Stadium and Ballpark Construction in Washington (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & 
Company, Incorporated, 2009): 118; “Col. C. S. Bromwell Commits Suicide at Hawaiian Post,” The Chicago Daily Tribune, 
December 11, 1915, 1. 
8 Michael Robertson Patterson, “Spencer Cosby,” available at http://www.arlingtoncemetery.net/spencer-cosby.htm , 
accessed July 26, 2017; Ann McClellan, The Cherry Blossom Festival: Sakura Celebration (Boston, MA: Bunker Hill 
Publishing, Inc., 2005), 35. 
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as military aide to President Woodrow Wilson during World War I and, like Cosby, was military attaché 
to the Embassy of the United States in Paris from 1926 to 1930.9   
 
George Burnap (1886-1938) attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Cornell University 
before working as a landscape architect with the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds for six years. 
Burnap designed the plans for the planting of the cherry trees around the Tidal Basin, and also the plans 
for Washington, D.C.’s Meridian Hill Park and Montrose Park and the first White House Rose Garden. 
He authored Parks: Their Design, Equipment and Use in 1916 to guide officials in the design of parks, a 
skillset he found them to be lacking.10 
 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial 
Architect John Russell Pope (1874-1937) studied architecture at Columbia University in New York, the 
American Academy in Rome, and the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris. In 1903, he established the Office 
of John Russell Pope, Architect. In addition to the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, Pope designed the 
Baltimore Museum of Art, the Lincoln Memorial in Kentucky, and the addition to the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in New York City. His Washington, D.C., buildings included the Scottish Rite Temple, 
the National Gallery of Art, and the National Archives Building. Pope was honored with the 
Architectural League Medal of Honor and the French Legion of Honor. His untimely death shortly after 
completing the Thomas Jefferson Memorial design meant oversight of the construction was handed over 
to Daniel P. Higgins and Otto R. Eggers, architects in his firm. The two changed the name of Pope’s 
firm to Eggers & Higgins.11 
 
Washington, D.C., sculptor Rudolph Evans (1878-1960) designed the statue of Thomas Jefferson for the 
memorial. He studied at the École des Beaux-Arts alongside Auguste Rodin and Augustus Saint-
Gaudens. The French government awarded him the Cross of the Legion of Honor, while the Italian 
government recognized him with the Order of the Crown of Italy. Evans was well known for his 
likenesses of significant historical figures like William Jennings Bryan, Simon Bolivar, Grover 
Cleveland, Robert E. Lee, and George Bancroft.12 
 
Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. (1870-1957), son of famed landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr., 
designed the Jefferson Memorial landscape. After graduating from Harvard in 1894, he started working 
at his father’s firm, eventually leading the firm in 1897 with his half-brother, John Charles Olmsted. He 
was a founding member of the American Society of Landscape Architects, serving as president for two 
terms, and helped organize the American City Planning Institute. Olmsted served on the McMillan 
Commission, the Commission of Fine Arts, and the National Capital Planning Commission, thereby 
influencing the development of the nation’s capital. His other work in Washington, D.C., included the 
Rock Creek Parkway and the grounds of the National Cathedral. In addition to his design work, Olmsted 

                                                            
9 Leland R. Johnson, The Ohio River Division: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, The History of a Central Command 
(Cincinnati, OH: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Ohio River Division, 1992); “Harts, W.W., 1866-1961,” Person Authority 
Record, available at https://catalog.archives.gov/id/10570702, accessed December 2017. 
10 Roland M. Jefferson and Alan E. Fusonie, “The Japanese Flowering Cherry Trees of Washington, DC, A Living Symbol of 
Friendship,” National Arboretum Contribution No. 4 (Washington, D.C.: Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, 1977); George Burnap, Parks: Their Design, Equipment and Use (Philadelphia, PA: J.B. Lippincott Company, 
1916). 
11 “John Russell Pope Dies in New York,” The Sun [Baltimore, Maryland], August 28, 1937, 1. 
12 “Rudolph Evans’ Jefferson Gets $35,000 Award,” New York Herald Tribune, October 8, 1941, 23. 
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taught at Harvard and advised various planning boards and associations for cities across the country like 
Utica, Pittsburgh, and Detroit, as well as the National Park Service.13 
 
Kutz Bridge 
French-born architect Paul Philippe Cret (1876-1945) designed the Kutz Bridge in collaboration with the 
noted engineering firm Modjeski & Masters of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. After studying at the École des 
Beaux-Arts, Cret moved to Philadelphia to teach at the University of Pennsylvania in 1903. In 
collaboration with Albert Kelsey, Cret won his first major competition in 1907 for the Pan American 
Union Building (housing the Organization of American States) in Washington, D.C. After serving in the 
French Army during World War I, Cret returned to his teaching position at the University of 
Pennsylvania and his architecture practice. He was appointed consulting architect for the American 
Battle Monuments Commission, a position he held from 1923 to 1945. In that capacity, he designed the 
Chateau Thierry American Monument in Aisne, France, and the chapel at Flanders Field American 
Cemetery and Monument in Waregem, Belgium. Other notable buildings in the United States included 
the Detroit Institute of Arts, the Federal Reserve Board Building and the Folger Library in Washington, 
D.C., the Rodin Museum in Philadelphia, the Hispanic Reading Room in the Library of Congress, and 
buildings at the Bethesda Naval Hospital in Maryland. His firm’s work was varied, as his employees 
even designed train interiors beginning in 1933, including those for the Santa Fe Super Chief, the Rock 
Island ‘Rockettes,’ and the Chesapeake & Ohio ‘Chessie’ trains. Cret was also a prolific bridge designer. 
In collaboration with famed engineers Ralph Modjeski and Frank Masters, he designed the Market 
Street Bridge in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, the Henry Avenue and Tacony-Palmyra bridges in 
Philadelphia, and the Klingle Valley and Calvert Street bridges in Washington, D.C.14 
 
Floral Library 
Landscape architect Darwina Neal began her career with the National Park Service in 1965 working on 
Lady Bird Johnson’s beautification program. As part of that program, Neal designed the Tulip Library 
(now called the Floral Library). From 1989 to 1996, Neal was the Chief of Design Services with the 
National Capital Region of the National Park Service and then Chief of Cultural Resource Preservation 
Services until her retirement in 2009. She has also been active in the American Society of Landscape 
Architects, serving as the organization’s first woman president from 1983 to 1984. Prior to that, she was 
the chair of the organization’s Task Force on Women in Landscape Architecture in 1972. The resulting 
report issued the following year detailed gender discrimination in the profession and documented the 
under-representation of women in existing university landscape architecture programs.15 
 

                                                            
13 Charles A. Birnbaum and Robin Karson, eds., Pioneers of American Landscape Design (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2000), 
273-276. 
14 Prepared by Department of Highways, Office of Planning, Design and Engineering, in cooperation with the Bureau of 
Public Roads, Department of Commerce, Washington’s Bridges, A Pictorial Report on Highway Bridges and Structures in 
the District of Columbia (March 1, 1956), 62; Theophilus B. White, ed., Paul Philippe Cret: Architect and Teacher 
(Philadelphia, PA: The Art Alliance Press, 1973); “Cret, Paul Philippe (1876-1945),” available at 
https://www.philadelphiabuildings.org/pab/app/ar_display.cfm/22472, accessed December 2017; “Dr. Paul Cret Dies; A 
Noted Architect,” New York Times, September 9, 1945, 47. 
15 Polly Welts Kaufman, National Parks and the Woman’s Voice: A History (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 
2006), 173-174; “Darwina L. Neal Receives 2017 Penn State Alumni Fellow Award,” International Federation of Landscape 
Architects, October 14, 2017, available at http://iflaonline.org/2017/10/darwina-l-neal-recieves-2017-penn-state-alumni-
fellow-award/, accessed December 2017. 
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George Mason Memorial 
Landscape architect Faye Harwell, co-founder of the firm Rhodeside and Harwell of Alexandria, 
Virginia, designed the memorial. Harwell’s other work includes the design of the courtyards and gardens 
of the National Bonsai and Penjing Museum at the National Arboretum in Washington, D.C.; the 
waterfront park at the National Aquarium in Baltimore, Maryland; and the Charles F. Beatley, Jr. 
Central Library in Alexandria, Virginia. She also oversaw the restoration of the Essex County Branch 
Brook Park in Newark, New Jersey.16 
 
Wendy M. Ross sculpted the George Mason figure at the memorial. A graduate of the University of 
Wisconsin and the Rhode Island School of Design, Ross has had sculptures installed at Eastern Oregon 
University in La Grande, Oregon; the Boston World Trade Center; the Washington Convention Center 
in Washington, D.C.; and Ballston Point in Rosslyn, Virginia. Prior to creating the Mason statue for the 
memorial, Ross sculpted one for George Mason University in Virginia. Her other statues include a full-
size one of Congressman Philip Burton in Golden Gate National Recreation Area in California, a 
monumental bronze bust of Justice William O. Douglas for the U.S Supreme Court, and a bronze 
portrait bust of Congressman Henry Jackson located in the Russell Senate Office Building.17 
 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial  
Influential landscape architect Lawrence Halprin (1916-2009) designed the memorial. A graduate of 
Cornell University, Harvard Graduate School of Design, and the University of Wisconsin, Halprin 
worked for Thomas Church before starting his own firm in 1949. Halprin’s other work included 
Ghirardelli Square in San Francisco, which was an early adaptive-reuse project. He designed Skyline 
Park in Denver, Colorado; the Downtown Mall in Charlottesville, Virginia; the pedestrian approach to 
Yosemite Falls in Yosemite National Park; and a 1,500-house development in Sonoma County, 
California called Sea Ranch. Halprin “used the word choreography to describe his melding of 
modernism, nature and movement” in his work, undoubtedly influenced by his modern dancer and 
choreographer wife, Anna Schuman.18 
 
The memorial contains a number of sculptures and reliefs contributed by Leonard Baskin, Neil Estern, 
Robert Graham, and George Segal. Leonard Baskin (1922-2000) was a sculptor, illustrator, and 
bookmaker. He was a professor of art at Smith College in Northampton, Massachusetts, and at 
Hampshire College in Amherst, Massachusetts. His critically-acclaimed work is housed in collections at 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art, and the Art Institute of Chicago, among 
others.19 New York sculptor Neil Estern (b. 1926) had a career as a doll designer for Ideal Toys and is 
                                                            
16 “Landscape Architect Honored for Design Work at U.S. National Arboretum,” March 30, 2016, available at 
https://www.totallandscapecare.com/landscaping/landscaper-awarded-at-arboretum/, accessed January 2018; Gregory Harris, 
“Sustainable Principles on Display at Virginia Library,” available at http://www.landscapeonline.com/research/article-
a.php?number=11356, accessed January 2018. 
17 Wendy M. Ross website, available at http://www.rosssculpturestudio.com/p50.html, accessed January 2018; Colleen 
Kearney Rich, “The Five-Minute Interview: Wendy M. Ross, Mason Statue Sculptor,” March 27, 2007, available at 
https://gazette.gmu.edu/articles/9964, accessed January 2018; William Kloss and Diane K. Skvarla, United States Senate 
Catalogue of Fine Art (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 2002), 200. 
18 Lawrence Halprin, The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial (San Francisco, CA: Chronicle Books, 1997); Patricia 
Sullivan, “Landscape Architect Lawrence Halprin, 93,” Washington Post, October 28, 2009; quote from Douglas Martin, 
“Lawrence Halprin, Landscape Architect, Dies at 93,” New York Times, October 28, 2009. 
19 Biography, Leonard Baskin (1922-2000), available at Galerie St. Etienne, http://www.gseart.com/Artists-Gallery/Baskin-
Leonard/Baskin-Leonard-Biography.php, accessed January 2018.  
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known for the 3' Patti Playpal doll he created in the late 1950s. Estern is a Fellow of the National 
Sculpture Society and a recipient of that society’s Medal of Honor. His work includes a 1994 statue of 
Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia located in Greenwich Village, New York, and a bust of John F. Kennedy, Jr. 
in Grand Army Plaza in Brooklyn, New York.20  
 
Robert Graham (1938-2008) was a California-based sculptor known for his large public works, such as 
the “Olympic Gateway” at Memorial Coliseum, created for the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles. He also 
sculpted a monument to Duke Ellington, located in New York City, and one to Charlie Parker in Kansas 
City, Missouri.21 George Segal (1924-2000) first started as a painter but transitioned to sculpture, 
developing a unique plaster casting technique. He was associated with the Pop Art movement, although 
his work was thought to have “an emotional resonance that was alien” to that style. His public works 
included “Gay Liberation” in Greenwich Village, New York City, and “The Holocaust” in Golden Gate 
Park in San Francisco. Segal’s work was recognized with a Lifetime Achievement in Contemporary 
Sculpture award from The International Sculpture Center in 1992 and a National Medal of Arts from the 
National Endowment for the Arts in 1999.22 
 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial 
ROMA Design Group of San Francisco, California, won the design competition for the memorial. 
Established by architect George Rockrise in the early 1950s, the firm is made up of landscape architects, 
architects, and urban planners. The firm’s award-winning projects include the San Francisco waterfront 
revitalization. Ed Jackson, Jr. served as the Executive Architect overseeing the project. Master Chinese 
sculptor Lei Yixin (b. 1954) sculpted the figure of Martin Luther King, Jr. Sheila Brady, principal in the 
firm Oehme, van Sweden and Associates of Washington, D.C., was the project’s landscape architect. 
Oehme, van Sweden was established in 1975, and is associated with the “New American Garden” style, 
“characterized by large swaths of grasses and layered masses of perennials that boldly celebrate the 
ephemeral through mystery, intrigue, and discovery.” The firm has completed projects across the 
country; in the District of Columbia, these have included the National World War II Memorial, the DC 
Water and Sewer Authority grounds, Francis Scott Key Memorial Park, the National Zoo’s Olmsted 
Walk, and numerous residential gardens.23 
 
3. Builder, contractor, laborers, suppliers: 
A number of builders, contractors, laborers, and suppliers were involved in the creation and 
development of Potomac Park and the Tidal Basin, as well as the various memorials. These are 
presented in chronological order below. 
 
 

                                                            
20 Neil Estern, Fellow Member, available at https://nationalsculpture.org/author/neil_estern/, accessed January 2018; 
“Dovetail: The Careers of Neil Estern,” Sculpture Review LXII, no. 3 (Fall 2013): 26-29. 
21 Suzanne Muchnic and Cara Mia DiMassa, “Robert Graham, L.A. Sculptor, Dies at 70,” Los Angeles Times, December 28, 
2008. 
22 Biography of George Segal, from George Segal Papers, 1936-2006: Finding Aid, available at 
https://web.archive.org/web/20100714133942/http://diglib.princeton.edu/ead/getEad?id=ark%3A%2F88435%2Ftx31qh77q , 
accessed January 2018; Roberta Smith, “George Segal, Pop Sculptor, Dies at 75; Molded Plaster People of a Ghostly Angst,” 
New York Times, June 10, 2000. 
23 ROMA Design Group website, http://www.roma.com/, accessed January 2018; Oehme, van Sweden website, 
http://www.ovsla.com/studio/, accessed January 2018. 
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Dredging 
The Potomac Flats reclamation project required dredging of the Potomac River and the ancillary 
Washington Channel. The companies contracted to complete this work included Brainard & Rice, 
George C. Fobes & Company, P. Sanford Ross, Thomas P. Morgan, Benson & McNee, Potomac 
Dredging Company, and Maryland Dredging & Contracting Company.  
 
Tidal Basin 
The sea wall encircling the Tidal Basin was constructed in segments under several contracts. John Van 
Patten, Frank Somers, and G. Vanderwerken constructed the riprap foundation, while John Miller, 
Charles G. Smith & Son, and day laborers erected the walls. Stone suppliers included Potomac 
Sandstone Company and W.H. Mohler, but much of the stone was obtained through the open market. 
Cranford Paving Company provided the broken stone.  
 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial 
The Raymond Concrete Pile Company was responsible for building the piles and caissons to support the 
structure. John McShain, Inc. of Philadelphia erected the superstructure. J.F. Manning Company, Inc. of 
Washington, D.C., supplied the granite pedestal on which the statue of Jefferson was placed. Attilio J. 
Contini created the plaster model of Jefferson that stood in the memorial until after World War II. 
Adolph Weinman did the carvings for the north portico pediment. Michaels Art Bronze Company of 
Covington, Kentucky, installed the bronze lettering on the inscription panels. Corson & Gruman 
Company of Washington, D.C., built the roads, curbs, gutters, and sea walls around the memorial, while 
Wilmoth Paving Company paved the roads. The New England Tree Expert Company won the 
landscaping contract for the grounds immediately adjacent to the memorial, and H.L. Frost & Higgins 
Company installed the plantings for the rest of the project area. 
 
Kutz Bridge 
Alexander & Repass Construction Company of Des Moines, Iowa, won the contract to build the bridge. 
Archie Alphonso Alexander (1888-1958), an African-American engineer, established a construction 
company in 1925. Four years later, his white former teammate Maurice A. Repass (1889-1970) joined as 
a partner. The two had played varsity football at the University of Iowa and were classmates in the 
school of engineering. In 1912, one of Alexander’s professors warned him of the difficulties he would 
encounter as a minority in the field of engineering, to which Alexander reportedly replied: “Well none 
of us can tell what we can do until we try. And even then we must keep on trying.” World War II proved 
a boon to construction companies, and Alexander and Repass established a second office in Washington, 
D.C. The company reportedly erected half the bridges in Des Moines and the surrounding area, along 
with an airport for a civilian aviation program at Tuskegee; a model sewage disposal plant in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan; and the K Street elevated highway in Washington, D.C.24 
 
Floral Library 
National Park Service staff initially created the beds for garden, and National Mall and Memorial Parks 
personnel continue to maintain the plantings. 

                                                            
24 Quote from “Negro Contractor Builds D.C. Bridge,” The Pittsburgh Courier, April 24, 1943, 12. See also, “Alexander 
Firm Completes D.C. Tidal Basin Bridge,” The Chicago Defender, August 21, 1943, 9; “Alexander Gets 3 Million Dollar 
Job,” Los Angeles Sentinel, May 8, 1947, 16; Jack Lufkin, “Alexander Archie Alphonso,” The Biographical Dictionary of 
Iowa, available at http://uipress.lib.uiowa.edu/bdi/DetailsPage.aspx?id=7, accessed September 7, 2017.  
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Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial 
Several engineering firms worked on the memorial, including GFDS Engineers (structural), GL + A 
Civil Engineers (civil), Schnabel & Faass Consulting (geotechnical), and The Engineering Enterprise 
(electrical). Walsh Construction Company was the general contractor. Lighting was done by Patrick 
Quigley & Associates, while Wiss Janney Elstner Associates, Inc. provided expertise in granite and 
waterproofing. CMS Collaborative was responsible for the electrical and mechanical elements of the 
fountains. Independent Construction, Inc. served as the stone contractor, and Cold Spring Granite 
supplied the granite. Halka Nursery supplied the plants for the memorial landscape. John Benson was 
responsible for the inscriptions. 
 
George Mason Memorial 
Davis Construction Company was the general contractor. A.R.T. Research Enterprises, Inc. of 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, cast the statue of George Mason. 
 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial 
McKissack & McKissack, Turner Construction, Tompkins Builders, and Gilford Corporation served as 
the design-build team for the memorial. Nick Benson completed the inscriptions. 
 
4. Original and subsequent owners, occupants: 
The Army Corps transferred the reclaimed land comprising Potomac Park to the Office of Public 
Buildings and Grounds in parcels beginning in the early 1900s. The War Department’s Office of the 
Chief Engineer administered the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds from 1867 to 1925, as 
authorized by an act of March 2, 1867 (14 Stat. 466). An act passed on February 26, 1925 (43 Stat. 983), 
established the Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital, so administration of 
Potomac Park was transferred to that agency. The mission of this office was to develop, construct, alter, 
operate, and maintain public buildings and parks, as well as erect and maintain national monuments, 
statues, and memorials.  
 
The Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital was transferred to the newly 
designated Office of National Parks, Buildings and Reservations of the Department of Interior by 
Executive Order 6166 of June 10, 1933. This was part of an effort by President Franklin D. Roosevelt to 
consolidate national parks, national monuments, national military parks, and national cemeteries as well 
as the Federal parks in the District of Columbia into one agency. The Interior Department Appropriation 
Act of March 2, 1934, changed the name of the Office of National Parks, Buildings and Reservations, 
back to the National Park Service. After the National Park Service assumed responsibility for 
maintaining some of the Federal buildings and parks in Washington, D.C., two branches were created: 
Branch of Building Management and National Capital Parks. The Branch of Building Management was 
later abolished, but National Capital Parks remained a unit of the National Park Service. By 1934, 
National Capital Parks encompassed 6,500 acres in the District of Columbia, including the Mall, the 
Washington Monument and grounds, President’s Park, the Lincoln Memorial and grounds, West and 
East Potomac parks, Rock Creek Park, Meridian Hill Park, and Anacostia Park, among others. Frank T. 
Gartside and then C. Marshall Finnan served as the first superintendents of the unit. Currently, West 
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Potomac Park is part of the National Mall and Memorial Parks, an administrative unit in the National 
Capital Region.25   
 
5. Periods of development: 
 

a. Original plans and construction: As completed, the “Tidal Reservoir” was roughly 
quatrefoil in shape, with an inlet at the south end allowing the flow of water into the basin from 
the Potomac River. An outlet to the Washington Channel was located on the east side. By 1908, 
a landing basin had been built on the north edge, at the terminus of Seventeenth Street. Other 
areas of development included the “Inner Basin,” which was located west of the Tidal Basin and 
adjacent to the sewer canal. The Inner Basin and sewer canal had both been filled in by 1908. 
 
The early period of development included construction of drives around the Tidal Basin and 
throughout West Potomac Park. Seventeenth Street terminated at the Tidal Basin in a Y, with 
one leg following the western and southern edge of the basin to the inlet. This segment of road 
had been completed in 1906. The following year, “Riverside Drive” was finished. This road 
extended from the 1906 road terminus at the inlet west alongside the river, crossing the old sewer 
canal before meeting a rotary and continuing west. The other leg of the Y at the terminus of 
Seventeenth Street extended to the east. Initially completed in 1903 as a “speedway” that ended 
at a circle near Maryland Avenue, the road was extended in 1909 to meet Maryland Avenue. In 
1906, another segment of road along the east side of the Tidal Basin was completed from the 
Outlet Bridge south along the edge of the Tidal Basin and around Fountain No. 4 before turning 
east to parallel the river. Cinder bridle paths and footpaths paralleled the drives in Potomac Park. 
The completion of the Inlet Bridge in 1909 allowed visitors to travel the entire perimeter of the 
Tidal Basin.  
 
The area around the Tidal Basin was initially developed with ellipses at the nodes of land that 
slightly extended into the basin. An athletic field was located on the east side of the basin, 
between Fourteenth Street and the park drive. To the south of the field was the Office of Public 
Buildings and Grounds’ nursery, featuring three fountains. Fountain No. 4 was located opposite 
the east Inlet Bridge approach. All four fountains were installed in 1905. The land between the 
southwest portion of the Tidal Basin and the river was graded from 1907 to 1908, and a 
bandstand was built at the west Inlet Bridge approach in 1909. The first cherry trees were planted 
in 1912 around the Tidal Basin, thus establishing the character of the landscape. 
 
By 1909, all the land comprising West Potomac Park had been transferred from the Army Corps 
of Engineers to the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds. Throughout the first decades of the 
twentieth century, plantings and recreational features were added to enhance the Tidal Basin’s 
landscape. 
 

                                                            
25 Cornelius W. Heine, “A History of National Capital Parks” (Washington, D.C.: United States Department of the Interior, 
National Park Service, National Capital Parks, 1953), 36; National Capital Parks (Washington, D.C.: United States 
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 1934); James F. Kieley, “A Brief History of the National Park Service” 
(Washington, D.C.: United States Department of the Interior, 1940). 
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b. Changes and additions: The first significant alteration to the Tidal Basin itself resulted from 
the construction of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, dedicated in 1943. The siting of that 
memorial on the south axis of the White House required the alteration of the southeast quadrant 
of the Tidal Basin shoreline. A new sea wall had to be built from the Outlet to the Inlet bridges 
as part of this project.  
 
The second major change resulted from the construction of the Kutz Bridge at the north end of 
the Tidal Basin in the early 1940s and the subsequent creation of a lagoon to the north. The 
project was undertaken to ease congestion on Independent Avenue. The new lagoon was lined 
with a stone wall and four overlooks on the sidewalk running alongside the westbound lanes of 
Independence Avenue. The sea wall at the Tidal Basin had to be reconstructed following the 
bridge’s completion.  
 
Subsequent significant additions to the landscape include the 1997 completion of the Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt Memorial in the southwest quadrant of the Tidal Basin. The George Mason 
Memorial, tucked to the rear of the original Pansy Garden and Fountain No. 4, was dedicated in 
2002. The last major addition to the Tidal Basin was the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial in the 
northwest quadrant, opened in 2011.  

 
 
B. Historical Context 
A note about organization: The history of the Tidal Basin and West Potomac Park spans more than 200 
years. The historical context section of this report begins with the history of the creation and 
development of the parkland comprising West Potomac Park and the Tidal Basin. The individual 
histories of significant non-extant and extant components of the cultural landscape follow in 
chronological order. Finally, the Historical Context section concludes with individual histories of the 
memorials on the banks of the Tidal Basin, also presented chronologically. 
 
Reclamation of Land and the Army Corps of Engineers 
The Tidal Basin and surrounding landscape are the result of an intensive Potomac River improvement 
project that started in the late nineteenth century. The navigability of the river had long been a problem 
due to sediment deposits. At Washington, D.C., the main river channel (also designated the Georgetown 
Channel for that segment between Georgetown and the Long Bridge) had a secondary parallel one to the 
east called the Washington Channel that had been separated from the main channel by flats formed of 
sediment. A third channel ran along the Virginia shoreline and west of Analostan Island (now called 
Theodore Roosevelt Island); it was thus designated the Virginia Channel. The flats had resulted from a 
number of factors. One was the character of the Potomac River below Easby’s Point (where the 
Kennedy Center is now located), which dramatically widened and slowed, causing sediment to drop to 
the bottom. The growth of the city of Washington, including the introduction of wharves and the 
increasing amounts of sewage discharged into the river, was another factor. Finally, the construction of 
the Long Bridge in 1809 by the Washington Bridge Company only worsened the buildup of sediment. 
Congress had gifted the bridge to the Baltimore and Potomac Railroad (a subsidiary of the Pennsylvania 
Railroad) after the Civil War with the stipulation that the company maintain the structure. The railroad 
company did not honor that commitment and refused to overhaul the bridge as it became increasingly 
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deteriorated. Instead, the company opted to have riprap dumped by the piers, which only exacerbated the 
siltation problems in the river.26 [See Appendix B, Figure 1.] 
 
By the mid-nineteenth century, acres of sedimentary flats had been created in the Potomac River, to the 
consternation of merchants, vessel owners, and city residents. The river’s foul-smelling flats stretching 
from the White House to the Long Bridge were covered with organic material, from which grew reeds 
and grasses. Sewage discharging from the city’s sewer canal, which extended through the flats, 
contributed to the malodorous atmosphere. Maj. Peter C. Hains wrote “it is certain that the effluvium 
from these flats is at times so nauseous as to make it impossible for persons to go near them without 
being sickened,” rendering the area nearly uninhabitable. The possibility of disease spreading due to the 
conditions of the flats and the sewer canal led residents, including multiple U.S. presidents, to escape the 
city during the summer months.27 
 
As part of efforts to improve the Potomac River’s navigability, the Army Corps of Engineers began 
intermittently dredging the waterway above and below Analostan Island after the Civil War. Maj. 
Nathaniel Michler was the first to serve as the officer in charge, being appointed by the Army Corps in 
1867. He surveyed the section of the river near Washington, D.C., and made recommendations for its 
improvement. In his summary of the project, Hains pointed out that Michler’s recommendations were 
similar to a report by Alfred Landon Rives to the Secretary of the Interior in 1857. Rives’ plan to 
permanently improve navigation included reclaiming the 160-acres of marsh land between Easby’s Point 
and the Long Bridge and creating a 1,770'-wide waterway along the Washington shoreline. Michler’s 
1868 report recommended removing the Long Bridge and replacing it with an arched bridge or one on 
piles, dredging the main river channel and the Washington channel, and cutting through the flats to 
connect the Washington Channel with Georgetown.28  
 
Michler’s plan was never seriously considered by either his superiors or by Congress. However, 
Congress did appropriate $50,000 in 1870 for Michler to begin a dredging project that was carried into 
the tenure of the next Army Corps of Engineers commander, Maj. William P. Craighill. This 
appropriation was the first Federal money used for the improvement of the river and involved dredging 
the channel to a 200' width and 14' depth from Georgetown to the Long Bridge. A heavy freshet that 
year resulted in much of the dredged material that had been placed on the banks simply washing back 
into the river. Craighill urged undertaking a study of the channels to determine the course of action for 
long-term river improvement.29 
 

                                                            
26 Robert Cohen, “History of the Long Railroad Bridge Crossing across the Potomac River,” available at 
http://www.dcnrhs.org/learn/washington-d-c-railroad-history/history-of-the-long-bridge, accessed August 2017; U.S. House 
Executive Documents, 48th Congress, 1st Session (1883-1884), Vol. 2, Doc. 1, Part 2, Appendix I to the “Report of the Chief 
of Engineers,” comprising Report of Lieut. Col. Peter C. Haines, June 30, 1883, 783-785. [After the initial citation, these 
annual reports will be cited as author’s last name and report, date, and page number.] 
27 Gutheim and Lee, 4. For a summary of the conditions of the Potomac River and early plans, see Hains report, 1883, 764-
794, quote from page 782. 
28 Gutheim and Lee, 83; Hains report, 1883, 775. 
29 House of Representatives, 42nd Congress, 2nd session (1871-1872), “Report of the Secretary of War, Being Part of the 
Message and Documents Communicated to the Two Houses of Congress at the Beginning of the Second Session of the 
Forty-Second Congress,” Vol. II (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1871), 72, 594-595. 
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Congress responded by establishing a Board of Survey on March 5, 1872, and tasking its members with 
developing a comprehensive plan of improvement that would address not only navigation but also the 
sanitary conditions and the potential of permanently reclaiming the flats. Comprised of the chief of 
engineers of the U.S. Army; Carlile Patterson, who was the superintendent of the United States Coast 
Survey; the engineer in charge of Public Buildings and Grounds of the District of Columbia; and 
Alexander Shepherd, head of the D.C. Board of Public Works, the board came up with three plans and 
recommended adoption of one. Their preferred plan called for one deep channel from Georgetown down 
to Gravelly Point (located north of what is now Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport). However, 
it would take Congress another two years, until the passage of the Rivers and Harbors Act of June 23, 
1874, before any action was taken.30  
 
Sylvanus Thayer Abert, a graduate of Princeton, had worked on engineering projects across the United 
States prior to his appointment in 1873 supervising the improvement of the Washington and Georgetown 
harbors. The 1874 dredging work was contracted to W.H. Beard of Brooklyn, New York, who had 
completed the work by 1876. The contractor dredged a 200' wide and 15' to 16' deep channel above and 
below the Long Bridge. The dredged material, consisting mainly of decayed vegetation, gravel, and 
shells, was placed on the flats in keeping with the 1872 Board of Survey plan. To keep that material 
from simply falling back into the Potomac River, the contractor drove piles for a retaining wall. Abert 
also reported that the contractor removed rocks from the bottom of the Georgetown Harbor and cut off 
part of Easby’s Point in order to straighten the Potomac River channel and improve the current. A 
freshet in November 1877 undid all the work completed under Abert’s authority, depositing so much 
sediment that the channel depth was reduced to 9' and a new bar formed. Area merchants and shippers 
paid to have a channel dredged through this newly-created impediment to navigation.31  
 
A Congressional appropriation of $50,000 was designated for improvements to the Washington and 
Georgetown harbors in 1878. Responding to complaints from ship and wharf owners about the potential 
loss of income from the reclamation of the area surrounding these wharves, Abert designated some of 
the funds to dredge the Washington Channel to a width of 200' and a depth of 12'. The main river 
channel (referred to as the Georgetown Channel and describing that part of the river between 
Georgetown and the Long Bridge) would be dredged to a 16' depth. The first contract was awarded to 
Brainard & Rice of Washington, D.C, but after their equipment proved inadequate and it was apparent 
they would not be able to complete the work, George C. Fobes & Company of Baltimore, Maryland, 
took over the project. Another $50,000 appropriation was made in 1879.32  
 
In 1880, the National Dredging Company of New York won a contract to excavate the Washington 
Channel. However, it was never executed because there was no place to dump the excavated material. 
The following year, $50,000 was appropriated for the improvement of the Washington and Georgetown 

                                                            
30 Hains report, 1883, 765.  
31 U.S. House Executive Documents, 44th Congress, 1st Session (1875-1876), Vol. 2, Part 2, Appendix W to the “Report of 
the Chief of Engineers,” compromising Report of Mr. S.T. Abert, June 30, 1875, 111-113; Hains report, 1833, 765. 
32 U.S. House Executive Documents, 46th Congress, 2nd Session (1879-1880), Vol. 2, Part 1, Appendix G to the “Report of 
the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Mr. S.T. Abert, August 5, 1879, 591-596; Hains report, 1833, 766. Brainard 
and Rice utilized rental dredges. The tug and scow used to dump the dredged material proved inadequate. The company 
ultimately defaulted on the payments for the rental of the equipment. Realizing the inexperience of Brainard and Rice, the 
Army Corps terminated the contract. Abert received another appropriation through the June 14, 1880, Rivers and Harbors 
Act. 
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harbors and combined with previous unspent monies for a total of $120,000. The National Dredging 
Company executed the work, dredging the Washington Channel to a width of 200' and a depth of 15'. 
The soft black mud dredged from the channel was put in rail cars and carried on an incline railway built 
on the flats to the dumping location. This project resulted in about 15 acres of marshy land being 
covered in mud.33 
 
The Board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia was increasingly interested in the situation at 
the city waterfront, particularly the Army Corps of Engineers representative on the commission, Maj. 
W.J. Twining. He reported in 1879 that the “condition of the river frontage demands the immediate and 
careful consideration of Congress, not only as a measure of health but also with reference to the future 
commercial interests of the city.” Major Twining urged immediate action at the Potomac Flats, pointing 
out the flats “have reached that point where it is necessary that some decisive action should be taken to 
abate what is rapidly becoming a gigantic and intolerable nuisance.” He recommended the adoption of 
the 1872 Board of Survey plan with three modifications: end the Washington Channel at the Long 
Bridge, reduce the width of the Virginia Channel to 2,000', and redistribute the reclaimed land. To 
protect the water quality of the Washington Channel, Twining suggested the creation of flushing or 
sluicing basins in the flats above the Long Bridge with automatic gates admitting water from the main 
channel during high tide. The basins would encompass 109 acres and admit an estimated 14 million 
cubic feet of fresh water into the Washington Channel. The reclaimed land would be divided into three 
sections. The first, stretching from Easby’s Point to Seventeenth Street, would be filled to a height of 1' 
above mean high tide. The second section, from Seventeenth Street to the Long Bridge, would be filled 
to the extreme high water mark. This plan envisioned creating a park with an open lake and ponds 
serving as the sluicing basins on the reclaimed land. Finally, the third section extended below the Long 
Bridge and would be filled to 2' above ordinary high tide. The entire length of this reclaimed land would 
have a footing of rough stone and riprap along the river. Twining’s vision of sluicing basins and tidal 
gates would later become reality with the creation of the Tidal Basin and the inlet and outlet gates.34 
[See Appendix B, Figure 2.] 
 
Meanwhile, the dredging activities faced a setback in February 1881. That winter was severe, with more 
than 23" of snow falling and thick ice forming on the river. Rain plus melting snow caused the ice on the 
river to break up and a bottleneck to form at Arsenal Point. As the ice stacked up and the water level 
rose, the pressure on the Long Bridge increased so much that three spans gave way. Abert reported that 
“to an unprecedented extent, the lower portion of the city along the mall and extending across 
Pennsylvania Avenue was flooded, and a large amount of damage was caused by the flooding of the 
cellars and first floors.” In all, about 254 acres flooded. As a result of the disaster, Congress directed a 
survey be made of the Potomac and Anacostia rivers in the vicinity of Washington, D.C., in March 1881 
to determine what navigation improvements were required, establish harbor lines, and decide how much 
the flats needed to be raised.35 [See Appendix B, Figure 3.]  
                                                            
33 Hains report, 1883, 767. 
34 In 1917, Colonel William W. Harts would recommend that the Tidal Basin be called “Twining Lake” after Major Twining, 
who was the first person to argue for the economic value of the reclaimed land to the Federal government. House of 
Representatives, 46th Congress, 2nd Session (1879-1880), Annual Report of the Commissioners of the District of Columbia for 
the Year Ending June 30, 1879 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1879), 7-11, quotes from page 7; Hains 
report, 1883, 777-778.  
35 U.S. House Executive Documents, 47th Congress, 1st Session (1881-1882), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix H to the 
“Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Mr. S.T. Abert, June 30, 1881, 940-941. 
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The resulting survey, done by Abert, recommended keeping the Washington Channel open with a basin 
located above the Long Bridge. His boundary for the reclaimed flats differed from Twining’s by 
extending out to the deep water at Easby’s Point and then curving to the Long Bridge. Abert presented 
two options for bordering the reclaimed land: one included an embankment, drain pipes equipped with 
valves, and a dry-laid masonry wall on piles while the simpler (and less expensive) option was to build a 
riprap slope on a stone footing.36  
 
In January 1882, the Gillmore Board, comprised of Col. Q.A. Gillmore, Lt. Col. C.B. Comstock, and Lt. 
Col. W. P. Craighill (all with the Army Corps of Engineers) convened to review the 1872 Board of 
Survey plan, Twining’s 1879 plan, and Abert’s 1881 plan. The group issued a preliminary report the 
following month stating,  
 

this Board is of the opinion that an improvement which shall combine substantially and in its 
essential features the harbor and shore lines of Mr. Abert’s plan from Easby’s Point to the 
Arsenal, and the low-grade filling and surrounding embankment of that plan below the Long 
Bridge, with a cheaper revetment than he proposes, with Major Twining’s high-grade filling and 
sluicing-ponds between the Long Bridge and Easby’s Point, offers a better solution of the 
various questions connected with the improvement of navigation, the establishment of the harbor 
lines, and the reclamation of the flats than any of the other projects or combination of projects 
that have been considered. 

 
The Gillmore Board estimated the cost of the project at $2.5 million. A congressional committee 
reviewed the report and eventually recommended a $400,000 appropriation, which Congress passed on 
August 2, 1882. 37  
 
Finally, a comprehensive plan and significant appropriation were in place. Maj. Peter Conover Hains 
replaced Abert as commander of the reclamation project. Hains took a different approach than his 
predecessors. He began by researching the history of the river and studying early maps, like those based 
on Andrew Ellicott’s 1791 and 1792 surveys, in order to understand the changes that had occurred. His 
proposal specified dredging the main channel and the Washington Channel, with the excavated material 
deposited on the flats to raise them. A tidal reservoir at least 8' deep would be located between the Long 
Bridge and the sewer canal in order to flush the Washington Channel. Inlet and outlet gates that utilized 
tidal action to operate would aid the flushing. Finally, a smaller reservoir would be located near the 
sewer canal to flush the stagnant sewage out of that channel.38  
 
In 1883, Hains allocated $300,000 of the appropriation to dredge the main river channel from Easby’s 
Point downriver to a width of 400' and depth of 20' at low tide. The plan called for depositing all the 
excavated material from the channel above Long Bridge on Section I (the area between the sewer canal 
and Easby’s Point) as it had been determined that area was in the worst condition. The material dredged 
from the main channel below Long Bridge would be deposited on Section III as that was most cost 

                                                            
36 U.S. House Executive Documents, 47th Congress, 2nd Session (1882-1883), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix H to the 
“Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Mr. S.T. Abert, June 30, 1882, 980-987. 
37 Hains report, 1883, 780; quote also from that page. 
38 U.S. House Executive Documents, 49th Congress, 1st Session (1885-1886), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix J to the 
“Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Lieut. Col. Peter C. Hains, June 30, 1885, 926-927. 
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effective. Hains estimated that it would take more than 4 million cubic yards of fill to reclaim Section II 
(the site of the Tidal Basin), so that would be the last completed.39 [See Appendix B, Figure 4.] 
 
Hains selected P. Sanford Ross of Jersey City, New Jersey, as the contractor for the dredging work in 
Section I. Utilizing a clamshell dredger and Osgood’s improved dipper dredge, the contractor excavated 
the sediment from the channel and transported it via bottom-dumping scows to a receiving basin where 
it would be dumped. Another dredge scooped up the excavated sediment from the receiving basin and 
loaded it onto railcars. A railway built across the flats transported the material to its final location in 
Section I.40  
 
Soon after the dredging started, the Army Corps realized that it would be necessary to build an 
embankment in order to retain the dredged material. Thomas P. Morgan won the contract for the 
foundation work for this embankment.41 Hains provided a detailed description of the construction 
process.  

It was decided to put in a foundation of riprap, laid on a continuous mattress of brush, the 
mattress to be laid at a depth of 6 feet below the surface of mean low tide, to be about 1 foot 
thick and 18 feet wide, made of brush not over 2 inches in diameter at the butt, woven together 
somewhat on the plan used on the Mississippi River for the revetment of banks, &c. The rip-rap 
thrown in on top of this mattress will form a solid footing for the slope of the fill, the face of 
which may be revetted with a paving of stone, or should it be desirable to do so at some future 
time, a nearly vertical wall of concrete or stone may be laid on it. It is believed it will give a 
perfectly secure foundation for a solid wall not exceeding 6 feet in height. The rip-rap of loose 
stone covers the entire surface of the mattress, the middle of the pile being over the center line of 
the mattress, with slopes of about 2 base to 1 vertical.42 
 

The brush mattress was woven on an inclined platform placed on a scow. When 35' of mattress had been 
completed, the scow was moved forward until 2' of the mattress remained on the boat while the rest was 
in the water. The contractor then wove another 35' of mattress and continued along the shore. That part 
of the mattress floating in the water was weighed down by stones thrown from another scow. Once the 
mattress sank, additional stone was tossed on it until it had piled up to a point about halfway between the 
high and low tide markers. H.P. Gilbert provided the initial 15,000 cubic yards of riprap, while J.A. 
Blundon and George B. Chittenden provided the brush.43 
 
Benson & McNee of San Francisco won the contracts for the majority of the dredging and filling of 
Sections II and III beginning in 1884. Section II also required building an embankment on the northwest 
and northeast edges of the Tidal Basin. D.E. Culver Company of New York submitted the low bid for 
this project. The company’s employees made successive cuts to form the trench, which measured over 
100' wide and at least 6' deep. Then “rip-rap stone was deposited along the shore side of the trench to a 
height of 3 feet above low tide.” This stone would form the foundation for the later “slope paving.” By 
                                                            
39 Gutheim and Lee, 95; Hains report, 1883, 785-786. 
40 Peter C. Hains, “Reclamation of the Potomac Flats at Washington, D.C.,” American Society of Civil Engineers 
Transactions XXXI (January 1894): 61; Hains report, 1883, 786-787. 
41 “Sea Wall Six Miles, Potomac River Deepened and Valuable Land Reclaimed,” The Washington Post, October 1, 1896, 5; 
Hains report, 1883, 788.  
42 Hains report, 1883, 788. 
43 Hains report, 1883, 788-790. 
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June 1885, 121,413 cubic yards of material had been excavated and deposited on this embankment. The 
bids to dredge and create the embankment on the southeast edge of the Tidal Basin were deemed too 
high, so day laborers were hired. Gilbert Vanderwerken of Georgetown provided the riprap stone.44 [See 
Appendix B, Figure 4.] 
 
Benson & McNee used a new method of dredging. Rather than clamshell dredgers depositing excavated 
material on rail cars, the company utilized hydraulic dredgers. A Von Schmidt pump was mounted on a 
scow from which a cast-iron, telescopic suction pipe extended into the water. Hains described the 
operation in detail. 
 

The vertical part of this pipe is rigidly suspended from a frame which rotates from one side to the 
other across the bow of the vessel and allows the lower end of the pipe to describe the arc of a 
circle 60 feet in diameter. In this way the machine makes a cut 60 feet wide at each forward 
movement…. Connected with the pump is a discharge-pipe, which passes over the side of the 
vessel and is made flexible by joints of rubber cylinders or cast-iron ball-joints. The discharge 
pipe is carried to land on pontons [sic] or flat-boats, and from thence to the place of discharge on 
the ground. The machine is provided with two spuds to hold her steadily in position, and is 
moved forward or backward by means of lines. The lower end of the suction-pipe is provided 
with a cast-iron hood or bonnet, 8 feet in diameter. The material forming the bed of the river is 
cut up and agitated at the mouth of the suction pipe by a system of knives or plows which rotate 
about a vertical shaft passing through the center of the hood; it thus becomes mixed with the 
water, and is taken into the suction pipe by the vacuum created in the pump, after passing 
through which it enters and is discharged through the discharge-pipe. 

 
As Hains noted, the use of the hydraulic dredging plant decreased the labor needed to spread the dredged 
material and resulted in a more even bottom that made determining depths easier.45 
 
While this dredging technique had its drawbacks, one being that more water than soil was deposited on 
the reclaimed site resulting in a longer period of time before settlement occurred, it was a much faster 
method than using a clamshell dredger. Hains discovered that if soft mud was being excavated, 7,000 to 
8,000 cubic yards could be dredged in a day, but in areas where the material was primarily sand, the 
process was much slower. He noted in his 1886 annual report that over 1.6 million cubic yards of 
dredged material had been placed on the flats. By then the Washington Channel was 20' deep at low tide 
and from 200' to 350' wide to the Long Bridge. Most of Section I (north of the sewer canal) had been 
filled to a height of 6'. The area between the sewer canal and the Long Bridge comprising Section II had 
about 6,700 linear feet of embankment constructed at the Tidal Basin edge. Section III, located below 
the Long Bridge, had 212 acres filled.46 [See Appendix B, Figure 5.] 
 
Benson & McNee also dredged 200,000 cubic yards of what would be the Tidal Basin, placing the 
material on the flats next to the Washington Monument grounds in 1886. The following year, the 
northwest section of the basin was dredged and the material deposited in Section II. Hains also had a 

                                                            
44 Hains report, 1885, 930-934. 
45 Quote from Hains report, 1885, 928-929. See also, Hains, “Reclamation of the Potomac Flats,” 55-80. 
46 U.S. House Executive Documents, 49th Congress, 2nd Session (1886-1887), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix I to the 
“Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Lieut. Col. Peter C. Hains, June 30, 1886, 882 
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secondary reservoir created at the foot of Seventeenth Street. He thought the creation of this 8-acre 
reservoir (called the Inner Basin) coupled with dredging the sewer canal to a 6' depth at low tide would 
resolve the stagnant environment of that channel. Water entered the Inner Basin via an inlet from the 
Tidal Basin, and an outlet then allowed the water to flow from the Inner Basin to the sewer canal. This 
connection was later altered in 1903 with the installation of a pipe. The arrangement was not entirely 
successful, however, and by 1908, the Inner Basin and the sewer canal had been filled in to address 
concerns about sanitation.47   
 
Work on the outlet gates at the Tidal Basin began in 1887.48 Hains argued that the gates were imperative 
because silt washed into the basin from the Washington Channel, thereby negating all the dredging work 
that had previously occurred. The project was put out to bid, with Francis H. Smith of New York 
submitting the lowest one. However, even Smith’s bid was deemed too high, so day laborers were hired 
to build the cofferdam and foundation. Nolan & Son of New York won the masonry contract, with 
subcontractors providing the materials. In February 1887, the cofferdam was installed on 75'-long piles. 
The “treacherous nature of the bottom” meant considerable shoring up of the cofferdam and installation 
of a concrete foundation were required. The cofferdam was 135' x 80' and consisted of piles placed 5' 
apart to which sheet piling was attached. The soft soil and tidal action moved the dam inward, resulting 
in leaks and a need for additional bracing. By 1889, the outlet was nearly complete with the gates in 
place and the masonry finished except for the final course on the headwalls and coping. The cofferdam 
was subsequently removed in March 1890. During 1887, dredging also continued along with 
construction of embankments protected by riprap, primarily supplied by G. Vanderwerken or purchased 
on the open market.49 [See Appendix B, Figure 6.]  
 
In 1889, yet another catastrophic flood impeded the work of Major Hains. The June 2 freshet did not 
cause significant damage to the reclaimed land but “many cubic yards” of sand washed into the Tidal 
Basin, resulting in deposits of 1' to 4'. The channel above the Long Bridge had an estimated 600,000 
cubic yards of material dumped into it, filling the channel by nearly 6'. Nearly 4' of material was 
deposited at the junction of the main river and Washington channels.50 Even with the setback caused by 
the freshet, more than 8.3 million cubic yards of the estimated 12 million cubic yards required to fill and 
bring the flats up to the required height had been deposited by the end of fiscal year 1890. The flats, 
totaling 621 acres, were outlined with riprap.  

                                                            
47 Letter from Col. Symons to Col. John Biddle, July 15, 1903, and letter from Col. Bromwell to Brig. Gen. A. Mackenzie, 
June 21, 1906, both in Box 4, Entry 91: Letters Received, 1899-1906, in Record Group 42, Records of the Office of Public 
Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital, in National Archives and Records Administration-Washington, D.C. 
[hereafter cited as RG 42 and NARA-DC]. Hains report, 1885, 935-937, and 1886, 883. The Gillmore Board, which still 
acted as an advisory board to the Corps of Engineers, approved Hains’ plan in 1884. 
48 The Baltimore and Potomac Railroad Company argued against the construction of the outlet gates, believing it would 
endanger the Long Bridge. Hains countered that the flushing would not be violent and pointed out that the railroad had been 
negligent in building the promised replacement span. 
49 U.S. House Executive Documents, 50th Congress, 1st Session (1887-1888), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix J to the 
“Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Lt. Col. Peter C. Hains, June 30, 1887, 884-898; U.S. House 
Executive Documents, 50th Congress, 2nd Session (1888-1889), Vol. 2, Doc. 1, Part 2, Appendix J to the “Report of the Chief 
of Engineers,” comprising Report of Lt. Col. Peter C. Hains, June 30, 1888, 777-785; U.S. House Executive Documents, 51st 
Congress, 2nd Session (1890-1891), Vol. 2, Doc. 1, Part 2, Appendix K to the “Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising 
Report of Lt. Col. Peter C. Hains, June 30, 1890, 1037-1040. 
50 U.S. House Executive Documents, 51st Congress, 1st Session (1889-1890), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix K to the 
“Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Lt. Col. Peter C. Hains, June 30, 1889, 983-989. 
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The Rivers and Harbors Act of September 1890 provided funding to build a sea wall to protect the flats 
from erosion. In those areas most susceptible to wave action, 5,100 linear feet of stone wall were built 
on a riprap foundation in 1891. The dry-laid stone walls were 6' tall and 4' wide at the base, narrowing to 
2 1/2' wide at the top. Hired day laborers laid the walls with stone from Potomac quarries.51 Through 
fiscal years 1892, 1893, and 1894, dredging and building the sea walls continued, including dredging the 
southwest portion of the Tidal Basin and placing the dredged material in the area between the basin and 
the Long Bridge. 
 
Construction of the Sea Wall 
While the dredging and filling project was taking place, embankments were being built along the edges 
of the reclaimed land to prevent freshets from washing material back into the channels. The 
embankments made the use of the hydraulic dredge possible as well. Hydraulic dredges introduced a 
significant amount of water to the excavated material, so the material needed to be physically retained. 
A clamshell dredge made a 6'-deep cut at low tide and put the material on the side where the fill was 
going to be placed, forming a berm. In some areas, this trench was widened. Stone was then put in the 
trench to form a 6'-deep ridge with a slope of 1 to 1 at the rear and 1-1/2 to 1 at the face. A dredge with a 
long boom or a dredge and chute on a scow were next used to widen and deepen the outer edge of the 
trench.  
 
The first segments of sea wall were built from Easby’s Point down to the inlet at the Tidal Basin starting 
in 1890. The sea wall (also referred to as a revetment) was built on the stone pile at the foot of the 
embankment and was 6' tall above low tide. Allen reported that at first, it was built with a 1 to 2 batter, 
but most had a batter of 1 to 3 and were 4-1/2' wide at the base and 2-1/2' wide at the top. Later, a batter of 
1 to 6 was determined to be the best so the thickness of the wall was adjusted to 4' at the base and 3' at 
the top. However, Hains stated that the sea wall was 5' wide at the base and 3' wide at the top with a 3 
vertical to 1 base batter on its face. Dry-laid Potomac River stone “of a size rather larger than ordinary 
building stone” formed the walls. Waves and tidal actions dislodged stones from the wall—as did 
“malicious persons”—and it was later rebuilt with cement mortar. To protect the dry-laid wall from frost 
and prevent the fill from leaching out through the joints, 2' of coarse gravel was poured behind it. When 
gravel could not be obtained, oyster shells were instead used.52 
 
Hired labor built 8,740 linear feet of wall in fiscal year 1892. By the end of that fiscal year, the riprap 
foundation of the sea wall had been completed along the riverfront of the reclaimed area and around the 
Tidal Basin, and 13,840 linear feet of wall had been erected. W.H. Mohler supplied the stone, with 
additional purchases made from the open market. In 1893, economic panic gripped the country, causing 
the cost of materials and labor to dramatically decrease. Major Hains advertised for bids to supply stone, 
most of which was procured from Potomac Sandstone Company and W.H. Mohler and augmented with 
purchases from the open market. By 1894, a total of 25,495 linear feet of sea wall had been completed. 

                                                            
51 U.S. House Executive Documents, 52nd Congress, 1st Session (1891-1892), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix J to the 
“Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Lt. Col. Peter C. Hains, June 30, 1891, 1245-1251. 
52 “Size rather larger” quote from U.S. House Executive Documents, 54th Congress, 2nd Session (1896-1897), Vol. 2, Doc. 
No. 2, Appendix I to the “Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Maj. Chas. J. Allen, June 30, 1896, 1027; 
Hains, “Reclamation of the Potomac Flats,” 55-80. 
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The Washington Post reported in 1896 the 6 miles of completed sea wall seemed to be “not only strong 
enough to defy the wind and water, but also the ravages of time.”53  
 
In April 1895, the focus shifted to the construction of a sea wall around the Tidal Basin. By December 
of that year, the northeastern part of the wall from the bathing beach to the outlet and the southeastern 
part of the wall between the outlet and inlet had been completed along with an additional 700' on the 
southwest shore. Charles G. Smith & Son supplied the stone, which was laid in cement mortar 
comprised of 1 part natural cement and 2 parts sand. Hired laborers continued work on the wall in the 
next fiscal year, erecting the lower portion of the wall (designated as that portion from low tide to 2-1/2' 
above low tide) of dry-laid masonry on the southwest and northwest shores in the winter and the upper 
part in the spring. Like the sea wall built along the river channel, the Tidal Basin sea wall had a coarse 
gravel or oyster shell backing. Completed in 1896, the wall measured 4' thick at the base and 3' at the 
top and stood 6' above low tide.54  
 
A June 26, 1902, appropriation for the improvement of Potomac Park provided the necessary funding to 
raise the sea wall. Colonel Bingham requested bids from several companies to add 3' of stone to 2,300 
linear feet of sea wall. In addition, another 470 linear feet of new wall was required at the northeast side 
of the Tidal Basin in front of the former bathing beach near the Washington Monument grounds (the 
bathing beaches are discussed later in this report). The initial proposals to complete the work were 
deemed excessive, so Colonel Bingham proposed using day laborers. Peter J. Clark built the 470 linear 
foot section. L.E. Smoot supplied sand, Cranford Paving Company the broken stone, and Fahey & 
Company provided the cement. The day laborers were able to salvage the original foundation stones of 
the sea wall and lay a dry masonry wall of Potomac stone ranging in size from 6' to 15' on top as the 
base. The top portion was laid in Portland cement mortar comprised of 1 part cement to 3 parts sand. 
The batter was the same at 1 to 6. The coping was made up of rough blocks of Potomac River stone each 
measuring 3' wide, at least 5' long, and 6" thick. After the wall was completed, a coarse gravel backing 
was poured behind it.55 [See Appendix B, Figure 7.] 

                                                            
53 U.S. House Executive Documents, 52nd Congress, 2nd Session (1892-1893), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix J to the 
“Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Maj. Charles Davis, June 30, 1892, 1033; U.S. House Executive 
Documents, 53rd Congress, 2nd Session (1893-1894), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix J to the “Report of the Chief of 
Engineers,” comprising Report of Maj. Charles B. Davis, June 30, 1893, 1265-1270; U.S. House Executive Documents, 53rd 
Congress, 3rd Session (1894-1895), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers, United State Army, to 
the Secretary of War, for the Year 1894, 137; “Sea Wall Six Miles,” 5. 
54 U.S. House Executive Documents, 54th Congress, 1st Session (1895-1896), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 2, Part 2, Appendix I to the 
“Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Maj. Charles B. Davis, June 30, 1895, 1211; Allen report, 1896, 
1028-1029; letter from Peter J. Clark to Col. T.A. Bingham, October 31, 1902, in Box 4, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC. 
55 Letter from Col. Bingham to L.E. Smoot, Columbia National Sand Dredging Company, F.E. Jones, Agent for Rittenhouse 
Moore, October 10, 1902; letter from Col. T.A. Bingham to P.J. Brennan, President of the Brennan Construction Company, 
October 18, 1901; Proposals for Constructing New Masonry Revetment Wall and Raising Old Masonry Revetment Wall, 
August 15, 1902; Abstract of Proposals for constructing new masonry revetment wall and raising old masonry revetment wall 
on the east side of the flushing basin in Potomac Park, received in response to public notice, circular letter of August 15, 
1902, and opened at 2:00 p.m. on Monday, September 15, 1902, by Col. T.A. Bingham; Abstract of Proposals for furnishing 
and delivering in that part of Potomac Park, between the Washington Monument Grounds and the Tidal Reservoir broken 
stone, sand and Portland cement, for use in raising the sea wall on the north side of said Tidal Reservoir about 3 feet, received 
in response to public notice, circular letter of October 1, 1902, and opened at 2:00 p.m., Saturday, October 11, 1902, by Col. 
Theo A. Bingham; letter accepting L.E. Smoot from Col. T.A. Bingham, October 27, 1902; letter accepting The Cranford 
Paving Company from Col. T.A. Bingham, October 27, 1902; Proposals for Constructing New Masonry Revetment Wall, 
October 23, 1902; Abstract of Proposals for constructing 470 linear feet, more or less, of new masonry sea wall on the north-
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In 1907, Bromwell accepted a bid for 1,000 barrels of Alpha Portland cement for use in raising the sea 
wall on the north and east sides of the Tidal Basin from Grove, Lime, & Coal Company. This work was 
probably necessitated by the construction of the Outlet Bridge.56 
 
Colonel Bingham developed creative methods to solve the problem of finding labor for the Potomac 
Park projects. To reduce costs, he arranged for ten to fifteen prisoners from the District of Columbia to 
work on raising the sea walls in addition to grading and grubbing in the park. The workers (it is not clear 
if these were prison laborers or others) lived in a camp located in what would be East Potomac Park, 
near the Long Bridge. In 1905, an inspector found the men living in tents. The camp latrine was simply a 
hole in the ground with a structure over it, which the inspector described as having a disgusting smell.57 
 
Designation of Potomac Park and the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds 
Congress designated the 621 acres of reclaimed flats and the 118 acres that made up the Tidal Basin as 
“Potomac Park” in an act that passed on March 3, 1897. The establishing legislation stated the “entire 
area formerly known as the Potomac Flats, and now being reclaimed, together with the tidal reservoirs, 
be, and the same are hereby, made and declared a public park, under the name Potomac Park, and to be 
forever held and used as a park for the recreation and pleasure of the people.” The park would 
eventually be designated West Potomac Park and East Potomac Park. Today, West Potomac Park is 
bounded by Constitution Avenue to the north, Seventeenth Street to the northeast, and the Long Bridge 
to the south, while East Potomac Park is located on the peninsula south of the Long Bridge.58  
 
Although Congress had designated the reclaimed flats as Potomac Park in 1897, the land was not 
actually transferred from the Army Corps of Engineers to the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds at 
that time. The delay was partly due to litigation as fifty claimants led by John L. Kidwell sued the 
United States government for rights to the newly reclaimed land that adjoined their properties in 1886. 
In 1899, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled on Martin F. Morris et al., appellants v. United States that the 
government had rights to the land under the Potomac River rather than private landowners and that the 
$26.5 million earmarked in the 1896 District appropriation bill for compensation to claimants met the 
government’s obligations to landowners.59  
 
In August 1901, the Army Corps of Engineers made the first transfer of more than 30 acres of park land 
between the Tidal Basin and the Washington Monument grounds extending from Seventeenth Street and 
Virginia Avenue to Fourteenth Street and Maryland Avenue to the Office of Public Buildings and 
Grounds. The next transfer occurred in November 1903, comprising 50 acres located between the Tidal 

                                                            
eastern side of the tidal reservoir in Potomac Park, west of the Washington Monument Grounds, received in response to 
public notice, circular letter, of October 23, 1902, and opened at 2:00 p.m., Thursday, October 30, 1902, by Col. T.A. 
Bingham, all in Box 4, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC. 
56 Letter from Col. Charles S. Bromwell, to the Grove, Lime, & Coal Company, October 27, 1907, in Box 5, Entry 91, RG 
42, NARA-DC.  
57 Letter from Col. T.A. Bingham to the Honorable Secretary of War (through the Chief of Engineers), July 6, 1902, and 
letter from J.C. Boe, Sanitary Inspectary, 5th District to Dr. William G. Woodward, Health Officer, January 13, 1905, both in 
Box 3, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC. 
58 Annual Reports of the War Department for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1899, Part 2, Appendix K to the “Report of the 
Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Lieut. Col. Charles J. Allen, June 30, 1899, 1416. 
59 Gutheim and Lee, 96-97. 
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Basin, the Potomac River, and the railroad, some of which the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds 
planned to use as a nursery. By July 11, 1906, the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds also had 
authority over the area between the Tidal Basin and the former sewer canal. The following year, a 165'-
wide swath next to the sea wall along the Potomac River and extending from the sewer canal mouth to 
the foot of Twenty-Third Street was transferred. By April 24, 1909, all the land comprising West 
Potomac Park was under the authority of the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds. The last piece to 
be transferred was the new Long Bridge and approach roads in 1910.60 In contrast with the piecemeal 
transfer of land for West Potomac Park, the Army Corps of Engineers relinquished the acreage forming 
East Potomac Park in full in August 1912.61 
 
The 1897 act creating Potomac Park specified it was to be for “recreation,” which shaped the park’s 
development until the 1930s when the Tidal Basin was proposed as the site for the Thomas Jefferson 
Memorial. Col. Theodore A. Bingham, commander of the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, 
oversaw the critical initial period of park development. By the turn of the twentieth century, several 
plans for Washington, D.C., had been developed, influenced by Progressive ideals and the City 
Beautiful movement. The 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago, designed by Daniel H. 
Burnham and Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr., illustrated these concepts. By beautifying and enhancing 
American cities with Beaux-Arts design, social problems arising from the increased urban growth could 
be addressed. One approach to urban planning championed by the City Beautiful movement was the 
creation of accessible natural and recreational areas for city residents. This took two forms: the 
development of large urban parks for upper and middle classes, as in Boston, New York City, and 
Kansas City, and the development of small parks and playgrounds for lower class and minority 
neighborhoods. Influenced by these ideas, Bingham developed three plans in 1900 based on Pierre 
Charles L’Enfant’s concept for the National Mall that incorporated Potomac Park into the monumental 
area. Although Congress ultimately rejected Bingham’s plans, they were noteworthy as they “presaged 
the work of the 1901 McMillan Commission.”62 [See Appendix B, Figures 8 – 10.] 
 
The centennial of the designation of Washington, D.C., as the nation’s capital led to a resolution passed 
by the Senate on March 8, 1901, that authorized the creation of a committee to “report to the Senate 
plans for the development and improvement of the entire park system of the District of Columbia.” 
Senator James McMillan of Michigan proposed the commission create a plan that would define the 
development of the city’s public spaces and park lands. Architects Daniel H. Burnham and Charles 
McKim were selected to serve on the commission, along with landscape architect Frederick Law 
Olmsted, Jr.; Charles Moore, who was an aide to McMillan, was secretary. Sculptor Augustus St. 
                                                            
60 By 1901, it had become apparent that the Long Bridge was inadequate for the volume of rail traffic. The Harbor and 
Railway Act of 1901 directed the Baltimore and Potomac Railroad to build a new railroad bridge and the Army Corps of 
Engineers to build a new highway bridge just north. The new railroad bridge was completed in 1904 and is still in use today 
although there are replacement plans. The highway bridge was finished in 1906 and served streetcars and other non-railroad 
traffic. For additional documentation, see “Long Bridge,” HAER DC-50. Pamela Scott, Capital Engineers: The U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers in the Development of Washington, D.C. 1790-2004 (Washington, D.C.: Office of History, U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, 2012), 185; Cohen, “History of the Long Bridge Crossing.” 
61 Scott, Capital Engineers, 179-180; Chappell, 74, 93, 94, 99; Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, 
1906, Part 2, Appendix EEE to the “Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Col. Chas. S. Bromwell, June 
30, 1906, 2113; Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers, United States Army,1907, Part 2, Appendix HHH to the “Report of 
the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Col. Chas. S. Bromwell, June 30, 1907, 1212. 
62 Gutheim and Lee, 101, 121; Mel Scott, American City Planning Since 1890 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1969), 11. 
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Gaudens was the last to join the commission, referred to as the Senate Park Commission and the 
McMillan Commission. The commissioners’ recommendations, expressed in the 1902 McMillan Plan, 
laid out the development of the National Mall and the greater city. The McMillan Plan designated the 
land south of the Washington Monument, including the Tidal Basin, as a recreational area named the 
Washington Common. The plan called for stadiums, open-air gymnasiums, tennis courts, and ball fields. 
The basin itself was envisioned as having “ample facilities for boating and wading and swimming in the 
summer, as well as for skating in winter.” Therefore, by the time the land comprising West Potomac 
Park had been fully transferred to the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, the idea of developing 
this park for recreational purposes was in place.63  
 
Early Development of West Potomac Park, 1903-1905 
Col. Thomas W. Symons assumed command of the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds on April 30, 
1903. This time, road construction was prioritized in the park to accommodate recreational driving. As 
one newspaper reported in 1902 about the plans for drives, “Washington will have a magnificent 
driveway, fifty feet in width and fringed on both sides with shaded lawns, from which one of the finest 
views in the city may be obtained.” This drive “will be nearly a mile in length, and will far surpass the 
Conduit Road [now MacArthur Boulevard] and the White Lot ellipse [the southwest grounds of the 
White House, now known simply as the Ellipse] for the exercise of the Capital’s fast-stepping roadsters 
and record-breaking automobiles.” In his 1903 annual report, Colonel Symons noted a “soft roadway, or 
speedway will be greatly appreciated by the owners and drivers of fine horses, nearly every important 
city in the country has built and maintains such a driveway somewhere within its borders, and whenever 
one has been built it has contributed to the pleasure and profit of the people.” Congress appropriated 
$70,000 for the first major drive undertaken by the office. This road extended from Seventeenth and B 
streets on the northeastern shore of the Tidal Basin, ending at a rotary near Maryland Avenue and 
Fourteenth streets (this alignment is now in the general location of the parking lot at the Tidal Basin). 
Martin McNamara & Company won the contract in September 1903. The contractors laid a Telford 
foundation of limestone, followed by a layer of coarse screening. Cobblestones laid on a layer of “sharp” 
sand formed the 2'-6"-wide gutters that extended the length of the drive. [Appendix B, Figure 11.] 
 
Improvements to drainage were also made, including installation of terra-cotta sewer pipes in the area 
northeast of the Tidal Basin to drain the nearby propagating gardens. A separate contract was advertised 
for draining the new road, and bids were solicited in August 1903 from E.G. Shafer & Company, John 
Mitchell, Jr., Thomas Somerville & Sons, and Potomac Terra Cotta Company for thirty-five different 
terra-cotta pipes and pipe pieces. Thomas Somerville & Sons had the winning bid. After the roadway 
and pipes were laid, Colonel Symons had 100 American elms supplied by District Nursery planted along 
the drive. In 1909, the road was extended to Fourteenth Street. This required removing the original 
rotary, including gutters, walks, bridle path, and water main. The connection with Fourteenth Street 
allowed drivers to access the road from either end. That same year, the roadway was dressed with trap 
rock screenings and oil, totaling 9,365 square yards.64 
                                                            
63 57th Congress, 1st Session, Senate Report No. 166 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1902), 105; Charles 
Moore, The Improvement of the Park System of the District of Columbia (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1902), 50. 
64 U.S. House Executive Documents, 58th Congress, 1st Session (1903-1904) Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix EEE to the 
“Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Col. Theo. A. Bingham and Col. T.W. Symons, June 30, 1903, 
2555. Proposals for Constructing a Telford Macadam Pavement and Cobble Stone Gutters, August 15, 1902; letter from Col. 
T.A. Bingham to the Maryland Paving Company, Fahey & Company, M.F. Talty, James O’Day, Martin T. McNamara, The 
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Almost immediately upon completion of the drive, people began using it as a speedway, even referring 
to it as such. In a May 1903 letter, Colonel Symons reported there were plans to build a speedway, so 
this drive was not meant to be used as such. With mounting pressure for a speedway in the park, Symons 
granted the Road Drivers and Riders Association permission to build a temporary speedway along the 
Potomac riverfront in West Potomac Park. The association laid out a speedway in 1904 stretching east 
from the bottom of Twenty-Sixth Street across the sewer canal at a cost of $12,000. The following year, 
the association requested, and received, permission to alter the route so drivers accessed it from Twenty-
Third Street and exited at Nineteenth Street. The association paid for the “Potomac Park Speedway” (as 
it was called) and thus established the rules governing its use, specifying “it is for the exclusive use of 
gentlemen drivers in light vehicles and riders…that before midday, carts and sulkies (two-wheeled 
vehicles) may be used, but after midday all driving must be confined to four wheeled vehicles such as 
road-wagons, buggies, and light surreys.”65 The road proved popular: “that interest in high-class horses 
in and about Washington has reached a point where the big colony of harness horsemen is entitled to 
considerable commendation, needs no better evidence than a visit to the picturesque Potomac Park 
speedway during a matinee afternoon, or any favorable day for that matter.”66 
 
Col. Charles S. Bromwell headed the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds for five years beginning in 
May 1904. Work completed in 1905 focused on the unimproved acreage around the newly created 
propagating gardens near the Long Bridge, the southeast quadrant of the Tidal Basin, and a small area 
by Seventeenth Street and the bathing beach totaling 23 acres. Work included grading, seeding, laying 
sod borders, and installing cinder walks and bridle paths, as well as additional maintenance activities 
throughout the park. 
 
Silt had continued to wash into the Tidal Basin from the Potomac River through the inlet. As a result, 
Colonel Bromwell was forced to conduct another dredging operation in the Tidal Basin in late 1905. The 
excavated sediment was deposited on the southeastern shore of the Tidal Basin near the future site of the 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial over an area spanning 1,100' x 550'. This site was chosen because the 
existing sandy soil could not support the growth of grass. Bromwell first contacted the Atlantic Gulf & 
Pacific Dredging Company to gauge interest in the job, but they were not available. He then asked the 
Potomac Dredging Company to do the work at a rate of $300 per day, and they were able to complete it 
in six days. The improved land was then designated an athletic field.67 In December 1905, President 

                                                            
Brennan Construction Company, M. Burke, The Cranford Paving Company, Filbert Paving and Construction Company, J. 
Paul Smith, Lyons Brothers, August 15, 1902; letter from George Brown, Landscape Gardener to Col. Symons, March 20, 
1903; letter from Col. T.W. Symons, U.S. Army, to Cuyler & Mohler, Thos. Somerville & Sons, John Mitchell, Jr., E.C. 
Schafer & Co., May 6, 1903; and Abstract of proposals for furnishing and delivering at the Propagating Gardens on the 
Monument Grounds terra cotta sewage pipe for drainage in Potomac Park, rec’d in response to circular letter of May 1903 
and opened May 11, 1903, by Col. T.W. Symons, U.S. Army, all in Box 4, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC. Letter from T.A. 
Bingham to E.G. Shafer & Company, John Mitchell, Jr., Thomas Somerville & Sons, Potomac Terra Cotta Company, August 
12, 1902 in Box 3, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC. See also “Boon to Speed Lovers,” Washington Post, November 4, 1902, 12. 
65 Letter from Col. Symons to F.B. Marsh, Editorial Staff, The Engineer’s Record, May 12, 1903; letter from P.V. DeGraw, 
Secretary, Road Drivers and Riders Association to Col. Thomas W. Symons, November 23, 1903; and quote from R.V. 
Graw, President, Road Drivers and Riders Association of the District of Columbia to Col. Charles S. Bromwell, November 
28, 1905, all in Box 4, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC. 
66 “Crowds See Brushes: Speedway Racing Now Capital’s Favorite Sport,” The Washington Post, December 19, 1906, 9. 
67 Letter from Charles S. Bromwell to Atlantic Gulf & Dredging Company, November 18, 1905, and letter from Col. Charles 
S. Bromwell to Potomac Dredging Company, December 8, 1905, both in Box 4, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC; “Potomac 
Park Blossoms Into a Beauty Spot,” The Washington Post, July 22, 1906, 9; Annual Reports of the War Department for the 
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Theodore Roosevelt congratulated Bromwell on the work he was doing around the Tidal Basin, praising 
him for his part in “making Washington one of the really beautiful cities of the world.”68 
 
The McMillan Commission and Potomac Park 
Secretary of War William H. Taft consulted with the McMillan Commission in 1906 and 1907 regarding 
the development of Potomac Park, which commission members believed had not been sufficiently 
executed in accordance with the McMillan Plan. Brig. Gen. A. MacKenzie of the War Department 
agreed that the Army Corps of Engineers and the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds had not fully 
executed the plan’s vision, but he pointed out they had been impeded by the construction of the 
replacement Long Bridge and parallel highway bridge and by insufficient Congressional funding.  
 
Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., one of the members of the McMillan Commission, responded to General 
MacKenzie that while it was understandable the engineering projects in the park needed to be 
completed, he thought the recreational plans could be executed at the same time. Olmsted noted in 
March 1907 that “the river improvement work that led to the very existence of Potomac Park is still 
going on in general accordance with the plans prepared long before the studies of Park Commission 
were made, and it seemed to the members of the Commission of the utmost importance that the plans for 
accomplishing these two ends within the same territory should be brought into harmony by wise 
adjustment to each other.” Olmsted and the other commission members provided recommendations 
about the future of Potomac Park to ensure the development would not be “frittered away in meaningless 
drives of use only to the few,” describing that as a policy “more shortsighted than any that has been 
hitherto pursued with large public spaces in Washington.” The McMillan Commission ultimately 
wanted to see “intelligent treatment of this space as a great pleasure ground.”69  
 
West Potomac Park Construction, 1906-1910 
As discussion continued about the appropriate use and development of the park, Bromwell continued to 
oversee road construction. A 1906 Sundry Civil Bill passed by Congress appropriated $60,000 for the 
construction of a macadam roadway on the north and west sides of the Tidal Basin. Funding was also 
requested for the construction of a macadam road extending from the inlet to the Tidal Basin west to 
Twenty-Sixth Street, NW, along the river. The road skirting the west side of the Tidal Basin had been 
completed in 1906 while a portion of the drive along the river had been finished the following year. 

                                                            
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1905, Volume V, Report of the Chief of Engineers, comprising Report of Col. Chas. S. 
Bromwell, June 30, 1905, 2645-2646 
68 Letter from Theodore Roosevelt to Colonel Bromwell, December 2, 1905, in Box 4, Entry 91, RG 24, NARA-DC. See 
also, “Plan Polo Park and a Driveway for the Capital,” Washington Times, January 16, 1909. An interesting part of the story 
of West Potomac Park that is outside the scope of this project is the creation of fish ponds on the grounds between the 
Washington Monument and the Tidal Basin. The United States Fish Commission stocked the ponds with species like carp for 
public fishing. Some of the ponds were transferred to the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds in 1907 and filled in, while 
another was transferred to the Commissioners of the District of Columbia and used as a bathing pool. Letter from George B. 
Cartelyou, Secretary of Commerce and Labor to Elihu Root, Secretary of War, February 3, 1904, in Box 4, Entry 91, RG 42, 
NARA-DC. 
69 4th indorsement, Brig. Gen. A. MacKenzie to War Department, Office of the Chief of Engineers, Washington, December 4, 
1906; other quotes from letter from D.H. Burnham, Charles F. McKim, Frederick Law Olmsted Jr., and Augustus Saint-
Gaudens to Honorable William H. Taft, Secretary of War, November 15, 1906, both in Box 5, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC; 
Olmsted quote from letter to the Secretary of War, March 22, 1907, in Box 1, Entry 97: 1907-1921 Correspondence, RG 42, 
NARA-DC. Burnham, McKim, Olmsted, and Saint-Gaudens were highly critical of the “present piecemeal treatment” of 
Potomac Park. 
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Additional funds were provided over the next several fiscal years until the entire length of that road had 
been completed in 1910. It was initially called Riverside Drive but the name was changed in 1950 to 
Ohio Drive. All the drives in the park were paralleled by cinder bridle paths and footpaths. The road 
construction also required grading the land on either side of the road, laying brick gutters, installing 
catch basins and drain pipes, and planting elms. Portions were done by contract labor, while other 
portions were done by Office of Public Buildings and Grounds personnel. [See Appendix B, Figures 12 
and 13.]  
 
The 1907 appropriation included the construction of a small landing basin at the foot of Seventeenth 
Street. Colonel Bromwell had suggested this addition because the basin had become popular for boating. 
The landing basin’s construction required removing 55' of sea wall on the west side of the Tidal Basin, 
building 30' of wall on the east side, and excavating land west of the Tidal Basin to 4' below mean tide. 
Cranford Paving Company submitted the winning bid of $7,900 and built two concrete breakwaters on 
piles that extended 150' into the basin. The breakwaters enclosed an area measuring 200' long x 150' 
wide. Floating platforms could be placed within the landing basin for use by small boats. The contractor 
required a forty-five-day extension to complete the project after encountering problems with the removal 
of the existing walls.70 [See Appendix B, Figure 14.] 
 
Under Maj. Jay J. Morrow’s supervision in 1908, the Tidal Basin was dredged again. Maryland 
Dredging and Contracting Company began the work in October using a 15" hydraulic dredge. The 
contractors worked day and night except from January to March when weather and necessary repairs to 
the dredge required stopping work. By September, the contractor had dredged 111 acres to a depth of 8'. 
The dredged material was used to fill in the former Inner Basin located west of the Tidal Basin. John 
Miller and Charles G. Smith & Son completed two additional projects. The area above the railroad 
bridge was filled to the elevation of 15' above mean low water. The sea wall near the Outlet Bridge was 
repaired using stone from the original Long Bridge. This stone was also used to build a sea wall across 
the opening of the feeder canal that had extended between the Inner Basin and the Tidal Basin.71 
 
In order to connect the drives and complete the route encircling the Tidal Basin, the inlet had to be 
spanned. In addition, gates were needed to reduce the amount of sediment while also continuing to allow 
water to flow into the basin. Preliminary surveys of the site for the proposed inlet gates took place in late 
1907. In May 1908, dredging for the foundation began, and by July, contractor Carter & Clarke of 

                                                            
70 Letter from Col. Bromwell to Brig. Gen. A. Mackenzie, June 21, 1906; Proposals for a Landing Basin to be constructed in 
the northeast corner of the Tidal Reservoir in Potomac Park, Washington D.C., June 18, 1906; abstract of proposals for a 
Landing Basin, to be constructed in the northeast corner of the Tidal Reservoir in Section II of Potomac Park, received in 
response to public notice, circular letter of June 19, 1906, and opened at 2:00 pm on Thursday, July 5, 1906, by Col. Chas. S. 
Bromwell, U.S. Army; letter from Cranford Paving Company, Inc., Washington, D.C. to Col. Chas. S. Bromwell, September 
8, 1906, all in Box 4, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC. The construction of the landing basin took place prior to the Inlet Bridge, 
and there were concerns that the new bridge would render the landing basin obsolete. Capt. Spencer Cosby (who served as 
officer in charge of the reclamation of the Potomac Flats in 1908 and then as Officer in Charge of Public Buildings and 
Grounds from 1909-1913) pointed out the funding had not yet been available for the inlet gate project and it was not known 
when it would actually take place. He also agreed that the gates would restrict access to the landing basin to all but the 
smallest of boats. 
71 Report of the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, 1909, Part 1, Appendix K, Report of Maj. Jay J. Morrow, June 30, 
1909, 1210. 
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Washington, D.C., had driven more than one-third of the required 55' bearing piles. J.B. Kendall won 
the contract for supplying reinforcing steel in 1908.72 
 
Maj. Spencer Cosby, Assistant Officer in Charge of the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, hired 
Nathan C. Wyeth to “design the architectural features” of the Inlet Bridge since “the bridge and tidal 
gate will form one of the most prominent objects in the landscape of Potomac Park.” The Inlet Bridge 
was to be an artistic structure, and Wyeth accordingly designed an ornamental reinforced-concrete 
bridge measuring 184' long with a 25'-wide roadway flanked by two sidewalks, each measuring just over 
7' in width. The façade of the bridge on the Potomac River side masked the operating equipment for the 
four curtain gates housed under the structure. A small staircase on each end of the bridge provided 
access to the machinery platform. The façade facing the Tidal Basin was decorated with two grotesque 
concrete murals while decorative water fountains were located on the sidewalk overlooking the basin. 
The gates and operating equipment were installed after the completion of the bridge in June 1909. The 
G.W. Manufacturing Company of New York City supplied them for $8,997, which included installation. 
The four wood curtain gates had automatic miter wood gates behind them. A lock measuring 46'-8" long 
x 26' wide was located at the center of the bridge. The automatic miter gates opened and closed with the 
tide, but the curtain gates could be manually closed if there was a high level of sediment in the river. 
 
In addition to the bridge construction, 1,012' of deteriorated sea wall had to be re-laid in mortar and 
raised to the same level as the 497' of new wall built at the Inlet Bridge site. The portions of the old sea 
wall that would have interfered with the construction of the cofferdam were removed, and the stone 
forming the wall above the waterline was stored for future use. Day laborers and workers from 
Maryland Dredging & Contracting Company began dredging at the wall in May. The riprap from the 
foundations of the original wall was deposited, as much as practicable, as the foundation for the new 
wall. 
 
In July 1909, the Army Corps of Engineers informed the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds that 
the Inlet Bridge was now open to pedestrians. In response, the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds 
started work on the approaches to the bridge. This required grading 1,200 square yards of roadbed, 
spreading cinders on top, and laying 814' of brick gutters measuring 2' wide. To help drain the 
approaches, 100 6" terra-cotta pipes and two catch basins lined with granite were installed. Constructing 
the embankments of the approaches to the bridge required about 1,900 cubic yards of fill. By 1910, the 
cinder path, roadway, and bridle path across the Inlet Bridge had been completed, as well as the gates. 
The following year, the road approaches were paved with bituminous macadam, and brick gutters and 
catch basins were installed over an area totaling 1,262 square yards. Hundreds of shrubs and American 
elms were planted along the approaches, and incandescent lamps were installed on the bridge in fiscal 
year 1911.73 Since its completion, the Inlet Bridge has undergone significant alteration. The Office of 
Public Buildings and Grounds widened the bridge to 32' and reinforced the deck with steel I-beams in 
1926. In 1954, the National Park Service installed a new waterproof membrane and asphalt surface, and 

                                                            
72 Bromwell report, 1907, 2354-2355. See also, Report of the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, 1910, Part 3, Appendix 
FFF, Report of Col. Spencer Cosby, June 30, 1910, 2669-2670. 
73 U.S. House Executive Documents, 60th Congress, 1st Session (1908-1909), Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix GGG to 
the Report of the Chief of Engineers, comprising Report of Col. Chas. S. Bromwell, June 30, 1908, 2377-2407; Cosby report, 
1910, 2653-2689; Morrow report, 1909, 1211-1212; Report of the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, 1911, Part 3, 
Appendix EEE, Report of Col. Spencer Cosby, June 30, 1911, 2978-2979. 
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work on the gates took place from 1969 to 1971. Restoration and maintenance of the bridge was 
undertaken from 1985 to 1986. This included replacing the removable lock span with a reinforced-
concrete one, repairing and cleaning the railings, fountains, gargoyles, and medallions, and cleaning all 
the exterior concrete surfaces.74 
 
One of the main recommendations of the McMillan Commission was that the Office of Public Buildings 
and Grounds regularly consult with a landscape architect. The commission pointed out: “Washington is 
now the only city of its size that takes no professional advice as to the treatment of its parks, but leaves 
their whole design and character to be developed by the unguided efforts of officials temporarily 
assigned to duties which are primarily of quite another kind, they themselves being without technical 
training in park work.”75 As a result, Bromwell started working with Olmsted to develop a plan for the 
northwestern part of the Tidal Basin in the area between the old sewer canal and the basin. Olmsted’s 
plan drew inspiration from the McMillan Plan and was part of a larger plan to treat the “entire region 
between the [Washington] Monument and the river as a continuation of the same design, the parts of 
which, however widely separated, should each contribute its share to the unity and impressiveness of the 
whole.” Olmsted went on to discuss the importance of congruent design: “the character of the design is 
such and the relationship of part to part is so definite that every avenue and vista, every mass of foliage 
or of building, and every open space of turf, of water, or of pavement, interlocks with almost every other 
part as to position or direction.”76 Olmsted pushed for filling in the old sewer canal, removing the trees 
along Basin Drive (the road on the west side of the basin) and creating a comprehensive landscape plan. 
After Secretary of War William H. Taft approved the plan, laborers carried out the recommended 
plantings, although the removal of the trees was not done. Colonel Bromwell decided in 1908 to have 
the sewer canal filled in, arguing it was “thoroughly impregnated with sewage” and that “while no 
sewage runs through it, yet the fact that there is no current in it sufficient to keep the water in motion 
renders it as bad as ever.” The sewer canal, along with the “small reservoir or bathing pool,” was filled 
in with 468,980 cubic yards of dredged material. Additional fill of clay was also used, obtained at no 
cost to the Federal government.77 
 
Contrary to the McMillan Commission’s assessment, Colonel Bromwell did work on the aesthetic and 
recreational aspects of Potomac Park during his tenure. He had eight park settees placed along the 
completed cinder walk extending along the sea wall on the river side of the park and twenty seats along 
the roadway. Another twelve park settees were placed on the foot paths between the Inlet Bridge and the 
boathouse on the northwest shore of the Tidal Basin. Colonel Bromwell and George Brown, the Office 
of Public Buildings and Grounds’ landscape gardener, first came up with the idea of placing trees as a 
screen for the Long Bridge and adjacent highway bridge in 1908 since they were visible from the White 
House and the State Department. A stand of tall trees would be planted north of the embankment near 

                                                            
74 Letter from Frank T. Gartside, Assistant Superintendent, to J.N. Robertson, Director, Department of Highways, 
Government of the District of Columbia, May 13, 1955, in Box 32, Record Group 79, National Park Service, in Federal 
Records Center-Suitland, Maryland [hereafter cited as RG 79 and FRC-Suitland]; Historic American Engineering Record, 
“Tidal Reservoir, Inlet Bridge,” HAER DC-9-A; U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, 
Eastern Direct Federal Division, “Plans for Proposed Project 32B1, Bridge Deck, Approach Repairs, and Other Work, Tidal 
Basin Bridge,” 1984, 33 sheets, from the National Park Service’s Technical Information Center [hereafter cited as eTIC]. 
75 Letter from Burnham, McKim, Olmsted, Saint-Gaudens to Taft, November 15, 1906. 
76 Letter from Olmsted to the Secretary of War, March 22, 1907. 
77 Quotes from letter from Col. Bromwell to Hon. Frederick H. Gillett, House of Representatives, January 15, 1908, Box 1, 
Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC; Bromwell report, 1908, 2399-2400 
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the approach to the Highway Bridge, a second group southwest of the nursery near the Long Bridge, and 
a third at the Outlet Bridge. Brown recommended Lombardy, Carolina, black European, and balsam 
poplars, tulip trees, American ashes, Oriental plane trees, American elms, sweet gums, American 
lindens, and maples as possible species. Forty-four poplars were planted as screening for the highway 
bridge, and another thirty-one were planted near the railroad bridge. (These stands of trees were cut 
down in 1959 in preparation for the construction of Fourteenth Street Bridge, despite the objections of 
National Park Service officials.)78  
 
One of the last major projects Colonel Bromwell oversaw during his tenure was the construction of a 
polo field between the Potomac River and the Tidal Basin in 1909. The 1,000'-long polo field was 700' 
wide and used by well-known gentleman riders. It was leveled in 1942, however, to make way for the 
temporary War Department buildings and parking areas established in West Potomac Park.79 
 
Colonel Cosby and President Taft 
Two major events shaped the next five years of Potomac Park’s development: first, the election of 
President William Howard Taft, a man well acquainted with Potomac Park from his days as Secretary of 
War, and second, the appointment of Col. Spencer Cosby as Officer in Charge of the Office of Public 
Buildings and Grounds in 1909. Both President and First Lady Taft saw potential in the undeveloped 
expanse of Potomac Park and recommended treatments that would showcase the river, drawing on their 
experiences living abroad. President Taft deemed the reclaimed land “magnificent open space” on a 
“magnificent expanse of water that is perhaps the strongest feature in Washington itself for scenic 
purposes.” Taft saw similarities between Potomac Park and Maidan Park on the Hooghly River in 
Calcutta, India, and suggested planting both large and small groupings of trees along with shrubs and 
herbaceous plants to create a natural landscape. First Lady Helen Herron Taft drew her inspiration from 
the Luneta in Manila, Philippines, remembering, “I determined, if possible, to convert Potomac Park 
into a glorified Luneta where all Washington could meet, either on foot or in vehicles, at five o’clock on 
certain evenings, listen to band concerts and enjoy such recreation as no other spot in Washington could 
possibly afford.”80  
 
Col. Spencer Cosby, who oversaw the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds during the Taft 
administration, was well acquainted with President Taft. In fact, the Tafts had attended Cosby’s Long 
Island society wedding in September 1909. Cosby, the wealthiest of the officers in charge of the Office 
of Public Buildings and Grounds, worked alongside the Tafts to shape the parkland around the Tidal 
Basin into a recreational space for Washington, D.C., society to gather for drives and large outdoor 
events. In his testimony before the House on Appropriations, Cosby outlined his vision of developing 
the 600 acres of swampy land then comprising Potomac Park into “one of the most beautiful parks in the 
world—destined, I think, to become as famous as the well-known parks in the great capitals of the 

                                                            
78 Letter from George Brown, Landscape Gardener, to Col. Charles Bromwell, June 12, 1908, in Box 1, Entry 97, RG 42, 
NARA-DC, and letter from Robert C. Horne, Chief, Division of Design and Construction, to G. I. Sawyer, Deputy Director 
for Design, Engineering & Research, Department of Highways and Traffic, Government of the District of Columbia, August 
28, 1959, both in Box 32, RG 79, FRC-Suitland; Bromwell report, 1908, 2399. 
79 “Plan Polo Park and a Driveway”; Chappell, 141-142. 
80 William H. Taft and James Bryce, Washington: The Nation’s Capital (Washington, D.C.: National Geographic Society, 
1915), 733-735, President Taft quotes from page 733; Helen Herron Taft, Recollections of Full Years (New York: Dodd, 
Mead & Co., 1914), quote from 361-362. 
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world…I also think it will, like them, become the great playground and breathing space of Washington.” 
Cosby envisioned this park would become a “model for the whole country.”81 
 

Together, First Lady Taft and Colonel Cosby began creating a recreational park for Washington, D.C.’s 
residents to enjoy, hoping their efforts would lead the public to discover Potomac Park and think of it as 
a “vast area of beauty and natural attractiveness, with many bending willows, young maples, fountains 
and flower beds.”82 In addition to the planting of flowering cherry trees (discussed later in this report), 
First Lady Taft’s vision of a boulevard was realized with the creation of an esplanade on that portion of 
the former speedway extending west from the Tidal Basin inlet along the river. A frame octagonal 
bandstand was erected at the Tidal Basin inlet as well in 1909 (it was later removed in 1931). The 
Marine Corps band played at the bandstand in the spring of 1909 on Wednesday and Saturday in the 
early evening. Mrs. Taft recalled a concert where 10,000 people were in attendance: “everybody saw 
everybody that he or she knew and there was the same exchange of friendly greetings that had always 
made the Luneta such a pleasant meeting place.”83 [See Appendix B, Figures 15 and 16.] 
 
At the same time the esplanade was under development, a polo field was built nearby. Bridle paths were 
located on the outlet and inlet spans to connect with those around the Tidal Basin. Horse jumps and mile 
markers were also erected. A three-hole practice golf course was completed in the area between the 
Tidal Basin and the Potomac River in 1913 and expanded to nine holes in 1918. Other recreational 
features included tennis courts, baseball diamonds and one hockey field, hurling field, pole vault, and 
high and broad jumps. Strangely, there were also sheep corrals. 
 
Landscaping was another major focus during Cosby’s tenure. The area around the Tidal Basin was 
described in 1910 as having a rough surface that did not properly drain and was covered in the summer 
with bushes and weeds that were suspected of harboring mosquitoes. After the newly developed 
esplanade from the old sewer canal to the bandstand was completed, Colonel Cosby had 55 square yards 
of sod laid along the edges of the bridle paths, while wisteria and ampelopsis vines were planted at the 
bandstand. At the Inlet Bridge, Cosby had 188 flowering shrubs and three trees planted on the west 
approach while 365 flowering shrubs were placed at the east approach. Fifty-five willows were planted 
on the riverfront. In 1912, 160 evergreen shrubs were planted in an oval-shaped area east of the Tidal 
Basin where newly dredged material from the basin had been deposited. During 1913, 207 small holly 
trees were placed throughout the park. Maintenance of the existing conditions was also essential, so 
Office of Public Buildings and Grounds personnel regularly engaged in clearing weeds and underbrush, 
oiling and repairing roads and gutters, and spreading cinders on walks and bridle paths.84  
 

                                                            
81 Cosby quote from Hearings before Subcommittee of House Committee on Appropriations in Charge of Sundry Civil 
Appropriation Bill for 1912 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1911), 313. 
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83 Taft, Recollections, 362 
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DC; Cosby report, 1910, 2653-2689; Cosby report, 1911, 2978-2979; Report of the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, 
1912, Part 3, Appendix EEE, Report of Col. Spencer Cosby, June 30, 1912, 3501; Report of the Chief of Engineers, United 
States Army, 1913, Part 3, Appendix CCC, Report of Col. Spencer Cosby, June 30, 1913, 3225; Report of the Chief of 
Engineers, United States Army, 1914, Part 3, Appendix CCC, Report of Col. William Harts, June 30, 1914, 3354-3355. 
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By 1915, a total of 36,975' of sea wall had been built, and of that total, just over 26,000' had been 
repaired or rebuilt. The Army Corps reported in 1915 that the repaired and rebuilt areas “appear to be in 
good condition, with little prospect of further expense for maintenance for a number of years to come.” 
Lt. Col. H.S. Newcomer reported that the problem areas were those where the batter was 4" to the foot, a 
1,400'-long stretch between the Long and Inlet bridges, and another nearly 6,600' section between the 
Inlet Bridge and the upper border of Potomac Park for a total of 8,000' requiring repair or rebuilding. 
The repair options were presented. The first was to simply re-lay the wall with cement mortar at a cost 
of $4.00/linear foot. The second option was to build a completely new wall, which included excavation 
of trenches, placement of a riprap foundation, and laying stone, estimated at $12.00/linear foot. Money 
appropriated through the Rivers and Harbors Act had been used to pay for earlier sea wall 
improvements, but since the sea walls were vital to the continued use of the park, there was interest in 
funding the work from park appropriations.85  
 
The United States entry into World War I led to the expansion of the U.S. Navy and War Department 
and a corresponding need for additional office space. Since this was understood to be limited, the federal 
government erected temporary buildings or “tempos” in the areas with the greatest amount of available 
space: the National Mall and West and East Potomac parks. The Urgent Deficiency Bill, passed in 1918 
for War Expenses and Other Purposes, gave the Secretary of the Navy authority to build two three-story 
concrete office buildings in West Potomac Park in the area west of the Tidal Basin. The buildings 
encompassed 1.8 million square feet of floor space, with one designated for the Navy and the other for 
the War Department.86 
 
Despite the construction of the tempos, Colonel Ridley continued to develop Potomac Park. In 1918, he 
requested proposals for the construction of an 8'-wide cement walk from the Outlet Bridge to the Inlet 
Bridge on the southeast edge of the Tidal Basin. The walk would be on the same grade as the bridle path 
and would be built of Portland cement and broken stone/gravel. Only Chas. H. Tompkins of 
Washington, D.C., bid on the project.87  
 
A sundry civil act for fiscal year 1917 provided $15,000 in funds to move the sea wall on the riverside 
of West Potomac Park out into the river channel. In September, 200 linear feet of masonry sea wall was 
built on an existing foundation, supplementing 910 linear feet that had already been built using monies 
appropriated for improving the Potomac River. In addition, a new riprap foundation was laid. Work 
continued the following year on erecting the new wall, which was built much like the original one. By 
spring 1919, the riprap foundation of the entire wall had been placed, so demolition of the original sea 
wall could begin. The upper portion of the new wall was to be constructed of salvaged stone from the 
original wall and concrete blocks. The project was completed in the early 1920s.88 [See Appendix B, 
Figure 17 for an aerial view of Potomac Park in 1919.] 

                                                            
85 Memorandum from Lt. Col. H.C. Newcomer, Corps of Engineers to the Chief of Engineers, Through the Division 
Engineer, Eastern Division, Subject: Maintenance of Seawall around Potomac Park, April 23, 1915, in Box 1, Entry 97, RG 
42, NARA-DC. 
86 Gutheim and Lee, 155; Memorandum for the Chief of Engineers, February 15, 1918, in Box 1, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-
DC. 
87 Req. 330, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, June 8, 1918 in Box 1, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC.  
88 Report of the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, 1917, Part 3, “Improvement and Care of Public Buildings and 
Grounds in the District of Columbia, Report of Col. William Harts,” 3714; Report of the Chief of Engineers, United States 
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National Park Service 
When the National Park Service assumed authority of West Potomac Park in 1933, the first project 
undertaken was the addition of American hollies around the Tidal Basin. These trees replaced a variety 
of existing plants deemed to be in poor condition and helped create a more uniform planting plan. Arno 
B. Cammerer, Director of the National Park Service, requested $10,000 from Harold Ickes, Secretary of 
the Interior, to fund the planting of hollies. Cammerer believed “the holly trees would prove a major 
attraction with the Japanese Cherry trees, not only when the latter are in bloom, but as an added 
attraction during the winter months when the holly trees are red with berries.” A 1933 proposal called 
for planting 694 hollies in three sizes: 8', 5', and 3-1/2'. These were to be located at the Outlet and Inlet 
Bridge abutments and along a path on the southeastern side of the Tidal Basin (near what is now the 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial). Various existing shrubs in this area, such as lilac, althea, and viburnum, 
were planned for removal or transplanting, as well Norway spruce, lilacs, honeysuckle, and magnolias at 
the southwest corner of the Tidal Basin. In their place, hollies would be planted. On the northwest side 
of the basin, more hollies were to be planted and the locations of the existing ones adjusted. A 1934 plan 
showed seventy additional plantings of larger hollies measuring 12' to 14' or 10' to 12' in the same areas. 
Funding for the 1934 planting came from the Public Works Administration. The 1934 contract for 
planting around the Tidal Basin was awarded to Charles Burton & Sons of Cottage City, Maryland. The 
contract included a clause that the plants (American holly, firethorn, and cotoneaster were some of the 
species) had to be alive and in good condition two years after completion of the contract. In August 
1935, however, the National Park Service found the plantings to be in poor health with only twelve 
plants thriving.89 [See Appendix B, Figure 18.] 
 
The development of West Potomac Park and the Tidal Basin significantly stalled during World War II. 
Similar to World War I, temporary buildings, including a dorm for the Women Accepted for Volunteer 
Emergency Service, were erected in West Potomac Park in the area between the Tidal Basin and the 
Potomac. The tempos were temporary in name only; the last one in West Potomac Park stood until 
1965.90 [See Appendix B, Figure 19.] 
 
Swimming Basin 
In September 1890, Congress authorized an act for the establishment of a free public bathing beach at 
the Tidal Basin, the first of several to be located there up to 1925. The 1890 act permitted the 
“Commissioners of the District of Columbia to construct a beach and to raise houses upon the east shore 
of the Tidal Reservoir against the Washington Monument grounds, and to maintain the same for the 
purpose of free public bathing” and appropriated $3,000 for that purpose. The Secretary of War issued a 

                                                            
Army, 1919, Part 3, “Improvement and Care of Public Buildings and Grounds in the District of Columbia, Report of Col. C.S. 
Ridley,” 3828-3829. 
89 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, “Map of Tidal Basin, Potomac Park, Showing 
Proposed Planting, Japanese Cherry Trees, under the direction of Col. Spencer Cosby,” October 24, 1933; U.S. Department 
of the Interior, National Park Service, “General Planting Plan, Holly Tree Planting for Tidal Basin, West Potomac Park,” 
Drawing No. NCP 1557, March 8, 1934; U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of National Parks, Buildings & 
Reservations, “General Planting Plan, Holly Tree Grouping for Tidal Basin, West Potomac Park,” Drawing No. NCP 1518, 
March 8, 1934, sheet 1 of 3, all from eTIC. Quote from letter from Arno B. Cammerer, Director, to Harold L. Ickes, 
Administrator of Special Board for Public Works, December 18, 1933; see also, letter from Arno B. Cammerer, Director, to 
The Secretary of the Interior, August 29, 1935, both in Box 66, Entry 149: Subject Files of the Office of National Capital 
Parks, RG 79, National Archives and Records Administration – College Park [hereafter cited as NARA-CP]. 
90 Last of tempos in West Potomac Park demolished, in Box 22, RG 79, FRC-Suitland. 
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revocable permit for the beach to the commissioners of the District of Columbia on June 17, 1891. The 
bathing beach proved to be popular with the citizens of Washington, D.C. In the year 1900, for example, 
42,145 people visited the beach. While the commissioners were authorized to move the bathing beach 
from the Tidal Basin’s east shore in 1896, it remained in its original location until 1901 when plans to 
build a drive required its removal, along with the bathhouses, floats, wharves, and other infrastructure. 
In 1902, Congress authorized the establishment of a bathing beach at the Inner Basin (northwest of the 
current John Paul Jones Memorial).91  
 
A 1902 newspaper article reported, “Superintendent W.X. Stevens is overseeing the erection of up-to-
date bath houses and the building of first-class swimming pool at the little basin, which Congress has 
turned over to the aquatic youngsters of the city.” As noted, the new Inner Basin beach was primarily 
used by children. That same year, the Secretary of War authorized the construction of a boathouse at the 
inlet between the Tidal Basin and the Inner Basin where bait could be sold and skates and boats rented. 
After five years, this boathouse would revert to the D.C. commissioners. M.N. Hekimian and James N. 
Hollis were awarded a contract to build and operate the boathouse. The following year, a $5,000 
appropriation allowed for the construction of two floating baths moored in the Tidal Basin. A 1903 
article explained, “now that the bathing beach is no more, it was the special effort of commissioner West 
before the House Committee on the District to have provision made for a public bath where the populace 
at large could enjoy the pleasures of a swim in the summer months.” The bathing beach was moved 
north to the Washington Monument Grounds in the location of the former fish ponds in 1906, and the 
Inner Basin was later filled.92 [See Appendix B, Figure 20.] 
 
One of Col. William W. Harts’ main goals during his tenure as Officer in Charge of the Office of Public 
Buildings and Grounds was to reintroduce a bathing beach at the Tidal Basin. In lobbying for the 
appropriation for the bathing beach, he stated, “here is a great body of fresh water in one of the finest 
parks in the world, free from the dangers of traffic, dangerous currents, treacherous holes, and other 
objectionable features which characterize many water sites which are used for bathing; yet no advantage 
is taken of this condition to provide the means of utilizing this asset for the great pleasure and benefit of 
the public.”93 On July 27, 1914, Sen. George W. Norris, a long-term U.S. politician from Nebraska, 
introduced a resolution asking District of Columbia Commissioners for information regarding the cost 
and viability of re-establishing a bathing beach at the Tidal Basin. Colonel Harts responded to Norris 
that the cost would be dictated by the amount of construction necessary. He agreed with the senator that 

                                                            
91 “Public Floating Bath: Washington to Have One in the Coming Summer,” The Washington Post, January 25, 1903, 12. 
Letter from President of the Board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia to the Honorable William Cary Sanger, 
Acting Secretary of War, October 14, 1901, in Box 3; letter from Henry B.F. MacFarland, President of the Board of 
Commissioners of the District of Columbia to Elihu Root, December 2, 1902, in Box 4, both in Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC. 
The commissioners’ request to move the bathing beach to the Inner Basin, approved on July 1, 1902, also appropriated 
$4,000 to erect bathhouse accommodations at the Inner Basin. However, the commission was apprehensive about the new 
location, believing that expert swimmers “would prefer the more extended bathing facilities, and cooler water during the 
heated term, which the contiguous tidal reservoir would afford.” The bathhouse was consequently not erected at the Inner 
Basin. “Improvement of Potomac Park,” in Box 3, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC.  
92 “Boon to Speed Lovers”; letter from William Cary Sanger, Acting Secretary of War to Honorable H.B.F. MacFarland, 
November 22, 1902, in Box 4, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC; “Public Floating Bath,” 12; “Bathing in Tidal Basin, Potomac 
Park, D.C.,” December 7, 1915, in U.S. Congressional Serial Set, Issue 6954, 1916. 
93 Letter from Col. William Harts to Hon. George Norris, U.S. Senate, January 26, 1917, in Box 11, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-
DC. At this point the Commission of Fine Arts had approved the plans for the bathhouse and the bathing beach. Harts 
included a draft of the bill authorizing the construction of the new beach and facilities in this communication. 
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a bathing beach would help the Tidal Basin reach its full recreational potential. In 1917, Harts argued 
that “the object of the proposed bathing beach will be to make this large body of water available to the 
public as an additional source of healthful out-of-door recreation.”94 The Secretary of War, Lindley M. 
Garrison, reported on the practicality of converting the Tidal Basin into a bathing beach, deeming it both 
feasible and desirable. Garrison argued that it was a convenient and logical site to have such a bathing 
beach, particularly as the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds “has underway extensive plans for the 
providing of recreation facilities for the use of the general public.” In addition, with a reported third of 
the water volume changed twice a day thanks to the automatic gates, “the water in the Potomac River is 
believed to be of sufficient purity to prevent any injurious results following its use for bathing 
purposes.”95 
 
The Office of Public Buildings and Grounds recommended the construction of two beaches: one for 
white bathers and the other for African Americans. The facilities would consist of attractive, permanent 
bathhouses of stucco construction with tile roofs. Sand beaches on the Tidal Basin were also desired. 
Construction of the facilities for white bathers was estimated to cost $140,000 while those for African 
Americans were considerably less at $52,500.96 The proposal to provide for a new bathing beach at the 
Tidal Basin resulted in intense discussions on the Senate floor. A Public Health Service representative 
testified that the basin water was so polluted that it was a public health threat. Identified pollutants 
included ten toilets that directly discharged into the basin and the trash thrown into the water by 
picnickers and fishermen. An official with the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds disagreed with 
the assessment, though, stating: 
 

the extent of the pollution is not great. Daily examinations of the water of the basin 
covering a period of six weeks were made last spring by officials of the Public Health 
Bureau and the water was found unfit to drink but there was some doubt expressed as to 
whether it was not clean enough to bathe in. Opinions vary on this point but it seems a 
very rigorous requirement that water for swimming in the summer time should be pure 
enough to drink. 
 

The Office of Public Buildings and Grounds believed that the benefits of a bathing beach far outweighed 
any potential issues from contamination and that drinking water standards should not be applied to water 
only used for swimming. Rather nonsensically they argued, “only good swimmers, can on account of the 
depth, avail themselves of the bathing there, and such swimmers do not swallow the water that 
inexperienced swimmers or bathers do in shallow pools.”97 
 

                                                            
94 Letter from G.W. Norris to Col. Wm. Harts, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, August 21, 1914, and letter from Col. 
Harts to Hon. G.W. Norris, United States Senate, August 23, 1914, both Box 11, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC. The plans 
included a pavilion with showers and lockers, a floating bathhouse in the basin for inexperienced bathers, and removal of the 
sea wall to allow for a ramp or bathing beach. Quote from letter from Harts to Norris, January 26, 1917. 
95 Letter from Lindley M. Garrison, Secretary of War, to the President of the Senate, October 5, 1914, in Box 1, Entry 97, RG 
42, NARA-DC. 
96 Garrison to President of the Senate, October 5, 1914. 
97 Senate Resolution 557, February 19 (calendar day, March 2), 1915. The Office of Public Buildings and Grounds went on to 
argue against using drinking water standards for bathing: “to maintain such a standard is, of course, not possible in any large 
open basin, and can only be attained at considerable expense in a modern and well-kept bathing pool supplied by purified 
water.” 
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The Public Health Bureau, however, continued to disagree with the Office of Public Buildings and 
Grounds. John Anderson, Director of the Hygienic Laboratory, took 109 water samples from the Tidal 
Basin between March 22 and June 4, 1915, and found 17 percent colon bacilli in .01 cubic centimeters 
of water and 74 percent colon bacilli in .1 cubic centimeters. Anderson stated it was the opinion of the 
laboratory that the water in the Tidal Basin “shows evidence of rather marked pollution and that such 
water should be condemned for drinking or household purposes.” He went on to warn, “it is a matter of 
grave consideration, in the opinion of this laboratory, whether such water should be considered safe for 
bathing purposes unless treated by some method of purification.”98 J.T. Talman, a junior engineer with 
the Corps of Engineers, argued in July 1915 that the layout of the Tidal Basin resulted in pollution 
because “the water at the head of the basin is merely pushed back and forth by the tides without passing 
out except to a limited extent.” Another issue was the large amount of aquatic growth on the surface of 
the water in the basin, which extended as much as 50' from the shoreline. The Office of Public Buildings 
and Grounds decided to deal with the aquatic growth by coating the sea wall with concrete so that 
vegetation could not grow in the joints of the stonework. This work was done in the northeastern section 
of the Tidal Basin, in the general area between what are now the Kutz and Outlet bridges.99  
 
The debate over water quality and the safety of the proposed bathing beach continued into 1916. Colonel 
Harts inquired of the Public Health Service’s Hygienic Laboratory if it was possible to purify the waters 
of the Tidal Basin and how much it would cost to install and operate a purifying plant. A laboratory 
scientist determined that chlorinating the water was the best choice and provided two methods. The use 
of hypochlorite would require installing a $500 plant with a regulator. It would cost 50 cents per million 
gallons to operate, and two hours of maintenance that could be done by an unskilled laborer. The second 
option was a liquid chlorine plant, which would cost several thousand dollars and would have to be 
purchased from a manufacturer. Operating such a plant would cost $100 per million gallons to operate 
but only ten minutes of maintenance.100 
 
In 1917, Colonel Harts proposed the construction of a bathing beach on the southeastern side of the 
basin, between the Inlet and Outlet bridges. Harts also proposed installing a liquid chlorine plant to 
purify water as it entered the basin; this plant coupled with tidal action would perhaps refresh the water 
every twelve hours and purify all the water in the basin every thirty-six hours. The estimated cost of the 
new bathing beach and chlorine system was $34,000. Because of the additional cost of the chlorine 
plant, the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds decided to only construct the beach designated for 
white bathers. The planned facility consisted of a bathhouse with a 2,000-person capacity ($12,000), a 
sloping sand beach measuring 250' x 500' ($12,000), purification plant ($4,000), and floats ($2,000). 
The estimated cost of operating the purification plant was $10,000/year. These expenditures could be 
recouped by charging swimmers for use of bathing suits, soap, and towels.101  

                                                            
98 Letter from John Anderson, Director, Hygienic Laboratory, to Col. W.H. Harts, June 14, 1915, in Box 11, Entry 97, RG 42, 
NARA-DC. 
99 Memorandum from J.T. Talman, Junior Engineer, to Col. H. C. Newcomer, Corps of Engineers, Subject: Cause of 
Contamination, and means to prevent same, of the waters of the Tidal Basin, Washington, D.C., July 8, 1915, in Box 11, 
Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC. Talman argued that the aquatic growth was not only an eyesore but also “a detriment to the 
condition of the water.” 
100 Letter from Col. William Harts to George McCoy, Director, Hygienic Laboratory, Public Health Service, August 3, 1916, 
and letter from Director McCoy to Col. William Harts, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, August 8, 1916, both in Box 
11, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC. 
101 Harts to Norris, January 26, 1917. 
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The Sundry Civil Bill for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918, authorized the Chief of Engineers to 
“establish and maintain a public bathhouse, sandy beach, and purification equipment at the Tidal Basin” 
as well as to develop regulations pertaining to the use of the bathing beach. The bill barred the Office of 
Public Buildings and Grounds from charging for the use of the bathhouse or the bathing beach, but it did 
allow the operator to charge rental fees for bathing suits, towels, soap, and other conveniences. 
Following Colonel Harts’ 1917 funding recommendation, the bill appropriated $35,000 for the project. 
The creation of the beach would require filling in the area with clay and then covering it with clean sand. 
The purification plant would be installed under the Inlet Bridge in such a way that it would not interfere 
with the operation of the gates.102 
  
The Office of Public Buildings and Grounds requested proposals to supply a “purifying apparatus” for 
the Tidal Basin immediately after receiving the appropriation. The specifications stipulated the 
contractor furnish the plant, materials, and labor, plus complete the installation. Electro Bleaching Gas 
Company of New York City bid $3,150, and Wallace & Tiernan Company, Incorporated of New York 
City bid $9,800. Since the appropriation was only $3,600, the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds 
awarded the contract to the Electro Bleaching Gas Company. In September 1917, the company began 
manufacturing the pedestals, front plates, absorption towers, and solution piping. That same year, the 
abstract for proposals for the bathhouse, including side courts, dressing rooms and lockers, plumbing, 
and electrical work, was advertised. Two bids were received; one from Hyde & Baxter for $15,600 and 
the other from George A. Fuller Company for $18,700, with the contract awarded to the low bidder. Col. 
Clarence S. Ridley (1883-1969) was the Officer in Charge supervising the construction of the new 
bathing beach and facilities. Prior to his appointment as Officer in Charge in September 1917, Ridley 
had graduated fourth in his class from the United States Military Academy in 1905 and was 
commissioned second lieutenant in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. He then worked on several lock 
and dam projects in the Washington-North Carolina District after graduating from Engineer School.103 
 
Per the legislation authorizing the bathing beach, the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds developed 
regulations regarding the facility in August 1918. While some of the rules were similar to today’s 
standards of pool behavior, such as “no rough or boisterous conduct,” “no defacement of walls or 
mutilation of bath property,” or “going beyond lifelines, diving, or using gymnastic apparatus is done at 
your own risk,” others reflected early-twentieth century social standards. Rental bathing suits were 
available at the bathhouse (men’s or boy’s suits cost 25 cents to rent while women’s were 35 cents), or 
visitors could bring their own, provided they met the dress code. The regulations concerning women’s 
bathing suits were quite strict. Women could not wear all-white or flesh-colored suits, nor could they 
wear blouse or bloomer suits. Necklines could not be lower than an imaginary line drawn across the 
chest from the armpits. Sleeves had to be quarter-length with close-fitting armholes. Bloomers had to be 
full and no more than 4" above the knee. Jersey knit suits, with or without stockings, were allowed, but 
they had to have a skirt (or “skirt effect”), quarter-arm sleeves, and close-fitting arm holes. The trunks 
                                                            
102 Memorandum from Officer in Charge [signed Wm. W. Harts] to The District Engineer Officer, Washington, DC, May 22, 
1917, in Box 11, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC.  
103 Superintendent, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, Proposals for Furnishing and Installing an Apparatus for 
Purifying the Waters of the Tidal Basin, March 14, 1917; Abstract of proposals for constructing a bathing establishment on 
the east shore of the Tidal Basin in West Potomac Park, Washington, DC, opened in the Office of Public Buildings and 
Grounds at 2:00 p.m., Friday, May 3, 1918, in the presence of bidders, both in Box 11, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC; 
“Clarence S. Ridley,” available at https://www.pancanal.com/eng/history/biographies/ridley.html, accessed July 2017. The 
total amount appropriated for the bathhouse was $28,183.67.  
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could be no shorter than 4" above the knee and the bottom of the skirt no shorter than 2" above the 
bottom of the trunks. Bathing suit regulations continued into the 1920s, with a 1924 article discussing a 
ban on “immodest bathing suits and beauty contests.”104 [See Appendix B, Figure 21.] 
 
The appropriation for the bathing beach only covered its construction and did not account for the daily 
operating expenses. The Office of Public Buildings and Grounds decided that a capable person needed 
to be found to operate the beach under an agreement. William J. Wells was considered to be such an 
operator and was hired for the 1918 bathing season. In April 1919, however, Wells wrote to Colonel 
Ridley that he would be unable to continue managing the bathhouse and the bathing beach for the 
upcoming season if several issues were not addressed. First, he needed to raise the rental price of 
bathing suits from 25 to 35 cents for males and from 35 to 50 cents for females. Wells deemed the price 
increase competitive, though, because it included the use of a towel. He had also found the confection 
stand to be too small to meet customer demand, so he wanted to have it extended towards the water by 
9', which would allow the creation of additional counter space. He also suggested that if the law was 
amended to allow him to charge for locker rentals, regardless of whether or not the customer was renting 
a bathing suit, he could return the cost of bathing suit rentals to 25 cents. Finally, Wells requested a 
laundry drying drum and gas heater to allow for the laundering of the bathing suits on site rather than 
having to send them out for cleaning. The requested changes in pricing would, in Wells’ view, “help 
bring the revenue up to a point where it not be a heavily losing proposition as it was demonstrated last 
season.”105 Wells stated impassionedly: 
 

I can only reiterate that I have carefully and deliberately weighed each and all of the 
advantages, disadvantages and possibilities of the bathing beach, having spent many 
sleepless nights endeavoring to fathom out some way and means of putting the place on 
some sort of profitable basis, but I must confess that I have yet to reason or figure out any 
way other than herein mentioned which even holds out to me the slightest possibility of 
operating the place in a way which would justify continuing.106  
 

Wells ended up surrendering his lease when the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds could not meet 
his requests. 
 
The exit of William J. Wells as the bathing beach operator meant a new one needed to be found, and 
quickly. Colonel Ridley acknowledged the challenge of turning a profit from the bathing beach, noting 
“the attendance at the beach therefore is no criterion of the receipts, for if they all brought their own 
supplies the receipts at the bath house would be nothing.” The major difficulty for any concessionaire 
was that a large amount of capital had to be expended at the beginning of the season to ensure a 
sufficient number of bathing suits and towels were on hand for rental. In addition, there were a 
significant number of attendants required. Ridley ended, “anyone who takes this concession is running 

                                                            
104 Rules and Regulations, Tidal Basin Baths, August 1918, in Box 11, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC; “Full Cut Bathing Suits 
Decreed for Tidal Basin,” The Washington Post, May 6, 1924, 2. 
105 Letter from Col. C.S. Ridley to Hon. Louis Crampton, House of Representatives, July 8, 1919, in Box 12, and letter from 
William J. Wells to Officer in Charge, Public Buildings and Grounds, April 9, 1919, in Box 11, both in Entry 97, RG 42, 
NARA-DC. 
106 Wells to Officer in Charge, April 9, 1919.  
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considerable chances.” He was ultimately able to find a concessionaire, and more than 46,000 swimmers 
visited the bathing beach in the 1919 season.107 
 
The Office of Public Buildings and Grounds developed instructions for the maintenance and operation 
of the outlet and inlet gates, since it was essential they operate correctly to ensure the health of 
swimmers. Turbidity readings were made every day, except Sundays and holidays, at locations outside 
the inlet gates, within the basin, and outside the basin at the outlet gates. If the turbidity was above 300, 
additional readings were supposed to be taken at the inlet gates. The Office of Public Buildings and 
Grounds determined that the bottom section of the inlet curtain gates had to be kept 1' below low water 
to keep trash out and prevent damage to the chlorine plant. The tide levels in the basin were monitored 
by taking measurements outside the Inlet Bridge, within the basin, and at the Engineer Wharf (located at 
the foot of Fourteenth Street just outside the Tidal Basin outlet), and when the water level reached a 
certain point when the bathing beach was open, the inlet curtain gates were closed until normal tidal 
range was achieved.108 
 
In 1921, Col. Clarence O. Sherrill took command of the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds and 
commended Colonel Ridley’s work in making the park accessible to the citizens of Washington, D.C., 
both rich and poor. Yet the park’s amenities were not available to all residents since the bathing beach 
was only for white swimmers. Legislation was introduced to create a separate beach for African 
Americans, but Sherrill actively opposed this measure. On March 4, 1925, Congress repealed the act 
establishing the public bathing beach at the Tidal Basin because of the refusal to install another bathing 
beach for African Americans. As a result, the bathing beach closed permanently.109  
 
Railings and Walkways 
One of the early projects undertaken in response to concerns about visitor safety was the erection of a 
cast-iron pipe rail fence on the sea wall bordering the northeastern portion of the basin in 1903. Symons 
asked for bids from Cuyler & Mohler, Thomas Somerville & Sons, John Mitchell Jr., and E.C. Shafer & 
Company for 6,000' of 1-1/2" black wrought-iron piping and for 1,500' of 2" black wrought-iron piping 
to be used in the railing. The contract was awarded to Thomas Somerville & Sons for $1,120 and to 
Cuyler & Mohler for $619. The black cast-iron pipes were later painted white.  
 
Soon after the National Park Service assumed authority over West Potomac Park, officials identified the 
need for permanent footpaths and railings to protect the ground and the cherry trees. In 1936, park 
maintenance staff reported the single-blossom cherry trees were being adversely impacted by the severe 
compacting of earth as well as the erosion that was exposing tree roots caused by the significant amount 
of foot traffic. C. Marshall Finnan, Superintendent of National Capital Parks, believed the lack of an 
adequate walkway in this area had caused the visitor behavior. The existing walkway was described as a 
“very thin course of screen gravel which is not particularly inviting because it is rather hard on the feet 
                                                            
107 Letter from Col. C.S. Ridley to Hon. Louis Crampton, House of Representatives, July 8, 1919, in Box 12, Entry 97, RG 
42, NARA-DC. 
108 Instructions for the Care and Operation of Inlet and Outlet Gates, Tidal Reservoir, Potomac Park, July 1919, in Box 12, 
Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC. 
109 “Speedway Land an Ideal Playground for Rich and Poor of the District,” The Washington Post, July 24, 1921, 41. It is 
unclear who was ultimately responsible for recommending to Congress that the beach be removed. Lt. Col. Ulysses S. Grant 
III, who oversaw the park at the time, was a known segregationist. He was responsible for the segregated picnic areas in Rock 
Creek Park in Washington, D.C. 
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and especially in the case of women with high heels and thin soles and where the mud from the bank 
above has washed down in some cases and obliterated the gravel.” Finnan went on to suggest 
construction of a black top walkway “of a sufficient resilience to afford an attractive and pleasing 
pavement.”110 However, it would be nearly thirty years before a hard-surfaced walkway was built.  
 
In 1942, plans for a railing around the entire Tidal Basin began to take shape. After the Kutz Bridge was 
completed, contractors began rebuilding the sea wall around the newly-formed lagoon. During the 
construction, the park superintendent requested pipe sleeves be placed in the top of the new sea wall to 
allow for the later installation of a railing.111 Two years later, landscape architect Irving W. Payne 
argued that the National Park Service should install a “galvanized pipe rail fence (two rails high) around 
the Tidal Basin within the limits indicated on the plan to insure safety to pedestrians, particularly 
children. Such a fence, it is felt owing to its safety feature, would attract more older people to bring 
children to this area since their fears for the safety of the children would be largely eliminated.”112 The 
1942 and 1944 plans for placing railings around the Tidal Basin and lagoon never materialized as 
appropriations were diverted for World War II expenses.113 
 
Contract No. 14-10-028-70 in 1952 was for the construction of walks around the Tidal Basin. The 
contract covered building a walkway on the northeast side of the basin, extending between the Kutz and 
Outlet bridges. The 1,754'-long and 8'-wide walkway would be laid on top of the wall, and the handrail 
would be re-set. At the Outlet Bridge’s east and west abutments, the sea wall would be topped with a 2'-
wide x 5-1/2"-thick concrete cap. The existing bituminous walks alongside these sections of the wall 
would be removed since new paths would extend from the Tidal Basin walkway to the sidewalk on the 
Outlet Bridge. The bituminous walk alongside the sea wall from the Outlet Bridge to the Thomas 
Jefferson Memorial was slated for resurfacing, and the plans also indicated a pipe handrail was to be 
installed. On the west side of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, the existing concrete walk was to be 
removed and used for fill if the ground was 6" or more below grade. The new concrete walk would be 
laid on wire mesh on top of the sea wall. At the east abutment of the Inlet Bridge, 478 linear feet of 
concrete walkway would be constructed to connect the Tidal Basin walkway with the sidewalk on the 
Inlet Bridge. Another new 196'-long concrete walkway with a pipe handrail would extend from the west 
abutment down to the Tidal Basin walk. The sea wall by the Inlet Bridge’s west abutment would be 
topped with a 2'-wide x 5-1/2"-thick concrete cap. The west side of the Tidal Basin, extending 3,311' 
from the Inlet Bridge to the Kutz Bridge, would have a new 8'-wide concrete walk with a pipe handrail. 
In addition, any stones loosened by roots or vegetation would be re-set. Finally, at the Kutz Bridge 
abutments, concrete walks with pipe handrails would connect with the Tidal Basin walkway. This 
contract was never fully executed. 
 
In 1961, the National Capital Parks received funding in the amount of $63,000 to proceed with much 
needed repairs to the sea walls in East and West Potomac parks. In 1951, the Logan Diving and Salvage 

                                                            
110 Memorandum from C. Marshall Finnan to Mr. Gillen, June 24, 1936, in Box 32, RG 79, FRC-Suitland. 
111 Letter from F.F. Gillen, Acting Superintendent, to Captain H.C. Whitehurst, Director of Highways, April 16, 1942, and 
memorandum for the Under Secretary, September 15, 1940, both in Box 32, RG 79, FRC-Suitland. 
112 Letter from Irving W. Payne, Landscape Architect, May 11, 1944, in Box 32, RG 79, FRC-Suitland. 
113 The Commission of Fine Arts had recommended the use of stone coping rather than 8" cement coping on the sea wall in 
1941, but the displacement of appropriations for military funding prevented those recommendations from being 
accommodated. See Drury to Clarke, November 1941. 
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Company had inspected the sea walls as part of a larger underwater survey of the Chesapeake and 
Telephone Company’s submarine cables. The divers reported “many instances where the sea wall was 
undermining, or where fill from the shore side was being washed out by the action of the tide through 
holes below the water line.” A 1953 inspection warned “there are a number of locations where the 
damaged sea wall and overhanging sidewalks constitute a source of danger to the public.” The 
maintenance inspection included the section of sea wall bordering West Potomac Park on the Potomac 
River and found numerous places where one or two rocks were missing. The sub-base under the 
sidewalk along the river had completely eroded away, leading to concerns about the safety of the 
sidewalk.114  
 
The National Park Service also developed plans for the construction of a handrail on the Tidal Basin 
shoreline as part of the 1961 work. The plans were approved and a contract written (No. 14-10-0028-
2169) but adequate funding was never received for the project. The contract encompassed that portion of 
the sea wall from the Outlet Bridge to the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, which was to have 786' of pipe 
handrail installed while the sea wall from the memorial to the Inlet Bridge required 1,130' of pipe 
handrail. The walkway on the west side of the Tidal Basin had 225 pipe sleeves that had been covered 
with concrete, so the contractor needed to clear them out, install new sleeves if necessary, and then erect 
the pipe handrail. 
 
By the early 1960s, therefore, the cinder walkway around the Tidal Basin had been replaced with 
concrete or bituminous material but additional pipe hand railings on the southern and western shores of 
the basin were never realized. This was not the last time the National Park Service would attempt to 
construct a barrier as an extra safety precaution around the Tidal Basin. In 1971, the director of the 
National Capital Parks-Central wanted to have barricades placed on the edge of the basin by the 
Jefferson Memorial but there were concerns about the aesthetics.115 [See Appendix B, Figures 22-26.] 
 
Rose Garden/Nursery, Fountain 4, Pansy Garden 
In 1905, the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds had four concrete fountain basins placed southeast 
of the Tidal Basin, near the Long Bridge. The advertisement soliciting bids specified two circular basins 
measuring 40' in diameter, a circular basin measuring 60' in diameter, and a square basin with 50' sides. 
The basins were to be built of concrete composed of one part Portland cement, two-and-a-half parts 
sharp sand, and five parts sharp gravel, and finished with a 1"-thick coat of cement mortar made up of 
two parts Portland cement and three parts sharp sand. The Office of Public Buildings and Grounds was 

                                                            
114 Letter from C.F. Logan of Logan Diving and Salvage to Mr. Edward J. Kelley, Superintendent of National Capital Parks, 
August 20, 1951; letter from Harry T. Thompson, Associate Superintendent to the Chief of the Maintenance Branch, 
December 17, 1953; memorandum to Chief Engineer from Safety Engineer, Subject: condition of sea walls on Potomac 
River side of West Potomac Park, Potomac River and Washington Channel sides of East Potomac Park and west side of 
Anacostia River on Section D of Anacostia Park, November 20, 1953, all in Box 32, RG 79, FRC-Suitland. 
115 Letter from Robert C. Horne, Chief, Division of Design and Construction to Colonel John U. Allen, January 25, 1961; 
memo from Acting Director Manus J. Fish, Jr. to Superintendent, NCP-Central, all in Box 32, RG 79, FRC-Suitland. See 
also, U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks, “Tidal Basin Walks,” Drawing No. NCP 
76-560, 1952, and U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks, “Tidal Basin Handrail,” 
Drawing No. NCP 76-703, 1961, both from eTIC. Little information was found about the railings and walks but there may be 
more in the Federal Records Center. At the time the research for this project was being conducted, some boxes were not 
available. 
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responsible for the plumbing. The Brennan Construction Company built the four fountains for $2,494, 
finishing them on October 27, 1905.116  
 
A formal nursery was established in the early 1910s east of the Long Bridge to propagate and grow 
shrubs and trees (both deciduous and evergreen), perennials, and rosebushes. The Office of Public 
Buildings and Grounds created nurseries to supply plants for the parks under its purview. The nursery 
was laid out as a cross, with the longer axis running from east to west, and incorporated the fountains 
already in place. The square fountain was located at the intersection, and two circular fountains were 
located at the ends of the east-west axis. Paths flanked the planting beds and were also located on the 
edge of the nursery. Beds contained specific plant types, including hedges, ground cover, deciduous and 
evergreen shrubs, and azaleas. The species planted reveal the types of plants used throughout the 
grounds administered by the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds. One of the largest beds was 
devoted to hedge plants: Japanese barberry, privet, English field maple, American hornbeam, Siberian 
arborvitae, English hawthorn, white pine, hemlock, and pyramidal English oak. Another entire bed was 
designated for “specimen plants,” such as boxwood, Canadian yew, California privet, Eastern red cedar, 
Eastern arborvitae, English and American holly, holly osmanthus, and saucer magnolia. The exterior of 
the garden was reserved for ornamental trees. The northeast and southeast corners featured circular beds 
of rhododendron.117 
 
By 1932, the nursery had been converted to a Rose Garden. Bramble roses and trees (denoted as the 
“Reserve Nursery”) were planted along the north and west banks to help screen the garden from the 
highway bridge approach. The layout of the garden remained the same, with the addition of the Cuban 
Urn at the south end of the north-south axis. Planting beds of roses included “Red Radiance,” “Pink 
Radiance,” “Mrs. Dupont,” “Paul’s Scarlet Climber,” “Sunburst,” and “Dainty Bess.” Some roses were 
trained on arbors and trellises, along with clematis. Several beds were still designated as evergreen 
nurseries. Boxwood hedges delineated the edges of the garden, and there were formal paths.118 [See 
Appendix B, Figure 27.] 
 
The construction of the Rochambeau and George Mason Bridges resulted in the removal of the Rose 
Garden in 1947.119 The Commission of Fine Arts and the National Capital Planning Commission had 
approved a new location for the Rose Garden in 1947 at the site of the Women Accepted for Volunteer 
Emergency Service barracks in West Potomac Park. The delay in the removal of that temporary building 
meant the new Rose Garden was never realized. The District Commissioners had approved a plan for 
two new bridges that would carry Fourteenth Street across the Potomac River on July 21, 1944, despite 
the National Capital Planning Commission’s recommendation to build one six-lane bridge. On July 16, 
1946, President Truman signed the twin bridge bill into Public Law 615. On May 9, 1950, the 

                                                            
116 Letter from Col. Charles A. Bromwell to The Cranford Paving Company, The Brennan Construction Company, and The 
R.J. Beall Construction Company, October 4, 1905; letter from Colonel Bromwell to General A. Mackenzie, December 1, 
1905, both in Box 4, Entry 91, RG 42, NARA-DC. The installation of fountains in Potomac Park was first discussed in 1900.  
117 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, “Nursery of Planting Material,” George Burnap, 
Landscape Architect, File No. 76-84, approved July 17, 1912, from eTIC. 
118 Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital, “West Potomac Park, Rose Garden,” File No. 76-240, 
October 13, 1932, from eTIC. 
119 A third bridge opened immediately downstream of the Mason bridge in 1972, carrying two express lanes in each direction. 
The Charles R. Fenwick Bridge, built to carry the Yellow line of the Metrorail, opened on April 30, 1983.  
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Rochambeau Bridge opened.120 The second bridge span resulted in considerable alteration to the 
landscape near the fourth fountain, just west of the Rose Garden and by the Inlet Bridge approach. The 
National Park Service was able to salvage some trees in this area, and a set of stairs was built alongside 
the new bridge to allow pedestrian access to this part of the park. The George Mason Memorial Bridge, 
as it was called, opened on January 26, 1967.121 
 
A 1928 plan of the park at the fourth fountain (appropriately designated Fountain No. 4) shows the 
fountain’s basin was encircled by grass, a cinder walkway, a ring of planting beds bordered by grass, 
and finally a hedge. A variety of trees stood in the grassy area outside the hedge enclosing the fountain 
and planting beds. Rock Creek Nursery would provide additional flowering cherry trees, and magnolias, 
flowering crabapples, and elms would also be added to the existing vegetation. By 1929, ten deciduous 
trees and fifteen large magnolias were transplanted from the Lincoln Memorial had been planted near 
Fountain No. 4.122  
 
In 1931, the National Park Service developed a new landscaping strategy: “Instead of distributing the 
display flowers over a large number of locations, it was decided to concentrate the displays in one or 
two locations.” Therefore, the beds around Fountain No. 4 were planted with pansies, 35,000 of which 
were placed there in 1931. Nearly 72,000 people came to see the colorful blooms, which were 
illuminated by new floodlights.123 Plans from 1931 and 1932 reveal the addition of a planting bed at the 
entrance to the site. The fountain contained water lilies, around which were concentric rings of beds with 
pansies and crushed stone walks. A grass area encircled the fountain and beds, with benches available 
for visitors. Behind the grass area was an unidentified hedge and then specimen trees, including birches, 
magnolias, cherries, and cedars of Lebanon. Purple lilacs and flowering crabs could be found east of the 
pool and beds and behind the hedge. A sycamore grove stood east of the site. The Pansy Garden 
contained 5,360 square feet of crushed stone walk and 12,000 square feet of flower beds.124  
 

                                                            
120 On January 13, 1982, Air Florida Flight 90 crashed into the northbound span and damaged the structure. The Boeing 737-
222, which had accumulated ice while idling on the runway at National Airport, stalled soon after takeoff and fell on the 
bridge before slamming into the ice-covered Potomac River. The crash killed seventy-four passengers and crew, plus four 
people in cars on the bridge. The repaired span was renamed the Arland D. Williams, Jr. Memorial Bridge in the spring of 
1985 for one of the passengers who passed a lifeline to five survivors before permitting himself to be rescued. The name 
Rochambeau was shifted to the previously unnamed express-lane bridge. 
121 Letter from Hillary A. Tolson, Director, to Hon. Harris B. McDowell, Jr., House of Representatives, July 28, 1961, and 
letter from Harry T. Thompson, Associate Superintendent, to Geo. W. Harding, Chief, Horticulture & Maintenance Division, 
Subject: Temporary Rose Garden, February 12, 1952, both in Box 31; letter from Robert C. Horne, Chief, Division of Design 
and Construction, to Mr. G.I. Sawyer, Deputy Director for Design, Engineering & Research, June 12, 1959, and letter from 
Robert C. Horne, Chief, Division of Design and Construction to Mr. C.I. Sawyer, Deputy Director for Design, Engineering, 
& Research, Department of Highways, Government of the District of Columbia, November 5, 1959, both in Box 32, all in 
RG 79, FRC-Suitland. See also, letter from A.E. Demaray, Acting Director, to W.E. Reynolds, Commissioner of Public 
Buildings, Federal Works Agency, July 18, 1947, in Box 2833, Entry 10, RG 79, NARA-CP; Chappell, 154-160. 
122 Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks, “Planting Sketch, West Potomac Park, Near Fountain,” File No. 76-202, 
August 25, 1928, from eTIC. 
123 Annual Report of the Director of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital (Washington, DC: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1929), 30; Annual Report of the Director of Public Buildings and Public Parks, 1931, 70, quote 
from page 39; Annual Report of the Director of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital (Washington, DC: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1932), 34. 
124 “Plan to Revise Pansy Garden,” File No. 76-202A, revised October 19, 1931, brought up to date April 22, 1932, from 
eTIC. 
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By the 1960s, the Pansy Garden remained virtually unchanged, aside from additional plantings. 
Forsythia, spiraea, roses, and chaste trees encircled the fountain and beds. The trees at the entry included 
dogwoods and magnolias, while birches, magnolias, pines, and crabapples were placed around the 
garden. Walkways and grass strips divided the planting beds. Planting lists indicate the colorful nature 
of the garden. For example, in summer 1965, there were red, yellow, and white water lilies. Two of the 
beds directly adjacent to the pool contained ‘Sparkle Spreading’ verbena, while the other held ‘Crystal 
Spreading’ verbena. The three beds on the east side of the pool were planted with ‘Forest Fire’ celosia 
and additional rows of annuals in the front of the bed, while the two beds near the entrance featured 
marigolds and red snapdragons. The outer ring of beds contained a variety of annuals, such as begonias, 
caladium, celosia, marigolds, verbena, echinacea, snapdragons, and zinnias.125 [See Appendix B, Figure 
28.] 
 
The maintenance of the pansy garden in the 1960s required edging the beds and grass, removing dead 
blooms or the wrong-colored plants, replacing dead plants, and watering. By 1966, additional Burford 
hollies had been planted near the entry to replace existing butterfly bushes, and forsythia (‘Lynwood 
gold’) were placed along the east edge of the garden. Water hyacinths, papyrus, and taro could be found 
in the pool, while the beds directly adjacent contained candytuft and flowering kale (both red and green) 
grown from seeds collected by National Park Service staff. The beds on the other side of the walkway 
were lined with 6"-tall alternanthera. The two beds near the entry were planted with dark opal basil, to 
be kept 8" high, while the other three beds contained another type of alternanthera maintained at 10" tall. 
The remaining beds had alternanthera, celosia, cupflower, sedum, and begonias in bright colors. A type 
of zoysia grass was planted near the hollies with a note indicating it was “to remain thru winter.”126 
 
Boathouse 
On November 22, 1902, the Secretary of War authorized M.N. Hekimian and J.H. Hollis to build, at 
their own expense, a boathouse by the Inner Basin. After five years, the operation would revert to the 
District of Columbia. In March 1903, Congress appropriated $5,000 for two floats to be moored in the 
Tidal Basin. As mandated, the operation reverted to the District of Columbia in 1907, but the District 
Commissioners transferred jurisdiction to the Chief of Engineers. Hekimian agreed to continue 
operating under a lease for $50/year but had to make any repairs at his own expense. Colonel Bingham 
granted Hekimian permission in 1908 to build an addition on the boathouse to hold a racing boat that 
could not fit in the main boathouse structure. William J. Wells later leased these structures. Over time, 
however, the boathouse became a nuisance. As described in 1917, this was an “unsightly structure 
located on that portion of the basin where there is no current and where there is the least change in the 
water through tidal action.” The boathouse was destroyed by fire in 1918, so the remnants were removed 
and the area soiled and seeded.127  
 
A replacement boathouse was not erected until 1928. The Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks of 
the National Capital awarded the contract to build the new boathouse to Ficklen & Company, which was 
                                                            
125 U.S Department of the Interior, National Park Service, “Pansy Beds – No. 4, Ohio Drive & East Basin Drive, Res. 333,” 
Drawing No. NCR 76-755-1, 1965, from eTIC.  
126 U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, “Pansy Beds – No. 4, Ohio Drive & East Basin Drive,” Drawing 
No. 76-793, 1966, 1 sheet, from eTIC. 
127 Sen. Res. 557, February 19 (calendar day, March 2), 1915, and letter from Col. Bromwell to Mr. M.N. Hekimian, April 
22, 1908, both in Box 1, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC. Quote from Col. William Harts to Honorable George Norris, U.S. 
Senate, January 26, 1917, in Box 11, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC. 
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undertaken from July to October. Located south and west of the landing basin, the $10,668 frame 
structure was 64' x 31' and featured a covered porch, lunch room, and model yacht storage. It was 
operated by a private concessioner. A 1930 newspaper report noted that coats could also be rented at the 
boathouse for visitors viewing the cherry blossoms then in bloom. By 1940, this boathouse had been 
deemed an eyesore, particularly since it was visible from the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, then under 
construction. Henry V. Hubbard reported to his fellow members of the National Capital Planning 
Commission that while the boathouse was “an ugly thing,” boating should continue to take place at the 
basin as “boating gives interest and variety and humanity in this area, and furnishes a kind of legitimate 
amusement which is not readily found elsewhere in the immediate vicinity of the city.” The construction 
of the Kutz Bridge in the early 1940s resulted in changes to this part of the Tidal Basin. During this 
time, the boathouse appears to have been demolished and relocated to its current site near Maine Avenue 
and East Basin Drive. By 1961, the small frame structure comprising the boathouse sat on a dock just 
offshore. In 1986, the boathouse took its current form, with an inclined ramp leading to the float on 
which the boat rental facility is located and the docks behind for the rental boats. [See Appendix B, 
Figure 29.] 
 
Various types of boats have been available for rental on the Tidal Basin. The first swan boat was 
launched in 1926, with profits going to the Children’s Welfare Fund. At the same time the swan boat 
was introduced, human-powered “pedal boats” were launched. Speedboats were introduced for only two 
seasons (not surprisingly). In the 1930s, replicas of Venetian gondolas, staffed by gondoliers, carried 
visitors around the basin. By 1968, pedal boats, canoes, and rowboats were all available for visitor 
use.128  
 
Cherry Trees 
The flowering cherry trees encircling the Tidal Basin have become a world-famous sight and a 
quintessential element of the Washington, D.C., landscape. Flowering cherry trees had reportedly been 
introduced to the United States as early as 1862 in Flushing, New York, and then in the 1890s when the 
Arnold Arboretum in Jamaica Plain, New York, received seeds of single-flowering cherries. By that 
time, a Pennsylvania nursery stocked double-flowering cherries as well. The first significant plantings in 
this country, however, occurred on private property in Chevy Chase, Maryland, in 1906, and then the 
Tidal Basin and Potomac Park in 1912. The decision to plant the trees around the basin was the result of 
the advocacy of three people: David Fairchild, First Lady Helen Taft, and Eliza Scidmore.129 
 
David Fairchild (1869-1954) attended Kansas State College and then went to work for the Department 
of Agriculture from 1889 to 1933. During his tenure with that department, Fairchild headed the Office of 

                                                            
128 Letter from Col. Wm. Harts to Hon. George Norris, U.S. Senate, January 26, 1917, in Box 11, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-
DC. Memorandum for file, November 9, 1928, in Box 31, and quote from memo to National Capital Park and Planning 
Commission from Henry V. Hubbard, July 12, 1940, in Box 32, both in RG 79, FRC-Suitland. Superintendent Monthly 
Reports, July 1941, in Box 2812, Entry 10, RG 79, NARA-CP. “Will Close Boathouse,” The Washington Post, October 14, 
1921, 7; “Cherry Blossoms at Best Tomorrow,” The Washington Post, April 1, 1930, 7; “Tidal Basin Boat Rides Available,” 
The Sun [Baltimore, MD], April 7, 1968, H4; Annual Report of the Director of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the 
National Capital (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1929), 26, photograph on page 28; Chappell, 169-170. See 
also, Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital, “Boat House Plans, Tidal Basin, West Potomac 
Park, Plans,” 1928, 26 sheets, and “Layout Plan,” Tidal Basin, Washington, DC, January 21, 1986, both from eTIC. 
129 Paul Russell, “Japanese Flowering Cherries,” Circular No. 31 (Washington, DC: United States Department of Agriculture, 
March 1928), 2. 
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Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction. Secretary of Agriculture James Wilson had established this office 
in 1898 as part of his plans to make the United States “agriculturally self-sufficient.” At the same time, 
the agency’s Bureau of Plant Industry developed the necessary inspection and quarantine processes for 
importing plants to the United States. A renowned “plant explorer,” Fairchild was responsible for 
introducing over 75,000 crops to the United States, including avocadoes, mangoes, soybeans, pistachios, 
and kiwifruit. Together with his colleague Barbour Lathrop, Fairchild imported thirty cherry tree 
varieties. Fairchild married Marian Bell (daughter of Alexander Graham Bell), and the couple purchased 
a 40-acre tract of land in Chevy Chase, Maryland, a suburb of Washington, D.C.130 In 1906, the couple 
imported seventy-five flowering and twenty-five weeping cherries from Japan and planted them on their 
property, which they called “In the Woods.” The Fairchilds found that the trees thrived and soon began 
promoting the planting of flowering cherries throughout the city. At David Fairchild’s behest, the Chevy 
Chase Land Company purchased 300 cherry trees and planted them around Chevy Chase. The couple 
also worked with Susan B. Sipe, supervisor of the District’s school gardens, to coordinate an Arbor Day 
event in 1908 in which school children planted cherry trees.131  
 
In April 1909, Fairchild broached the topic of planting cherry trees at the Tidal Basin to Col. Spencer 
Cosby, Superintendent of Public Buildings and Grounds.  
 

You know Mrs. Fairchild and I are quite crazy about Japanese Cherry trees and have made 
something of a study of them. Every time we have driven on the Speedway Mrs. Fairchild has 
brought up a favorite plan of hers which is to present the Speedway with fifty related Japanese 
flowering cherry trees. I am writing to ask if the acceptance of such a gift can be brought about 
and how to go about doing it. 
 
The conditions for the growth of the trees along the Speedway is quite ideal as I have been 
informed by expert Japanese gardeners who have been in this country. The location lends itself 
peculiarly to the fairy like effects which these trees produce near water sides. The trees come 
into bloom at just the right time in Spring when everybody is thinking of the outdoor world. 
These Japanese trees in Washington when grafted on the wild Japanese stock seem to be long 
lived trees as is proven by several very old specimens. While the foliage is not dense enough to 
make them particularly good shade trees the leaves color up deeply in autumn making them most 
attractive. There are over 30 varieties, 27 of which we have on our place beyond Chevy Chase 
Lake and we would expect to select the most suitable sort for the Speedway. 

 
Fairchild identified a long stretch in the vicinity of Riverside Drive and the old sewer canal in West 
Potomac Park for planting cherry trees, pointing out it was in keeping with Japanese practice to plant 
such trees along the banks of canals, ponds, and streams. If Cosby was interested, Fairchild assured him 
he could import the trees and plant them by the coming spring. He ended, “trusting that you will give us 
the pleasure of doing something to beautify what I see you appreciate as Washington’s most beautiful 
driveway and in this way to help Mrs. Taft carry out her most admirable plan of making it the most 

                                                            
130 The Chevy Chase Recreation Association acquired “In the Woods” in the 1950s, and the home now serves as a nursery 
school. 
131 Mark Walston, “In the Woods,” Bethesda Magazine, January-February 2009, available at 
http://www.bethesdamagazine.com/Bethesda-Magazine/January-February-2009/In-the-Woods/, accessed May 2017; 
Jefferson and Fusonie, 4-7. 
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interesting ‘Corse’ in this world.” Noting Mrs. Taft’s stated interest in having magnolias, cherries, and 
other flowering trees planted at Potomac Park, Cosby referred Fairchild’s proposal to Office of Public 
Buildings and Grounds landscape gardener George H. Brown, who recommended acceptance. In 
Brown’s view, “plantings of Japanese flowering Cherries and low growing flowering trees on the line of 
the roadway on the river side of Potomac Park, properly disposed, would be appropriate and prove an 
attractive feature.”132  
 
Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore (1856-1928) was yet another advocate for introducing cherry trees to Potomac 
Park and Washington, D.C. A graduate of Oberlin College, one of the earliest members of the National 
Geographic Society, and a newspaper correspondent, Scidmore had gathered information on the plant 
industries of China and Japan for the Department of Agriculture. She too saw the potential of creating 
mass plantings of cherry trees at Potomac Park, recreating what she had seen in her travels throughout 
Asia. In 1885, she first proposed planting cherry trees in the city to the Office of Public Buildings and 
Grounds. During a 1908 Arbor Day ceremony at Franklin Park, Fairchild publicly put forth Scidmore’s 
idea to turn the former “Speedway” into a “Field of Cherries.”133  
 
In 1909, Scidmore undertook a fundraising effort to amass the necessary funds to purchase cherry trees 
for the city. She informed Mrs. Taft of her idea, to which the First Lady responded that she had “taken 
the matter up” and been promised cherry trees. Initially, the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds 
planned to plant elms along the roads in West Potomac Park, as had already been done in President and 
Washington Monument parks. Mrs. Taft, however, wanted cherry trees planted from the inlet to the 
north park boundary, either in rows or in groups “so as to form masses, or continuous lines of bright 
color in the spring and early summer months when these trees bloom.” Landscape gardener George 
Brown recommended planting cherries between the elms, since the elms would be placed 60' apart and 
would take another thirty to thirty-five years to mature. That idea was abandoned in favor of dense 
plantings of cherry trees. Mrs. Taft had Colonel Cosby initiate the purchase of ninety double-flowering 
Japanese cherries from Hoopes Brothers & Thomas Company of Westchester, Pennsylvania, in sizes 
ranging from 6' to 12' for $100 in April 1909. The Office of Public Buildings and Grounds purchased 
what were thought to be ‘Fugenzo’ Japanese flowering cherries but turned out to be ‘Shirofugen.’ 
Despite the mistake, the cherry trees were planted on either side of Riverside Drive, beginning near the 
terminus of the old sewer canal and extending to the inlet.134 [See Appendix B, Figure 30.] 
 
Dr. Jokichi Takamine, a Japanese chemist responsible for discovering adrenaline, offered to acquire 
another 2,000 cherry trees from Tokyo, Japan, an effort probably aided by Scidmore and Fairchild. 
Takamine believed that the gift would foster good will between the two nations. By summer 1909, he 
was facilitating discussions between the United States and Japan about a donation of cherry trees. 
Secretary of State Philander Knox and Kogoro Takahira, the Japanese ambassador to the United States, 
discussed the subject in July. The following month, Keishiro Matsui from the Japanese Embassy wrote 
                                                            
132 Letter from David Fairchild to Col. Cosby, April 4, 1909, with 1st Indorsement dated April 6, 1909, and 2nd Indorsement 
dated April 7, 1909, in Box 9, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC. 
133 Jefferson and Fusonie, 7, 45. 
134 Jefferson and Fusonie, 9-10. Also, explanatory notes, Geo. H. Brown, Landscape Gardener, to Col. Spencer Cosby, 
stamped at Office of Public Buildings and Grounds with date of April 13, 1909; letter from Col. Spencer Cosby to President, 
White House, November 29, 1909; letter from Col. S.C. to Hoopes Bros. & Thomas Company, West Chester, PA, April 12, 
1909, all in Box 9; and “The Japanese Cherry Trees,” stamped November 22, 1919, in Box 12, both in Entry 97, RG 42, 
NARA-DC. 
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to Alvey Adee, the acting Secretary of State, of Tokyo’s interest in donating cherry trees. On November 
24, ten varieties of cherry trees were shipped from Yokohama on the SS Kaga Manu bound for Seattle. 
T. Watase, Tokyo commissioner and alderman, was responsible for making the arrangements to ship 
specimens that were, on average, 10' tall and 2" in diameter. The types of cherry trees were chosen for 
their compatibility with the Washington, D.C., climate and included the trees in the following table.  
 
Name Description 
Sekiyama Large, scarlet flower 
Asahi-Botan Bright red flower that fades to pink 
Chosiu-Hizakura  Large crimson flower 
Mikuruma-gayeshi Described as having an unusual bloom 
Baden Pink flower 
Beni-fugen Crimson flower 
Shiro-fugen White flower 
Murasaki-Sakura Medium purple flower 
Shiro-taye Five petaled, white flower 
Ukon Yellow and pale blue flower 

 
The Collector of Customs at Port Townsend, Washington, was ordered to allow free entry to the trees. 
They were then put in three refrigerated cars maintained at 35-degrees Fahrenheit and transported across 
the country, arriving via the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in Washington, D.C., on January 6, 1910.135   
 
The trees had been carefully packed, but were old stock so that when planted they would be large and 
showy (reportedly at the behest of Scidmore) when planted. As a result, the root systems were so 
severely pruned that the tops required extensive cutting back to ensure the survival of the trees. And 
there was more bad news. Scientists from the Department of Agriculture’s Bureau of Plant Industry, 
including N.A. Cobb, A.F. Woods, and David Fairchild, along with Bureau of Entomology scientists 
L.O. Howard, C.L. Marlatt, and J.G. Sanders, and a mycologist named Mrs. Paterson carefully inspected 
the trees and found almost all of them infected with Chinese diaspis, a scale insect pest. Most 
concerning was the presence of the wood-boring Lepidopterous larvae on 20 percent of the trees; this 
dangerous pest attacked trees at the ground level and the base of the upper branches. Six other insects 
were identified in the shipment, some of which had never been seen in the United States. In addition, 72 
percent of the trees were infested with root gall worm, while 45 percent exhibited crown gall and 
Pestalozzi sp. fungus. The Acting Chief of the Bureau of Entomology, C.L. Marlatt, concluded that he 
had never seen such diseased trees. In late January 1910, most of the trees and all accompanying 
shipping materials were burned. Cosby regretfully informed the Mayor of Tokyo of the infestation and 
the resulting bonfire.136 
 

                                                            
135 McClellan, 31-32; Jefferson and Fusonie, 9; handwritten memorandum, stamped Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, 
November 5, 1909, and letter from Col. Cosby to David Fairchild, April 13, 1909, both in Box 9, Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-
DC.  
136 “The Japanese Cherry Trees,” stamped November 22, 1919. Robert DeFeo, Chief Horticulturalist for the National Park 
Service’s National Capital Region, uncovered evidence that twenty-four of the infested trees were quarantined by the Bureau 
of Plant Industry and believes that surviving trees from the shipment can be found in East Potomac Park. See Historic 
American Landscapes Survey, “1910 Japanese Flowering Cherry Trees,” HALS DC-8, for additional information. 
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Eager to make up for the disappointing first shipment, Mayor Ozaki of Tokyo sent another in early 
February 1912. The second shipment of trees was carefully selected and propagated by Professor S.I. 
Kuwana, Director of the Imperial Quarantine Service; Professor Y. Kumagaya, a horticulturalist with the 
Imperial Horticultural Station; and Professor M. Miyoshi of the Imperial University of Tokyo, who 
worked with local expert S. Funazu. Scions for twelve trees from the village of Ekita on the Arakawa 
River were selected in December 1910, fumigated with hydrocyanic acid gas, stored in a cold and dark 
place, and then grafted to understock in February 1911. The nursery stock was dug up in December 
1911 and fumigated again with hydrocyanic acid gas. The trees were then stored in a dry and shady 
place. By January 1912, 6,000 cherry trees were ready for shipment to the United States with half 
destined for Washington, D.C., and the other half for New York City. Five cases containing 3,020 
Japanese flowering cherry trees were shipped from Tokyo on the SS Awa Maru via Seattle to 
Washington, D.C., on February 13, 1912 (see Appendix C for the list of the species that were gifted). On 
March 26, the trees arrived in Washington, D.C., where personnel from the Entomology and Plant 
Industry bureaus carefully inspected them, finding them free of disease and insects.137  
 
On March 27, 1912, Mrs. Taft planted the first tree at the Tidal Basin, near the current location of the 
Kutz Bridge, in a small ceremony attended by the Japanese Ambassador Count Sutemi Chinda and his 
wife Viscountess Iwa Chinda, Eliza Scidmore, and Colonel Cosby. Viscountess Chinda, at Mrs. Taft’s 
request, planted the second tree. From 1913 to 1920, the Somei-yoshino (Yoshino cherries) were planted 
around the Tidal Basin, under the supervision of Charles Henlock (1856-1934), the head gardener of the 
Office of Public Buildings and Grounds at that time.138 Some of the trees in the shipment were reserved 
in the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds nursery to serve as replacements in the event any trees 
died. By May 1916, only 1 percent of the original shipment had died and the rest were flourishing, 
growing 8' to 12' tall and 1-1/2" to 3" in diameter. The trees were 12' to 15' tall two years later, although 
there were reports an infestation of San Jose scale in the area southwest of the Tidal Basin had nearly 
killed the trees. On the northwest side of the basin near the old bathing beach, the trees exhibited signs 
of being infested with the parasite Diaspis pentagona.139  
 
Since the initial planting, maintenance and replacement of the cherry trees has been routinely completed 
in order to ensure their continued survival. The period when the trees bloomed proved so popular with 
visitors that by 1936, there were reports of “excessive” dying back. After careful study by Department of 
Agriculture and National Park Service horticulturalists, it was determined that there was no single cause 
for this dying back, but the significant compaction of the soil around the trees from pedestrian activity 
was one possible explanation. As described earlier in this report, the proposed solution was to construct 
a designated walkway along the sea wall to route visitors away from the tree roots.140 Correspondence 
from the early 1960s reveals the extent of the required maintenance. Young trees were minimally pruned 
for the first five years after planting; after that point, the only pruning was the removal of “interfering 

                                                            
137 Jefferson and Fusonie, 17, 57-58; Invoice, 1912, in Box 10, and letter from Physiologist in Charge, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture to Col. C.S. Ridley, in charge, Public Buildings and Grounds, May 4, 1920, in Box 
12, both in Entry 97, RG 42, NARA-DC. 
138 At the time of his retirement in 1931, Henlock was the Chief of the Horticultural Division of the Office of Public 
Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital. 
139 Jefferson and Fusonie, 19, 21, 40; letter to Honorable Y. Ozaki, Mayor of Tokyo, April 4, 1912, in Box 10; W.B. Wood, 
“Report of Inspection of Japanese Flowering Cherry Trees,” received June 19, 1918, in Box 11, all in Entry 97, RG 42, 
NARA-DC. See also, “The Japanese Cherry Trees,” stamped November 12, 1919. 
140 Memorandum from C. Marshall Finnan to Mr. Gillen, June 24, 1936, in Box 32, RG 79, FRC-Suitland. 
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branches” plus any suckers or dead limbs. Trees were routinely fertilized in the spring, and crews 
sometimes sprayed them to control West Indian Peach or San Jose scale insect pests.141 
 
The beauty of the trees blooming in spring soon began attracting visitors, and an entire festival that 
continues to this day developed around the blooming period. The first commemoration of the 1912 
planting took place in 1927 when Washington, D.C., school children re-enacted the event. In 1934, the 
D.C. Board of Commissioners sponsored a three-day celebration of the nation’s “most well-known” 
collection of cherry trees. The following year, the Cherry Blossom Festival was officially established. 
By 1949, the festival included a beauty pageant with princesses representing each of the states and 
territories competing for the title of Cherry Blossom Queen.142  
 
In the early 1940s, the Committee to Correct Japanese Misrepresentations—part of the Korean-
American Council—contacted Harold Ickes about renaming the cherry trees, asserting that they did not, 
in fact, originate in Japan but instead were from Korea.143 In spring 1942, Harold Ickes forwarded the 
correspondence to Harlan P. Kelsey, Chairman of the Editorial Committee for the American Joint 
Committee on Horticultural Nomenclature. Aletta Summerfield, secretary of the Committee to Correct 
Japanese Misrepresentations, submitted a quote from the Great Japanese Encyclopedia as proof of the 
committee’s claim.144 The statement read: 
 

Prunus Yedoensis is commonly called Yosino Sakura (cherry tree). But it is entirely 
different from the Sakura of Mt. Yosino. It was said that at the beginning of the Meiji 
reign a florist of Somei cultivated this Sakura. But it was proved by Dr. Kohara of Kyoto 
Imperial University (Japan) in 1932, that the place of origin of this Sakura was 
ULLEUNGDO in Korea. It is beyond dispute that this Sakura grows in and out of Tokyo 
and over almost the entire country.145 

 
Paul Russell, Associate Botanist with the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Bureau of Plant Industry, 
concluded there was not sufficient evidence to warrant the change. In the course of his research, Russell 
found one reference to the Korean origin in E.H. Wilson’s Cherries of Japan. In that publication, Wilson 
reported that he had seen a specimen in the Tokyo Botanical Garden labeled Prunus yedoensis var. 
nudiflora Koehne that had been collected on Quelpart Island (now called Jeju Island), Korea, in 1909. 
However, Wilson did not find that evidence conclusive as there was only one specimen. Russell 
suggested that Dr. Kohara may have confused the young form of Prunus serrulata (Japanese cherry), 
which had definitely been seen on the Korean mainland, with Prunus yedoensis (Yoshino cherry), which 
looks much like the Japanese cherry in the early stages of development. Russell went on to report, 
“concerning the claim of the Korean-American Council that Dr. Kohara had proved [emphasis in 
original] the Korean origin of the Yoshino, my feeling is that while he may be correct, his statement, 

                                                            
141 Letter from Horace V. Wester, Plant Pathologist, to Claudine Johnson, October 4, 1962, in Box 31, FRC-Suitland. 
142 Russell, “Japanese Flowering Cherries,” 2; Jefferson and Fusonie, 23-24. 
143 The association of the trees with Japan had proved problematic with the onset of World War II. In 1941, vandals cut down 
four cherry trees during a brief blackout of the area that occurred as part of some minor infrastructure work undertaken by a 
power company. It was suspected that this was a retaliatory move after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. See Press 
Release, December 10, 1941, in Box 31, RG 79, FRC-Suitland. 
144 Memorandum for the Secretary from the Superintendent, August 10, 1942, in Box 31, RG 79, FRC-Suitland. 
145 Excerpt from the Great Japanese Encyclopedia quoted in letter from Aletta Summerfield, Committee to Correct Japanese 
Misrepresentations to Mr. Secretary, May 1, 1942, in Box 31, RG 79, FRC-Suitland. 
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unsupported by herbarium material accessible to us, would not be sufficient grounds for us to 
recommend a change in the common name of the Yoshino cherry.” Russell’s solution was to instead call 
them “Oriental Flowering Cherry Trees.”146 In September 1942, Alfred Rehder, an associate professor of 
dendrochronology at the Arnold Arboretum, weighed in on the situation, which he characterized as a 
“tempest in a teapot.” Rehder pointed out that the cherry found on the Korean mainland was the 
Japanese cherry, not the Yoshino, and concluded that changing the name was “unnecessary and against 
horticultural and botanical usage and rules to change the name of a plant which has already a generally 
accepted name, in this case Yoshino (or Yosino) Cherry.”147  
 
The discussion over a potential name change continued into 1943. The Committee to Correct Japanese 
Misrepresentation was unhappy about the proposed solution to leave the name as is or change it to 
“Oriental” flowering cherry. In May, Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes advised Rep. Fritz Lanham, 
chairman of the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds, that the Department of Interior was not in 
favor of changing the name of the flowering cherry tree. Instead, the department would use the official 
name of “Oriental Flowering Cherry Trees,” which had been approved by the Committee on 
Horticultural Nomenclature.148  
 
Additional plantings of Akebono Yoshino cherry trees were planned for the Tidal Basin in 1944. Any 
“sickly, distorted” trees, particularly those that had been planted less than 12' apart, were slated for 
removal to increase the amount of light reaching the healthy ones. In addition, “stub” trees (those with 
the tops removed) were to be cut down and, if space permitted, replaced with a new tree. The planting 
specifications dictated that any new trees were to be spaced 20' to 25' apart and no closer than 8' from 
the walkways in order to ensure sufficient light and adequate space for root development. Finally, the 
National Park Service restricted the planting of any shrubs in the vicinity of the cherry trees planted 
from the John Paul Jones Monument to the Inlet Bridge as well as the “promiscuous introduction of 
other types of flowering trees” since the Japanese cherry trees were the “backbone of the existing 
planting.” The restriction on the planting of shrubs was to reduce maintenance and also help provide 
clear lines of sight for the park police. A total of 103 cherry trees were planted on either end of the 
Outlet Bridge, along the lagoon and Kutz Bridge abutments, and the west side of the Tidal Basin.149 
 
Gestures of goodwill between Japan and the United States continued after the two initial gifts of cherry 
trees. A total of 180 additional cherry trees were planted at the Tidal Basin in 1954. Plans indicated 
sixty-five trees would be planted at the lagoon, with another seventy-three locations identified around 
                                                            
146 Letter from Paul Russell, Associate Botanist, to Harlan Kelsey, Chairman, Editorial Committee of American Joint 
Committee on Horticultural Nomenclature, July 6, 1942, in Box 31, RG 79, FRC-Suitland.  
147 Letter from Alfred Rehder, Associate Professor of Dendrochronology, Arnold Arboretum, to Harlan P. Kelsey, American 
Joint Committee on Horticultural Nomenclature, September 14, 1942, in Box 2841, Entry 10: Central Classified Files, 1907-
1949, RG 79, NARA-CP. 
148 A handwritten note from Harlan Kelsey to Newton Drury stated: “Pls note—I’m afraid ‘Aletta’ is really after blood + 
unconvinceable-Quote a tempest in a cocktail glass!” Letter from Acting Secretary, Committee to Correct Japanese 
Misrepresentation to Harlan P. Kelsey, January 8, 1943, in Box 2841, Entry 10, RG 79, NARA-CP. See also letter from 
Harold Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, to the Hon. James Cromwell, President, The Korean-American Council, April 8, 
1943, and letter from Harold Ickes, Secretary of the Interior to Hon. Fritz G. Lanham, Chairman, Committee on Public 
Buildings and Grounds, House of Representatives, May 21, 1943, both in Box 2841, Entry 10, RG 79, NARA-CP. 
149 Letter from Irving W. Payne, Landscape Architect, May 11, 1944, in Box 32, RG 79, FRC-Suitland; U.S. Department of 
the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks, “Planting Rehabilitation for the Tidal Basin, West Potomac Park,” 
Drawing No. NCP 76-475, 1945, from eTIC. 
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the basin, primarily on the west side. Forty-two trees would be located on the southwest side of the 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial between the memorial and the sea wall. The National Park Service chose 
this site after determining the “vista serves no useful purpose” and “a continuous line of cherry bloom 
along the edge of the basin is most important.” While the area west of the circular road behind the 
memorial was deemed too wet, a small area along the walkway to the Inlet Bridge was identified as a 
potential site for more cherry trees.150 
 
By 1959, 242 trees from the initial planting were still thriving, although that number decreased to 213 in 
1962. Of the 651 cherry trees at the Tidal Basin in 1962, 499 were Yoshino and 152 were Akebono. 
In 1965, Japan gifted another 3,800 cherry trees to the city. Of those, 700 were designated for the 
Washington Monument grounds. Like the first ceremonial planting, First Lady Johnson and Mrs. Ryuji 
Takeuchi, wife of the Japanese Ambassador, planted two trees in the Tidal Basin area. From 1986 to 
1988, 676 new cherry trees were planted. In 1987, donated cherry trees were planted along the sea wall 
bordering the Potomac River, south of the Tidal Basin, and in other parts of West Potomac Park. The 
donation included a total of 102 Akebono, twenty-one weeping, and eighteen Fugenzo cherries. From 
2002 to 2006, 400 trees were propagated from the 1912 surviving trees and donated. There have been 
numerous requests to the National Park Service for slips, branches, and blossoms of the world-famous 
cherry trees, but the agency’s policy is to not grant such requests in order to preserve the trees. Scientists 
from the U.S. National Arboretum have even made grafts of the original two trees planted by First Lady 
Taft and Viscountess Chinda in order to grow replacement stock.151 
 
The cherry trees now located around the Tidal Basin are primarily Yoshino with some fall-blooming 
specimens (known as Prunus subhirtella var. autumnalis) by the Thomas Jefferson Memorial. Along 
Ohio Drive, there are Fugenzo trees. Only 4 percent of the original 1912 trees currently survive. The 
following table provides details about the 3,800 cherry trees found in East and West Potomac parks.152 
  

                                                            
150 U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks, “Cherry Tree Additions, Tidal Basin, West 
Potomac Park,” Drawing No. NCP 76-589, 1954, from eTIC. 
151 U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks, “Planting Plan, Lagoon-Tidal Basin & 17th 
St. N.W.,” Drawing No. NCP 76-507, 1946, from eTIC; Jefferson and Fusonie, 24-28. Letter from Cornelius W. Heine, 
Assistant Regional Director, Conservation, Interpretation and Use to Jack Ecoff, Ecoff, Gisler and Associates, November 19, 
1962; letter from Cornelius Heine, Acting Assistant Regional Director, Conservation, Interpretation and Use to June Faulds, 
Assistant Editor, Trees Magazine, May 3, 1962; and letter from T. Sutton Jett, Acting Superintendent, to F.M. Uyematsu of 
California, December 23, 1959, all in Box 31, RG 79, FRC-Suitland. 
152 From National Park Service website: https://www.nps.gov/subjects/cherryblossom/types-of-trees.htm, accessed July 2017. 
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Type of tree Percentage of 3,800 Location 
Prunus x yedoensis (Yoshino) 70% Tidal Basin area 
Prunus serrulata ‘Kwanzan’ 
(Kwanzan) 

12.6% Along Potomac River in East 
Potomac Park 

Prunus takesimensis 5% Along Washington Channel in East 
Potomac Park 

Prunus subhirtella var. autumnalis 
(autumn flowering) 

3% Thomas Jefferson Memorial area 

Prunus x yedoensis ‘Akebono’ 
(Akebono) 

3% Ohio Drive in West Potomac Park 

Prunus subhirtella var. pendula 
(weeping) 

2.4% Along Washington Channel in East 
Potomac Park 

Prunus spachiana f. ascendens 
(Usuzumi) 

1.3% Ohio Drive in West Potomac Park  

Prunus ‘Sargentii’ (Sargent) Less than 1 percent Abutments of Inlet Bridge 
Prunus x yedoensis ‘Afterglow’ 
(Afterglow) 

Less than 1 percent Along Potomac River in East 
Potomac Park 

Prunus serrulata ‘Shirofugen’ 
(Shirofugen) 

Less than 1 percent Ohio Drive in West Potomac Park  

Prunus x ‘Okame’ (Okame) Less than 1 percent Along Washington Channel in East 
Potomac Park 

 
Kutz Bridge 
In 1941, the War Department proposed extending Independence Avenue from Fourteenth Street to 
improve access to the Pentagon and serve as an alternative to the other bridges spanning the Potomac 
River. This alteration resulted in a divided road, with the eastbound lanes carried on a bridge designed 
by Paul Philippe Cret and the engineering firm Modjeski and Masters spanning the north end of the 
Tidal Basin. The bridge was eventually named for Brig. Gen. Charles W. Kutz, a former D.C. 
commissioner, in 1954.153 The westbound lanes of Independence Avenue were carried on a parallel 
roadway along the basin’s shore. Alexander and Repass Construction Company built the bridge 
(designated Federal Aid Project No. DA WR 4B). The 840'-long bridge had a 34'-wide roadway and 6'-
wide sidewalks. The construction of the bridge required alterations to the sea wall as well. Both the 
bridge and the sea wall were built of North Carolina granite and limestone. At first, the War Production 
Board ordered a stop to the work, but it was eventually allowed to continue. The bridge opened to traffic 
in August 1943.154 [See Appendix B, Figure 31.] 
 
After the Independence Avenue extension and Kutz Bridge had been completed, plantings were added at 
the bridge abutments, including American holly, various kinds of spreading yew, and lindens on the 
south side of the west abutment. Smaller shrubs were also planted under the trees, such as different types 

                                                            
153 The bridge achieved notoriety when a former nightclub dancer named Fanne Fox jumped from the bridge into the Tidal 
Basin in 1974. Fox, whose real name was Annabella Battistella, had been in a car with former Representative Wilbur D. 
Mills (D-AR).  
154 Washington’s Bridges, 62; Office of the Engineer Commissioner D.C., Modjeski & Masters Consulting Engineers, Paul P. 
Cret, Consulting Architect, “Independence Ave. Extension Structures,” March 30, 1942, 21 sheets, from eTIC; “Alexander 
Firm Completes D.C. Tidal Basin Bridge,” The Chicago Defender, August 21, 1943, 9; Chappell, 149; Stephen J. Lynton, 
“Repairs for Busy Bridge,” The Washington Post, May 14, 1983, B1. 
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of azaleas (‘Indica Rosea’ for example), firethorn, and wintercreeper. The trees planted around the 
lagoon were primarily American holly, spreading yew, firethorn, and zelkova.155  
 
Repairs were made to the bridge in 1985 and consisted of replacing dimensioned masonry on the piers 
and abutments, repairing the bridge deck, and replacing and painting steel girders. Work was also done 
on the bridge approaches and the concrete curb, gutter, and sidewalk at the north end of the Tidal Basin. 
Cormac Corporation of Silver Spring, Maryland, undertook the $1.6 million project. Subcontractors 
included American Window & Building Cleaning Contractors: removal and replacement of concrete; 
Beta Construction Company: membrane waterproofing on the bridge deck; Corson & Gruman Co. Inc.: 
paving; Kora & Williams Corporation: concrete curb, gutter, and sidewalk installation; Moschonas & 
Moschonas Decorating: cleaning and painting the steel; and Roubin & Janeiro, Inc.: dimensioned 
masonry. Additional rehabilitation work was started in 2015. It encompassed repairing the northeastern 
corner of the bridge, widening the south sidewalk, and repaving the road, among other general 
maintenance items. The bridge and Independence Avenue remain heavily used by commuters.156   
 
Japanese Lantern 
Sadao Iguchi, Japanese ambassador to the United States, presented the stone Japanese Lantern to the city 
of Washington on behalf of the governor of Tokyo on March 30, 1954. The lantern commemorated the 
one-hundredth anniversary of Commodore Matthew Perry arriving in Japan and opening trade between 
the United States and Japan. It is one of a pair of lanterns dating to 1651—the other remains in Tokyo’s 
Ueno Park—that had been initially created to commemorate the death of Tokugawa Iemitsu (1604-
1651), the third shogun of the Tokugawa dynasty. Newspapers reported that the disassembled lantern 
was transported to Washington, D.C., on a battleship in six crates. After arriving in Norfolk, Virginia, 
the crates holding the pieces of the lantern were placed on a barge and transported to the city. The crates 
were then stored at the Washington Navy Yard until the spring, when the lantern was assembled in the 
vicinity of the original planting of cherry trees near the Kutz Bridge and dedicated at the 1954 Cherry 
Blossom Festival. The ceremonial lighting of the lantern has since served as the start of the festival. The 
Trust for the National Mall oversaw the construction of a plaza at the lantern from April to August 2013 
as part of an effort to reduce soil erosion and protect the cherry trees.157 [See Appendix B, Figure 32.] 
 
Japanese Pagoda 
Located near the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, the 10'-tall granite pagoda consisting of nine 
tiers dates to 1600. Mayor Ryozo Kiranuma of Yokohama, Japan, gifted the object to the people of 
Washington, D.C., in 1957 in recognition of the friendship between the two cities. The pagoda arrived in 
the city in pieces packed in crates, without assembly instructions. Experts from the Library of Congress 

                                                            
155 “Planting Plan, Lagoon-Tidal Basin & 17th St. N.W.” 
156 Lynton, “Repairs for Busy Bridge,” B1; “Final Construction Report,” Project No. NCP-C 29A1, Kutz Bridge, 1991, from 
eTIC; “Kutz Bridge Rehabilitation Causes Lane Closures,” available at https://www.nps.gov/nama/learn/news/kutz-bridge-
rehabilitation-causes-lane-closures.htm, accessed January 2018. 
157 Japanese Lantern (sculpture), Smithsonian American Art Museum’s Inventories of American Painting and Sculpture 
database, available at https://siris-
artinventories.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!siartinventories&uri=full=3100001~!322457~!0#focus, 
accessed June 16, 2017; “A Ten-Ton Ishi Ro Coming to Tidal Basin from Japan,” The Washington Post, November 23, 1953, 
21; “Gift Lantern from Tokyo Now in DC,” The Washington Post, February 9, 1954, 31; Trust for the National Mall, 
http://nationalmall.org/japanese-lantern, accessed January 2018. 
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and other institutions had to help with the installation. It was dedicated on April 21, 1958.158 [See 
Appendix B, Figure 33.]  
 
Floral Library 
Initially called the Tulip Library, the Floral Library is located on a 1/4-acre plot of land south of 
Independence Avenue and East Basin Drive. The library was created as part of the Lady Bird Johnson 
Beautification Program by the National Capital Region’s “Beautification Task Force” established in 
1966. The purpose of the task force was “to design and implement beautification projects in parks 
throughout both DC’s monumental core and neighborhoods.” Designed by National Park Service 
landscape architect and task force member Darwina Neal, the Tulip Library would “show the public 
what varieties, types and colors of tulips, then annuals, were available for them to use in their gardens, 
as well as to serve as a testing ground for varieties that would be good to use in floral displays 
throughout DC parks in succeeding years.”159  
 
Darwina Neal designed a garden composed of ninety-five labeled beds with grass between them so 
visitors could closely examine the various types of tulips. In order to ensure accessibility, the paths were 
either 6' or 4' wide, with the 1'- to 2'-wide unplanted areas between beds covered in mulch. A 
corresponding map of the site gave the names of the tulips planted in each bed. Initially, 
chrysanthemums were to be planted in the beds during the summer months, but that plan was abandoned 
in favor of annuals. The lower-height tulips and annuals were located along the edges of the beds with 
the tallest ones at the center “for better viewing from all sides.” Neal corresponded with Charles Lewis 
of the Sterling Forest Gardens in Tuxedo, New York, about the tasks, man hours, and costs required to 
maintain his library. In addition to planning the layout, preparing the beds, and planting the bulbs in the 
fall, Lewis described his maintenance schedule of spraying the tulips three times with Botran to prevent 
tulip fire disease, picking faded flowers, and watering. 160 
 
The 13,000 tulip bulbs initially planted in the Tulip Library included ninety-five varieties representing 
the numerous tulip cultivar groups. The early blooming types encompass the single early tulips, 
characterized by one flower with six petals, and the double early with long-lasting blooms of more than 
six petals. Mid-season tulips are the Triumph tulip, a hybrid of the single early and late flowering that 
features cup-shaped flowers, and the Darwin hybrid, a hybrid of Fosteriana and Darwin tulips with a 
large flower and the tallest cultivar. The late types are the single late class, of which the Breeder, 
Darwin, and Cottage are examples. Lily-flowered tulips have pointed petals and long stems while 
fringed tulips, as the name suggests, have petals with fringed margins. Viridiflora tulips feature a green 
stripe from the base to the tip of the petal, while Rembrandt tulips are actually Darwin tulips whose 
colors have been modified by viruses. The variegated or streaked petals of the Rembrandt tulips are 
highly recognizable. Parrot tulips have distinctive feather-like flowers and a green spot centered at the 

                                                            
158 James M. Goode, Washington Sculpture: A Cultural History of Outdoor Sculpture in the Nation’s Capital (Baltimore, 
MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008), 497. 
159 History of the Floral Library, manuscript, with edits by Darwina Neal, December 16, 2015, in Darwina Neal Files, MRCE. 
160 Quote from History of the Floral Library, manuscript; see also, Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 
National Capital Region, News Release: “Washington’s First ‘Tulip Library’ to Begin Blooming,” March 12, 1969; 
memorandum from Rex Scouten, Assistant Regional Director, to Superintendent, National Capital Parks—Central, Subject: 
Tulip Library, October 28, 1968; letter from Charles A. Lewis to Darwina Neal, July 31, 1967; “Tulip Library,” Park 
Practice 13, no. 4 (July/August 1969). All information about the Floral Library is from vertical files maintained by National 
Capital Region staff. 
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base of each petal. Double late tulips are recognizable for their double, peony-like flowers. In addition, 
there are Kaufmaniana tulips, developed from the Tulipa kaufmanniana species of Turkestan. These 
early flowering tulips have pointed, almost flat, petals and are short in stature. Another early flowering 
type is the Fosteriana tulip (also known as Emperor), a hybrid of native tulips found in the mountains of 
central Asia. Greigii developed from Tulipa greigii, another Turkestan native. These short tulips have 
large blooms that open wide to reveal a dark or black heart and striped or marked leaves. Finally, there 
are numerous botanical species, varieties, and hybrids.161 
 
Darwina Neal’s files reveal the careful planning that went into the library. The heights of the initial 
tulips ranged from the diminutive 3" to 4"-tall Dasystemon botanical tulip to the 32"-tall Dido cottage 
tulip and were carefully placed so that the shorter tulips were not hidden by the larger specimens. Bloom 
colors spanned the rainbow, from the deep violet with an ivory-white center of the ‘Cum Laude’ Darwin 
tulip to the deep red petals with white margins of the ‘Merry Widow’ Triumph tulip. Neal kept notes on 
the tulips, indicating when they bloomed and the actual colors. She noted that the ‘Absalom’ Rembrandt 
tulip in bed 35, which was described as “flushed and feathered with brownish bronze and mahogany on 
a yellow underground,” was “interesting but not good for bedding.” The ‘Apricot Beauty’ Triumph 
tulip, on the other hand, was a “delicate, lovely” tulip colored a “soft salmon-rose overlaid with a touch 
of light apricot rose.” A wide variety of annuals was planted for summer color: begonias, salvia, 
impatiens, geraniums, portulaca, verbena, coleus, dusty miller, ranunculus, lantana, and marigolds.162 
[For a list of the initial tulip bulbs planted in spring 1969, see Appendix D.] 
 
The tulip bulbs currently planted in the Floral Library are imported from the Netherlands and are graded 
size 12 centimeters and larger to ensure uniformity of size. The bulbs are planted in November, at the 
same depth, and spaced 6" to 8" apart. Once they finish blooming, sometime between late April and 
early May, National Park Service staff remove the bulbs, prepare the beds, and plant summer annuals. 
From May to October, weeding, fertilizing, and watering of the annuals comprise the routine 
maintenance tasks. 
 
Memorials 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial 
The construction of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial beside the Tidal Basin resulted in alterations to not 
only the basin but also to the cultural landscape as memorials were introduced to what had been a 
recreational park. The Tidal Basin’s location south of the Mall and on the south axis of the White House 
was one of the significant cardinal points identified in the L’Enfant Plan and was also within the kite-
shaped area comprising the monumental core identified in the 1902 McMillan Plan. The siting of the 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial at this location helped restore the cross axis of the L’Enfant plan that had 
not been realized initially because of the off-center placement of the Washington Monument. This vista 
from the Jefferson Memorial to the White House was a critical element of both the McMillan and 
L’Enfant plans. 
 

                                                            
161 “The Tulip Libraries,” undated manuscript. 
162 History of the Floral Library, undated manuscript; “The Tulip Libraries”; “Washington’s First ‘Tulip Library’ to Begin 
Blooming”; Master List of Bulbs for Tulip Library, 1969; Master List of Plants for ‘Annual Library,’ Summer 1970; Library 
Selection List 1973; Order Form, Spring 1980. 
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The complex story of the Jefferson Memorial’s design and construction reveals the tensions between the 
various agencies charged with overseeing the development of the nation’s capital and their conflicting 
visions. It is also a story of public advocacy for the retention of a unique landscape. With the Tidal 
Basin identified as the site of the new memorial in 1936, there were concerns that it would formalize the 
recreational space. Ambassador James Bryce advocated for keeping the natural character of the Tidal 
Basin, which he noted had “taken a generation to mature.” Horace Albright, then head of the American 
Planning and Civic Association, stated that at the time the McMillan Plan was under development, the 
Tidal Basin was considered to be a “muddy pond” and noted that Potomac Park had no beauty. Since 
then, Albright stated, “West Potomac Park has been developed into a charming park and the Tidal Basin 
has become one of the most famous spots in Washington and probably draws more visitors than all the 
public buildings and monuments put together.” Thus, the park with its famous cherry trees was under 
perceived threat with the proposed memorial construction, and this resulted in a controversial period of 
development that spanned more than a decade.163 
 
On January 7, 1926, the House of Representatives introduced a resolution authorizing construction of a 
memorial to Thomas Jefferson. It was not until 1934, however, that Congress established the Thomas 
Jefferson Memorial Commission (73rd Congress Public Resolution, No. 49 HJ Res. 317) and charged it 
with “considering and formulating plans for designing and constructing a permanent memorial in the 
city of Washington, District of Columbia.” The resolution specified the memorial be located at the 
intersection of Constitution and Pennsylvania avenues, near the National Archives. The commission was 
mandated to have twelve members, three named by the President of the United States, three Senators 
nominated by the President of the Senate, three Representatives nominated by the Speaker of the House, 
and three members selected by the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation. The first members were 
Senators Charles L. McNary of Oregon, Elbert D. Thomas of Utah, and Augustine Lonergan of 
Connecticut. Commissioners from the House of Representatives were John J. Boylan of New York, 
Howard W. Smith of Virginia, and Francis D. Culkin of New York. President Roosevelt appointed 
Thomas J. Coolidge, Joseph P. Tumulty, and Hollins N. Randolph, while the foundation nominated 
Stuart Gibboney, Dr. Fiske Kimball, and Dr. George J. Ryan. Boylan served as the commission’s first 
chair, which was fitting since he had been a tireless advocate for the construction of a memorial to 
Jefferson for many years.164 
 
Boylan and President Franklin Delano Roosevelt thought the National Archives’ location was too small 
and not prominent enough to celebrate the nation’s third president. The memorial commission reviewed 
other potential sites, including Lincoln Park and the Anacostia River at the end of East Capitol Street, 
but settled on the Tidal Basin on March 4, 1936. The other initial order of business was to choose an 
architect. At the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission’s December 1935 meeting, John Russell Pope 
was selected. Pope was a respected Beaux-Arts-trained architect who had already designed the National 
Archives and Constitution Hall in Washington, D.C. Pope’s initial scheme was to substantially modify 
the Tidal Basin so that it consisted of three pools surrounding an artificial peninsula on which the 
                                                            
163 Bryce quote from, “Entirely Out of Keeping,” The Washington Post, April 25, 1937, B8; quote from Albright from “Land 
Architect Predicts Doom of Shrine Plan,” The Washington Post, April 25, 1937, 1. 
164 Gerald G. Gross, “Jefferson Shrine Row Involves Japan, Hadrian, Even Tammany,” The Washington Post, April 11, 1937, 
1; “The Thomas Jefferson Memorial,” 2-3, in Box 2, Entry 399: General Records of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial 
Commission, RG 79, NARA-CP. A Tammany Democrat, Boylan began representing New York City’s 16th District in the 
House of Representatives in 1923, see “Boylan, John Joseph (1878-1938),” in Biographical Dictionary of the United States 
Congress, available at http://bioguide.congress.gov/scripts/biodisplay.pl?index=B000726, accessed September 11, 2017.  
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memorial would be centered. Concerns about the cost of the proposal led Pope to make some revisions 
to the design, which were presented to the memorial commission in December 1936. Pope’s firm 
submitted two designs. Scheme A was modeled after the Pantheon and consisted of a circular structure 
with a portico; it was estimated to cost $4.6 million. Scheme B drew its inspiration from the Villa 
Rotunda near Vicenza, Italy, and would cost about $60,000 less than Scheme A.165 [See Appendix B, 
Figure 34.] 
 
In February 1937, “climaxing 11 weeks of controversy over both the character and location of the 
structure,” the commission formally chose Pope as the memorial’s architect and approved Scheme A, 
even though it would cost far more than the $3 million appropriated. Immediately after the decision was 
publicized, criticism of both the location and the proposed design grew. The Army Corps of Engineers, 
who was not consulted on the proposal, expressed significant concern about how any changes to the 
basin’s form could potentially hinder navigation of the Washington Channel, noting “it is imperative 
that the functions of the Tidal Basin be preserved. You can imagine what the channel, coming to a dead 
end at Fourteenth Street, would soon be like if the means of cleaning out its refuse were to be 
withdrawn.”166 
 
HR 12027 had granted the commission the sole authority to choose the location and the design of the 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial, which meant it could act unilaterally and without obtaining the approval of 
the city’s planning agencies or Congress. While the memorial commission asserted that it had consulted 
with the National Capital Planning Commission and the Commission of Fine Arts, those two groups 
refuted the claim they had been allowed to provide substantive input.167 
 
Pope’s Pantheon-inspired design prompted criticism and debate throughout the spring of 1937. 
Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., who would later be tapped as the memorial’s landscape architect, wrote to 
Harlean James of the American Planning and Civic Association, “the Jefferson Memorial with its 
terraces as now designed would be so stupendous in appearance that in my opinion an adequate setting 
could probably never be created in the Tidal Basin location hemmed in by Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing and by railroad and highway embankments and bridges.” Until those issues could be resolved, 
building the memorial as designed “would be a leap in the dark with failure more likely than success.”168 
Eames MacVeagh, an opponent of the design, stated “we now have in Washington a petrified forest of 
Greek and Roman columns. The Mall and Triangle are a kind of Roman forum,” and this new addition 
was simply a “squatty dome.” The American Sculptors Society dismissed it as “not a monument, but a 
senile sham.” Edward Alden Jewell wrote in the New York Times, “Mr. Pope’s grand colonnaded 
                                                            
165 Gerald G. Gross, “Site’s Choice Held Subject to Congress,” The Washington Post, April 26, 1937, 13; “Thomas Jefferson 
Memorial,” 6; “Report of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission,” 75th Congress, 3rd Session, House of 
Representatives, Document Number 699 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1938), 6; National Park Service, 
“Thomas Jefferson Memorial,” Cultural Landscapes Inventory, 2003, 25. 
166 “Climaxing” quote from “Basin Chosen as Jefferson Memorial Site,” The Washington Post, February 19, 1937, 1; Army 
Corps quote from “Army Approval Lacking, Basin Plans Proceed,” The Washington Post, February 21, 1937, M2; Gerald G. 
Gross, “Jones Point Site for Memorial Urged; Tidal Basin Test Asked,” The Washington Post, April 17, 1937, 1; “Report of 
the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission,” 6; Gerald G. Gross, “Choice of Place for Memorial Brought Quick Public 
Protest,” The Washington Post, April 27, 1937, 26. 
167 Gerald G. Gross, “Boylan Board Has Sole Right to Pick Jefferson Shrine Site,” The Washington Post, April 19, 1937, 9. 
168 Telegram reproduced in “Site for the Thomas Jefferson Memorial,” Hearing before the Committee on the Library, House 
of Representatives, Seventy-Fifth Congress, 1st sess. on H.J. Res. 337, A Joint Resolution Relating to the Site to be Selected 
for the Memorial to Thomas Jefferson (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1937). 
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Pantheon may be said to incorporate ideas of classicism that have undergone no little change since the 
prototype was first admired by citizens of an antique State.” He went on to ask, “if the nation’s capital is 
indeed to be a bona fide and comprehensive mausoleum for the ages, ought not its new acquisitions be 
kept in some slight degree up to date as we proceed forward upon our path of destiny?”169 Horace 
Albright, then president of the American Planning and Civic Association, denounced the plans and lack 
of consultation with both the Commission of Fine Arts and the National Capital Planning Commission. 
In addition to the destruction of the cherry trees and the loss of park area due to the proposed alterations 
to the Tidal Basin, he was not impressed with the design, referring to the ninety steps on all four sides as 
being reminiscent “of the late Ziegfeld in spectacular revues.” New access roads would have to be 
provided as well, including extending Fifteenth and Seventeenth Streets and building four “diked 
avenues” to the memorial.170 
 
On the other hand, there were supporters of this design. Archibald Manning Brown, head of the 
Architectural League of New York, praised the design for reflecting Jefferson’s ideals, while A.A. 
Weinman, a sculptor and member of the National Sculpture Society, declared it “powerful.” Weinman 
further stated that any other style would be “ruinous to the Tidal Basin set-up.” Lawrence White, of the 
renowned firm of McKim, Mead & White, and William H. MacMurray, an associate of Harvey Wiley 
Corbett and James Gamble Rogers, also supported the proposal.171 
 
The revelation that the memorial construction would require the removal of cherry trees further 
solidified opposition. One newspaper reported the project would result in the destruction of the 723 trees 
planted along the basin. Seeing the potential for lost economic revenues from visitors, Russell E. Singer, 
General Manager of the American Automobile Association, denounced the tree removal as 
“unpardonable and unwarranted vandalism.” The Washington Restaurant Association agreed, describing 
the removal of the trees as an “irreparable loss” both aesthetically, economically, and commercially. The 
National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution also went on the record, pointing out that 
the trees had been gifted to the city by Japan as a “good-will gesture…and to lightly brush aside this 
gesture would brand the American people as lacking in appreciation and understanding of international 
courtesy.”172 
 
Members of Congress also disapproved of the memorial commission’s decisions and brought forth 
legislation in April 1937 aiming to change the memorial site and design. Rep. Byron N. Scott (D-CA) 
followed Boylan’s annual Jefferson eulogy with twenty-five minutes of testimony outlining his 
opposition to the memorial’s design and location. In particular, he lambasted the commission’s “high-
handed star chamber manner.” With Pope seated in the chambers, Boylan upheld the commission’s 
decision on the House floor on April 22, blaming the opposition on a “group of architects on Uncle 

                                                            
169 “Design for Memorial to Jefferson Backed,” New York Times, April 4, 1937, 31; “Plan for Jefferson Memorial Is Under 
Attack,” New York Times, April 8, 1937, 2; Edward Alden Jewell, “Capital Architecture: Jefferson Memorial Project Revives 
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170 Statement reproduced in “Site for the Thomas Jefferson Memorial.” 
171 “Design for Memorial to Jefferson Backed,” 31. 
172 Gerald G. Gross, “All of Tidal Basin Cherry Trees Doomed by Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission Plans,” The 
Washington Post, April 15, 1937, 1; Singer quote from Gerald G. Gross, “Jefferson Shrine Site Protest to Confront Congress 
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Sam’s pay roll, for the most part engaged on relief agency jobs,” a dig at the League for Progress in 
Architecture who had spoken against the proposed design.173 The House Committee on the Library held 
a hearing on the site, and various resolutions were introduced to stop the construction of the memorial 
on the Tidal Basin and to require Congressional approval of designs. Representative Otha Wearin (D-
IA), for example, proposed legislation requiring a design competition to be overseen by the American 
Institute of Architects. Finally, the House Appropriations Committee voted that same month to withhold 
the proposed $500,000 in funds for the project.174 
 
Facing such strong opposition, the memorial commission consulted with the Commission of Fine Arts 
and the National Capital Planning Commission, and in July, decided to instead locate the memorial on 
the southeast bank of the Tidal Basin. In order to have the memorial directly south of the White House 
and fulfill the vision of the McMillan and L’Enfant plans, some cutting and filling of the Tidal Basin 
shoreline would be required. However, the irregularity of the shoreline as well as a significant number of 
cherry trees would be retained.175 
 
Pope’s death in August 1937 left the final memorial design to two architects in his firm: Daniel P. 
Higgins and Otto R. Eggers. They prepared two memorial designs for consideration. The “Pantheon 
Scheme,” which was eventually built, consisted of a white marble circular structure with a figure of 
Jefferson in the center. The domed building would be surrounded by a peristyle of columns and situated 
on a stylobate. The alternative scheme was described as “two colonnades, each forming a quadrant, 
embracing a semicircular plaza facing north across the Tidal Basin. This plaza is partly paved, but with a 
preponderance of lawn.” Centered between these colonnades would be a pedestal on which a 20' to 30'-
tall statue of Thomas Jefferson would be located. The Commission of Fine Arts supported the alternative 
scheme, but it turned out to be too similar to a 1926 design Pope had initially done for the Theodore 
Roosevelt Memorial, and Pope’s widow refused to allow its use. Thus, the memorial commission 
unanimously decided to recommend the Pantheon design to Congress for approval in March 1938 
despite the Commission of Fine Arts’ lack of approval. The Second Deficiency Appropriation Bill of 
June 1938 included a $500,000 appropriation for memorial construction.176 
 
Furor grew over the necessary removal of cherry trees as part of the memorial’s construction, fueled by 
conflicting reports about the numbers of trees that would be lost. As reported by Acting Chair Stuart 
Gibboney in a memo to President Roosevelt, forty-six cherry trees were slated for re-location and 
another thirty-five would be cut down within a 600' radius of the memorial. Seventeen elms averaging 
thirty-years old in that same radius would have to be moved or cut while another fifteen outside the 
radius would be impacted. Changes to the Tidal Basin shoreline would require relocating thirty-seven 

                                                            
173 Scott quote from Gross, “Memorial Site Termed ‘Folly’,” 1; Boylan quote from “Boylan Defends Memorial Site and 
Architect.” 
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cherries and cutting another fifty-three down. However, a total of 136 cherry trees located at the new 
memorial site would be untouched177  
 
In mid-November 1938, National Capital Parks employees began digging up the cherry trees, pines, and 
hollies slated for removal, many of which would be replanted elsewhere in the park. Women’s groups 
led the opposition to this work. On November 18, Washington clubwomen marched to the White House 
and voiced their disapproval of the plans to Secretary Marvin McIntyre. Members represented the 
Daughters of the American Revolution, the DC Congress of Parent-Teacher Associations, the Federation 
of Women’s Clubs, and the General Federation of Women’s Clubs. The women also staged a protest at 
Potomac Park, chaining themselves to the trees or grabbing shovels from the workers and refilling holes. 
One participant angrily told reporters while chaining herself to a tree: “this is the worst desecration of 
beauty in the capital since the burning of the White House by the British.” Another group stood outside 
the White House singing Joyce Kilmer’s “Trees.” President Roosevelt, however, dismissed the outrage 
of the women’s groups, blaming the media for publishing erroneous information about the number of 
trees impacted by the construction of the new memorial and refused to intervene in the construction of 
the memorial. If the women continued their protest, Roosevelt remarked, “they would be picked up 
along with their arboreal affinities and transferred to the transplantation site.” The protestors ultimately 
unchained themselves from the trees and left the work site, threatening to file an injunction on their way 
out.178  
 
The National Park Service served as the executive agent of the memorial commission and supervised the 
construction of the memorial. Francis F. Gillen, the project supervisor, had experience managing large, 
complex projects, having previously overseen construction of the Arlington Memorial Amphitheater, the 
Red Cross Memorial Building, and the Grant, Sherman and John Paul Jones statues. Gillen spent most 
of his career with the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds and its successor agency, the National 
Park Service. The memorial’s groundbreaking ceremony took place on December 15, 1938. Although 
fifty policemen were deployed to stop any potential demonstrations, the ceremony went forward 
uninterrupted. Roosevelt made his remarks to the 2,000 people in attendance and the countless others 
listening on the radio while seated in his car. Memorial Chairman Gibboney used a “beribboned spade 
plated with gold leaf” that had also been used at the groundbreakings for the Lincoln Memorial, 
Arlington Amphitheater, and Tomb of the Unknown Soldier to dig the first hole.179  
 
In order for the memorial to be located on the south axis of the White House, the Tidal Basin shoreline 
had to be altered. The land east of the memorial was cut in a curve, with the excavated material placed to 
the south to build out the shoreline. The memorial itself was built on this fill, and the shoreline to the 
west was also extended. The contract for the cutting and filling plus constructing the new sea wall was 

                                                            
177 Memo for the President from Stuart G. Gibboney, Acting Chairman, Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission, re: 
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awarded to Potts & Callahan. They started work on the sea walls in 1940. In order to facilitate the work, 
the tidal gates were closed when the water in the basin reached mean low water level. This allowed the 
contractors ten days in hot weather or twenty days in cold weather to work on the walls. Detailed 
descriptions of the work have not been found, but photographs provide some evidence. Construction 
began northeast of the memorial site where the contractors excavated the strip where the new sea wall 
would be located, leaving a swath of land remaining in the Tidal Basin. The riprap foundation was then 
placed, the stone wall was laid, and fill was placed behind it. The new sections of rubble-faced wall 
northeast and southwest of the memorial extended 775' and 925' respectively. The battered walls stood 6' 
tall and measured 2'-6" wide at the top. They were topped with cement coping, although the 
Commission of Fine Arts had indicated a preference for stone coping. The National Park Service 
declined to use the stone coping, however, due to the extra cost. The ashlar-faced reinforced-concrete 
sea wall at the plaza also sat on a riprap foundation that was a minimum of 3' tall. The ashlar sea wall 
was nearly complete by November 1941, while the rubble sea wall was finished the following month.180 
[See Appendix B, Figures 35-42.] 
 
The construction of the memorial on the recently-placed fill “called for unusual engineering skill.” The 
Raymond Concrete Pile Company won the contract for this part of the project, which required 200 steel-
reinforced caissons to support the memorial’s foundation and 450 concrete piles that were driven 90' to 
bedrock for the terraces, steps, and outer area of the memorial. Construction of the memorial itself was 
let as a separate contract to John McShain, Inc. of Philadelphia. The completed memorial featured a 
three-part dome comprised of an inner core of steel and concrete clad in marble and a self-supporting 
limestone ceiling. The Imperial Danby marble cladding came to the memorial already cut to size at the 
quarry on 358 cars. The marble used in the memorial’s interior came from Georgia, while the Bedford 
limestone above the cornice line was from Indiana. Tennessee quarries supplied the gray-pink marble 
for the flooring. Adolph Weinman completed the carvings for the north portico pediment. J.F. Manning 
Company of Washington, D.C., supplied the granite pedestal base on which the statue of Jefferson by 
Rudolph Evans was placed. Michaels Art Bronze Company of Covington, Kentucky, installed the 
bronze lettering on the inscription panels.181  
 
As early as 1938, the memorial commission had recognized that “one of the chief complexities in the 
problem was to fit the Memorial into the surroundings of the adjacent territory, the roads and 
approaches,” and that while the National Capital Planning Commission had made some general 
suggestions, a landscape architect was needed.182 Although Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. had previously 
expressed concerns about the memorial project, the memorial commission retained him as the landscape 
architect for the project late in 1938. His preliminary plan dealt with the Fourteenth Street Bridge and 
the railroad tracks, which were located to the south of the memorial site. The road approaching the 

                                                            
180 Letter from Newton B. Drury, Director, to Gilmore Clarke, November 25, 1941, and letter from F.F. Gillen to Col. R.S. 
Thomas, District Engineer, September 26, 1940, both in Box 32, RG 79, FRC-Suitland; Weekly Progress Reports, including 
Report Nos. 51, 52, 68, 70, and 72, in Box 10, Entry 399, RG 79, NARA-CP; Thomas Jefferson Memorial Report for Month 
of October 1941 and Thomas Jefferson Memorial Report for Month of November 1941 both in Box 2, Entry 399, RG 79, 
NARA-CP. U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks, “Realinement [sic] of Sea Wall at 
Tidal Basin, Vicinity of Jefferson Memorial, East Potomac Park,” Drawing No. 65-52-154, July 9, 1940, sheet 1 of 2, from 
eTIC. Construction photographs available at Museum Resource Center, National Park Service, Landover, Maryland 
[hereafter cited as MRCE]. 
181 “The Thomas Jefferson Memorial,” 11-12. 
182 Contracts for Construction, Tuesday, July 12, 1938, in Box 7, Entry 399, RG 79, NARA-CP. 
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memorial from the north would split into two lanes running parallel to one another behind the memorial 
with an elliptical green space between them before converging at the Fourteenth Street Bridge. Drives 
extending from the westbound lane to the Fourteenth Street Bridge provided vehicular access to the 
memorial. A parallelogram-shaped area was created between these drives directly north of the memorial. 
Stands of trees and shrubs shielded the roads from view. National Park Service Director Arno B. 
Cammerer urged Chairman Gibboney to approve a contract with Olmsted, remarking that his 
preliminary plans were a “very efficient solution of the complicated traffic problem” while providing a 
“good setting for the Memorial, not only as regards approaches thereto, but also as regards its isolation 
from the busy thoroughfare leading to the bridge across the Potomac” and relatively inexpensive.183 [See 
Appendix B, Figure 43.] 
 
The landscape work was divided into two projects; the first was the area within the roadway circling the 
memorial, which would be paid for by the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission. The area outside 
the roadway encompassed the landscape generally between the Outlet and Inlet bridges and would be 
the responsibility of the National Park Service. The Commission of Fine Arts, the National Capital 
Planning Commission, and the National Park Service all provided input on the landscape plans. Their 
initial comments on Olmsted’s design dismissed it as too much of a garden with an excessive variety 
and number of plantings. Instead, the reviewers suggested a limited number of tree species—mostly 
evergreen—and expanses of lawn. In a December 1940 letter, Higgins outlined concerns about Olmsted 
plan. He thought the area outside the circular roadway should be planted with more trees because 
placing the elms the required 60' apart to account for growth would result in sparse vegetation for many 
years. The plantings were supposed to help screen the memorial, so that it would only be fully visible 
from the Tidal Basin. He approved of the use of evergreens, but noted, “if the pines suggested have too 
conical a form and if the trunks are exposed as those at the National Gallery are now, I think the effect 
will be too stiff for this all important location.” Considering the limited funds available for landscaping, 
Higgins recommended focusing on plantings of large species, replacement of the cherry trees, and 
effective placement of the low plantings. In August 1941, Olmsted proposed changing the layout of the 
roads south of the memorial to parallel ones rather than the diagonal ones initially presented. Eggers and 
Higgins approved the layout but not the other changes, which would have extended the lines of trees east 
and west of the approach roads to the Potomac River, because they preferred a more informal setting. In 
October, Olmsted submitted revised planting plans for the area within the circular roadway that were 
simpler than his earlier rejected plan, specifying only thirteen species of trees, and those mostly 
evergreen.184  
 
The final landscape plan for the area inside the circular roadway specified the following plants: 
American and littleleaf Japanese holly, yew (upright Japanese, English, and Irish), Leland firethorn, 

                                                            
183 Letter from Arno B. Cammerer, Director, to Stuart Gibboney, October 10, 1938, in Box 3, Entry 399, and Drawing of 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial, traced from Plan Showing Suggested Location of Structure and Relocation of Roads and 
Shorelines as Proposed by Olmsted Brothers, Landscape Architects, Brookline, Mass., September 20, 1938, in Box 9, Entry 
399, RG 79, NARA-CP.  
184 For a full discussion of the development of the landscape plans for the Thomas Jefferson Memorial and for reproductions 
of Olmsted’s drawings, see Sally Prothero and Audrey Tepper, “Thomas Jefferson Memorial, Landscape Overview” (U.S. 
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Denver Service Center, 1996). Higgins quote from letter to Olmsted 
Brothers, Attn. Messrs. Hubbard and Park, re: Jefferson Memorial, December 16, 1940, in Box 5, Entry 399, RG 79, NARA-
CP; Report of the Commission of Fine Arts, 78th Congress, 2d sess. (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1944), 
94. 
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cotoneaster, winter jasmine, holly osmanthus, and glossy abelia. The landscape plan for the area outside 
the circular drive specified several large tree species and more decorative ones, including sugar maple, 
flowering and pink flowering dogwood, flowering crab tree, American plane, willow oak, American 
elm, white pine, American holly, and spreading Japanese yew. Periwinkle was specified for planting 
under the trees.185  
 
Obtaining adequate funding to complete the necessary landscaping, sea wall, and road construction 
proved problematic. In 1940, the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission indicated the $3 million 
appropriation only covered the construction of the memorial, not the $375,000 necessary for 
landscaping. The requested landscaping funds included $223,900 for relocating the sea wall, $82,980 for 
the roads, and $69,500 for the landscaping, which totaled $376,380. President Roosevelt suggested that 
the National Park Service submit an appropriation request, but the House Committee on Appropriations 
reduced the total amount to $263,740, due to concerns that cutting away part of the wall would also 
result in the removal of cherry trees. The National Park Service argued that only thirty-four trees were 
slated for removal, most of which had already been identified as needing to be cut down within the next 
few years. In addition, the cutting and filling for the sea wall had been carefully planned in sequence so 
any deviations from that would incur greater costs. The full amount of $375,000 was eventually 
appropriated and designated for the relocation of the sea wall, rearrangement of roads, and 
landscaping.186 
 
In the fall of 1941, preparation for the road work was undertaken, which involved removing trees, 
stripping and storing top soil, and constructing curbs and catch basins. Corson & Gruman Company of 
Washington, D.C., and Wilmoth Paving Company were contracted to build the roads, curbs, gutters, and 
sidewalks. The recommended materials were bituminous concrete for the roads, granite for the curbs, 
and scrubbed aggregate for the sidewalks. To save money, though, the roads extending from the back of 
the memorial would have concrete curbs and bituminous aggregate sidewalks “so as to make them less 
obtrusive.”187 The end of 1941 saw necessary laying and grading of top soil. Hollies, maples, and 
evergreens were planted behind the cherry trees at the east end of the rubble wall section. 
 

                                                            
185 Report of the Commission of Fine Arts, 1944, 94. See also, U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 
National Capital Parks, “Planting Plan Within Circular Roadway, Thomas Jefferson Memorial, West Potomac Park,” 
Drawing No. NCP 65-52-179, October 10, 1941, Sheet 1 of 2, and U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 
National Capital Parks, “Planting Plan, Area Outside Circular Roadway, Thomas Jefferson Memorial, West Potomac Park,” 
Drawing No. NCP 65-52-181a, November 14, 1941, both from eTIC. 
186 Letter from Arno B. Cammerer, Director, to Hon. Charles O. Andrews, U.S. Senate, March 8, 1940; letter from Stuart 
Gibboney, Chairman, to the Honorable Carter Glass, Chairman, Senate Committee on Appropriations, March 18, 1940; letter 
from F.F. Gillen, Chief, Planning and Construction Division, to Stuart Gibboney, Chairman, March 5, 1940, all Box 5, Entry 
399, RG 79, NARA-CP. Interior Department Appropriation Bill for 1941, “Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the 
Committee on Appropriations, United States Senate, Seventy-Sixth Congress, Third Session on H.R. 8745” (Washington, 
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1940), 13; Treasury Department, “Digest of Appropriations for the Support of the 
Government of the United States for the Service of the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1941, and an Account of Deficiencies for 
Prior Years Made During the Second and Third Sessions of the Seventy-Sixth Congress” (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1940). Cost breakdown from Memorandum for Mr. Strawser, Estimate and Justification for the Development 
of Grounds Surrounding Thomas Jefferson Memorial in West Potomac Park, October 12, 1939, in Box 4, Entry 399, RG 79, 
NARA-CP. 
187 Thomas Jefferson Memorial Report for Month of October 1941, in Box 2, Entry 399, RG 79, NARA-CP; Report of the 
Commission of Fine Arts, 1944, 95. 
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Work progressed through 1942. By February, the concrete roadbeds had been paved in asphalt, the 
scrubbed surface concrete sidewalks had been laid, drains had been placed, and water lines were 
installed. Top soil had been placed next to the roads and graded. The landscape within the circular 
roadway was estimated to be 55 percent complete; the terrace between the memorial and the stylobate 
had been planted. The landscaping outside the circular roadway was only 10 percent complete, with the 
“bulk of the planting thus far” having been completed in those areas “behind the cherry trees adjacent to 
the granite seawall.” Employees of National Capital Parks were engaged in grading, moving cherry 
trees, and seeding the area by the rubble sea wall. They planted eleven flowering cherry trees by the east 
rubble sea wall and eight flowering crabapples behind the new trees on the east end of the rubble sea 
wall. The following month saw continued planting at the sea wall’s east and west ends. By April, eleven 
cherry trees, seven pines, and three crabapples had been planted west of the memorial, while grading 
and seeding had been completed at the “vista strip on the west axis” and the area between the access 
roads. Within the circular roadway, New England Tree Expert Company planted 1,800 cotoneasters, 
thirty yews, and thorn trees on the lower terrace and roadway. Outside the roadway, H.L. Frost & 
Higgins Company placed sixteen American elms. Grading was also undertaken west of the memorial to 
improve drainage.188  
 
In April 1942, the National Park Service’s workforce finished grading and seeding a total of 6 acres 
around the memorial. During the next month, grading and seeding the grounds continued by, on average, 
twenty laborers. National Park Service personnel continued work on the sea wall, which “extending 
from the memorial southwesterly to the Inlet Bridge, is being realigned, vertically and horizontally, by 
the addition of a course of stone varying in thickness from 4 inches to 14 inches.” This project was 
estimated to be 60 percent complete. The August 1942 project report stated that employees had graded 
and seeded the entire memorial area and were starting work on the sidewalk to the Inlet Bridge and the 
nearby sea wall coping.189  
 
The New England Tree Expert Company won the contract to complete the landscaping within the 
circular roadway, while H.L. Frost and Higgins Company did the work outside the roadway. When New 
England Tree Expert Company finished the work, Eggers detailed his grave concerns about its quality to 
the Olmsted firm.  
 

The planting gives one of the impression of having been spread pretty thin over a large area. I 
know that the funds for this part of the work were particularly limited but it disturbs me that even 
what we were able to buy is thin and scrawny and evidently not doing well. My particular case in 
point are the hollies at either side of the steps on the upper stylobate. I wanted a good heavy mass 
in this location. Instead the pines at the edge of the water tend to accentuate the thinness of the 
foliage of the groups of hollies. Maybe the replacements can be secured under the guarantees but 
I doubt the hollies will produce sufficient density no matter how healthy they are. I have had 
several experiences with holly trees and they have been mostly disappointing.190 

                                                            
188 Thomas Jefferson Memorial Report for Month of December 1941 and January 1942; Thomas Jefferson Memorial Report 
for Month of February 1942; Thomas Jefferson Memorial Report for Month of March 1942, all in Box 2, Entry 399, RG 79, 
NARA-CP. 
189 Thomas Jefferson Memorial Report for Month of April 1942, May 1942, and Months of June and July 1942, all Box 2, 
Entry 399, RG 79, NARA-CP. 
190 Letter from Otto R. Eggers to Olmsted Brothers, re: Jefferson Memorial, July 14, 1942, in Box 6, Entry 399, RG 79, 
NARA-CP. 
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The Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission agreed with Eggers’ concerns. The frustrated chair noted 
the “Olmsted Brothers have been very stiff-necked and uncooperative from the beginning.” Olmsted 
Brothers disagreed that the plantings were not suitable and found fault with the contractor, pointing out 
they had warned against selecting the low bidder because of concerns the contractor would not be able 
to supply the large trees and plants specified in the contract nor be able to plant them satisfactorily. The 
Olmsted Brothers had encountered the work of the New England Tree Expert Company previously and 
not been impressed, opinions they had shared with the National Park Service prior to the award of the 
contract. Consensus on improving the landscaping was reached, however, in August 1942, with plans to 
replace and plant more hollies and pines to “fill out the planting flanking the steps on the highest 
stylobate level” as well as to rearrange the planting on the next level using the $5,000 balance.191 
 
The completed Thomas Jefferson Memorial was dedicated on April 13, 1943, the bicentennial of 
Jefferson’s birth. President Roosevelt and First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt; Crown Princess Martha of 
Norway; Edith Wilson; several members of Congress and the president’s cabinet; members of the armed 
forces; and representatives from the United Nations attended the fifteen-minute long ceremony. Right 
Reverend Henry St. George Tucker, the presiding bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church of 
America, delivered the invocation, and Grace Moor of the Metropolitan Opera Company sang “The 
Star-Spangled Banner.”192 
 
The settlement of the fill on which the memorial was constructed has resulted in necessary repairs to the 
memorial walks, stairs, and plaza. The memorial itself, having been constructed on pilings and caissons 
driven to bedrock, has not experienced comparable settlement. By 1948, the land around the memorial 
had sunk between 18" and 2'. Two years later, the sidewalks west of the memorial were 12" lower than 
the original elevation, the circular wall on the west side was 5" lower, the sidewalk in front of the 
memorial had sunk 5", and the steps and circular wall at the southwest corner had settled 1-1/2". In a 
1955 interview, a National Park Service engineer described the settlement process as “natural,” noting 
that observations indicated it was occurring at the rate of 1/4" a year. To remediate the areas of 
significant settlement, the National Park Service engaged in “mudjacking” to bring them up to grade. 
This process involved drilling holes at regular intervals and injecting soil into them.193  
 
During the 1960s, the National Park Service contracted with Storch Engineers to study the settlement 
problem. Based on their findings, the entire north plaza was replaced from 1969 to 1970 with a concrete 
slab on piles and beams and paved with exposed aggregate concrete and red-brown concrete. From 1999 
to 2000, the pavement on the north plaza was again replaced with exposed aggregate concrete. Roads 

                                                            
191 Letter from Stuart G. Gibboney to F.F. Gillen, Sr. Asst. Superintendent, National Capital Parks, National Park Service, 
August 20, 1942; Office Memorandum, Eggers and Higgins, August 19, 1942; letter from F.F. Gillen, Sr. Asst. 
Superintendent, to Stuart G. Gibboney, Chairman, August 19, 1942; “stiff-necked” quote from letter from Stuart G. 
Gibboney, Chairman, to F.F. Gillen, Sr. Asst. Superintendent, July 21, 1942; letter from F. F. Gillen, Sr. Assistant 
Superintendent to Stuart G. Gibboney, July 20, 1942; letter from Henry V. Hubbard to Otto R. Eggers, November 17, 1941; 
letter from Olmsted Brothers to A.E. Demaray, Acting Director, NPS, November 17, 1941, all in Box 6, Entry 399, RG 79, 
NARA-CP. 
192 Sidney Shalett, “Roosevelt, Hailing Jefferson, Looks to Gain in Liberty,” New York Times, April 14, 1943, 1. 
193 Letter from Harry T. Thompson, Associate Superintendent, to Hon. W.M. Abbott, March 14, 1957, in Box 31, RG 79, 
FRC-Suitland; “Jefferson Memorial Land Sinks 2 Feet,” The Washington Post, September 20, 1948, 8; “Tourists on Tiptoe, 
Have You a Sinking Feeling?” The Washington Daily News, April 5, 1955, 5. 
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also had to be regraded. The northwest stairs at the west end of the north plaza were demolished and 
rebuilt on a reinforced slab and H piles.194 
  
Significant changes to the plantings around the memorial have been made. Soon after the memorial’s 
completion, grass replaced the periwinkle planted under the trees outside the circular roadway. In the 
1970s, dwarf Japanese yews were planted along the stylobate and fourteen zelkova were added inside 
the circular road. American hollies were planted along East Basin Drive. A 1993 restoration of the 
stylobate mall resulted in the removal of the failing yews, a white pine, and a holly located east of the 
main stairs. The lower terrace also has few of the original plantings. The inkberry hedge bordering the 
terrace walkway was replaced with the ‘Shamrock’ variety in 1986. The hollies planted in the 1970s by 
the doors at the lower level of the memorial were removed in 2000 and yews and dogwoods planted as 
replacements. Irrigation systems were installed and replaced in 1972, 1985, and 1993.195 
 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt reportedly desired a simple block, about the size of his desk, and with the 
sole inscription “In Memory of …” to serve as his memorial. He preferred that it be placed outside the 
National Archives in Washington, D.C. The actual design and construction of the Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt Memorial, however, was a decades-long, multi-million dollar project that was ultimately built 
on the south shore of the Tidal Basin. The memorial was formally dedicated on May 27, 1997, after a 
fifty-five-year design and construction process.196 
 
In 1955, Sen. Herbert H. Lehman of New York introduced a resolution authorizing the construction of a 
memorial to Roosevelt on the banks of the Potomac. Public Law 372 established the Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt Memorial Commission. Judge Francis Biddle, Roosevelt’s Attorney General from 1941 to 
1945, served as the commission’s chairman. The bipartisan group included members of Congress (Sen. 
Irving M. Ives, Sen. Clifford P. Case, Sen. Richard L. Neuberger, Sen. Hubert D. Humphrey, Rep. Paul 
F. Schenck, Rep. Katharine St. George, and Rep. John W. McCormack), Clark M. Clifford and James H. 
Rowe from Washington, D.C., and former Assistant Secretary of Defense Anna M. Rosenberg. The 
commission came up with five potential locations for the memorial, of which three received serious 

                                                            
194 “Repair and Control Settlement at Jefferson Memorial Seawall, North Plaza and Transition Areas,” Jefferson Memorial 
National Mall and Memorial Parks, Washington, DC, Contract #1443C2000040800 (National Park Service, Denver Service 
Center, March 2008). 
195 “Thomas Jefferson Memorial,” Cultural Landscape Inventory, 67. 
196 Information on the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial from the following sources: “FDR Memorial Site Panel Named,” 
Washington Post and Times Herald, December 17, 1957, B10; “House Votes Roosevelt Memorial,” Washington Post and 
Times Herald, July 24, 1959, B8; “FDR Memorial Design is Voted,” Washington Post, Times Herald, January 12, 1962, A1; 
Dorothy Butler, “Arts Group Rejects Design for FDR Shrine,” Washington Post, Times Herald, February 22, 1962, A1; Jean 
M. White, “Arts Commission Hears FDR Memorial Debaters,” Washington Post, Times Herald, January 18, 1962, A1; Paul 
Hodge, “The FDR Memorial: Public Hearing Set,” The Washington Post, October 19, 1978, MD3; “Memorial to Roosevelt is 
Passed Despite Federal Rejection of Plan,” New York Times, March 19, 1979, D9. “Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, 
West Potomac Park,” Environmental Assessment, 1977; Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission, “Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt Memorial Competition 1960” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1960); Thomas H. 
Creighton, The Architecture of Monuments: The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Competition (New York: Reinhold 
Publishing Company, 1962); Reuben M. Rainey, “The Garden as Narrative: Lawrence Halprin’s Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
Memorial,” in Places of Commemoration: Search for Identity and Landscape Design, Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn, ed. 
(Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2001); Sullivan, “Landscape Architect Lawrence 
Halprin, 93”; Halprin, Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial. 
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consideration: the south side of the Mall (now the site of the Hirshorn Museum), the Old Naval Hospital 
site on Twenty-Third Street, NW, and an area southwest of the Tidal Basin then occupied by temporary 
government buildings. The Tidal Basin site was finally unanimously chosen, and in July 1959, the 
House authorized $150,000 to be used as prize monies for a design competition. A joint Congressional 
resolution set aside land for the memorial at the Tidal Basin in September 1959. 
 
Rather than selecting an architect first, as had been done for the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, the 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission decided to hold a design competition. The memorial 
commission appointed an advisory committee to provide design guidance. The members were Pietro 
Belluschi, Dean of the School of Architecture and Planning at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
and a former member of the Commission of Fine Arts; Boston architect Samuel Glaser; Jay S. Unger, a 
Brooklyn planner and architect; G. Holmes Perkins, Dean of the Department of Architecture at the 
University of Pennsylvania, School of Fine Arts; and Lewis Mumford, former professor of City and 
Regional Planning at the University of Pennsylvania. Hideo Sasaki, a Harvard University professor, 
represented the landscape architecture profession. R. Sturgis Ingersoll, president of the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art, held the remaining position. No specific form for the memorial was provided as 
guidance, but the suggested themes were Roosevelt’s concern for mankind and sense of unity and his 
Good Neighbor policy. Edmund Bacon, Executive Director of the Philadelphia City Planning 
Commission, served as the jury’s professional advisor. The competition was open to all registered 
architects licensed to practice in the United States, or to groups made up of landscape architects, 
sculptors, painters, and others, as long as there was a registered architect in the group and all members 
were United States residents.  
 
The competition was deemed noteworthy because such competitions rarely occurred in the United 
States. Over 500 entries were submitted, ranging in quality from “brilliant” to “mediocre” to 
“shockingly bad.” The first round of judging took place in September 1960, and six finalists were 
chosen: Abraham W. Geller (with Douglas Gordon, Diana Kirsch, and Claude Samton), Tasso Katselas 
(head of a Pittsburgh-based team), Rolf Miller (head of a New York-based team), William F. Pedersen 
(of Pedersen & Tilney & Associates of New York), J. Edward Luders (of Sasaki-Walker-Luders 
Associates), and Joseph J. Wehrer (with Harold J. Borkin of the University of Michigan). After a second 
round of judging, the winner’s names were announced in early 1961. Pedersen & Tilney & Associates of 
New York were chosen as first-prize winners. The team members were architects William F. Pedersen 
and Bradford S. Tilney, plus associates Joseph Wasserman and David Beer, sculptor Norman 
Hoberman, and structural engineers Amman & Whitney. The runner up was a New York group 
comprised of architect Abraham W. Geller and associates Douglas Gordon, Diana Kirsch, and Claude 
and Peter Samton.  
 
Pedersen and Tilney explained their design responded to the site and its existing landscape, specifically 
the Tidal Basin, flowering cherry trees, and the Potomac River. The team stated, “the traditional 
memorial relies for its personal significance on a statuary likeness housed within a temple-like structure. 
We wished our solution to be one which conveyed more of the aspirations and ideals of Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt and his age. We felt it unnecessary to make a physical likeness the central element of the 
memorial when so much photographic material is generally available.”197 Their winning design 
consisted of eight, free-standing stele, the tallest of which was 167' tall. All were inscribed with 
                                                            
197 Creighton, 51. 
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Roosevelt’s quotes. The memorial commission approved the design in January 1962 with Representative 
Schenck casting the sole “no” vote.  
 
The Memorial Commission’s approval of the Pedersen and Tilney design did not reflect broader public 
opinion. Frederick Gutheim wrote an editorial published on January 21, 1962, decrying the winning 
design, stating it belongs to the “transient world of art, to the fads and fashions of the art market, to the 
obsolescence-obsessed world of industrial design. It is just because it is so glitteringly fashionable that it 
is suspect.” He characterized the debate over the memorial design as revealing “the cultural crisis of our 
time. Art cut off from the people, and the shriveling consequences of this schism, has seldom been more 
brilliantly illuminated than in this failure to arrive at a great memorial to a great leader.”198 The Board of 
Directors of the American Institute of Architects went on record in support of the design. Wolf von 
Eckardt praised the “sculptural composition of simple, yet infinitely varied angular shapes soaring, 
gleaming white, from the green into the blue. They seem as in a dance.” This was a dynamic memorial, 
“for and by modern, post-Einstein man.” He continued, “I’d hate to drive east on Independence Ave., 
and, across the Tidal Basin, see before me another instant Monticello, a leftover Parthenon, or tired 
tombs from a cemetery of neoclassic plastercasts.”199 Others, however, scathingly described the 
memorial as an “instant Stonehenge.” The National Sculpture Society, National Academy of Design, 
and the Committee of 100 on the Federal City also opposed it. Most significantly, the Commission of 
Fine Arts rejected the design, in part because of its marked departure from the restrained classical 
styling of the Lincoln, Jefferson, and Washington monuments. They deemed the memorial too big for 
the site and lacking in “repose.” They also questioned the durability of the concrete stelae. Without the 
Commission of Fine Arts’ approval, the project was stymied. 
 
Chairman Francis Biddle and architect William Pedersen met with the Commission of Fine Arts to 
discuss design modifications, including reducing the height of the stelae and cladding them in white 
limestone or marble. The Commission of Fine Arts would not grant approval, however, until the revised 
designs were available for review. The architects produced a revised set of plans in 1963 in which the 
tallest stele was reduced in height by 37'. In addition, the stelae were rearranged so as to provide space 
for a statue of Roosevelt. The Roosevelt children were not in support of the revised design, however, 
and it too failed to advance. Thomas Creighton, an architect and editor of Progressive Architecture, 
wrote about the design competition process and how it reflected larger questions in the field of 
architecture. He noted that modern architecture was not suitable for monuments because it did not 
adequately express the desired monumentality while the heavy masonry forms previously used had 
become dull. Creighton did see possibility with Brutalism: “whatever the philosophy and reasoning, the 
result was often more heroic in scale, broader in surface, more broken, ornamental, and emotional in 
detail than the curtain-wall culmination of the earlier modern movements.”200 
 
Having given up on the Pedersen design, the memorial commission contacted fifty-five architects in 
1966 to see who would be interested in producing a new design. Interestingly enough, in light of 
Creighton’s comments, Marcel Breuer was chosen as the architect. In December of that year, he 
presented his design to the memorial commission. Consisting of seven “imposing rough granite ‘darts,’ 
60 feet at their highest, radiating outward from a 32-foot cube of polished granite bearing an incised 

                                                            
198 Frederick Gutheim, “Why FDR Design Fails Its Purpose,” Washington Post, Times Herald, January 21, 1962, E4. 
199 Wolf von Eckardt, “AIA Journal Likes FDR Memorial Plan,” Washington Post, Times Herald, January 22, 1961, B4. 
200 Creighton, 12. 
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photographic portrait of Roosevelt on its surface,” the memorial incorporated water features and 
broadcast recordings of Roosevelt.201 The memorial commission and Roosevelt’s children approved of 
the new design, but again, the Commission of Fine Arts rejected it as too crude.  
 
With seemingly little hope for a formal memorial, support grew for a memorial rose garden. In June 
1961, Rep. Harris B. McDowell of Delaware introduced legislation to establish a Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt Memorial National Park in West Potomac Park. The effort coincided with interest in creating 
a replacement rose garden for the one that had been located east of Fountain No. 4 before its removal for 
the planned George Mason Memorial and Rochambeau bridges. The memorial commission and 
Roosevelt children endorsed the concept of a memorial rose garden with a statue in 1970, but it never 
came to fruition. 
 
In June 1972, Public Law 92-332 establishing the memorial commission was amended to require the 
participation of the Secretary of Interior. Raymond L. Freeman, Assistant Director of Development for 
the National Park Service, helped renew interest in the memorial, and in 1974, the Department of the 
Interior budgeted $175,000 for a new design. The National Park Service’s Architecture and Engineering 
Board at the Denver Service Center chose seven firms out of a pool of eighty-nine qualified ones to 
submit design proposals: Edward Durrell Stone & Associates; Eric Gugler & Walter O. Cain & 
Associates; John Carl Warnecke & Associates; Lawrence Halprin & Associates; Sasaki, Dawson, 
Demay Associates; Smith/Kermin, Inc.; and Zion & Breen Associates, Inc. The design parameters 
specified inclusion of a garden with a statue, bas relief, or other sculpture of President Roosevelt; water 
as a focal point; extensive plantings of roses; and no large structures to detract from the contemplative 
atmosphere. The commission chose Halprin’s firm, with the approval of the Commission of Fine Arts 
and the National Capital Planning Commission; “thus, after years, the groundwork for a landscape 
Memorial park, rather than a monumental architectural solution had slowly evolved. A new and different 
kind of memorial had to be developed reflective of Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s presidency, and it had 
taken over a decade to determine what that response should be, over a decade to leave notions of 
monumentality behind and arrive at an appropriate memorial gesture.”202 
 
Lawrence Halprin was the main designer of the project, along with members of his firm including Susan 
Aitken, Don Carter, Sue Yung Li Ikeda, Steve Koch, Lisa Kramer, Brian Laczko, Dan Morris, Paul 
Scardina, Larry Schadt, Dai Williams, and Mike Zisk. Befu Morris Scardina was the landscape architect, 
while Marquis Associates served as the architectural consultant for the visitor building. Halprin stated 
that the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial was the “apotheosis of all that I have done.”203 Halprin’s 
initial design was for a water garden on several levels that would include a room with a freestanding 
statue of Roosevelt with a cane. From March 1974 to 1977, Halprin further developed the plan into a 
four-room design and responded to revisions by the Commission of Fine Arts and the memorial 
commission. In 1978, the memorial commission approved Halprin’s design.204 As initially conceived, a 
1,400'-long wall would form the “spine” of the memorial. The entrance would be from the Potomac 
                                                            
201 “Report to the President and Congress by the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission,” 5. 
202 “Report to the President and Congress by the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission,” 5. 
203 Sullivan, “Landscape Architect Lawrence Halprin, 93.” 
204 By that time, Eugene Keogh of New York headed the memorial commission, and Rep. John Murphy served as secretary. 
Members included Anna Rosenberg Hoffman, James H. Rowe Jr., Rep. Hamilton Fish, Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, Sen. Adlai 
Stevenson III, Sen. Charles MacMathias Jr., Sen. Mark O. Hatfield, Edmund G. Brown, Rep. James J. Howard, and Rep. 
Newton I. Steers, Jr. 
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River side, with a view of the Washington Monument provided through an opening in the wall covered 
by a metal grill. Visitors would walk down a 250'-long corridor flanked by 6' to 8' tall berms that ended 
at a plaza. The 14'-tall walls would be built of red agate granite from the Dakotas with varying 
treatments. Four garden rooms connected by passageway gardens would represent each of Roosevelt’s 
four terms in office, and there would also be a large interpretive center containing a bookstore, lobby, 
media area with audio room and 200-seat movie theater, interpretive area, restaurant, and public toilets. 
 
This ambitious memorial would be costly, with the operation and maintenance of the memorial alone 
estimated to be $1.6 million/year, although there were suggestions that cost savings could be achieved 
by slowing the fountain’s pumps and turning off three-quarters of the lights at night. The construction of 
the memorial would require the removal of West Basin Drive and the redesign of Ohio Drive for two-
way traffic between the Tidal Basin and the Lincoln Memorial. A separate 1/2-mile-long road paralleling 
Ohio Drive would be laid out for use by Tourmobiles. Construction of the memorial would necessitate 
the elimination of several athletic fields, but the National Park Service identified alternative sites. In 
1979, the Secretary of Interior failed to advance the project due to the proposed cost, so the memorial 
commission requested a scaled-down version of the memorial.  
 
The revised design shortened the wall by 200' and reduced the height to 12', decreased the number of 
fountains, and removed the interpretive complex. The memorial was located 30' closer to the Tidal Basin 
and the entrance was moved to the west; both changes were made to preserve the athletic fields. In 
addition, in response to critiques, the amount of pavement was reduced and additional plantings were 
proposed to help soften the stone. The window grill was moved to the second room and overlooked the 
athletic fields instead of the Tidal Basin. Halprin explained his desire to have the memorial represent the 
“challenge of a new world in the making” that Roosevelt had faced. At the same time, the “secular” use 
of the adjacent land for athletic and recreational purposes had to be separated from the “sacred memorial 
space.” Thus, Halprin decided on the use of the wall to separate the two spaces and to focus the 
memorial on the Washington, Lincoln, and Jefferson monuments.205 
 
In 1982, Congressional legislation authorized and directed the Department of the Interior to construct 
the memorial, but funding would not be available until 1990. Meanwhile, Halprin worked 
collaboratively with artists to develop the art within the memorial. Leonard Baskin, Neil Estern, Robert 
Graham, and George Segal planned sculptures that included the Roosevelt’s presidential seal; a life-size, 
bronze, low relief of Roosevelt at his first inauguration; portrait plaques showing Roosevelt with the 
American public; sculptural compositions of the Great Depression; people listening to the radio; a relief 
and five cylinders illustrating New Deal legislation; huddled figures impacted by war; a depiction of 
Roosevelt and world leaders at Yalta; a relief of Roosevelt on the bridge of a naval vessel; and finally 
one of Roosevelt’s bier on a horse-drawn caisson. Master stone carver John Benson was selected to do 
the inscriptions throughout the memorial.  
 
Construction finally began in 1994. Recognizing the settlement problems plaguing the Lincoln and 
Jefferson memorials, the construction team had 900 pilings driven 80' to 100' deep with concrete beams 
then poured to create a reinforced-concrete deck on which the memorial was constructed. As Halprin 
noted, “essentially the Memorial was being built on a bridge.” 206 The memorial required 31,239 stones 
                                                            
205 Halprin, 5-9. 
206 Halprin, 38.  
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(including pavers). The Carnelian granite came from quarries on the border of South Dakota and 
Minnesota. The stones that were to be inscribed were given a thermal finish, which required burning the 
face of the stone with torches set at 1,800 degrees F. The water features within the memorial not only 
represented the significance of water in Roosevelt’s life but also helped mask the sound of airplane 
traffic from nearby National Airport. The landscape design of the memorial preserved the 60' mature 
elms along the roads bordering the memorial, the cherry trees and hollies, and other mature trees. The 
plantings behind the walls would provide additional yearlong color and interest. Since Roosevelt was a 
birder, vegetation to attract birds was planted, such as dogwood, mountain ash, serviceberry, and 
crabapples. 
 
President William Jefferson Clinton dedicated the memorial on May 2, 1997. Yet its completion was 
controversial as disability activists and others believed the memorial needed to explicitly portray 
Roosevelt’s disability. The memorial commission and Halprin had made the decision to not depict 
Roosevelt as disabled since it had been hidden during his presidency. By 1999, disability activists had 
successfully advocated for an addition to the memorial that would show Roosevelt’s wheelchair. The 
National Organization on Disability organized a committee of scholars to recommend a quote for the 
planned Prologue room where this new statue would be located. Comprised of Dr. Deborah Cohen 
(American University), Dr. Hugh Gallagher (author of FDR’s Splendid Deception), Dr. Katherine Ott 
(National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution), Dr. Scott A. Sandage (Carnegie 
Mellon University), and Dr. Rosemarie Garland Thomason (Howard University), the committee 
considered 100 quotes. Their unanimous choice was one from a speech given by Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt on June 10, 1936, in Little Rock, Arkansas: “We know that equality of individual ability has 
never existed and never will, but we do insist that equality of opportunity must still be sought.”207 
Lawrence Halprin instead advocated for a quote from Eleanor Roosevelt that was also on the list of 
possibilities: “Franklin’s illness…gave him strength and courage he had not had before. He had to think 
out the fundamentals of living and learn the greatest of all lessons—infinite patience and never-ending 
persistence.”208 While the committee expressed its opinion that the quote was not appropriate and 
numerous others protested the choice, Halprin’s decision was final. The Association on Higher 
Education and Disability, for example, protested to Robert Stanton, Director of the National Park 
Service, that the quote placed too much emphasis on his disability as an illness, thereby directing 
“people toward a medical model of all disabilities, which is inherently exclusionary.”209 
 
In May 2000, the Commission of Fine Arts unanimously approved the addition to the memorial but 
questioned the sculptor’s design of the wheelchair. Finding it a “falsification of the historical fact” 
because of a “box element” added to the rear of the chair, the commission pointed out that “American 
visitors, always interested in technology, will assume that the sculptor’s form replicates an historically 

                                                            
207 Memorandum to John Parsons, Assoc. Superintendent, Stewardship & Partnerships, National Park Service (NCR), from 
Dr. Deborah Cohen, Dr. Hugh Gallagher, Dr. Katherine Ott, Dr. Scott A. Sandage, Dr. Rosemarie Garland Thomson, 
Subject: Inscriptions for FDR Memorial, February 29, 1999, in vertical files maintained by National Park Service staff, 
National Capital Region, Washington, D.C. [hereafter cited as NCR]. 
208 Letter from John G. Parsons, Associate Regional Director, Lands, Resources and Planning to Michael Deland, Chairman, 
National Organization on Disability, April 5, 2000, in vertical files, NCR. 
209 Letter from Scott Sandage, Deborah Cohen, Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, Simi Linton, and Katherine Ott, to John G. 
Parsons, Associate Regional Director, Lands, Resources and Planning, June 26, 2000; quote from Letter from Sue Kroeger, 
President, Association on Higher Education and Disability, to Robert Stanton, Director, National Park Service, June 27, 
2000, both in vertical files, NCR. 
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accurate chair, given the degree of detail that the artist has rightfully kept in it.”210 The chairman 
subsequently went on to explain that the commission wanted to see a wheelchair “closer to the sinewy 
strength and ingenuity of the original.”211 Robert Graham, the sculptor, made the changes to the design 
in response to the commissioners’ critique. Yet even with the design and quote finalized, there were 
additional suggested changes. In October 2000, the National Park Service responded to a request by 
Alan Reich, president of the National Organization on Disability, that another inscription be added in the 
Prologue room. The National Park Service noted that “Mr. Halprin made a deliberate decision to allow 
all of the sculpture and inscriptions within the memorial to speak for themselves without additional 
explanation.” The prologue room was dedicated in January 2001.212  
 
George Mason Memorial 
The George Mason Memorial was the first memorial on the National Mall to commemorate a person 
who was not a president, and it was also the first to be paid for by sponsors rather than the U.S. 
government. The state of Virginia allocated $250,000, while Gunston Hall raised the remaining monies 
from private donations. Congress approved the construction of a memorial to George Mason on Federal 
land by the Board of Regents of Gunston Hall on August 10, 1990, in Public Law 101-358. In addition, 
they approved its construction in Area I, defined as the National Mall, Ellipse, and West Potomac Park 
and environs. Commemorative works in that area had to be of “preeminent historical and lasting 
significance to the nation.” In 1992, the placement of the memorial adjacent to the Pansy Garden and 
Fountain No. 4 was approved.213 By then, the layout of the garden remained unchanged from its 
establishment but the plantings were different to reduce maintenance. The hedge surrounding the 
fountain was planted with forsythia and redosier dogwoods, while the beds around the fountain 
contained seasonal floral displays. The fountain itself was drained from October to March since it was 
not equipped with a recirculation system or water pump. Elements of the garden that the National Park 
Service wanted retained included the existing specimen trees and hedges to maintain the sense of 
containment. The National Park Service was also very clear that the memorial have no unusual 
maintenance needs.214 
 
Commission of Fine Arts chair J. Carter Brown lauded the memorial design by Rhodeside and Harwell 
as the “essence of historic preservation, to preserve and enhance an historic site,” because it maintained 
the “original garden and the original shape” of the site. The design was 75 percent garden with a 
memorial element tucked in the rear. The garden drew inspiration from four centuries, combining 
modern plants, elements from the original Pansy Garden and from Victorian garden design, and historic 
                                                            
210 Letter from J. Carter Brown, Chairman, CFA, to Terry Carlstrom, Regional Director, NPS, May 23, 2000, in vertical  
files, NCR. 
211 Letter from J. Carter Brown, Chairman, CFA, to Terry Carlstrom, Regional Director, NPS, June 20, 2000, in vertical files, 
NCR. 
212 Letter from John G. Parsons, Associate Regional Director, Lands, Resources and Planning to J. Carter Brown, Chairman, 
CFA, June 2, 2000; memorandum to file, Subject: Review of Robert Graham Sculpture for Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
Memorial, September 6, 2000; letter from John G. Parsons, Associate Regional Director, Lands, Resources and Planning, to 
Alan Reich, President, National Organization on Disability, October 4, 2000, all in vertical files, NCR. 
213 102nd Congress, 1st session, S.J. Res. 219, To approve the location of a memorial to George Mason, October 25, 1991; 
102nd Congress, 2d session, H.J. Res. 402, Joint Resolution approving the location of a memorial to George Mason, March 
31, 1992; 102nd Congress, 2d session, House of Representatives, Report 102-472, Approval of Location of Memorial to 
Honor George Mason, March 30, 1992, all in Box 10, Entry 66: Legislative Case Files, 1991-2001, RG 79, NARA-CP. 
214 Letter from Regional Director, NCR, to Hampton Cross, Historic Preservation Officer, February 15, unknown year, in 
Darwina Neal Files, Box 27, MRCE.  
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native plants. George Mason reportedly used his garden as a refuge from his physical ailments, so the 
designers looked to the garden at Gunston Hall for inspiration. The Advisory Board of Gunston Hall 
expressed its concern that by transitioning the former pansy garden to a memorial garden, “more elegant 
plantings, unlike the bold colored annuals used in the garden” were needed. As a result, more perennials 
and bulbs with a limited color palette were specified for the plantings.215  
 
The plans for the memorial kept the layout of the planting beds and shrubs around the fountain, while 
the sense of enclosure was maintained through the retention of the hedge around the garden. The 
fountain stayed the same, except low bubblers would replace the tall waterspout. The existing walkways 
would be replaced in situ with new paving stone. A low wall would be built around the existing planter 
and inscribed with text at the memorial entrance. The memorial element itself would be a 9' tall x 72' 
long semi-circular trellis located on axis with the entrance but also tucked away at the rear of the site, 
next to the highway embankment and behind the fountain. Sheltered under the trellis would be a likeness 
of Mason and panels of text. The original Washington Globe light standards would remain. 
 
The plants chosen for the memorial had to meet the following criteria: commercially available, native, 
disease resistant, drought tolerant, and similar species to those used in eighteenth-century gardens. 
Along with the pansies, the National Park Service would continue to plant annuals in a “subdued palette 
of white, cream, blue, and violet shades” around the fountain. The perennial beds would have plants in 
whites, pinks, and creams, with limited blues and yellows, such as rose creeping phlox, ‘Summer 
Snowflake’ candytuft, germander, ‘Bath’s Pink’ dianthus, yellow flag iris, ‘Aglaya’ Shasta daisy, 
‘Oestfriesland’ sage, ‘May Night’ sage, and ‘Rose Wine’ sage. Deciduous shrubs of American holly, 
white pine, flowering dogwood, American boxwood, and blackhaw viburnum would be planted at the 
site perimeter, while wisteria and sweet autumn clematis would provide color to the trellis. 
 
The initial design for the memorial called for a small likeness of Mason’s face, but Wendy M. Ross of 
Bethesda, Maryland, instead designed a 3,200-pound, 10'-tall bronze statue. The statue was cast at 
A.R.T. Research Enterprises Inc. of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, using a rubber mold and wax casting 
process. The statue was located under the arbor. The 1995 design initially specified an arbor with 
thirteen bays, but the National Park Service desired a shorter structure sheltering three benches and three 
panels of text.216  
 
Faye Harwell (of Rhodeside and Harwell) and the National Park Service negotiated the plantings 
specified for the gardens. Harwell had based the planting concept on plants available in the colonies in 
the eighteenth century and commercially-available cultivars. The George Mason Memorial Committee 
and the Board of Regents at Gunston Hall had provided suggestions as well. Harwell noted that all 
evergreen species were dwarf, so as not to impair the view of the garden. While the National Park 
Service had expressed reservations about the use of American boxwood, Harwell pointed out that it was 
“the ideal plant for the limited area behind the Memorial and trellis, with a medium green color, fine 
                                                            
215 Meeting Minutes, Re: George Mason Memorial Garden, RHI #7391, Subject: Conceptual Design, June 5, 1995, in 
Darwina Neal Files, Box 5, MRCE. 
216 National Capital Planning Commission, NCPC File No. 5422, George Mason Memorial, Fountain 4, West Potomac Park, 
East of Inlet Bridge over Tidal Basin, Report to the National Park Service, July 6, 2000, staff draft; Emily Coleman Kangas, 
“The George Mason Memorial: A Historic Garden on the National Mall,” Magnolia, undated, 10-11, both in Darwina Neal 
Files, Box 5, MRCE; Susan Lindt, “Foundry Forges Forgotten Father; George Mason’s Statue Made by Local Firm,” 
Intelligencer Journal [Lancaster, PA], March 27, 2002, A1. 
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compact foliage, and tolerance of drought and harsh conditions,” and, most importantly, had historically 
been used at Gunston Hall. The preliminary plant lists reveal the extensive plantings, most of which are 
no longer visible at the memorial. These included shade, flowering, and evergreen trees, deciduous and 
evergreen shrubs, and vines, plus perennials and bulbs in the former pansy beds. After reviewing the 
initial planting list, the National Park Service responded in July 2000 with some changes and requests to 
decrease the number and variety of plantings to reduce maintenance. Specific requests included planting 
a bottlebrush buckeye in place of a dogwood at the entrance to mirror the one already on the other side. 
Flowering trees were to be limited to dogwood, while only American holly and white pine were to be 
planted on the embankment.217 
 
Chief Justice William Rehnquist dedicated the memorial in 2002. Fountain No. 4 will undergo 
renovations in 2017. 
 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial 
P.L. 104-33, Section 508, passed November 12, 1996, authorized the construction of the Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Memorial by the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, in accordance with the standards of the 
Commemorative Works Act. Once completed, the National Park Service would manage and operate the 
memorial. No public funds were to be used; instead, the law authorized Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity to 
raise the necessary money. The fraternity established the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial 
Project Foundation, Inc. to oversee the development and construction of the memorial. The National 
Park Service reviewed the construction drawings and design-build estimates and provided design review 
along with the Commission of Fine Arts and the National Capital Planning Commission. 
 
Two years later, Congress authorized construction of the memorial within Area I. The initial sites 
considered included two at the Tidal Basin: one near the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial and the 
other on the northeast side near the Holocaust Museum. Other potential sites were the east end of 
Constitution Gardens at Seventeenth Street and Constitution Avenue and Robert F. Kennedy Memorial 
Stadium near the end of East Capitol Drive. In November 1998, the memorial foundation chose the site 
at the east end of Constitution Gardens. However, the fraternity wanted the memorial erected at the 
Tidal Basin between the Japanese Lantern and the Roosevelt Memorial. The National Park Service 
preferred the Constitution Garden site due to concerns about obstruction of views at the basin and 
proximity to the Roosevelt Memorial. The National Capital Planning Commission also approved the 
Constitution Gardens site at a March 4, 1999, meeting and set forth design parameters. The memorial 
was to cover no more than 2 of the 4.5 acres and its height was to be no greater than 38' above the grade 
of the terrace. It could not visually encroach upon the World War II Memorial nor impede pedestrian 
circulation to that monument. The Commission of Fine Arts, however, opposed this location, citing its 
proximity to the World War II Memorial and instead endorsed a site at the west end of the Tidal 
Basin.218 
                                                            
217 Quote from Letter from Faye B. Harwell, Director, Rhodeside & Harwell, Incorporated, to Glenn DeMarr, National Park 
Service, May 5, 2000; “George Mason Memorial Draft Plant List,” April 6, 2000; letter from Glenn DeMarr, Project 
Manager, Lands, Resources and Planning, to Faye Harwell, Rhodeside and Harwell, Incorporated, July 12, 2000, all in 
Darwina Neal Files, Box 5, MRCE. 
218 Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Timeline; TerraDesigns, Inc., Washington, D.C., Martin Luther King, Jr. 
National Memorial Project Foundation, Site Selection Study, October 1998; letter from Terry R. Carlstrom, Regional 
Director, National Capital Region to J. Carter Brown, Chairman, CFA, February 16, 1999; letter from Reginald Griffith, 
Executive Director, NCPC, to Terry R. Carlstrom, Regional Director, National Capital Region, March 12, 1999; and letter 
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By October 1999, the site and design parameters had been agreed upon by the various entities. The Tidal 
Basin site, between the Japanese Lantern and the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, was ultimately 
chosen because its proximity to the Jefferson, Washington, and Roosevelt memorials would help 
“ensure that Dr. King’s significant contributions to furthering democratic ideals and the human 
experience will not be lost on future generations.” The site would be no more than 4 acres, retain the 
open vistas of the Tidal Basin, and preserve the existing sea walls, sidewalks, and cherry trees. No single 
element of the memorial would be more than 20' tall and no more than a third of the site would be 
paved. The memorial’s construction would also require relocating West Basin Drive.219 
 
The memorial foundation held a design competition for the new memorial. In 2000, an international 
panel of judges chose a design by the ROMA Design Group (in consultation with Dr. Clayborne Carson, 
Director of King Papers Project) from 900 entries. As a member of the design group explained, “the 
memorial is about life and promoting positive social change. We wanted to create a place that will be 
attractive for all people to come and to allow them to experience the importance of the civil rights 
movement…and to place Martin Luther King in the context of other democratic leaders of our nation.” 
The design was based on a metaphor King used in his 1963 “I Have a Dream” speech, referring to a 
passage in the second book of Daniel in which a prophet explains King Nebuchadnezzar’s dream: “With 
this faith we will be able to hew out of the mountain of despair a stone of hope. With this faith we will 
be able to work together, to pray together, to struggle together, to go to jail together, to stand up for 
freedom together, knowing that we will be free one day.” ROMA’s design concept was to create an 
“engaging landscape experience” utilizing water features, an entry portal consisting of two hewn stones 
with a single hewn stone pushed forward from the portal, like a piece that had been removed. On one 
side of the stone, the theme of hope would be illustrated with text from Dr. King’s 1963 speech, and on 
the other side, the following would be inscribed: “Let justice roll down like waters and righteousness 
like a mighty stream.” Landscaping would be comprised of random masses of trees, mainly oaks, pines, 
magnolias, and, of course, flowering cherries.220 
 
The original design included an arcing berm and wall to delineate the memorial space. Quotes from 
King’s sermons and speeches would be inscribed on the wall in chronological order. Twenty-four niches 
in the wall along the upper walkway would commemorate those who had died in the civil rights 
movement. Some of the niches would remain open, however, for later use, “in deference to the 
unfinished nature of the movement.” Water features would be present throughout the memorial. The 
central element would be a sculptural representation of King carved on the Stone of Hope, which would 
face the Jefferson Memorial. King would be depicted pointing with a pencil back to the words in “The 

                                                            
from J. Carter Brown, CFA, to Mr. Carlstrom, Regional Director, National Park Service, NCR, March 29, 1999. Note: all 
correspondence and reports cited in this section are from vertical files maintained by National Capital Region staff. 
219 Letter from Reginald Griffith, Executive Director, NCPC, to John Carter, Project Director, Martin Luther King, Jr., 
National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc., October 21, 1999; memorandum to Commission Members and Alternates, from 
Reginald W. Griffith, Subject: Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Staff Work Group, Summary of Work Group Meetings and 
Comparative Site Analysis, June 18, 1999; letter from Terry Carlstrom, Regional Director, National Capital Region to 
Reginald Griffith, Executive Director, National Capital Planning Commission, June 22, 1999. Quote from Report to the 
National Park Service and the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation Inc., December 2, 1999, NCPC 
File No. 5907, 5. 
220 Winning Submission #1403, Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial. “The memorial is about life” quote from Robert 
Cohen, “Winning Design for King Memorial Called ‘Unique Beautiful and Meaningful’,” Newhouse News Service 
[Washington, DC], September 18, 2000, 1. 
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Promissory Note.” The Commission of Fine Arts, National Capital Planning Commission, and the 
National Park Service all had concerns about some of the proposed elements. These included the 
location of the curved berm and wall, which could potentially block the view of the Tidal Basin from 
Independence Avenue. A bridge spanning the entry portal and a walkway on top of the wall was deemed 
too “distracting.” Finally, the proposed niches were unanimously vetoed.221 
 
The National Park Service was dismayed to see design elements deemed problematic, like the niches, 
depicted in a pamphlet produced by the memorial foundation. While National Park Service officials 
made it clear to the memorial foundation that revisions to the design needed to be made to address the 
concerns of the reviewing agencies, no progress was made on the design revision through 2003. The 
memorial authorization had to be extended to November 12, 2006, by P.L. 108-125 in 2003.222 
 
By 2005, the memorial foundation had made some changes to the initial design by ROMA, including 
reduction of the number of niches from twenty-four to fifteen. In addition, the niches were no longer 
commemorative in nature. The following year, the bridge and walkway were removed from the design, 
as well as all the niches and water elements. The height of the wall was reduced from 14-1/2' to 12' above 
the grade of the plaza, tapering to 18" tall. In addition, the entry portal was widened to 15'. The 
Commission of Fine Arts, however, wanted the entry returned to the original 12' width. The Mountain of 
Despair, designating the two hewn stones at the entry, was moved 30' to put it on the axis between the 
Jefferson and Lincoln memorials and to allow the inscription wall to intersect at its midpoint with the 
Mountain of Despair. The Stone of Hope was also moved about 20'. Discussions about the design 
continued through 2006. The Commission of Fine Arts believed installing a water feature at the entry 
would detract from the design, but the memorial foundation, the National Park Service, and the National 
Capital Planning Commission approved its use.223 
 
Continued revisions were made to the design concept in 2007. The Commission of Fine Arts wanted the 
Stone of Hope returned to its original size and position and also expressed reservations about the number 
of inscriptions, which members thought were too numerous and would result in reduced impact on 
visitors. The footlights at the base of the wall were deemed a trip hazard, and the paving was described 
as “inappropriately domestic in character.” In spring 2008, the Commission of Fine Arts provided 
preliminary approval of the typography, scale, and layout of the inscriptions, as well as the paving, the 

                                                            
221 Washington, D.C., Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., National Memorial Design Description; letter from John G. Parsons, 
Associate Regional Director, Lands, Resources and Planning to Ed Jackson, Executive Director, Martin Luther King, Jr. 
National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc., April 5, 2001. 
222 “Status of Martin Luther King Jr. National Memorial.” 
223 Letter from Regional Director, National Capital Region, to Patricia E. Gallagher, Executive Director, NCPC, October 29, 
2005; letter from John G. Parsons, Regional Director, NCR, to Patricia Gallagher, Executive Director, NCPC, March 3, 2006; 
Commission Action, Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial, NCPC File No. 5907, April 6, 2006; letter from Ed Jackson, 
Executive Architect, Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation to John Parsons, Associate Regional 
Director, National Park Service, National Capital Region, September 18, 2006; Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial-Revised 
Concept, Tidal Basin, West Potomac Park, Washington, DC, submitted by the National Park Service, NCPC File No. 5907, 
December 7, 2006; letter from Thomas Luebke, AIA, Secretary, Commission of Fine Arts, to Lisa Mendelson-Ielmini, 
National Capital Region, January 25, 2007. 
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location of the visitor facility north of East Basin Drive, and the lighting at the base of the inscription 
wall. However, the commissioners wanted the depiction of Martin Luther King, Jr. to be reworked.224 
 
One major source of contention was the visitor services facility. The initial design parameters for the 
memorial explicitly stated there was to be no museum or bookstore, either above or below grade, but 
data from a 2005 Environmental Assessment indicated the need for such a structure. Projected numbers 
of visitors totaled 5,000 on peak weekend days with the average number of visitors totaling 2,000. The 
closest restrooms were 750' and 1,000' away at the Franklin Delano Roosevelt and World War II 
memorials. The National Coalition to Save Our Mall objected to the proposed visitor facility, believing 
it would “detract from and diminish the contemplative experience of the Memorial and its powerfully 
evocative setting on the Tidal Basin.” In addition, they argued that the decision to include such a facility 
had been made in violation of the Commemorative Works Act and the National Environmental Policy 
Act.225 
 
The National Park Service disagreed with the coalition’s characterization of the visitor facility, pointing 
out that the 2005 concept plan showed a visitor facility encompassing 3,600 square feet. While the 
location of the facility had changed as the design was finalized, the program use had not. The agency 
pointed out that refinements to the memorial design in 2006 and 2007 were, in fact, due to Section 106 
consultation. Finally, the Environmental Assessment indicated the need for a visitor services facility (not 
a visitor’s center) at the memorial. Undeterred, the National Coalition to Save Our Mall continued 
pressing the issue, asking what legal authority had allowed the National Park Service to add a visitor 
facility to the project two years after Congress placed a moratorium on the construction of all memorials 
and visitor centers on the National Mall. The coalition turned to the National Capital Memorial Advisory 
Commission to render a verdict on whether or not the visitor facility was in compliance with the 
Commemorative Works Act. Driving the coalition’s interest in the facility was their suspicion that 
decisions about the building had been made behind closed doors by the National Park Service, the 
National Capital Planning Commission, and the Commission of Fine Arts prior to the Section 106 
consultation. The final visitor facility design consisted of exterior cladding of 1-1/4" granite veneer and 
glass curtain walls with aluminum mullions at the north end of the building. The bookstore portion of 
the building had 4"-wide louvers in the window walls, while the restrooms had translucent curtain walls 
on a metal frame module. The building had a flat roof with a 9' overhang at the bookstore entrance and a 
4' overhang on the east and west facades. The plaza was paved in exposed aggregate concrete and lined 
with five granite benches.226 
                                                            
224 Quote from letter from Thomas Luebke, AIA, Secretary, Commission of Fine Arts, to Lisa Mendelson-Ielmini, Acting 
Regional Director, NPS, NCR, February 23, 2007. See also letter from Thomas E. Luebke, Secretary, U.S. Commission of 
Fine Arts, to Mr. Joseph M. Lawler, Regional Director, NPS, NCR, April 25, 2008. 
225 Notes to file: Visitor Support Facility; notes to file: Visitor Contact Station/Ranger Kiosk/Restrooms synopsis, Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Memorial site; letter from Andrea C. Ferster, Attorney for National Coalition to Save Our Mall, to Mary 
Bomar, Director, NPS, December 31, 2008. Quote from letter from Judy Scott Feldman, National Coalition to Save Our 
Mall, to Peter May, Associate Regional Director, Lands, Resources and Planning, August 11, 2008. 
226 Letter from Peter May, Associate Regional Director, Lands, Resources and Planning, NPS, to Judy Scott Feldman, 
National Coalition to Save Our Mall, August 21, 2008; letter from Judy Scott Feldman, Chair, National Coalition to Save Our 
Mall to John V. Cogbill III, Chairman, National Capital Planning Commission, August 28, 2008; letter from Judy Scott 
Feldman, Chair, National Coalition to Save Our Mall, to Peter May, Chairman, National Capital Memorial Advisory 
Commission, October 15, 2008; letter from Judy Scott Feldman, Chair, National Coalition to Save Our Mall to Peter May, 
Associate Regional Director, October 17, 2008; and National Park Service Staff Recommendation, Martin Luther King, Jr. 
National Memorial Tidal Basin, West Potomac Park, NCPC File No. 5907, August 28, 2008. 
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Another feature heavily debated was the height and form of the Martin Luther King, Jr. sculpture, which 
was based on a 1966 photograph by Bob Fitch. As design revisions occurred, the height of the sculpture 
increased by 5'-6". After the Commission of Fine Arts raised concerns, the memorial foundation shared 
a revised plan in April 2008 in which King stood just over 27'-5" tall while the Stone of Hope was just 
over 30' tall. The 2008 design also showed significant changes to the King sculpture. Whereas in prior 
designs, King had been “asymmetrically composed, dynamic in stance, meditative in character, and 
modeled as if emerging from the Stone of Hope,” the revisions had resulted in a “stiffly frontal image, 
static in post, confrontational in character—and appearing as if it had been affixed to the surface of the 
Stone of Hope.” The Commission of Fine Arts concluded by comparing the “colossal scale and Social 
Realist style” to a “genre of political sculpture that has recently been pulled down in other countries.”227 
During the summer of 2008, commission members saw a revised design in which Dr. King was still 
depicted standing with his arms crossed, but with alterations to the depths and edges of the sculpture and 
removal of some of the lines in the face. After further reviewing a preliminary model and stone sample, 
the Commission of Fine Arts approved the changes, with final design approval granted in September 
2008.228 
 
The Office of Law Enforcement, Security, and Emergency Management inspected the site plan in 2008 
and identified three areas where vehicles could potentially gain access to the memorial. The Department 
of the Interior consequently directed the National Park Service to develop a solution to prevent such 
unauthorized vehicular access. The National Capital Planning Commission and the memorial foundation 
were less than thrilled with the newly-mandated security measures, noting that there was very little 
evidence of their need. The revised design had eight security bollards with a bronze metal finish located 
37' from the Mountain of Despair and placed 4' apart. Another four bollards were located at the entry 
sidewalks. The National Park Service reportedly considered other security measures, like a landscaped 
“tiger trap” or boulders and rocks in the forecourt, additional larger bollards at the curb line, and site 
furniture, to create the necessary secure perimeter. However, these were all rejected by the various 
agencies as too disruptive or imposing.  
 
In September 2008, the National Capital Planning Commission approved the final site and building 
plans for the memorial, except the security bollards because the members remained unconvinced of their 
need. The National Park Service argued that the National Capital Planning Commission had no authority 
to approve or disapprove threat assessment determinations made by the National Park Service or the 
Department of the Interior. The Commission of Fine Arts, meanwhile, gave final approval with 
conditions related to the final design of the sculpture, inscriptions, and security. The memorial 
foundation requested a meeting with the Regional Director of the National Park Service’s National 
Capital Region and other National Park Service officials to resolve the matter.229 

                                                            
227 Notes to file: Sculpted form of Martin Luther King, Jr.; quotes from letter to Mr. Joseph M. Lawler, Regional Director, 
NPS, NCR, from Thomas E. Luebke, Secretary, U.S. Commission of Fine Arts, April 25, 2008. 
228 Letter from Thomas E. Luebke, Secretary, U.S. Commission of Fine Arts to Lisa Mendelson-Ielmini, Acting Regional 
Director, National Capital Region, September 26, 2008. 
229 Letter from Larry R. Parkinson, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Law Enforcement, Security, and Emergency Management, to 
Peter May, Associate Regional Director, Office of Land Resources & Planning, National Capital Region, National Park 
Service, May 21, 2008; Commission Act, NCPC File No. 5907, Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial, submitted by the 
National Park Service, July 10, 2008; letter from Dr. Ed Jackson, Jr., Executive Architect, Martin Luther King, Jr. National 
Memorial Project, to Glenn DeMarr, Project Coordinator, Office of Lands, Resources and Planning, National Capital Region, 
NPS, July 22, 2008; quote from National Park Service Staff Recommendation, Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial 
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As a result of meetings between agencies and Section 106 consultations, the memorial perimeter was 
revised in 2009 to utilize the retaining walls that were already part of the design and a new depressed 
planter at the entry rather than the proposed bollards. However, there would be thirteen bollards standing 
3'-6" tall and spaced 4'-8" apart at the pedestrian walkways. The Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation sided with the National Park Service on the need for perimeter security and advised them to 
continue with their final plans. The National Capital Planning Commission also concurred that the 
revisions did not constitute an adverse effect.230 
 
While discussions over the final form of the memorial and the need for a secure perimeter continued into 
2008, the authorizing legislation for the memorial was set to expire. The memorial foundation informed 
Secretary of the Interior Dirk Kempthorne in September that final design approval had only recently 
been granted (conditionally) by the National Capital Planning Commission and the Commission of Fine 
Arts. In addition, the memorial foundation lagged in raising the necessary $120 million for construction. 
Public Law 110-453 included a one-year extension of the authority establishing the memorial to Martin 
Luther King, Jr.; President George W. Bush signed it in December 2008.231 
 
The groundbreaking ceremony for the memorial took place on November 13, 2006, but actual 
construction was delayed until December 2009 when the final building permit was issued. The 
architectural and engineering firm of McKissack and McKissack, plus Turner Construction, Tompkins 
Builders, and Gilford Corporation, served as the design-build team. Construction of the memorial 
required more than 300 pilings to support the heavy memorial elements, much like the Roosevelt and 
Jefferson memorials. The memorial foundation commissioned Chinese sculptor Lei Yixin to produce the 
Stone of Hope, which included the form of Martin Luther King, Jr. By early 2010, the sculpture was 
ready for shipment from Xiamen, China. Made up of 159 “shrimp pink” granite blocks that each 
weighed nearly 55 tons, the blocks were shipped to Baltimore, Maryland, and then put in storage until 
needed. The size of the sculpture precluded its construction solely from these granite blocks; instead, the 
blocks formed the outer ring with concrete poured into the center. Nick Benson, head stone carver, and 
his team of three carvers did the inscriptions. Benson is a third-generation stone carver from Rhode 
Island, who also completed the inscriptions at the World War II Memorial. His father, John, carved the 

                                                            
Tidal Basin, West Potomac Park, NCPC File No. 5907, August 28, 2008, 15; National Capital Planning Commission Action, 
Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial, Tidal Basin, West Potomac Park, NCPC File No. 5907, September 4, 2008; letter 
from Thomas E. Luebke, AIA, Secretary, Commission of Fine Arts to Lisa Mendelson-Ielmini, Acting Regional Director, 
NPS, NCR, September 26, 2008; Talking Points Regarding the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial, prepared by Peter 
May, Associate Regional Director, Lands, Resources and Planning, National Capital Region, September 26, 2008; letter from 
Lisa Mendelson-Ielmini, Acting Regional Director, National Capital Region to James Cogbill, III, Chairman, National 
Capital Planning Commission, September 25, 2008; letter from Ed Jackson, Jr., Executive Architect, Washington, DC Martin 
Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project, to Margaret O’Dell, Regional Director, National Capital Region, National Park 
Service, December 1, 2008. 
230 Staff Recommendation, Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial, Revised Perimeter Security Plan, National Mall/West 
Potomac Park, Submitted by the National Park Service, NCPC File No. 5907, October 23, 2009. 
231 Letter from Peter May, Associate Regional Director, Lands, Resource and Planning to Dr. Ed Jackson, Jr., undated; letter 
from Harry E. Johnson, Sr., President, Washington, DC Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc., 
to Honorable Dirk Kempthorne, Secretary, United States Department of the Interior, September 24, 2008; memorandum to 
Director from Regional Director, National Capital Region, Subject: Request for Extension of Authority to Establish the 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial, Washington, DC, October 29, 2008; memorandum to Regional Director, National Capital 
Region, from Acting Director Wenk, Subject: Activation, P.L. 110-453, New Mexico Indian Pueblo Lands, Title III-
Reauthorization of Memorial to Martin Luther King, Jr., December 24, 2008. 
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inscriptions at the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, and his grandfather, John H., carved those at 
the Iwo Jima Memorial in Arlington. Benson developed a special typeface based on Greek and Roman 
lettering to inscribe the selected quotes. The team was able to carve only six to seven letters per day.232  
 
Sheila Brady of the firm Oehme, van Sweden and Associates served as the project’s landscape architect. 
The landscaping included the addition of twenty-eight American elms on either side of West Basin 
Drive and Independence Avenue (eastbound), with 182 additional Yoshino cherry trees around the site. 
The existing cherry trees at the Tidal Basin were retained. The planting beds along West Basin Drive 
and Independence Avenue were planted with liriope, winter jasmine standing 24" to 36" behind, and 
36"-tall ‘Repandens’ yews along the inscription wall. The beds flanking the Stone of Hope contained 
winter jasmine, dwarf sweetspire, Siberian irises, crape myrtles, and daylilies. Liriope was also planted 
in the lawn area between the memorial and the Tidal Basin.233 
 
The memorial opened in August 2011, although the ceremony was delayed until October due to 
Hurricane Irene. President Barack Obama gave a speech at the dedication ceremony. Reactions to the 
design were not particularly favorable. Edward Rothstein of the New York Times opined that “to center 
an entire memorial” on the chosen quote “and then to do so in a way that makes no real sense, is 
baffling.” The Washington Post’s architectural critic, Philip Kennicott, noted the memorial is essentially 
“a low, pleasant plaza that integrates quietly into the landscape of the West Potomac Park” but that the 
attempt to represent King’s metaphor physically was not successful. The lack of soil stability limited the 
size of the Mountain of Despair, while the Stone of Hope is “a mishmash that looks a bit like King is 
attached to a giant door that has been pushed out of a rather meager hillock.” Kennicott went on to state 
that the memorial is a “sanitized, feel-good fiction of King, and that seems to have produced a memorial 
that is mostly harmless and neighborly.” Yet another critique in The Atlantic described the “fake 
mountain” as being the color of snow or rock salt and the sculpture of King as “uncharacteristically stern 
and authoritarian” with vaguely Maoist overtones. “The problem with this memorial is that it takes a 
symbolic, rather obtuse reference embedded in King’s great oratory, and attempts to make a memorial 
out of it by inflating it into a cartoon.”234 
 
Even after the memorial’s completion, controversy continued. Due to a design change to the Stone of 
Hope, the quote destined for that element was significantly paraphrased from the original “Yes, if you 
want to say that I was a drum major, say that I was a drum major for justice. Say that I was a drum major 
for peace. I was a drum major for righteousness. And all the other shallow things will not matter,” to “I 
was a drum major for justice, peace and righteousness.” American writer and poet Maya Angelou 
sharply criticized the paraphrased quote, stating it made King look like an “arrogant twit.” The project’s 
executive architect Ed Jackson claimed the Commission of Fine Arts had been informed of the change 
and had no concerns. As furor mounted, Jackson stood by the decision to use the paraphrased quote, 

                                                            
232 Megan Gambino, “Building the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial,” Smithsonian, August 18, 2011; Michael 
Ruane, “Massive King Memorial Nearly Ready for Trip to Mall for Assembly,” The Washington Post, February 11, 2010, 
B1; Michael Ruane, “The Eternal Words of Martin Luther King, Jr. Are Carved in the Stone of His New Statue,” The 
Washington Post, May 24, 2011. 
233 “Landscape: Tree Diagram,” n.d.; Michael Ruane, “Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Creates New Cherry Blossom 
Landscape,” The Washington Post, March 13, 2012. 
234 Edward Rothstein, “A Mirror of Greatness, Blurred,” The New York Times, August 25, 2011; Philip Kennicott, “MLK 
Memorial Review: Stuck between the conceptual and literal,” The Washington Post, August 26, 2011; and Michael J. 
Crosbie, “Why the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Failed—and How to Fix It,” The Atlantic, December 12, 2011. 
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pointing out “we don’t have an enormous palette here” on which to fit the entire statement. In February 
2012, the Secretary of Interior announced the quote would be fixed. Initially, the plan was to remove the 
quote by sandblasting the rock and then inscribing the full one. It was later decided that the quote should 
be removed altogether.235  
 
 
 
PART II. PHYSICAL INFORMATION 
 
A. Landscape Character and Description Summary:236 
For the purposes of documentation, the project team divided the Tidal Basin into five zones. Zone 1 
encompasses the southeast corner of the Tidal Basin area, including the Thomas Jefferson and George 
Mason memorials. Zone 2, to the west, includes the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial and the 
recreational fields behind it. The Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial at the northwest corner of the Tidal 
Basin area is part of Zone 3, while Zone 4 is at the north end of the basin and includes the Kutz Bridge 
and lagoon. Finally, the Floral Library and the boathouse are in Zone 5, which is bisected by Maine 
Avenue, SW. The description section of this report is organized by zone. [See Appendix, Figure 44.] 
 
The Tidal Basin and surrounding land are part of West Potomac Park, an engineered landscape created 
by the Army Corps of Engineers as part of a major improvement of the Potomac River in the late 
nineteenth century. The result of years of dredging the river and ancillary channel and depositing the 
excavated materials on flats comprised of sediment and organic matter, Potomac Park was established 
for use by the residents of Washington, D.C. The Tidal Basin served not only as a recreational area for 
boating and swimming but also as a flushing mechanism for the Washington Channel. The landscape 
around the basin developed initially under the direction of First Lady Helen Taft and the Office of 
Public Buildings and Grounds with the planting of flowering cherry trees donated by Japan. By the 
1930s, there was a shift from a primarily recreational use of the park to inclusion of memorial elements 
in keeping with the McMillan Plan. This shift was initiated with the construction of the Thomas 
Jefferson Memorial on the edge of the Tidal Basin. The Franklin Delano Roosevelt, George Mason, and 
Martin Luther King, Jr. memorials followed. The Tidal Basin is now renowned for the collection of 
cherry trees and for the memorials commemorating significant individuals in American history. 
 
B. Character-Defining Features: 
  
1. Natural features: 
 

a. Topography:  The topography of the land surrounding the Tidal Basin is flat and at, or below, 
sea level. 
 

                                                            
235 Gene Weingarten and Michael Ruane, “Maya Angelou Says King Memorial Inscription Makes Him Look ‘Arrogant’,” 
The Washington Post, August 30, 2011; Michael E. Ruane, “Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Architect Says Controversial 
Inscription Will Stay,” The Washington Post, September 3, 2011; Rachel Manteuffel, “Fixing the MLK Memorial,” The 
Washington Post, February 12, 2012, A21; Michael E. Ruane, “Solution Found for Fix to MLK Memorial,” The Washington 
Post, August 16, 2013, B1. 
236 Description of current conditions is based on fieldwork conducted from May to August 2017 and a Casey Tree inventory 
of the trees completed in 2016. 
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b. Vegetation: The vegetation comprising the Tidal Basin landscape has been planted over the 
course of park’s development. Of the nearly 3,000 trees identified in a survey undertaken in 2016 
of the Tidal Basin, just over half are Prunus spp. (flowering cherry). The other species most 
commonly found in this area include Ulmus spp. (elm) [320], Ilex spp. (holly) [313], and Malus 
spp. (crabapple) [151]. The tree species planted in significant numbers include Acer spp. (maple) 
[97], Pinus spp. (pine) [82], Zelkova serrata (Japanese zelkova) [80], and Quercus spp. (oak) 
[60]. The 2017 documentation undertaken by the Historic American Landscapes Survey 
identified 3,212 trees within the project limits, of which 1,726 are flowering cherry trees, 461 are 
evergreen, and 1,025 are deciduous. 

  
Zone 1 
The north abutment of the Outlet Bridge is shielded by flowering cherries and Ilex opaca 
(American hollies) while Ulmus Americana (American elms), American hollies, Quercus alba 
(white oaks), Quercus rubra (Northern red oaks) and Lonicera spp. (honeysuckle) are located at 
the south abutment. American elms line the east side of Ohio Drive, north of the Outlet Bridge. 
There are American elms, American hollies, and Northern red oaks between Ohio Drive and 
Fourteenth Street. While the Tidal Basin is primarily lined with flowering cherries, there are 
other trees found between the Outlet Bridge and the Jefferson memorial, including American 
hollies, Pinus strobus (Eastern white pines), one Acer rubrum (red maple) and one Acer 
saccharum (sugar maple), crabapples, American elms, one Ulmus parvifolia (Chinese elm), and 
one Tilia x vulgaris (common linden). Between East Basin Drive and Fourteenth Street, there are 
American hollies, crabapples, American elms, flowering cherries, and three Crataegus spp. 
(hawthorns).  

 
The plantings at the Thomas Jefferson Memorial are limited to a few species. The planters at the 
south entrance to the Thomas Jefferson Memorial contain Buxus spp. (boxwood), while a 
boxwood hedge lines the outer edge of the sidewalk encircling the memorial. The stylobate is 
planted at the southeast and southwest corners with Taxus spp. (yews), Osmanthus heterophyllus 
(holly olives), and American hollies. Two beds at the northeast corner of the stylobate and next 
to a door providing access to the memorial’s basement contain Cornus spp. (dogwoods), Abelia 
spp., yews, and Cotoneaster spp. Planting beds also flank the west entrance to the memorial’s 
basement and contain the same species. The memorial’s upper terrace is planted at both the south 
and north ends with Eastern white pines, hollies, and yews. Japanese zelkova encircle the 
memorial while American elms line the walkways around the memorial.  
 
The grounds southeast of the Jefferson Memorial feature American hollies and flowering 
cherries, plus a significant number of crabapples. In addition, there is one Quercus phellos 
(willow oak) and a few Platanus x acerifolia (London planes). Southwest of the Jefferson 
Memorial, there are flowering cherries, American hollies, and some hawthorns.  
 
East Basin Drive curves around the George Mason Memorial before turning to the Inlet Bridge 
and is lined with American elms. The Tidal Basin is lined with flowering cherries in this area 
with American hollies and sugar maples located behind. American elms line East Basin Drive. 
American hollies and Eastern white pines screen the Inlet Bridge’s east abutment. 
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Opposite the Inlet Bridge is the George Mason Memorial and what was originally called 
Fountain No. 4. The memorial entrance is flanked by two Aesculus parviflora (bottlebrush 
buckeyes). Yews line the walkway around the fountain, with Forsythia x intermedia (forsythia) 
behind. Wisteria spp. climbs the arbor, which is flanked by Spiraea spp. (spiraea), Viburnum 
prunifolium (blackhaw viburnum), and Viburnum rhytidophyllum (leatherleaf viburnum). The 
trees on the memorial grounds include a preponderance of Magnolia x soulangeana (saucer 
magnolias) with one Magnolia stellata (star magnolia), a couple of dogwoods, and Ilex cornuta 
‘Bufordii’ (Burford hollies).  
 
The plantings on the embankment behind the memorial help screen Fourteenth Street. These 
include blackhaw viburnums, one Cedrus atlantica (Atlas cedar), two Cedrus deodara (Deodar 
cedars), Eastern white pines, American hollies, one dogwood, Hydrangea querquifolia (oakleaf 
hydrangeas), willow oaks, two Larix laricina (tamaracks), one Betula nigra (river birch), one 
Ulmus parvifolia (Chinese elm), and one red maple. 
 
Ohio Drive, on the west side of the George Mason Memorial, is lined with American elms, while 
flowering cherries and American hollies are planted along the Potomac River. 
 
Zone 2 
American hollies, a white pine, and a common linden are planted at the west abutment of the 
Inlet Bridge. The walkway from the Inlet Bridge to the rear of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
Memorial is lined with American elms.  
 
The area east of West Basin Drive and south of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial is 
planted with red maples, American elms, zelkova, and crabapples. Ohio Drive is lined with 
American elms while red maples are the predominant tree species found along the river. 
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau presented 150 maples to the United States to 
commemorate the 150-year friendship between the two countries during his official visit in 
March 2016, followed by an official dedication ceremony in November 2017. There are also 
flowering cherries, Acer barbatum (Florida maples), Carya spp. (hickories), common lindens, 
and Salix x sepulcralis ‘Simonkai’ (weeping willows) lining the Potomac River and shading the 
path running alongside it.  

 
The circular roadway extending from West Basin Drive at the Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
Memorial is planted with crabapples and Japanese zelkova. Willow oaks are found northeast of 
the memorial entrance. The plants within the memorial consist of species found throughout the 
Tidal Basin landscape as well as others that provide seasonal interest and soften the edges of the 
structures. These include Acer palmatum (Japanese maples), red maples, Cercidiphyllum 
japonicum (katsuras), dogwoods, Gleditsia triacanthos (honeylocusts), Ilex x attenuata (Foster’s 
hollies), crabapples, Robinia pseudoacacia (black locusts), Ulmus rubra (slippery elms), Morus 
sp. (mulberries), Pinus flexilis (limber pines), white pines, and Japanese zelkovas. Smaller shrubs 
such as Rhododendron spp. (azaleas), Juniperus spp., Euonymus spp., and Viburnum spp. serve 
as the understory. 
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A manmade berm separates and shields the memorial from the athletic fields to the south. This 
berm has also been planted with a variety of shrubs and trees, some of which spill over the tops 
of the memorial walls. The shrubs used on the berm include Juniperus chinensis (junipers), 
Elaeagnus pungens (thorny olives), Rhododendron spp., Euonymus alatus (burning bushes), 
Prunus laurocerasus (cherry laurels), Myrica pensylvanica (Northern bayberries), Ilex 
verticillata (winterberries), Hydrangea querquifolia (oakleaf hydrangeas), leatherleaf viburnums 
and Viburnum prunifolium (blackhaw viburnums) and Viburnum plicatum f. tomentosum 
(doublefile viburnums), Amelanchier spp. (serviceberries), Hamemlis spp. (witchhazels), Prunus 
japonica (Japanese bush cherries), and Pyracantha spp. (pyracanthas). Groundcover is also 
present, primarily Hedera helix (English ivy). The trees on the berm and at the edge of the berm 
and lawn include flowering cherries, red maples, saucer magnolias, crabapples, Japanese maples, 
Eastern white pines, sugar maples, dogwoods, Fraxinus spp. (ashes), willow oaks, Quercus 
palustris (pin oaks), Liquidambar styraciflua (sweetgums), Gingko biloba (ginkgoes), katsuras, 
Tsuga canadensis (Eastern hemlocks), and Magnolia virginiana (sweetbay magnolias). 
 
Shrubs at the south end of the memorial include cherry laurels, doublefile viburnums, Northern 
bayberries, azaleas, oakleaf hydrangeas, and winterberries, with English ivy as groundcover in 
some areas. Tree species are red maples, Japanese maples, willow oaks, Eastern white pines, 
American elms, crabapples, and flowering cherries.  
 
The planting beds in the memorial hold azaleas and junipers, which can also be found along the 
north edge of the memorial. Trees in the planting beds include honeylocusts, red maples, and 
willow oaks. English ivy has also been planted in select areas on the north edge. The prologue 
room has beds with zelkova, while Foster’s holly, a crabapple, and a Japanese maple are adjacent 
to the visitor’s center. A stand of trees comprised of red maples, crabapples, flowering cherries, 
and a honeylocust are located in the entry to the first room. The lawn areas on the south side of 
the memorial are bordered by crabapples, dogwoods, and Cercis canadensis (Eastern redbuds). 
 
The area along the Tidal Basin and next to the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial contains, in 
addition to the prominent plantings of cherries and American hollies, various other species like 
Eastern hemlocks, Moraceae spp. (mulberries), serviceberries, red maples, honeylocusts and 
American elms. Three maples, one Tilia americana (American basswood), and one Tilia cordata 
(littleleaf linden) are near the memorial entrance. There is also an unusual grouping of three 
Phellodendron amurense (Amur corktrees) outside the memorial and next to the Tidal Basin 
walkway whose origin is unknown. In a 1962 letter, the Assistant Regional Director reported that 
the National Park Service had no record of when the cork trees had been planted, but that the 
horticulturalists decided to leave them in place “because they are very attractive old trees which, 
being low growing, seem to fit in well with the cherry trees without detracting from the 
display.”237  

 
The area around the Japanese pagoda is planted with flowering cherries. 
 
 

                                                            
237 Letter from Cornelius Heine, Acting Assistant Regional Director, Conservation, Interpretation, and Use to June Foulds, 
Assistant Editor, Tree Magazine, May 3, 1962, in Box 31, FRC-Suitland. 
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Zone 3 
American elms line West Basin Drive and Independence Avenue in the vicinity of the Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Memorial. Flowering cherries and American hollies are planted along the 
Tidal Basin. The memorial bookstore, west of West Basin Drive, is surrounded by flowering 
cherries, with holly olives to the north. The planting beds at the perimeter of the memorial on 
Independence Avenue and West Basin Drive have ornamental grass bordering the sidewalk and 
yews along the memorial with Jasminum nudiflorum (winter jasmine) between them. The beds 
also contain flowering cherries. A tear-drop shaped bed at the corner of the memorial where 
West Basin Drive and Independence Avenue meet has yews and two American elms. The two 
kidney-shaped beds flanking the memorial’s Stone of Hope have been planted with winter 
jasmine, Lagerstroemia indica (common crape myrtles), Abelia spp. (abelias), Iris sibirica 
(Siberian irises), and Hemerocallis spp. (daylilies). The southern edge of the memorial is planted 
with Itea virginica (Virginia sweetspire) and Rhus aromatica (fragrant sumac).  
 
The banks of the Tidal Basin adjacent to the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial are planted with 
American elms and one ash, in addition to the flowering cherries and American hollies.   
 
A significant number of American hollies are planted along the westbound lanes of 
Independence Avenue east of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial. There are two Aesculus 
hippocastanum (horsechestnuts) and one Aesculus flava (yellow buckeye) just west of the 
Japanese Lantern while another horsechestnut is north of the lantern and next to Independence 
Avenue. Some of the oldest flowering cherries are found in this part of the Tidal Basin because 
this is where the first cherry trees were planted. 
  
The median between the lanes of Independence Avenue is primarily planted with American 
elms, and there are American hollies and a pin oak at the east end near the lagoon. 
 
Zone 4 
Flowering cherries and American hollies are the predominant plantings at the lagoon. On the 
north side of the east abutment of the Kutz Bridge are four American hollies and a burning bush, 
while the north side of the west abutment is planted with four American hollies, a burning bush, 
and a juniper. 
  
Zone 5 
The northeast quadrant of the Tidal Basin is characterized by grass lawn and stands of mature 
trees. Additional trees were planted in this area in the 1980s.238 The westbound lanes of 
Independence Avenue are lined with American elms, while the median has stands of American 
hollies, scattered Northern red oaks, pin oaks, and Quercus shumardii (Shumard red oaks). Near 
the lagoon is a stand of American hollies, Abies nordmanniana (Nordmann fir), and Abies 
concolor (white fir). American elms line Raul Wallenberg Place. North of the intersection of 
Raul Wallenberg Place and Maine Avenue, there are flowering cherries, ginkgoes, one Populus 
deltoides (Eastern cottonwood), one Northern red oak, and three katsuras. North of this stand is a 
football field, with crabapples, flowering cherries, Northern red oaks, Eastern white pines, 

                                                            
238 U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, “Existing & Proposed Tree Planting, East Tidal Basin to 15th 
Street,” Drawing No. 807/81035A, 1983, 1985, from eTIC. 
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American hollies, and honeysuckle to the west and along Maine Avenue. The median between 
the lanes of Maine Avenue has American hollies, white oaks, Northern red oaks, and one red 
maple. There are two planting beds filled with perennials and common crape myrtles. 
 
The area bounded by the parking lot and Maine Avenue features the Floral Library at the north 
end, next to Maine Avenue. The parking lot is bordered by American elms on the east side and 
flowering cherries on the west side. The stand of trees south of the Floral Library consists of 
American hollies, flowering cherries, sugar maples, and common lindens. East of this stand is a 
swath of clear land to maintain the vista from the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, and then a variety 
of mature trees that include common lindens, American elms, ginkgos, crabapples, London 
planes, one Northern red oak, and American hollies, plus sugar, red, and Norway maples. A 
dense stand of flowering cherries stretches from east to west along the south part of this area, 
with a few red, sugar, and Norway maples, a willow oak, scattered crabapples, a stand of 
gingkoes, Eastern hemlocks, and flowering cherries located north of the parking lot entrance.  
 
Flowering cherries line the walkway along the Tidal Basin and surround the concession stand 
near the boat rental facility. The area where Maine Avenue and Ohio Drive meet is planted with 
American elms, flowering cherries at the Tidal Basin, and some American hollies. 

 
c. Water: The Potomac River forms the southern edge of the project area and is the water source 
for the Tidal Basin. 

 
2. Spatial organization: 

 
a. Land patterns: The Tidal Basin is located within West Potomac Park, a nearly 400-acre park 
administered by the National Park Service that encompasses the Lincoln Memorial, Constitution 
Gardens, Vietnam Veterans and Korean War Veterans memorials, and the World War II 
Memorial. Several major roads cut through the Tidal Basin project area, including Independence 
Avenue at the north and the Fourteenth Street bridges east of the Jefferson Memorial that carry 
both vehicular and rail traffic. East Potomac Park, adjacent to West Potomac Park, is located 
southeast of the Fourteenth Street bridges and the Thomas Jefferson Memorial. The 
approximately 330-acre park is bounded by the Washington Channel to the north and the 
Potomac River to the south and is primarily used for recreation. 

 
b. Circulation: The Tidal Basin area is bounded by city streets, including Independence Avenue, 
SW, to the north, and Maine Avenue, SW, to the northeast. Ohio Drive, SW, borders the Tidal 
Basin at the southeast and south edges, while West Basin Drive, SW, is located to the west. The 
sidewalks along these major roads conform to the standard streetscape elements that unify 
Washington, D.C.’s National Mall core. The walks are lined with granite curbs on the street side 
and are paved in exposed aggregate concrete. Wheelchair ramps at intersections are typically 
constructed of granite floor slabs with truncated dome pavers near the road. To direct pedestrian 
traffic, these sidewalks and paths are also lined where necessary with post and chain barriers 
consisting of galvanized-steel pipe posts topped with cast-iron acorn-style caps located at regular 
intervals with chains extending between them. These post and chain barriers can either have 1" 
posts or 2" posts in concrete footings; the 1" size is used along walkways and has 3/16" steel chain 
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while the 2" size is found on roadways and utilizes 3/8" steel chain. Both the posts and chains are 
painted black.239 
 
There are several types of pedestrian paths throughout the Tidal Basin area. A walk, primarily of 
concrete, encircles the Tidal Basin. Due to a combination of the sinking land and rising water 
levels, it is inaccessible west of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial. A new asphalt path has been 
constructed at a slightly higher elevation at that location. In some areas where siltation of the 
sidewalk occurs due to erosion or where the water overtops the walls in high water events, 
visitors have created informal footpaths among the trees, leading to potential tree damage and 
causing even more erosion. Additional paths connect the memorials with nearby roads and 
sidewalks and are typically paved in asphalt or concrete. Where necessary to direct pedestrian 
traffic, post and chain barriers line the paths. 
 

 c. Views and vistas: The walkway encircling the Tidal Basin provides views of cherry trees and 
the basin’s expanse of water. There also significant vistas that serve symbolic purposes. No trees 
are planted along the north-south axis from the White House to the Thomas Jefferson Memorial 
in order to maintain that symbolic connection. While the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial is 
generally screened from view by trees, the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial was sited in such a 
way that an open vista is maintained between it and the Thomas Jefferson Memorial.  

 
d. Water: According to the National Park Service, the Tidal Basin covers 107 acres and 
averages 10' in depth. Water from the Potomac River enters the basin via gates at the inlet and 
was meant to drain at the outlet into the Washington Channel. [For more information on this 
operation, see Tidal Reservoir, HAER Nos. DC-9, DC-9-A, and DC-9-B.] 
 
e. Buildings and structures: 
SEA WALL 
The existing sea wall enclosing the Tidal Basin is a composite of the original construction of the 
wall between 1893 and 1897 and later additions and alterations. The total length of the perimeter 
of the Tidal Basin sea wall is 9,900'. The length of sea wall in Zone 1, extending from the Outlet 
Bridge to the Inlet Bridge, but not including the Thomas Jefferson Memorial plaza wall, is 
1,971'. The plaza wall is 386' long with 59' extensions on either side. Zones 2 and 3, 
encompassing that part of the sea wall from the Inlet Bridge to the Kutz Bridge, totals 3,640'. 
Zone 4 is comprised of the lagoon, with a total sea wall length of 1,602'. Finally the sea wall in 
Zone 5, from the Kutz Bridge to the Outlet Bridge, is 2,192' long. The width of the coping is 
variable, ranging from 2' to 3.2'.  
 
The entire height of the sea wall is not known, as the foundation is obscured by water. The 
National Ocean Service of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has 
determined that the mean low water level for the Potomac River in Washington, D.C., is .15', the 
mean high water is 2.93', and the mean sea level is 1.54'. The sea wall varies in height around the 
basin (the height measurements provided in this report are based on mean sea level). That portion 

                                                            
239 Architectural and Engineering Standards Subgroup, “Streetscape Manual, Interagency Initiative for National Mall Road 
Improvement Program,” August 1992, Updated March 2013, available at 
https://www.ncpc.gov/DocumentDepot/mall_roads_streetscape_manual.pdf, accessed June 16, 2017. 
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of the wall extending from the Outlet Bridge to the Thomas Jefferson Memorial is approximately 
3' to 3.5' tall. On the other side of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, the wall increases in height 
from .65' near the memorial to nearly 2.5' tall closer to the Inlet Bridge. From the Inlet Bridge to 
the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial, the wall height varies dramatically from 1.85' to 3.5', with 
the tallest portion near the memorial. The sea wall around the lagoon is consistently around 4.5' 
tall. The sea wall in Zone 5 is the tallest at 5' near the parking lot and about 6' near the boat rental 
facility, but decreases to 3.5' closer to the Outlet Bridge. 
 
Zone 1  
The Zone 1 section of the sea wall can be divided into three segments of wall based on repairs 
and alterations. The first section of Zone 1 begins near the north abutment of the Outlet Bridge, 
at the point where the walkway around the Tidal Basin curves to meet Ohio Drive at the bridge. 
National Park Service employees built the 8'-wide bituminous concrete path. This portion of wall 
was altered as part of the dramatic re-construction of the Outlet Bridge that occurred when the 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial was under construction. There have been areas of significant 
collapse so concrete has been used to raise the wall to the correct elevation. The stones are a 
similar size: 6" x 2'. Mortar is missing between the stones, and consequently, there are large 
holes visible at the water line at low tide indicating where stones have fallen into the wall or the 
basin. Close to the north abutment of the Outlet Bridge is a sizeable hole where the outer stones 
fell away, exposing the coarse gravel backing.  
 
The second portion of wall extends from the Outlet Bridge’s south abutment to the east end of 
the Thomas Jefferson Memorial. This was rebuilt as a result of the re-shaping of the land for the 
memorial. The ashlar-finished stones are now a sandy-gray color due to sediment deposits from 
tidal action. They vary in size from 2' x 14" to 2' x 3'. The thinner stones are typically closer to 
the top of the wall while the large stones are at the water line. Mortar retention is greater in the 
courses at the top of the wall since they have been better protected from tidal action, although 
there are areas with mortar loss. This has resulted in missing stones and vegetation taking root in 
the wall. There is one drainage pipe, located about halfway between the Outlet Bridge and the 
Jefferson Memorial plaza. The terra-cotta pipe may be a 1906 pipe installed to drain the park 
roadway. The concrete walkway along the Tidal Basin in this section is in poor condition, and 
there are multiple places where repairs using asphalt were attempted. In some areas, the concrete 
edges have completely crumbled away.  
 
The wall along the plaza at the Thomas Jefferson Memorial is constructed of concrete with a 
stone facing and comprises the second segment. The third wall segment extends from the 
western side of the Jefferson Memorial plaza to the Inlet Bridge and also dates from the 
construction of the memorial. The 3'-2"-wide coping has visible sleeves for pipe railings every 
2'-6". Some cracking of the coping has occurred, and repairs using asphalt have been made. The 
stone sea wall in this section is made up of large, thin stones measuring from 2' x 14" to 2' x 3'. 
Significant amounts of mortar are missing; consequently, large stones are absent. The largest 
hole in this segment is halfway between the Jefferson Memorial plaza and the Inlet Bridge and 
marks the former site of a large drain pipe. Water now washes in, compromising the integrity of 
the wall and walkway. There are other small terra-cotta drainage pipes nearby that exit through 
the coping or the wall as part of an attempt to ameliorate the significant flooding of this area at 
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high tide. The regular flooding has resulted in a substantial amount of debris, like driftwood, 
dead fish, sediment, and trash, being deposited along the banks of the Tidal Basin west of the 
memorial. A path runs next to the sea wall but is no longer accessible due to the flooding that 
regularly takes place here. The official mandated visitor use path leads from the Inlet Bridge to 
the Thomas Jefferson Memorial at a higher elevation. 
 
Zone 2 
The sea wall in Zone 2 stretches from the Inlet Bridge, past the Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
Memorial to the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial. The concrete walkway extends along the top 
of the sea wall, and the pipe railing sleeves are visible. The walkway then diverges from the sea 
wall and leads to the Inlet Bridge. At that point, the sea wall extends 20' to the bridge and has a 
concrete coping. This section is in poor condition because even at low tide, only a small part of 
the wall is above water. High water events have resulted in considerable erosion of the shoreline, 
causing the roots to be exposed. 
 
After the point where the path from the Inlet Bridge meets the walkway on top of the sea wall, 
the concrete coping has significantly lifted, due either to settlement of the wall or roots pushing 
up on the concrete. During high tide, it is often underwater. The ashlar stones in this entire zone 
range in size from 2' x 14" to 2' x 3'. The mortar in this section is still intact, and the pebble 
aggregate is visible.  
 
There are a significant number of drain pipes of various sizes and at various elevations (although 
most are at the low tide mark) in that part of the sea wall that is closest to the Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Memorial. One large drainage pipe near the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial appears 
to be of terra-cotta and has significant cracking. There is also a large squared opening in the wall 
just north of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial. To create this opening, stones were removed 
and a concrete mortar spread on the back, sides, and bottom of the opening. There are pipes 
sticking out of both the left and right sides, but the purpose of this opening is not definitively 
known. The concrete walkway near the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial has significant cracks, 
although asphalt repairs have been attempted.  
 
Zone 3 
Zone 3 extends from the entrance of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial to the Kutz Bridge. 
Like the adjacent Zone 2, the sea wall is topped with an exposed aggregate concrete walkway, 
and the pipe railing sleeves are visible.  
 
In front of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial, nine sections of temporary black metal railing 
with gold detailing have been bolted to the concrete walkway. They were installed to protect 
people from backing off the edge of the walkway and into the Tidal Basin. To the east of the 
memorial, a metal ladder extends down from the concrete walkway into the basin. The ladder 
measures 1' wide, and two rungs are visible above the low tide mark. In that part of the wall 
between the memorial and the Kutz Bridge are a number of terra-cotta drain pipes ranging from 
1-1/2' to 6" in diameter and located at different elevations, although most are at the water level. 
What appear to be some sort of metallic targets have been adhered to the sea wall by this 
memorial as well. 
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The sea wall at the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial is in good condition with no missing 
mortar or stones. The ashlar stones are a uniform size and are covered in sediment, like the rest 
of the wall. The segment closer to the Kutz Bridge, however, is in poorer condition, with 
deteriorating mortar and missing stones, which has allowed vegetation to take root. This area has 
more vegetation growing out of the sea wall than any other area, including large shrubs that are 
encroaching on the walkway. At the Kutz Bridge, the walkway diverts from the top of the sea 
wall and extends to Independence Avenue. The sea wall by the bridge consists of an 
amalgamation of small rocks laid in mortar before transitioning to three narrow courses of 
medium to large stones. There is no concrete coping on this part of the sea wall. The mortar used 
in this area is also slightly different, probably reflecting its construction at the time of the bridge 
building. 
 
Zone 4 
Zone 4 consists of the oval-shaped lagoon at the north end of the Tidal Basin that is bounded at 
the south by the Kutz Bridge, carrying the eastbound lanes of Independence Avenue across the 
basin. A dimensioned stone wall extends along the northern edge of the lagoon, on top of which 
is a sidewalk with four overlooks, bordered by the westbound lanes of Independence Avenue. 
The overlooks are approximately 16' long and are reached by two concrete steps from the 
sidewalk; they are bordered by railings. There are two large storm drains at the east end of the 
wall between two of the overlooks. The remainder of the sea wall at the lagoon appears to be 
constructed of similar stone as the Tidal Basin and is topped with a concrete coping. The quarry-
faced stones retain the original coloring of pink, gray, and black and are approximately 1'-6" x 
6". 
 
Zone 5 
Zone 5 extends from the east abutment of the Kutz Bridge to the Outlet Bridge and can be 
divided into segments based on visible differences in materials and construction. The first section 
extends from the Kutz Bridge to the point where the walkway from Independence Avenue meets 
the sea wall. It was altered in 1943 with the construction of the Kutz Bridge. As a result, the sea 
wall is in good condition with intact mortar, although there is some encroaching vegetation. 
Seven courses of stone are visible during low tide, with the quarry-faced stones ranging in size 
from 2' x 14" to 2' x 3'.  
 
A large crack in the concrete marks the point where the first segment of sea wall meets the 
second. At the bottom of the crack, one of the stones has become detached and rests on the 
foundation stone. Also at this transition point, there is a large piece of plastic visible in the wall 
that at one point may have served as a barrier between the concrete walkway and sea wall. 
Embedded in the walkway above this crack is an L-shaped piece of rusted metal. Two pieces of 
lumber have been placed between the sea wall and the concrete path to bridge the gap between 
the two. 
 
In the second segment of wall, 5' of a concrete mix made with large aggregate was placed on top 
of the stone wall, probably in 1915 to prevent the growth of vegetation between the stones. The 
concrete has crumbled away in many areas exposing the large rocks that made up the cement and 
rock mix used in this stucco-like mixture. It is not known if this mixture was applied to the 
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existing stone wall or was poured monolithically to extend the height of the wall. There is 
evidence of some sort of formwork. The concrete walkway is located on top of the sea wall, and 
in some areas, the walkway and wall have separated, either through buckling or settling, 
resulting in large gaps between the two. The sea wall from the area behind the boat rental facility 
to the Outlet Bridge has three courses of stone visible below the stucco cladding at low tide. 
There is no visible remaining mortar. Despite the stucco-like covering, a considerable amount of 
vegetation is growing out of the wall and onto the walkway. 

 
Running the entire length of the wall in this zone are drainage pipes of various sizes. There are 
small 6"-diameter pipes located every foot to the Outlet Bridge. Many of these pipes appear to 
have completely deteriorated so that all that remains is the semicircular outlet. There are also a 
couple of large drainage pipes in this zone installed at different time periods. These include terra-
cotta pipes measuring 1' in diameter that are located near the base of the wall and other 9"-
diameter terra-cotta pipes. An extant metal drain has a removable cover measuring 1'-6" x 1' that 
is stamped with “DALCO, 1918.” Approximately 12' from the Outlet Bridge is a rusted iron 
ladder affixed to the sea wall. The ladder is bent. 
 
The only railing that appears to have ever been erected extends along the Zone 5 section of sea 
wall from Independence Avenue to the Outlet Bridge. The painted metal pipe railing has posts 
spaced 2'-6" apart.  
 
ZONE 1 STRUCTURES 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial  
Northeast of the George Mason Memorial and southwest of the Outlet Bridge is the Thomas 
Jefferson Memorial and grounds, encompassing 19.2 acres. South and east of the memorial, the 
landscape is characterized by mature trees and lawn. Two pedestrian paths extend diagonally 
from their convergence point at the Outlet Bridge through the memorial grounds. These asphalt-
paved paths are lined with post and chain fences in certain areas to direct pedestrian traffic, but 
this area also has several informal footpaths created by visitors attempting to bypass crowded 
paths during peak visitation periods when the cherry trees are in bloom. The area southwest of 
the memorial gently descends to the basin and is primarily planted with flowering cherry trees 
and a few American hollies. A concrete footpath lined with post and chain fencing extends 
diagonally down to the basin from East Basin Drive. Initially, this path connected with the 
concrete walkway on the sea wall, but due to the constant overtopping of the wall in this location 
during high tide, it was rerouted to a higher elevation. The detour path is paved in asphalt and 
extends in a Y shape, with one leg extending to the east and the other to the north. Recently, a 
concrete jersey wall barricade was installed around the perimeter of the memorial grounds. 
 
Vehicular access was initially provided on the south side of the memorial. An asphalt-paved 
vehicular drive extends from the north side of East Basin Drive, then makes a 90-degree turn, 
runs along the south side of the memorial, and makes another 90-degree turn to go back to East 
Basin Drive. The square area within this drive is a lawn bordered by aggregate concrete 
sidewalks on all sides. Concrete jersey barriers now prevent vehicles from using the drive. A 
concession stand is located at the southwest corner of this access road. The kiosk dates to the 
country’s bicentennial celebration in 1976 and is an octagon with windows on five sides. The 
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tent-like roof is enamel-coated metal. An aggregate concrete plaza at the kiosk has picnic tables, 
benches, and trash receptacles for visitors. A vehicular drive also encircles the memorial, but 
access is now prevented by metal gates at the intersection of it with the access drive south of the 
memorial. Aggregate concrete pedestrian sidewalks flank both sides of the roadway, and post 
and chain fencing is present along most of the sidewalks. 
 
The south side of the memorial serves as a secondary entrance, with granite stairs and an 
aggregate concrete ramp lined with granite planters leading to the terrace and an aggregate 
concrete sidewalk encircling the memorial at the terrace level. A granite retaining wall with 
plantings along the perimeter encircles the terrace. The interior portion of the terrace is lawn with 
additional clustered plantings to the south and north. Next is the landscaped stylobate, which 
encircles the memorial structure and stands 8'-5 1/8" tall.  
 
The north side of the memorial serves as the main entrance to the memorial and a pedestrian 
plaza extends from the memorial to the Tidal Basin. Granite steps and terraces lead to the 
memorial’s interior, while below-ground access to visitor facilities is at the east and west ends, 
under the stairs. To the west of the main entrance is the cornerstone laid by President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt in 1939. On the east side of the main entrance is a door with an inscription that 
includes the names of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission members, the architect, 
builder, and National Park Service personnel. 

 
The Thomas Jefferson Memorial has an Ionic pedimented portico and colonnade supporting a 
dome roof. The memorial measures more than 421' x 430' on the main level, and the roof is 
about 156' x 176'. The main floor stands nearly 51'. The memorial is constructed of Georgia 
marble with exterior cladding of Vermont marble. The twenty-six columns comprising the 
colonnade are 5'-3" in diameter and stand 44' tall; they are also constructed of Vermont marble. 
The triangular pediment depicts five members of the drafting committee of the Declaration of 
Independence and was carved by Adolph Weinman. The floor of the memorial is Tennessee pink 
marble.  
 
Within the memorial is a 19'-tall bronze statue of Thomas Jefferson facing north and standing on 
a black Minnesota granite pedestal. The interior walls are 39'-3" high and inscribed with four 
quotes from Jefferson. [See “Thomas Jefferson Memorial,” HABS DC-4 for additional 
documentation, including Sheet 20, which shows the inscriptions.] 
 
The George Mason Memorial is located at the intersection of East Basin and Ohio drives and 
across from the east approach to the Inlet Bridge. The 100,000 square-foot memorial was built 
next to Fountain No. 4 and the former Pansy Garden. It is bounded by East Basin Drive, SW, to 
the north and Ohio Drive, SW, to the southwest, with the Fourteenth Street bridges behind. The 
site is generally level, with an incline at the rear of the memorial resulting from the construction 
of the Fourteenth Street bridges. Sidewalks along East Basin and Ohio drives provide access to 
the memorial and surrounding landscape. A set of concrete stairs with an asphalt gutter running 
alongside is located adjacent to the Fourteenth Street Bridge, providing pedestrian access from 
the bridge to Ohio Drive. 
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The entrance to the George Mason Memorial is flanked by bottlebrush buckeyes and Burford 
hollies. An inclined oblong bed planted with grass and edged with granite and a rounded 
concrete coping is located at the entrance to the memorial. The inscription on the front reads: 
George Mason 1725-1792 Author of America’s First Bill of Rights. An interpretive low-profile 
wayside is located on the north side of the entrance with a directional marker opposite. An 
aggregate concrete walk encircles the planting bed and leads to the fountain. 
 
Fountain No. 4 is the last of four fountains built in this area in 1905. The 58'-diameter circular 
fountain consists of a shallow concrete basin with an off-center drain. A planting bed lined with 
grass encircles the fountain and is a remnant of the former Pansy Garden. An aggregate concrete 
walk surrounds the fountain with a wedge-shaped pavement of slate at the east side extending to 
the trellis and sculpture of George Mason. One of the stone pavers adjacent to the fountain and 
on the same axis as the entrance to the memorial is a dedication stone indicating the memorial 
was a gift from the Board of Regents of Gunston Hall and the National Society of the Colonial 
Dames of America, as well as the designer, sculptor, and memorial dedication date. The 
walkway around the fountain has standard National Park Service benches, with a grassy lawn 
area bordered by hedges of yew and forsythia. The area is illuminated by Washington Globe #16 
light standards. 
 
The arcing trellis has wisteria climbing it and consists of sixteen simple marble columns (eight in 
front and eight in back) supporting wood beams with metal rafters. The columns sit on rough-cut 
granite blocks. The rafters are notched at the intersections with the beams and bolted at those 
points and have decorative rafter tails. The center beams of the trellis are arched and feature 
decorative medallions. Lights are affixed to the rafters and point towards the sculpture of George 
Mason. 
 
The bronze sculpture of a seated George Mason is at the center of the trellis. Mason is depicted 
sitting on a curved marble bench in a relaxed manner with his legs crossed, leaning back on his 
left hand while his right hand marks his place in Cicero’s De Officiis. He is gazing toward the 
Jefferson Memorial. Two other books are stacked beside him: Jean Jacques Rosseau’s Du 
Contract Social and Locke’s An Essay Concerning Human Understanding. A tri-corner hat rests 
on the bench beside Mason with his walking stick leaning against the bench, which is made up of 
five sections of marble sitting on a base of rough-cut stone that forms a semi-circle. The back of 
the bench is engraved with a 1776 quote of Mason’s: 
 
ALL MEN ARE BORN EQUALLY FREE AND INDEPENDENT, AND HAVE CERTAIN INHERENT 
NATURAL RIGHTS…AMONG WHICH ARE THE ENJOYMENT OF LIFE 
AND LIBERTY WITH THE MEANS OF ACQUIRING AND POSSESSING PROPERTY AND 
PURSUING AND OBTAINING HAPPINESS AND SAFETY.   
 
Flanking the sculpture are marble slabs that sit on rough-cut stone bases topped with stone 
molding. The slabs create inscription walls with engravings in a sans serif font in all capital 
letters of quotes from George Mason, his colleagues, or the Virginia Bill of Rights. They each 
measure 4' high x 12' long.  
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The inscription wall north of the sculpture reads: 
 
THIS WAS GEORGE MASON, A MAN OF THE FIRST ORDER OF WISDOM AMONG THOSE 
WHO ACTED ON THE THEATRE OF THE REVOLUTION OF EXPANSIVE MIND, PROFOUND 
JUDGEMENT, COGENT IN ARGUMENT… THOMAS JEFFERSON 1821 
 
REGARDING SLAVERY…THAT SLOW POISON, WHICH IS DAILY CONTAMINATING THE 
MINDS AND PEOPLE. EVERY GENTLEMAN IN HERE IS BORN A PETTY TYRANT. 
PRACTICED IN ARTS OF DESPOTISM & CRUELTY. WE BECOME CALLOUS TO THE 
DICTATES OF HUMANITY & ALL THE FINER FEELINGS OF THE SOUL TAUGHT TO REGARD 
A PART OF OUR OWN SPECIES IN THE MOST ABJECT & CONTEMPTIBLE DEGREE BELOW 
US. WE LOSE THAT IDEA OF THE DIGNITY OF MAN, WHICH THE HAND OF NATURE HAD 
IMPLEMENTED IN US FOR GREAT & USEFUL PURPOSES… GEORGE MASON JULY 1773 
 
I RECOMMEND TO MY SONS…NEVER TO LET THE MOTIVES OF PRIVATE INTEREST OR 
AMBITION TO INDUCE THEM TO BETRAY, NOR THE TERRORS OF POVERTY AND 
DISGRACE OR THE FEAR OF DANGER OR DEATH DETER THEM FROM ASSERTING THE 
LIBERTY OF THEIR COUNTRY, AND ENDEAVORIING TO TRANSMIT TO THEIR POSTERITY 
THOSE SACRED RIGHTS TO WHICH THEY THEMSELVES WERE BORN.    
GEORGE MASON MARCH 1773 
 
The inscription wall on the other side of the sculpture is engraved with the following quotes. 
 
THE FIRST DECLARATION OF RIGHTS WHICH TRULY DESERVES THE NAME IS THAT OF 
VIRGINIA…AND ITS AUTHOR IS ENTITLED TO THE EXTERNAL GRATITUDE OF MANKIND. 
MARQUIS DE CONDORCET PARIS 1789 
 
ALL POWER IS VESTED IN AND CONSEQUENTLY DERIVED FROM THE PEOPLE… 
GOVERNMENT IS, OR OUGHT TO BE, INSTITUTED FOR THE COMMON BENEFIT, 
PROTECTION, AND SECURITY OF THE PEOPLE… 
THE FREEDOM OF THE PRESS IS ONE OF THE GREATEST BULWARKS OF LIBERTY, AND 
CAN NEVER BE RESTRAINED BY DESPOTIC GOVERNMENTS. 
ALL MEN ARE EQUALLY ENTITLED TO THE FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION…. 
VIRGINIA DECLARATION OF RIGHTS JUNE 1776 
 
Finally, there are two marble benches at each end of the trellis that sit on pedestals resting on 
rough-cut granite blocks. 
 
Directly opposite the George Mason Memorial is the Inlet Bridge. The 184'-long structure spans 
the inlet to the Tidal Basin from the Potomac River. The Neo-Classical bridge is constructed of 
concrete scored to look like ashlar masonry. The bridge was equipped with wood gates on the 
basin side and steel curtain gates on the river side to regulate the flow of water into the basin. 
Decorative features include two bronze water fountains in niches in the central, basin-side piers. 
The fountains feature a face that is reportedly modeled on Manus “Jack” Fish, Regional Director 
of the National Capital Region from 1973 to 1988. The story is that during the mid-1980s 
rehabilitation of the bridge, the fountains were removed for cleaning and stolen from the 
workshop. These fountains with faces representing the well-known regional director were instead 
installed. Each fountain connected to a cast-concrete head with a drip panel underneath on the 
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exterior face of the piers flanking the tidal gates. The original concrete balustrade has an open 
circle pattern between piers, while the portion of the central span on the Potomac River side is 
bordered by an iron railing. The concrete deck is flanked by sidewalks. [See Tidal Reservoir 
Inlet Bridge, HAER DC-9-A for additional documentation.] 
 
ZONE 2 STRUCTURES 
West of the Inlet Bridge, the Zone 2 area is bounded by the Potomac River on the west side, 
West Basin Drive on the north, and the Tidal Basin on the east. This area includes the Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt Memorial and six baseball diamonds. Ohio Drive, SW, extends along the west 
side of the project area, paralleling the Potomac River. The First Air Mail Flight marker is 
located on the flat, asphalt-paved pedestrian and bike path between the river and Ohio Drive. The 
Aero Club of Washington donated the marker to commemorate the fortieth anniversary of Air 
Mail Service between Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, and New York City on May 15, 1958. 
The marker consists of a boulder to which a bronze plaque is affixed. The text on the plaque 
states: 
 
 

AIR MAIL 
 

THE WORLD’S FIRST AIRPLANE MAIL TO BE OPERATED AS A CONTINUOUSLY 
SCHEDULED PUBLIC SERVICE STARTED FROM THIS FIELD MAY 15, 1918. 

THE ROUTE CONNECTED WASHINGTON, PHILADELPHIA, AND NEW YORK. CURTISS JN 4-
H AIRPLANES WITH A CAPACITY OF 150 POUNDS OF MAIL FLEW THE 230 MILES IN 

ABOUT THREE HOURS. 
 

THE SERVICE WAS INAUGURATED BY THE POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT IN COOPERATION 
WITH THE AVIATION SECTION OF THE SIGNAL CORPS OF THE U.S. ARMY ON AUGUST 12, 

1918. THE SERVICE WAS TAKEN OVER IN ITS ENTIRETY BY THE POST OFFICE 
DEPARTMENT. 

 
THIS MARKER WAS ERECTED BY 

THE AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON 
ON THE FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY 

MAY 15, 1958 
 
Trash cans, benches, and metal water fountains are located at regularly spaced intervals along the 
path, with single light standards along the roadway. The sea wall in this area is regularly covered 
with water during high tide or heavy rain events, and as a result, riprap was placed on the eroded 
shoreline at an unknown date. The original foundation stones remain in place, but the stones 
making up the wall and the coping have been pushed off the foundation. The vistas from this 
path include clear views across the Potomac River to Virginia, with the Iwo Jima Memorial, Air 
Force Memorial, and Arlington House and Arlington National Cemetery visible. 
 
Baseball diamonds are located on what was originally a polo field. A landscaped berm separates 
the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial from these athletic fields and screens it from view. The 
circulation through this zone includes the walkway around the Tidal Basin and a curving, 
aggregate concrete walk at a higher elevation that extends to the east end of the Franklin Delano 
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Roosevelt Memorial. This path is lined with benches and gooseneck light standards. Trees flank 
the side of this path adjacent to the baseball diamonds. The walkway leading down to the Tidal 
Basin from the west end of the Inlet Bridge is lined by a pipe railing.  
 
The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial encompasses 7-1/2 acres, extending 800' along the 
southwest bank of the Tidal Basin. The memorial sits on 900 steel pilings and consists of four 
“rooms” representing each of Roosevelt’s four terms in office. It is built of a limited number of 
materials, including granite pavers and hand-carved red Carnelian blocks from Minnesota and 
South Dakota. The granite is either sawn finished, thermal finished, or split finished. The hard 
edges of the stone are softened by plantings that overtop the stone walls and planting beds. 
Approximately 4,000 reddish-pink South Dakota Precambrian granite blocks were used in the 
memorial. However, the 12' walls are actually concrete with a stone veneer that is 3" to 10" 
thick. 
 
The memorial can be approached from West Basin Drive, SW, where some street parking is 
available to those with disabilities. A semi-circular drive extends from West Basin Drive to the 
memorial, but vehicular access is prohibited by bollards placed at the junctions of the drive with 
West Basin Drive. An aggregate concrete sidewalk lined with post and chain barriers borders the 
drive and provides pedestrian access. Carved red granite blocks, matching the material used in 
the memorial, serve as security barriers along West Basin Drive. Pedestrian access points are 
also located at the rear, or east, end of the memorial, and from the Tidal Basin walkway on the 
north side. Two sets of stairways provide access from the Tidal Basin walkway. Both are built of 
granite pavers with low granite cheek walls on either side on which bronze handrails are 
mounted. There are also freestanding bronze handrails where needed. Bronze lights mounted on 
the cheek walls illuminate the stairs. Asphalt-paved ramps near each set of stairs provide 
wheelchair access. The westernmost set of stairs provides access to the first room, while the 
second enters the fourth room. 
 
Throughout the memorial there are low granite benches with polished tops and roughly-carved 
sides for visitors. There are two types: one consists of a horizontal block set directly on the 
ground, while the other is a horizontal block slightly raised on granite pedestal blocks. The 
lighting consists of floodlights on poles and in-ground lights to highlight fountains and walls. 
Trash cans are camouflaged in roughly-cut granite blocks. Signage consists of discrete 2'-4" tall 
bronze free-standing signs embedded in concrete or the pavement. The bronze water fountains 
are T-shaped and feature two bowls and faucets.  
 
The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial is laid out so that the water features, sculptures, and 
12' granite block walls are primarily located along its south side. A berm runs along the outside 
of the memorial. This allows the necessary operating equipment for the water features to be 
tucked behind the fountains and walls, rendering them inconspicuous. Some 12' walls also 
extend into the memorial, perpendicular to the south wall, to help define the four rooms that 
represent each of Roosevelt’s terms in office. The north side of the memorial is open, allowing 
views of the cherry trees and Tidal Basin and providing access from the Tidal Basin walkway. 
The entire memorial is paved in various-sized granite pavers ranging from the smallest at 2' x 2' 
to the largest at 5' x 6'. Joints are 3/8". A granite paver is inscribed with the dates represented 
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within the room at each entrance, and each has a water feature and inscriptions of Roosevelt 
quotes on the granite block walls.  
 
The memorial begins at a plaza on the west end, bordered by a low granite wall. The plaza is 
dotted with granite benches, and there are two large planters at the western end followed by two 
square ones. A one-story visitor contact station is located at the north end of the plaza. Plantings 
consist of cherry trees west of the visitor contact station, while the planters contain Japanese 
zelkova and Pachysandra terminalis (Japanese pachysandra). The visitor contact station is 
constructed of the same hand-carved blocks of Carnelian red granite used throughout the 
memorial. It has a low profile with a flat roof. The east end of the south elevation features a 
window wall and a set of double doors entering the gift shop. The north elevation is punctuated 
by recessed bronze doors to access the public restrooms on the west end and fixed windows, 
bronze doors, and louvered vents on the east end. A concrete trellis on the east end serves as an 
overhang. A planting bed at the east end of the building contains one Japanese maple along with 
wisteria and Rhododendron spp. 
 
On the east side of the entrance plaza is the Prologue room, indicated by an inscription in a 
granite paver. Added in 2001 using funds provided by the National Organization on Disability, 
this element addresses the lack of explicit acknowledgement of Roosevelt’s disability elsewhere 
in the memorial. The back wall features a quote from Eleanor Roosevelt on bronze with the 
Braille version below it: 
 
FRANKLIN’S ILLNESS GAVE HIM STRENGTH AND COURAGE HE HAD NOT HAD BEFORE. 
HE HAD TO THINK OUT THE FUNDAMENTALS OF LIVING AND LEARN THE GREATEST OF 
ALL LESSONS—INFINITE PATIENCE AND NEVER ENDING PERSISTENCE. 
 
In front of the wall is a free-standing, bronze statue of Roosevelt designed by Robert Graham. 
Roosevelt is seated in the wheelchair he designed himself, which was built from a kitchen chair 
with bicycle-like wheels in front and smaller wheels in the back replacing the chair legs. He is 
wearing a suit and hat, and his hands are resting in his lap.  
 
The entrance to the first room is flanked by a granite block wall running from north to south, on 
which is inscribed: FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT/PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES/1933-1945. This first room covers the period 1933-1937. The initial element is a bronze 
relief of Roosevelt’s Presidential Seal. This sculpture differs from the others in the memorial 
because it was made from bronze plates welded together rather than being cast. The circular seal 
is mounted near the top of the south wall and features an eagle with its wings spread open against 
a background of stars and “1933” below. On a nearby wall is the inscription: THIS 
GENERATION OF AMERICANS HAS A RENDEZVOUS WITH DESTINY.  
 
The other inscriptions in this room include: 
 
I PLEDGE YOU, I PLEDGE MYSELF, TO A NEW DEAL FOR THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. 
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NO COUNTRY, HOWEVER RICH, CAN AFFORD THE WASTE OF ITS HUMAN RESOURCES. 
DEMORALIZATION CAUSED BY VAST UNEMPLOYMENT IS OUR GREATEST 
EXTRAVAGANCE. MORALLY, IT IS THE GREATEST MENACE TO OUR SOCIAL ORDER. 
 
IN THESE DAYS OF DIFFICULTY, WE AMERICANS EVERYWHERE MUST AND SHALL 
CHOOSE THE PATH OF SOCIAL JUSTICE, THE PATH OF FAITH, THE PATH OF HOPE AND 
THE PATH OF LOVE TOWARD OUR FELLOW MAN. 
 
MEN AND NATURE MUST WORK HAND IN HAND. THE THROWING OUT OF BALANCE OF 
THE RESOURCES OF NATURE THROWS OUT OF BALANCE ALSO THE LIVES OF MEN. 
 
AMONG AMERICAN CITIZENS THERE SHOULD BE NO FORGOTTEN MEN AND NO 
FORGOTTEN RACES. 
 
At the rear of the room is a fountain comprised of water falling from the top of a wall into a 
granite pool and flanked with granite block walls. To the north of this fountain Roosevelt’s 
famous quote, THE ONLY THING WE HAVE TO FEAR IS FEAR ITSELF, is inscribed in the wall. 
Beneath the inscription is a bronze bas-relief of Roosevelt by Robert Graham in a car waving his 
hand at his first inauguration.  
 
The area between the first and second rooms features a grass lawn with plantings on the 
perimeter, and another planting bed opposite. The north side of the plaza is lined with benches 
and trash receptacles. A planting bed in the center of the plaza contains three honeylocusts and 
junipers. Landscape architect Lawrence Halprin described this interstitial passageway as 
“tranquil” with a sloping lawn on the west side with “an arch of azalea, rhododendron, viburnum 
and other spring blooming shrubs, topped by a low cluster of dogwood and crabapple and a taller 
planting of deciduous canopy trees such as sugar maple, liquid amber, and pin oak. High on the 
slope toward the end of the passageway, there is a dense green clump of pines that visually 
contains the space.”240 The carved granite block structure at the end of this landscaped area on 
the south wall contains a niche with a fountain on the west side (during the time of the fieldwork, 
this fountain was not in operation). 
  
The second room commemorates Roosevelt’s second term in office, spanning from 1937 to 
1941. On the north side of the granite block structure facing the plaza is the inscription: I NEVER 
FORGET THAT I LIVE IN A HOUSE OWNED BY ALL THE AMERICAN PEOPLE AND THAT I 
HAVE BEEN GIVEN THEIR TRUST. A recess in this wall contains a bronze statue by George 
Segal of a seated man leaning over and intently listening to the radio to illustrate Roosevelt’s 
“fireside chats.”  
 
To the north is another carved block wall on which I SEE ONE-THIRD OF A NATION ILL-
HOUSED, ILL-CLAD, ILL-NOURISHED is inscribed at the top. Two bronze statues are located 
below the inscription. The sculpture on the north end of the wall is of a rural couple. The woman 
is sitting in a chair with her hands in her lap, while her overall-clad husband stands beside her. 
Behind them is a background of clapboard siding and a Dutch door whose top half is open. The 
sculpture on the south end depicts a breadline in an urban area. Five men in profile stand in line 

                                                            
240 Halprin, Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, 58. 
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in front of a brick wall with their hands in their trench coats. Between these two sculptures, the 
rest of the quote has been inscribed: THE TEST OF OUR PROGRESS IS NOT WHETHER WE 
ADD MORE TO THE ABUNDANCE OF THOSE WHO HAVE MUCH; IT IS WHETHER WE 
PROVIDE ENOUGH FOR THOSE WHO HAVE TOO LITTLE. George Segal sculpted these figures 
using a unique casting process he developed in the early 1960s. Segal would work with his 
models on the pose he envisioned before wrapping them in cloth bandages dipped in plaster. 
Once the bandages had hardened, they would be cut off and either reassembled to form the final 
figure or used as models for the bronze.241 
 
Continuing through the second room, the south wall changes from the ubiquitous carved blocks 
of granite to an approximately 24'-long bronze grill covering an opening through which the 
Potomac River is visible. The berm behind the memorial drops in this location, facilitating this 
unobstructed view. 
 
To the east of the grill is an inscription in the granite block wall that reads: IT IS TIME TO 
EXTEND PLANNING TO A WIDER FIELD, IN THIS INSTANCE COMPREHENDING IN ONE 
GREAT PROJECT MANY STATES DIRECTLY CONCERNED WITH THE BASIN OF ONE OF 
OUR GREATEST RIVERS. Next is a fountain consisting of a stepped wall over which water falls 
into a pool (during the time of the fieldwork, the fountain was not in operation). This depicts the 
Tennessee Valley Authority dams then under construction.  
 
An inscription in the wall north of the fountain states: I PROPOSE TO CREATE A CIVILIAN 
CONSERVATION CORPS TO BE USED IN SIMPLE WORK…MORE IMPORTANT, HOWEVER, 
THAN THE MATERIAL GAINS WILL BE THE MORAL AND SPIRITUAL VALUE OF SUCH 
WORK. The plaza to the north and west of this fountain contains five free-standing pillars with 
inverted scenes of the fifty-four New Deal programs. The pillars are granite on the top and 
bottom, with bronze in the center. These same scenes are also located on a 35'-long relief mural 
by artist Robert Graham. The mural consists of bronze panels with scenes and Braille writing. 
One panel has thirty-six 12" squares, two panels have nine 24" squares, and two panels have four 
36" squares. 
 
Between the second and third rooms is an open plaza lined with benches. A grassy area with a 
semicircular planting bed along the south edge is located on the south side of the plaza. The bed 
contains Rhododendron spp., sugar maples, Eastern white pines, pin oaks, and firebushes. On the 
north side is a semi-circular bed with flowering cherry trees and Rhododendron spp. that is 
flanked on each side by an American elm. 
 
Another niche fountain is located in the carved granite block wall on the south side of the plaza. 
Water spews out from a recess in the wall into a square pool lined with granite below (at the time 
of the fieldwork, this fountain was not operating). The inscribed quote in the wall by the fountain 
is: WE MUST SCRUPULOUSLY GUARD THE CIVIL RIGHTS AND CIVIL LIBERTIES OF ALL 
OUR CITIZENS, WHATEVER THEIR BACKGROUND. WE MUST REMEMBER THAT ANY 
OPPRESSION, ANY INJUSTICE, ANY HATRED, IS A WEDGE DESIGNED TO ATTACK OUR 
CIVILIZATION.  

                                                            
241 Halprin, Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, 71. 
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The third room encompasses Roosevelt’s presidency from 1941-1945 and focuses on World War 
II. On the north side of the wall containing the niche fountain, the following is inscribed: WE 
MUST BE THE GREAT ARSENAL OF DEMOCRACY. This room features carved granite blocks 
that have been strewn over the plaza. Some of these blocks are also inscribed: I HATE WAR. The 
east wall of this room bears this quote: I HAVE SEEN WAR. I HAVE SEEN WAR ON LAND AND 
SEA. I HAVE SEEN BLOOD RUNNING FROM THE WOUNDED. I HAVE SEEN THE DEAD IN 
THE MUD. I HAVE SEEN CITIES DESTROYED. I HAVE SEEN CHILDREN STARVING. I HAVE 
SEEN THE AGONY OF MOTHERS AND WIVES. I HATE WAR. The fountain in this room has a 
back wall of granite blocks, some of which are recessed and some of which protrude out to create 
a varied surface, and skewed water jets (which were not operating at the time of the fieldwork in 
2017). Several granite blocks stand in the pool. 
  
Located at the east end of the third room in a recess in the wall is a bronze sculpture of Roosevelt 
by Neil Estern. He is shown seated and facing outwards. The sculpture is 8'-6" tall, creating a 
larger-than-life figure. A cloak covers his wheelchair, and beside him is his fox terrier, Fala, who 
is 2'-9" tall. Inscribed in the wall next to him is: THEY WHO SEEK TO ESTABLISH SYSTEMS 
OF GOVERNMENT BASED ON THE REGIMENTATION OF ALL HUMAN BEINGS BY A 
HANDFUL OF INDIVIDUAL RULERS CALL THIS A NEW ORDER. IT IS NOT NEW AND IT IS 
NOT ORDER. The wall to the north of this recess and sculpture has the following quote. WE 
HAVE FAITH THAT FUTURE GENERATIONS WILL KNOW THAT HERE, IN THE MIDDLE OF 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, THERE CAME A TIME WHEN MEN OF GOOD WILL FOUND A 
WAY TO UNITE, AND PRODUCE, AND FIGHT TO DESTROY THE FORCES OF IGNORANCE, 
AND INTOLERANCE, AND SLAVERY, AND WAR. Below and to the right of this inscription is a 
massive piece of granite. The only planting bed in the third room is on the north edge of the 
plaza. It holds a mature honeylocust, along with Rhododendron spp. 
 
The entrance to the fourth room, representing Roosevelt’s fourth term in office that lasted just 
one year (1945), has the inscription: MORE THAN AN END TO WAR, WE WANT AN END TO 
THE BEGINNINGS OF ALL WARS. This room features an open plaza with a curved eastern edge, 
along which are planted flowering cherries. Four granite risers that follow the curve of the plaza 
feature an engraved timeline of Roosevelt’s life and lead to a sunken amphitheater. The risers are 
equipped with bronze hand railings and illuminated by bronze lights. A ramp west of the risers 
leads down into the amphitheater as well. Located on the south wall along the ramp is a bronze 
relief panel by Leonard Baskin measuring 30' long that depicts Roosevelt’s funeral cortege. Two 
horses pull the carriage containing Roosevelt’s casket while thirteen mourners shown in profile 
follow behind on foot. A rectangular pool of water is located under this relief. On the wall to the 
east is the following quote: UNLESS THE PEACE THAT FOLLOWS RECOGNIZES THAT THE 
WHOLE WORLD IS ONE NEIGHBORHOOD AND DOES JUSTICE TO THE WHOLE HUMAN 
RACE, THE GERMS OF ANOTHER WORLD WAR WILL REMAIN AS A CONSTANT THREAT 
TO MANKIND. A ramp and stairs are located on the east side of the amphitheater. 
 
On the north side of a granite block wall is a recess containing the bronze, 6'-tall statue of 
Eleanor Roosevelt by Neil Estern. She is shown standing, facing outwards, with her hands 
clasped in front of her. On the wall behind her is a bronze relief of the seal of the United Nations, 
under which is inscribed, ELEANOR ROOSEVELT FIRST UNITED STATES DELEGATE TO THE 
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UNITED NATIONS. To the left of the niche is the inscription: THE STRUCTURE OF WORLD PEACE 
CANNOT BE THE WORK OF ONE MAN, OR ONE PARTY, OR ONE NATION. IT MUST BE A 
PEACE WHICH RESTS ON THE COOPERATIVE EFFORT OF THE WHOLE WORLD. 
 
Finally, a large fountain serves as the focal point of the southwest corner of the room. The seats 
of the amphitheater overlook this feature, which consists of irregularly-shaped granite blocks laid 
in a random fashion, over which water flows, collecting in small pools. To the north of the 
fountain, another ramp and set of stairs are bordered by a wall with the following inscriptions.  
 
THE ONLY LIMIT TO OUR REALIZATION OF TOMORROW WILL BE OUR DOUBTS OF 
TODAY. LET US MOVE FORWARD WITH STRONG AND ACTIVE FAITH. 
 
FREEDOM OF SPEECH. FREEDOM OF WORSHIP. FREEDOM FROM WANT. FREEDOM FROM 
FEAR. 
 
The plantings in the fourth room consist of a small bed with red maple and Rhododendron spp.   
 
A restroom and operations building is located at the east end of the memorial. Its construction of 
rough-cut granite blocks, low profile, and use of bronze doors renders it an unobtrusive element. 
On the exterior of the walls flanking the east entrance to the memorial, the following is 
inscribed: FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT / PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES / 1933-
1945. Plantings of flowering cherries, junipers, and Japanese pachysandra re located near the 
exit. To the east of the memorial is a bed with white pines, Rhododendron spp., American 
hollies, and viburnum. 
 
Located in a strip of land between the east end of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial and 
the Tidal Basin is a stone Japanese Pagoda dating to 1600. The nine-tiered pagoda stands 10' 
tall and features four seated Buddhas carved at the base. A brass plaque at the base reads:  
 

MAY THIS PAGODA SYMBOLIZE THE SPIRIT OF FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND JAPAN MANIFESTED IN THE TREATY OF PEACE, AMITY AND 

COMMERCE SIGNED AT YOKOHAMA ON MARCH 31, 1854, BY PLENIPOTENTIARIES OF THE 
TWO COUNTRIES. 

 
 
ZONE 3 STRUCTURES 
This zone is bounded by West Basin Drive, SW, to the west and Independence Avenue, SW, to 
the north. The Tidal Basin forms the eastern border. The Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial 
stands at the northwest corner of Zone 3, directly across the Tidal Basin from the Thomas 
Jefferson Memorial.  
 
The main entrance to the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial is at the intersection of West 
Basin Drive, SW, and Independence Avenue, SW. The visitor facility is located across West 
Basin Drive, SW, from the entrance. The one-story building contains restrooms at the rear of the 
building, which is clad in granite panels and opaque glass curtain walls. The bookstore is at the 
front and has glass curtain walls in aluminum mullions. An overhang covers the bookstore 
portion of the building. A plaza of concrete pavers surrounds the building, with granite block 
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benches and tree wells at the front of the facility. A crosswalk paved in stone leads visitors 
across West Basin Drive to the memorial. 
  
Other pedestrian access points are located at the northeast and southwest ends, as well as on the 
Tidal Basin. The four pedestrian entry points are lined with bollards. The entrance plaza consists 
of an elevated planting bed with sloped granite retaining walls at the intersection of West Basin 
Drive and Independence Avenue. Flanking either side of the triangular plaza, which is paved in 
Canadian granite, are vaguely kidney-shaped planting beds with sloped granite walls defining the 
borders. One bed is located along West Basin Drive, while the other is on Independence Avenue. 
The plaza is bordered by sloped granite walls and funnels visitors to an opening in a massive 
rock. This element, named the Mountain of Despair, is one of the two sculptural components in 
the memorial. As visitors pass through this opening, they encounter the Stone of Hope with the 
figure of Martin Luther King, Jr. carved into the east face, looking out towards the Thomas 
Jefferson Memorial. A plaza paved in Canadian granite extends to the Tidal Basin, with a metal 
fence added to protect visitors from accidentally stepping off the wall while taking photographs. 
An inscription wall extends northeast and southwest of the Mountain of Despair with planting 
beds in the plaza in front of each wall section. Walkways encircle these planting beds and then 
extend to West Basin Drive and Independence Avenue. These walkways are also paved in 
Canadian granite and have granite sloped curbs. The southeast edge of the memorial features a 
low granite wall lined with benches. The area between the memorial and the Tidal Basin has a 
slight slope and is planted with cherry trees. 
 
The 450'-long inscription wall gradually increases in height from the northeast and southwest, 
with the high point at the Mountain of Despair. A landscaped berm behind the wall softens the 
polished Minnesota granite edges. It is illuminated by recessed lighting in the granite pavers. 
Fourteen of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s statements are inscribed in the wall; they are not arranged 
in chronological order. From the northeast end to the Mountain of Despair, the inscriptions are as 
follows. 
 
TRUE PEACE IS NOT MERELY THE ABSENCE OF TENSION; IT IS THE PRESENCE OF 
JUSTICE. 1958 
 
WE MUST COME TO SEE THAT THE END WE SEEK IS A SOCIETY AT PEACE WITH ITSELF, A 
SOCIETY THAT CAN LIVE WITH ITS CONSCIENCE. ALABAMA, 1965 
 
WE ARE DETERMINED HERE IN MONTGOMERY TO WORK AND FIGHT UNTIL JUSTICE 
RUNS ‘DOWN LIKE WATER, AND RIGHTEOUSNESS LIKE A MIGHTY STREAM.’ ALABAMA 
1955 
 
EVERY NATION MUST NOW DEVELOP AN OVERRIDING LOYALTY TO MANKIND AS A 
WHOLE IN ORDER TO PRESERVE THE BEST IN THEIR INDIVIDUAL SOCIETIES. NEW YORK, 
1967 
 
THE ULTIMATE MEASURE OF A MAN IS NOT WHERE HE STANDS IN MOMENTS OF 
COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE, BUT WHERE HE STANDS AT TIMES OF CHALLENGE AND 
CONTROVERSY. 1963 
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IT IS NOT ENOUGH TO SAY, ‘WE MUST NOT WAGE WAR.’ IT IS NECESSARY TO LOVE 
PEACE AND SACRIFICE FOR IT. WE MUST CONCENTRATE NOT MERELY ON THE 
NEGATIVE EXPULSION OF WAR, BUT ON THE POSITIVE AFFIRMATION OF PEACE. 
CALIFORNIA, 1967 
 
I HAVE THE AUDACITY TO BELIEVE THAT PEOPLES EVERYWHERE CAN HAVE THREE 
MEALS A DAY FOR THEIR BODIES, EDUCATION AND CULTURE FOR THEIR MINDS, AND 
DIGNITY, EQUALITY, AND FREEDOM FOR THEIR SPIRITS. NORWAY, 1964 
 
INJUSTICE EVERYWHERE IS A THREAT TO JUSTICE EVERWHERE. WE ARE CAUGHT IN AN 
INESCAPABLE NETWORK OF MUTUALITY, TIED IN A SINGLE GARMENT OF DESTINY. 
WHATEVER AFFECTS ONE DIRECTLY, AFFECTS ALL INDIRECTLY. ALABAMA, 1963 
 
Flanking the Mountain of Despair halves and separating those sculptural elements from the 
inscription wall sections is an element consisting of water trickling over the top of rough-cut 
granite wall. The Mountain of Despair is built of pink Chinese granite with smooth surfaces on 
the passageway and rough exterior surfaces.  
 
On the southwest half of the inscription wall, beginning at the Mountain of Despair are the 
following inscriptions. 
 
IF WE ARE TO HAVE PEACE ON EARTH, OUR LOYALTIES MUST BECOME ECUMENICAL 
RATHER THAN SECTIONAL. OUR LOYALTIES MUST TRANSCEND OUR RACE, OUR TRIBE, 
OUR CLASS, AND OUR NATION, AND THIS MEANS WE MUST DEVELOP A WORLD 
PERSPECTIVE. GEORGIA, 1967 
 
I OPPOSE THE WAR IN VIETNAM BECAUSE I LOVE AMERICA. I SPEAK OUT AGAINST IT 
NOT IN ANGER BUT WITH ANXIETY AND SORROW IN MY HEART, AND ABOVE ALL WITH 
A PASSIONATE DESIRE TO SEE OUR BELOVED COUNTRY STAND AS A MORAL EXAMPLE 
OF THE WORLD. CALIFORNIA, 1967 
 
MAKE A CAREER OF HUMANITY, COMMIT YOURSELF TO THE NOBLE STRUGGLE FOR 
EQUAL RIGHTS. YOU WILL MAKE A GREATER PERSON OF YOURSELF, A GREATER 
NATION OF YOUR COUNTRY, AND A FINER WORLD TO LIVE IN. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
1959 
 
I BELIEVE THAT UNARMED TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE WILL HAVE THE FINAL 
WORD IN REALITY. THIS IS WHY RIGHT, TEMPORARILY DEFEATED, IS STRONGER THAN 
EVIL TRIUMPHANT. NORWAY, 1964 
 
DARKNESS CANNOT DRIVE OUT DARKNESS, ONLY LIGHT CAN DO THAT. HATE CANNOT 
DRIVE OUT HATE, ONLY LOVE CAN DO THAT. 1963 
 
WE SHALL OVERCOME BECAUSE THE ARC OF THE MORAL UNIVERSE IS LONG, BUT IT 
BENDS TOWARD JUSTICE. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 1968 
 
The Stone of Hope is also of pink Chinese granite. Located slightly askew and to the southeast of 
the Mountain of Despair, as if it has been shoved forward, the southeast elevation features a 
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carved 30' relief sculpture of Martin Luther King, Jr. who appears to be coming out of the rock. 
The monumental figure stands with his arms crossed and his right hand holding a rolled-up piece 
of paper. The southwest elevation is inscribed OUT OF THE MOUNTAIN OF DESPAIR, A STONE 
OF HOPE, while the northeast elevation has the sculptor’s signature. 
 
The area east of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial consists of a gently sloped lawn with 
cherry trees. The only walkways are on top of the Tidal Basin sea walls and the sidewalk along 
Independence Avenue. Near the west abutment of the Kutz Bridge and at the northwest corner of 
the Tidal Basin is a plaque dedicating the initial planting of 650 cherry trees at the Tidal Basin in 
1912 and the Japanese Lantern, which is lighted every year at the start of the Cherry Blossom 
Festival. 
 
The lantern is accessed by a curving concrete path extending from the Tidal Basin walkway. The 
junction of the walkway with the path is marked by stone boulders. The path ends in a paved 
rectangular plaza scored in such a way as to be reminiscent of a Japanese Zen garden. Boulders 
are grouped at the edges of the pavement. One “boulder” (it is actually concrete shaped to look 
like a natural rock) at the northwest corner features a bronze plaque that reads: 
 

THE FIRST 
JAPANESE CHERRY TREES 

PRESENTED TO THE CITY OF WASHINGTON 
AS A GESTURE OF FRIENDSHIP 

AND GOOD WILL BY THE CITY OF 
TOKYO WERE PLANTED ON THIS SITE, 

MARCH 27, 1912. 
NATIONAL CAPITAL SESQUICENTENNIAL COMMISSION 1950 

On the south edge of the pavement sits the 10'-tall granite lantern, which is typical of the 
traditional stone lanterns found in Japanese shrines and temples. The five parts of the lantern 
represent the elements found in Buddhist thought. The hexagonal base with its decorative 
carvings of foliage represents the earth. The 3'-tall column represents water. The carvings at the 
base and top of the column are evocative of lotuses. The south side of the column features 
Japanese characters. The lantern (also called a fire box) symbolizes fire and sits on a base with 
carved lotus flowers. The lantern has six faces, each of which has a different symbol: an open 
square, a crescent moon, closed faces, three circular openings, and a single circular opening. The 
top is covered by a conical umbrella whose corners form warabide, meaning they curl up into 
scrolls. The cap has floral motifs as well and is topped with a decorative onion-shaped finial. The 
top parts of the lantern represent the air and the spirit.242 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
242 Japanese Lantern (sculpture), Smithsonian American Art Museum’s Inventories of American Painting and Sculpture 
database, available at https://siris-
artinventories.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!siartinventories&uri=full=3100001~!322457~!0#focus, 
accessed June 16, 2017. 
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ZONE 4 STRUCTURES 
This portion of the Tidal Basin encompasses the Kutz Bridge and the lagoon to the north of the 
basin. The lagoon is bordered by Independence Avenue, SW, and an aggregate concrete sidewalk 
provides pedestrian access around the perimeter.  
 
The Kutz Bridge carries eastbound traffic on Independence Avenue on a 46'-wide asphalt deck 
flanked by concrete sidewalks on either side. Low metal guardrails separate the pedestrian from 
vehicular traffic. The 433'-long steel girder bridge has concrete piers and abutments faced in 
dressed North Carolina granite with rusticated quoins. A bronze plaque is mounted on the south 
pier at the west end of the bridge. 

KUTZ BRIDGE 
COMPLETED 1943 FOR THE 
NATIONAL CAPITAL PARKS 

BY THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF 
BRIG. GEN. CHARLES W. KUTZ 

ENGINEER COMMISSIONER 
1914-1917 – 1918-1921 – 1941-1945 

 
 
ZONE 5 STRUCTURES 
This zone is located east of the Kutz Bridge and extends south to the Outlet Bridge. It is flanked 
by Independence Avenue, SW, to the north, Raul Wallenberg Place, SW, and the Fourteenth 
Street bridges to the southeast. Maine Avenue, Ohio Drive, and Independence Avenue, SW, all 
extend through this zone.  
 
The triangular grassy area east of the Kutz Bridge has some mature trees. A linear parking lot 
follows the shoreline of the Tidal Basin, with entry at the southeastern end from Maine Avenue 
and the exit at the northwest end onto Independence Avenue near the Kutz Bridge abutment. 
This parking lot is paved in asphalt, lined with concrete curbs, and has front-end parking on 
either side.  
 
The Floral Library is located south of Independence Avenue and east of the Kutz Bridge and 
parking lot. It consists of ninety-five contoured beds that are planted every year with tulips in the 
spring and annuals in the summer and fall. Grass walkways between the planting beds allow 
visitors to view the plants up close. The beds are contained by steel borders in the ground. 
 
The land bordered by the parking lot, Independence Avenue, and Maine Avenue is grassy with 
mature trees. A swath of land has been kept free of planting to provide an uninterrupted vista to 
the Thomas Jefferson Memorial. The grassy median between the opposite lanes of Maine 
Avenue is planted with trees at the north end, and two planting beds are at the south end. These 
beds are in the ground and lined with steel borders in the ground. The plantings include crape 
myrtles, liriope, yarrow, cat mint, Russian sage, sedum, echinacea, and daylilies. 
 
A typical octagonal refreshment kiosk dating to the 1976 bicentennial is located at the entrance 
to the parking lot. It features a tent-like metal roof and is surrounded by benches and flowering 
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cherries. Opposite this building is a gangplank extending across the Tidal Basin to a boat rental 
facility and docks for the paddle boats and swan boats. A metal gate across the gangplank 
entrance prevents unauthorized access when the rental facility is closed. The rental facility has a 
counter where customers rent boats and an open space in the rear where the maintenance 
activities take place. 
 
Finally, the Outlet Bridge connects zones 5 and 1. The 94'-2" masonry arch bridge has concrete 
abutments and wing walls and granite piers. The six 10' semicircular arches have double wooden 
gates that operated automatically. The deck is paved in asphalt and flanked by aggregate 
concrete sidewalks lined by stone parapets topped with metal railings. (For additional 
documentation, see Tidal Reservoir Outlet, HAER DC-9-B.) 

 
f. Small-scale elements: Pedestrian wayfinding signs are located at specific points around 
the Tidal Basin to direct visitors to monuments and memorials as well as crosswalks. The signs 
are standard National Park Service design, consisting of a tall, square metal post mounted on a 
concrete block. Dating from a 2000s-era effort to update pedestrian wayfinding, the National 
Park Service developed a pylon format utilizing icons representing major points of interest and 
arrows to direct visitors. The four-sided pylons are constructed of aluminum panels on concrete 
foundations and are two sizes, the PG001 Major Pedestrian Guide and the PG002 Minor 
Pedestrian Guide. At other locations, there are low-profile wayside guides providing information 
on particular topics, like the history of the cherry trees.243 
 
The light standards used around the Tidal Basin conform to the types specified in the Streetscape 
Manual, which was developed to “provide guidelines for a coordinated and consistent streetscape 
treatment for roadways in the central area of the city in the vicinity of the National Mall.”244 On 
the major streets bounding the Tidal Basin, such as Independence Avenue, SW, and Maine 
Avenue, SW, Twin-Twenty Globe light standards with metal halide lamps can be found. These 
standards are 20'-10" tall from the ground to the center of the lights. The 8" x 6-1/2" x 17' 11-
gauge steel shaft with sixteen flat flutes sits on a cast-iron clam shell base. The metal halide 
lamps are located in either a frosted, textured acrylic or a blow-molded polycarbonate globe and 
topped by cast aluminum finials. The two lights sit on a decorative cross-arm assembly attached 
to the shaft. On the Kutz Bridge, light standards similar to the Frederick Law Olmsted light 
standard are located at regular intervals on the bridge’s balustrade. This light standard consists of 
a fluted cast-iron pole with a single metal halide or incandescent lamp in a lantern topped by a 
cast-iron cap. The decorative base is stamped “King.” The light standards on East Basin Drive, 
Ohio Drive, and the drive formerly used to access the Thomas Jefferson Memorial are 
Washington Globe #16, in accordance with light standards to be used on park roads and local 
streets. This type stands 15'-1" tall from the base to the center of the light. The cast-iron pole has 
sixteen flutes and sits on a cast-iron base with an access door. The metal halide lamp has either a 
frosted, textured acrylic or blow-molded polycarbonate globe with a cast aluminum finial on 
top.245 

                                                            
243 National Mall and Memorial Parks, “New Pedestrian Sign Guides,” February 2009, available at 
https://parkplanning.nps.gov/document.cfm?parkID=427&projectID=24465&documentID=25959, accessed June 16, 2017. 
244 “Streetscape Manual,” 1. 
245 “Streetscape Manual.” 
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Light standards in other parts of the Tidal Basin differ from the specified types. For example, the 
light standards edging the path to the rear of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial have 
gooseneck lights with shades measuring about 20" in diameter mounted on poles that stand 
nearly 11' tall. Floodlights on metal poles ring the Thomas Jefferson Memorial and also 
illuminate the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial. The lights on the stylobate mall were designed 
by Sylvan R. Shemitz and Associates and installed in 1972.246 
 
Benches include the National Park Service-type armless bench, consisting of a cast-iron frame 
with 1-1/4" or 2-1/2" horizontal wood slats forming the back and seat. There are no slats at the 
junction of the bench back and seat, and as, the name implies, there are no arm rests. The 
benches are typically 2'-10" tall and are bolted to concrete pads. The National Park Service 
contracted with Fairmount Foundry in Hamburg, Pennsylvania, to manufacture the cast-iron 
structural pieces for these benches. They are typically found along the Tidal Basin walkway. At 
the concession stand near the parking lot, the benches consist of three concrete supports with 
horizontal wood slats at the back and seat. A third type of bench can be found on the path leading 
to the rear of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial that extends from the Outlet Bridge, at the 
entrance to the Roosevelt Memorial, and along West Basin Drive. These benches are very similar 
to the National Park Service-type armless bench except that the slats are continuous. On the 
Tidal Basin walkway in the area of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, there are stone 
benches matching those within the memorial.247 
 
Bike racks are available at the concession stand near the boathouse. These are the typical 
National Park Service hoop rack design and are bolted to the aggregate concrete walkway.248 
 
The trash and recycling cans located at various points along the Tidal Basin are the National Park 
Service standard type, measuring 17" wide at the base and flaring out at the top to 25" wide, and 
standing just over 32" tall. Constructed of solid steel bars, they hold 24-gallon plastic liners.249 
 
Chain link fencing, both temporary and permanent, is located in the landscaping between West 
Basin Drive and the Tidal Basin between the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial and the Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt Memorial. 

 
 
  

                                                            
246 “Thomas Jefferson Memorial Cultural Landscape Inventory,” 58. 
247 “Streetscape Manual.” 
248 “Streetscape Manual.” 
249 “Streetscape Manual.” 
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PART III. SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
 
A. Drawings, plans: 
The drawings consulted came from the National Capital Region (NCR), the National Park Service’s 
Technical Information Center (eTIC), and the Cartographic and Architectural Records, National 
Archives and Records Administration—College Park, Maryland (NARA). 
 
“Focal Circle, Riverside Drive, Potomac Park.” Under the direction of Colonel Chas. S. Bromwell, U.S. 
Army. File No. 76-95, approved June 28, 1907. Record Group 42, NARA. 
 
“Layout Plan,” Tidal Basin, Washington, D.C. January 21, 1986. eTIC. 
 
Office of the Engineer Commissioner D.C., Modjeski & Masters Consulting Engineers, Paul P. Cret, 
Consulting Architect. “Independence Ave. Extension Structures.” March 30, 1942, 21 sheets. eTIC. 
 
Office of Public Buildings and Grounds. “Wood Structure Across Canal Sewer for Potomac Park Drive-
Way.” Plan Case 1, Folder 20, File No. 332.105, 1907. Record Group 42, NARA. 
 
Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks. “Planting Sketch, West Potomac Park, Near Fountain.” File 
No. 76-202, August 25, 1928. eTIC. 
 
Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital. “Boat House Plans, Tidal Basin, 
West Potomac Park.” 1928, 26 sheets. eTIC. 
 
Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital. “West Potomac Park, Rose 
Garden.” File No. 76-240, October 13, 1932. eTIC. 
 
“Study for a Band Stand for Potomac Park.” Under the direction of Colonel Spencer Cosby, In Charge, 
Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, War Dept., Washington, D.C. File Copy No. 76-98, April 3, 
1909. Record Group 42, NARA. 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds. Landing Basin. File No. 76-92, 
no date. Record Group 42, NARA. 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds. “Plan of a Portion of Potomac 
Park to Be Used as a Nursery by the Office of P.B.&G.” Chas. S. Bromwell, Col. U.S. Army, In Charge. 
File Copy No. 76-81, no date. Record Group 42, NARA. 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds. “Plan of Landing Basin, 
Potomac Park, Foot of 17th Street.” File Copy No. 76-93, 1906. Record Group 42, NARA. 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds. “Plan for Extension of 
Potomac Park,” Prepared Under the Direction of Colonel Spencer Cosby, U.S.A., Officer in Charge. 
George H. Brown, Landscape Gardener, May 4, 1909. File No. 76-86, 1909. Record Group 42, NARA. 
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds. “Nursery of Planting Material.” 
George Burnap, Landscape Architect, File No. 76-84. Approved July 17, 1912. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds. “Map of Tidal Basin, Potomac 
Park, Showing Proposed Planting, Japanese Cherry Trees, under the direction of Col. Spencer Cosby.” 
October 24, 1933. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of National Parks, Buildings & Reservations. “General Planting 
Plan, Holly Tree Grouping for Tidal Basin.” Drawing No. NCP 1518, March 8, 1934, sheet 1 of 3. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service. “General Planting Plan, Holly Tree Planting for 
Tidal Basin, West Potomac Park.” Drawing No. NCP 1557, March 8, 1934, 1934. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service. “Pansy Beds—No. 4, Ohio Drive & East Basin 
Drive, Res. 333.” Drawing No. NCR 76-755-1, 1965. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service. “Pansy Beds—No. 4, Ohio Drive & East Basin 
Drive.” Drawing No. 76-793, 1966, 1 sheet. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service. “Existing & Proposed Tree Planting, East Tidal 
Basin to 15th Street.” Drawing No. 807/81035A, 1983, 1985. eTIC. 
 
U. S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Denver Service Center, Lawrence Halprin, 
Landscape Architect. “Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial,” As-Constructed Drawings, May 13, 1994, 
665 total sheets. NCR. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks. “Planting Plan Within 
Circular Roadway, Thomas Jefferson Memorial, West Potomac Park.” Drawing No. NCP 65-52-179, 
October 10, 1941, 2 sheets. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks. “Planting Plan, Area 
Outside Circular Roadway, Thomas Jefferson Memorial, West Potomac Park.” Drawing No. NCP 65-
52-181a, November 14, 1941. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks. “Realinement [sic] of 
Sea Wall at Tidal Basin, Vicinity of Jefferson Memorial, East Potomac Park.” Drawing No. 65-52-154, 
July 9, 1940, 2 sheets. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks. “Planting Rehabilitation 
of the Tidal Basin, West Potomac Park.” Drawing No. NCP 76-475, 1945. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks. “Planting Plan, 
Lagoon—Tidal Basin & 17th St. N.W.” Drawing No. NCP 76-475, 1946. eTIC. 
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U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks. “Tidal Basin Walks.” 
Drawing No. NCP 76-560, 1952. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks. “Cherry Tree Additions, 
Tidal Basin, West Potomac Park.” Drawing No. NCP 76-589, 1954. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks. “Tidal Basin Handrail.” 
Drawing No. NCP 76-703, 1961. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Region. “Tulip Library, East 
Basin Drive & Independence Ave.” Drawing No. NCR 76-844, October 16, 1963. eTIC. 
 
U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Eastern Direct Federal Division. 
“Plans for Proposed Project 32B1, Bridge Deck, Approach Repairs, and Other Work, Tidal Basin 
Bridge.” 1984, 33 sheets. eTIC. 
 
 
B. Historic views, photographs: 
The National Park Service’s Museum Resource Center in Landover, Maryland, has a significant number 
of historic views of the Tidal Basin and monuments. Additional historic photographs of the area were 
found at the Library of Congress’ Prints and Photographs Division; in Record Group 79, National 
Archives and Records Administration—College Park, Maryland; and in Record Group 79, Federal 
Records Center—Suitland, Maryland. 
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Several boxes requested from the Federal Records Center at Suitland, Maryland, relating to the post-
World War II administration of West Potomac Park and the Tidal Basin were not available. Additional 
research may turn up more information on the development of the walkways and railings at the Tidal 
Basin. 
 
The project was not intended to include comprehensive histories of the memorials located at the Tidal 
Basin. Due to the scope of the Tidal Basin Recording Project, the Commission of Fine Arts records were 
not researched. The Commission of Fine Arts office has hard copy minutes of meetings from 1910 to the 
present, and project records are housed at the National Archives and Records Administration. These 
records would provide even more detail about the design and development of the Thomas Jefferson, 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, George Mason, and Martin Luther King, Jr. memorials. 
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number of photographs of the Tidal Basin. These collections were not accessible for part of the project, 
however, due to facility projects at the repositories where they are located.  
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PART IV. PROJECT INFORMATION 
 
The Tidal Basin Sea Walls and Landscape Recording Project was undertaken by Heritage 
Documentation Programs (HDP) of the National Park Service, Richard O’Connor, Chief, in summer 
2017. The National Capital Region (Sam Tamburro, Chief of Resource Management) and the National 
Mall and Memorial Parks (Michael Commisso, Cultural Resources Program Manager, and Catherine 
Dewey, Chief of Resource Management) sponsored the project. Project leaders were Dana Lockett, 
Architect, and Chris Stevens, Landscape Architect. The field team consisted of HDP Staff Architects 
Jason McNatt and Ryan Pierce, who were assisted by Charles Canfield (University of Buffalo, New 
York) and Carly Farmer (Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario). The historical report was written by 
Justine Christianson, HDP Historian, and Mattea Sanders (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill). 
Jarob Ortiz, HDP Photographer, produced the large-format photographs. 
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Appendix A: Timeline of Development of Tidal Basin and Surrounding Landscape 

 
1809   First Long Bridge built 
 
1815   Sewer canal opened 
 
1868 Maj. Nathaniel Michler of the Army Corps of Engineers issues report recommending a 

major dredging project in the main river and Washington channels and replacing the 
Long Bridge  

 
1870   First Congressional appropriation of $50,000 for dredging 
 
1872   Board of Survey prepares plan for the Washington and Georgetown harbors  

that includes constructing one deep channel from Georgetown to Gravelly Point 
 

1874   Rivers and Harbors Act appropriates money for the dredging of the Potomac River 
 
Sylvanus Thayer Abert, Officer in Charge of the reclamation project for the Army Corps 
of Engineers, oversees the dredging project 
 

1877   Freshet undoes the work completed under Abert’s authority 
 
1878 Rivers and Harbors Act appropriates money for improvements to Washington and 

Georgetown harbors. Abert uses some funds to dredge river and Washington channels 
 
1879 Maj. W.J. Twining’s plan submitted to Congress that includes the idea of a series of 

sluicing basins using the tidal patterns of the Potomac to flush the Washington Channel 
 
1881 Ice dam and flood in February damages Army Corps’ dredging efforts 
 
 Abert submits survey recommending the coastline of the reclaimed land be formed into a 

curve from Easby’s Point to the Long Bridge and provides two options for retaining the 
reclaimed land 

 
1882 Gillmore Board is convened to consider and report on plans and estimates to improve 

navigation of Potomac River. Congress appropriates $400,000 based on the board’s 
recommendations on August 2 

 
 Maj. Peter Conover Hains becomes Officer in Charge of the reclamation project and 

proposes creation of one tidal reservoir with inlet and outlet gates 
 
1883 Hains begins reclamation project with area divided into three sections and work 

beginning in Section I (between sewer canal and Easby’s Point) 
 
1884-1887 Dredging and filling in sections II and III continues. Tidal and inner basins are created. 
 
 
1887-1890 Outlet gates built  
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1889 Freshet deposits substantial amounts of sediment in newly-dredged river channel and 
Tidal Basin 

 
1890 Congress authorizes establishment of public bathing beach at the Tidal Basin next to 

Washington Monument grounds 
 
1890-1896 Rivers and Harbors Act authorizes $280,000 for construction of sea wall around Tidal 

Basin and reclaimed land 
 
1891 Secretary of War issues a revocable permit to the Commissioners of the District of 

Columbia for the beach on June 17 
 
1897 Congress designates 621 acres of reclaimed flats and 118 acres making up the Tidal 

Basin as “Potomac Park”  
 
1899 Martin F. Morris et. al. v. United States decision returned in favor of United States. The 

case was brought by claimants arguing they had rights to the land created during the 
reclamation project  

 
1900 Colonel Bingham prepares plans for developing Potomac Park 
 
1901 First bathing beach closes. The bathhouses are removed, and the beach area converted 

into an ellipse 
 
 30 acres in the northeast part of Potomac Park between the Tidal Basin and the 

Washington Monument from Seventeenth Street and Virginia Avenue to Maryland 
Avenue and Fourteenth Street is formally transferred from the Army Corps of Engineers 
to the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds 

 
1902 Boathouse erected at inlet between Tidal Basin and the Inner Basin, and Congress 

authorizes bathing beach at Inner Basin 
 
 McMillan Plan calls for the Tidal Basin to be developed into a recreational area 
 
 Sea wall is raised at location of first bathing beach 
 
1903 50 acres of Potomac Park bounded by the Tidal Basin, the Potomac River, and the Long 

Bridge are transferred from the Army Corps of Engineers to the Office of Public 
Buildings and Grounds 

 
 Col. Thomas W. Symons takes command as Officer in Charge of the Office of Public 

Buildings and Grounds 
 
 Cast-iron pipe rail fence built on the northeastern shore of the Tidal Basin 
 
 First roadway built from Seventeenth and B streets on the northeastern shore of the Tidal 

Basin to Maryland Avenue and Fourteenth Street 
 
1904 New steel truss bridge erected for Baltimore and Potomac Railroad to replace Long 

Bridge 
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 Potomac Park Speedway built along riverfront 
 
 Col. Charles S. Bromwell becomes Officer in Charge for the Office of Public Buildings 

and Grounds 
 
1905 Concrete fountains built southeast of Tidal Basin near Long Bridge (including Fountain 

No. 4) 
 
1906 Area between Tidal Basin and former sewer canal transferred from the Army Corps of 

Engineers to the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds 
 
 Macadam roads built on east and west sides of Tidal Basin 
 
1906-1908 Ellipses with walking and bridle paths at the southwest and northwest quadrants of the 

Tidal Basin completed 
 
1907 Land from sewer canal to Twenty-Third Street transferred from the Army Corps of 

Engineers to the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds 
 
 Landing Basin built at north end of Tidal Basin at foot of Seventeenth Street 
 
 Macadam drive called “Riverside Drive” built along Potomac River 
 
1908 Maryland Dredging and Contracting Company dredges the Tidal Basin again, with 

dredged material used to fill Inner Basin 
 
 Sewer canal filled in 
 
 Trees planted to screen Highway and Long bridges 
  
1909 Inlet Bridge completed 
 
 Bandstand built near west approach to Inlet Bridge 
 
 Polo field built in open area between Potomac River and Tidal Basin 
 
 All land comprising West Potomac Park transferred to the Office of Public Buildings and 

Grounds 
 
 Col. Spencer Cosby becomes Officer in Charge of Office of Public Buildings and 

Grounds 
 
1910 2,000 cherry trees arrive in Washington, D.C., having been shipped across the country in 

refrigerated rail cars. An inspection by Department of Agriculture scientists reveals 
infestation, and the trees and accompanying shipping material are burned 

 
 Roadway and bridle path across Inlet Bridge opened to public 
1912 Second shipment of 3,020 cherry trees is shipped from Tokyo for planting in 

Washington, D.C., and New York City. When the cherry trees arrive in Washington, 
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D.C., they undergo careful inspection. On March 27, First Lady Helen Taft and 
Viscountess Iwa Chinda (wife of the Japanese ambassador) plant the first two cherry 
trees at Tidal Basin 

 
1913 Col. William S. Harts is Officer in Charge of the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds 
 
1915 26,239' of sea wall repaired and rebuilt 
 
1917 Col. Clarence S. Ridley becomes Officer in Charge of the Office of Public Buildings and 

Grounds 
 
1918 Boathouse destroyed by fire. Remaining structure is removed, and area is seeded. 
 Sundry Civil Bill establishes a bathing beach at Tidal Basin, along with a public 

bathhouse and purification plant 
 
1921 Col. Clarence O. Sherrill takes command as Officer in Charge of the Office Public 

Buildings and Grounds 
 
1925 The Office of Public Buildings and Grounds and the Office of the Superintendent of the 

State, War and Navy Department Buildings are consolidated into an independent office 
known as the Director of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital with 
Col. Sherrill as the first director  

 
 Congress repeals act establishing a public bathing beach at the Tidal Basin rather than 

establishing a beach for African Americans. The bathing facilities and bathhouse are 
removed 

 
1926 69th Congress, House of Representatives introduces resolution authorizing construction of 

a memorial to Thomas Jefferson 
 
1927 First commemoration of the planting of the cherry trees by Washington, D.C., school 

children 
 
1933 Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital reorganized under the 

Department of the Interior’s Office of National Parks, Buildings and Reservations 
 
1933-1934 Hollies planted around Tidal Basin 
 
1934 73rd Congress, Public Resolution, No. 49 HJ Res. 317 establishes the Thomas Jefferson 

Memorial Commission to develop plans to design and build a memorial in Washington, 
D.C., to Jefferson 

 
 D.C. Board of Commissioners sponsors a three-day celebration of the cherry trees, the 

first Cherry Blossom Festival 
 
 The name Office of National Parks, Buildings and Reservations is changed to National 

Park Service 
 
1936 Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission decides on Tidal Basin as the site of the future 

memorial 
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1937 Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission chooses architect John Russell Pope’s 
Pantheon-inspired design, leading to continued controversy over the design and site. 
After Pope’s death that year, the project is turned over to Daniel P. Higgins and Otto R. 
Eggers, architects in Pope’s firm 

 
1938 Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission approves revised Pantheon-inspired design. 

Second Deficiency Appropriation Bill provides funding for the memorial. A 
groundbreaking ceremony is held 

 
1939 President Franklin Delano Roosevelt lays cornerstone for Thomas Jefferson Memorial 
 
1941-1943 Kutz Bridge and lagoon constructed at north end of Tidal Basin 
 
1943 Thomas Jefferson Memorial dedicated on the bicentennial of Jefferson’s birth 
 
1944 103 Prunus yedoensis Akebono planted around Tidal Basin 
 
1950 Plaque marking the exact location of the first two Japanese cherry trees planted at the 

Tidal Basin placed by the National Capitol Sesquicentennial Commission  
 
 Rochambeau Memorial Bridge completed 
 
1954 Governor of Tokyo donates the Japanese Lantern, which is dedicated on the 100th 

anniversary of Commodore Matthew Perry’s arrival in Japan and the opening of trade 
between the two countries 

 
 180 additional cherry trees planted at the Tidal Basin 
 
1955 Public Law 372 establishes the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission to 

develop a memorial to President Roosevelt  
 
1958 First Air Mail Flight Marker dedicated 
 
 Mayor of Yokohama gifts a Japanese Pagoda to the residents of Washington, D.C. 
  
1959 Joint Congressional resolution sets aside 66 acres for the Franklin Delano Roosevelt 

Memorial. Congress also appropriates prize money for a memorial design competition 
 
1960 Design competition held for the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial with over 500 

entries 
 
1962 Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission approves the award-winning design 

by Pedersen & Tilney, whose design is promptly widely criticized 
 
1963 Pedersen & Tilney submit revised set of plans for the Franklin Delano Roosevelt 

Memorial 
 
1966 Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission contacts fifty-five architects and 

solicits memorial designs. Marcel Breur is chosen as architect 
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1967 George Mason Memorial Bridge completed 
 
1969 National Capital Region’s Beautification Task Force establishes the Tulip Library (now 

known as the Floral Library). National Park Service landscape architect Darwina Neal 
designs the garden 

  
1970 Pedestrian plaza completed on north side of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, adjacent to 

the Tidal Basin, to prevent cars from driving around the memorial 
 
1972 Public Law 92-332 amended to require participation of the Secretary of the Interior in the 

development of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial 
 
1974 National Park Service chooses Lawrence Halprin and Associates to design the Franklin 

Delano Roosevelt Memorial 
 
1978 Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission approves Halprin’s design 
 
1980s Trees added to area east of Kutz Bridge and the Tidal Basin, the median of Maine 

Avenue, and west of Raul Wallenberg Place, including Prunus yedoensis, Sophora 
Japonica, Pinus strobus, Acer rubrum, Quercus coccinea, and Quercus palustris 

 
1982 Congressional legislation authorizes and directs the Department of the Interior to 

construct the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial after the Secretary of the Interior 
failed to advance the project due to its high cost in 1979 

 
1985 Repairs made to Kutz Bridge 
 
1985-1986 Repairs and maintenance completed on Inlet Bridge 
 
1986 Current boathouse and docks completed 
 
1986-1988 676 cherry trees planted  
 
1990 Congress passes Public Law 101-358, approving the construction of a memorial to 

George Mason on Federal land by the Board of Regents of Gunston Hall 
 
1992 Location of the George Mason Memorial at the site of the former Pansy Garden and 

Fountain No. 4 approved 
 
1994 Construction of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial begins 
 
1996 P.L. 104-33, Section 508 authorizes construction of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial 

by the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity in accordance with the Commemorative Works Act 
 
1997 Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial dedicated 
 
1999 Site and design parameters of Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial agreed upon by National 

Park Service, Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Commission, National Capital Planning 
Commission, and Commission of Fine Arts  
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2000 Design competition held for Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial; ROMA Design Group 
entry chosen 

 
2001 Prologue room added to Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial to address concerns that 

Roosevelt’s handicap was not visibly depicted 
 
2002 George Mason Memorial dedicated 
 
2006 Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial groundbreaking ceremony held 
 
2009 Construction of Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial begins 
 
2011 Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial dedicated 
 
2013 National Trust for the Mall has plaza completed at Japanese Lantern to protect 

cherry trees  
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Appendix B: Images 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1:  This 1880 map of the Potomac River shows the existing flats, indicated with shading. The green 
outline highlights the area designated for reclamation. From U.S. House Executive Documents, 46th Congress, 3d 
Session, Part I, Appendix H to the “Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of S.T. Abert, June 30, 
1880. 
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Figure 2: Excerpt from an 1883 plan showing Major Twining’s proposed four flushing basins and the 
locations of the inlet and outlet gates. From U.S. House Executive Documents, 47th Congress, 2nd Session, Vol. 2, 
Doc. No. 1, Part 2, “Report of the Chief of Engineers” comprising Report of Mr. S.T. Abert, June 30, 1882. 
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Figure 3:  The areas flooded in the 1881 freshet are indicated by diagonal lines. From U.S. House Executive 
Documents, 47th Congress, 1st Session, Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, Part 2, Appendix H to the “Report of the Chief of 
Engineers,” comprising Report of Mr. S.T. Abert, June 30, 1881. 
  

Georgetown Channel 
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Figure 4: This excerpt from a map accompanying Colonel Hains’ 1885 annual report shows the progress of 
the dredging and filling activities in the three sections of the project, as well as the construction of the sea walls. 
Note the sewer canal and the Inner Basin in Section 1. From “Potomac River at Washington, D.C., Map Showing 
Progress of Work, June 30, 1885,” in Record Group 77, Chief of Engineers, Civil Works Map File, District of 
Columbia, Cartographic and Architectural Records, National Archives and Records Administration—College 
Park, Maryland. 
  

Key to map 
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Figure 5: This excerpt from a map accompanying the Colonel Hains’ 1886 annual report shows the 
progress made over the course of the year. The northern portion of the Tidal Basin is notated “Dredging in 
Progress.” From “Potomac River at Washington, D.C., Map Showing Progress of Work, June 30, 1886,” in 
Record Group 77, Chief of Engineers, Civil Works Map File, District of Columbia, Cartographic and 
Architectural Records, National Archives and Records Administration—College Park, Maryland. 

Key to map 
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Figure 6: This excerpt from a map accompanying Colonel Hains’ 1889 annual report reveals that the 
southeast quadrant of the Tidal Basin remained to be dredged. From “Potomac River at Washington, D.C., Map 
Showing Progress of Work, June 30, 1889,” in Record Group 77, Chief of Engineers, Civil Works Map File, 
District of Columbia, Cartographic and Architectural Records, National Archives and Records Administration—
College Park, Maryland. 
  

Key to map 
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Figure 7: Section showing construction of the wall around Potomac Park from 1902 revealing the riprap 
foundation and coarse gravel backing. From Box 4, Entry 91, Record Group 42, in National Archives and Records 
Administration—Washington, D.C. 
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Figure 8: In this January 1900 plan, Bingham proposed a colored electric fountain in the center of the Tidal 
Basin with a boathouse near the terminus of Seventeenth Street and a float with launches near the inlet. The area 
to the south and east of the Tidal Basin and by the Long Bridge would feature football and tennis grounds plus a 
“retiring pavilion.” A lily pond south of the basin and carriage roads completed the scheme. Corps of Engineers, 
U.S. Army, Office of Public Buildings and Grounds, “Study for the Establishment and Use of Potomac Park” by 
Col. Theodore Bingham, January 1, 1900. From Annual Reports of the War Department for the Fiscal Year Ended 
June 30, 1901, Appendix DDD to the “Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Col. Theo A. 
Bingham, June 30, 1901. 
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Figure 9: Col. Theodore Bingham’s proposed design for Potomac Park from March 1900. A colored 
electric light display fountain in the Tidal Basin remained as earlier proposed, with military parade grounds and 
an encampment north and west of the basin. The Office of Public Buildings and Grounds’ nursery was in the 
northeast quadrant. “The Historic Mall Designed by L’Enfant and Approved by Washington, Study for its 
Realization and Embellishment in Connection with Potomac Park and Memorial Bridge,” March 1st, 1900. From 
Annual Reports of the War Department for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1901, Appendix DDD to the “Report 
of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Col. Theo A. Bingham, June 30, 1901. 
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Figure 10: Col. Theodore Bingham’s proposed design for Potomac Park from April 1900, which suggested a 
circular drive around the parade ground and the extension of what was called “L’Enfant Avenue” north and west 
of the basin to the Potomac River. “The Historic Mall Designed by L’Enfant and Approved by Washington, Study 
for its Realization and Embellishment in Connection with Potomac Park and Memorial Bridge,” April1st, 1900. 
From Annual Reports of the War Department for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1901, Appendix DDD to the 
“Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Col. Theo A. Bingham, June 30, 1901. 
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Figure 11: Top photo from U.S. House Executive Documents, 58th Congress, 1st Session, Vol. 2, Doc. No. 1, 
Part 2, Appendix EEE to the “Report of the Chief of Engineers,” comprising Report of Col. Theo. A. Bingham 
and Col. T.W. Symons, June 30, 1903. Bottom blueprint shows the drive terminating in a circle. From Box 4, 
Entry 91, Record Group 42, National Archives and Records Administration—Washington, D.C.  
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Figure 12: Plan for the “Focal Circle” on Riverside Drive, extending along the Potomac River, to the south 
and west of the Tidal Basin, developed by Colonel Bromwell in 1907. From Record Group 42, Cartographic and 
Architectural Records, National Archives and Records Administration—College Park.  
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Figure 13: This 1908 map shows the road construction in Potomac Park with dates added to illustrate the 
phases of development. With the completion of the Inlet Bridge, travel around the entire perimeter of the Tidal 
Basin was possible. The Riverside Drive “Focal Circle” is west of the Tidal Basin on the drive extending along 
the river. Corps of Engineers, “Map of North Potomac Park Showing Water-Side Drives,” Colonel Chas. S. 
Bromwell in Charge, 1908. From Report of the Chief of Engineers U.S. Army, 1908, Part 3, Appendix GGG, 
Improvement and Care of Public Buildings and Grounds in the District of Columbia—Washington Monument, 
Report for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1908. 
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Figure 14: Plan for the construction of the landing basin at the foot of Seventeenth Street (also seen in the 
1908 plan in Figure 13). From Record Group 42, Cartographic and Architectural Records, National Archives and 
Records Administration—College Park. 
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Figure 15: “Study for a Band Stand for Potomac Park, Under the direction of Colonel Spencer Cosby,” 1909. 
The bandstand was located at the west approach to the Inlet Bridge (see Figure 16 for location). From Record 
Group 42, Cartographic and Architectural Records, National Archives and Records Administration—College 
Park. 
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Figure 16: Plan for Potomac Park improvements by Col. Spencer Cosby, 1909. The red star marks the 
bandstand, located near the polo fields, while the yellow star marks Fountain No. 4. From Record Group 42, 
Cartographic and Architectural Records, National Archives and Records Administration—College Park. 
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Figure 17: Aerial view of Potomac Park from 1919. Note Fountain No. 4 opposite the Inlet Bridge approach 
with the nursery visible between the two bridges. The roof of the bandstand can be seen on the other side of the 
Inlet Bridge. The landing basin is visible at the terminus of Seventeenth Street. Harris & Ewing, photographer, 
reproduction number: LC-DIG-hec-12463, Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Reading Room. 
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Figure 18: The green dots have been added to represent the additional hollies to be planted in 1934. U.S. 
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, “General Planting Plan, Holly Tree Planting for Tidal Basin, 
West Potomac Park,” Drawing No. NCP 1557, March 8, 1934, from National Park Service’s Technical 
Information Center.  
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Figure 19: 1961 aerial view of the Tidal Basin with arrow showing location of temporary buildings erected 
in World War II. This area was later developed as the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial. Photograph by Abbie 
Rowe, National Park Service, from NACC ACC 863, Box 1, Museum Resource Center, National Park Service. 
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Figure 20: Map of Tidal Basin showing the various locations of the bathing beaches. “Map of West Potomac 
Park, Showing North B Street Extended and the Inlet Bridge, Washington,” 1909, in Report of the Chief of 
Engineers, U.S. Army, 1909, Appendix EEE, Improvement and Care of Public Buildings and Grounds in the 
District of Columbia, Report for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1909. 
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Figure 21: Top photo: Colonel Sherrill issued regulations that bathing suits could not be more than 6" above 
the knee, Bill Norton (the bathing beach “cop”) measures to ensure conformance with regulations in 1922. 
National Photo Company, Reproduction Number: LC-USZ62-99824, Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs. 
Bottom photo: Swimmers playing “push ball” at the bathing beach in 1924. National Photo Company Collection, 
Reproduction Number: LC-DIG-npcc-25924, Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs. 
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Figure 22: Caption on back reads: “September 1940, Tidal Basin-Outlet Bridge in background. The footpath 
at this location is all dirt. (Need hard surface walk.)” This section of the Tidal Basin had cast-iron railings erected 
in 1903. NACC ACC 863, Box 1, Museum Resource Center, National Park Service. 
 
 

 

Figure 23: Caption on back reads: “September 1940, Tidal Basin-Near Outlet Bridge looking northwest. 
Note holes in walk and poor condition. The walk at this location is dirt with cinder in background.” NACC ACC 
863, Box 1, Museum Resource Center, National Park Service. 
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Figure 24:  Caption on back reads: “September 1940, Tidal Basin-Near Boat House, The walkway 
under the beautiful cherry trees is all dirt at this location (need hard surface walks).” NACC ACC 863, Box 1, 
Museum Resource Center, National Park Service. 
 
 

 

Figure 25: Caption on back reads: “September 1940, Tidal Basin-opposite scoreboard Polo Field. Note poor 
conditions of walkway, part dirt and part stone chip.” The boathouse can also be seen in the rear right corner. 
NACC ACC 863, Box 1, Museum Resource Center, National Park Service. 
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Figure 26: Caption on back reads: “September 1940, Tidal Basin-Near Inlet Bridge, Note poor condition of 
walkway which is all dirt under the beautiful cherry trees.” NACC ACC 863, Box 1, Museum Resource Center, 
National Park Service. 
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Figure 27: This scan of the Rose Garden plan was done in two parts (hence the blank space). Located east of 
the Long Bridge, the garden incorporated three of the four fountains (highlighted in blue) built in 1905. The 
fourth fountain, aptly called Fountain No. 4, is now part of the George Mason Memorial. Office of Public 
Buildings and Public Parks of the National Capital, “West Potomac Park Rose Garden,” File No. 76-240, 1932, 
from National Park Service’s Technical Information Center.  
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Figure 28: This 1966 plan shows Fountain No. 4 (at the center) encircled by pansy beds. The George Mason 
Memorial is now located to the right of the fountain and pansy beds. U.S. Department of the Interior, National 
Park Service, “Pansy Beds—No. 4, Ohio Drive & East Basin Drive,” Drawing No. 76-793, 1966, from National 
Park Service’s Technical Information Center.  
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Figure 29: 1941 view of the boathouse near the original Landing Basin. Photographer: Reginald Hotchkiss, 
U.S. Farm Security Administration/Office of War Information, Reproduction No.: LC-DIG-fsa-8b31108, Library 
of Congress, Prints & Photographs.  
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Figure 30: Map of West Potomac Park Showing Plantings of Japanese Cherry Trees, approved by Mrs. Taft, 
1909. The dots represent the proposed locations of the cherry trees, revealing the plantings were focused along the 
drives, the west side of the Tidal Basin, and the bridge approaches. A significant number were planned for the 
area around Fountain No. 4, east of the inlet to the Tidal Basin. National Park Service’s Technical Information 
Center.  
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Figure 31: Caption reads: “New Tidal Basin bridge under construction in Washington, D.C. The famous 
cherry blossoms along the Tidal Basin in Washington, D.C., may be viewed from a new angle next season when 
the million-dollar bridge across the Tidal Basin will have been completed. The bridge, which will connect 
Independence Avenue with the Potomac River Highway above 15th Street, is being built by the engineering firm 
of Alexander and Repass of Des Moines, Iowa. When completed it will cost more than a million dollars. Photo 
shows heavy machinery and piers used in early stages of construction.” Photographer: Roger Smith, March 1943, 
Farm Security Administration/Office of War Information collection. Reproduction No.: LC-DIG-fsa-8b08286, 
Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs. 
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Figure 32: Dedication of Japanese Lantern in 1954. Photograph by Abbie Rowe, National Park Service, Box 
4, Transfer W079-64A0901, Record Group 79, Federal Records Center—Suitland, Maryland. 
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Figure 33: Dedication of Japanese Pagoda, April 21, 1958. Photograph by Abbie Rowe, National Park 
Service, in NACC ACC 863, Box 1, Museum Resource Center, National Park Service. 
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Figure 34: First plan for Thomas Jefferson Memorial by John Russell Pope. From Box 2, Thomas Jefferson 
Memorial Commission, Record Group 79, National Archives and Records Administration—College Park. 
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Figure 35: Caption on back reads: “Facing west showing ditch for east rubble wall at former tennis courts, 
October 4, 1940.” Photograph by Commercial Photo Co., Contract I-28P-37, NACC ACC 864, Box 4, Museum 
Resource Center, National Park Service. 

 
 
Figure 36: Caption on back reads: “Facing East showing Tie of East Rubble Wall into existing Wall, 
December 2, 1940.” Photograph by Commercial Photo Co., Contract I-28P-37, NACC, ACC 863, Box 4, 
Museum Resource Center, National Park Service. 
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Figure 37: Caption on back reads: “Looking northeast at east rubble wall base, February 4, 1941.” 
Photograph by Commercial Photo Co., Contract I-28P-37, NACC ACC 864, Box 4, Museum Resource Center, 
National Park Service. 
 

 

 
Figure 38: Caption on back reads: “Showing east rubble wall from top of memorial, March 1942.” Note also 
the work occurring on the Outlet Bridge in the background. Photograph by Commercial Photo Co., Contract I-
28P-37, NACC ACC 864, Box 4, Museum Resource Center, National Park Service. 
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Figure 39: Caption on back reads: “Facing northwest showing west rip-rap wall & fill, July 1, 1941.” 
Photograph by Commercial Photo Co., Contract I-28P-37, NACC ACC 864, Box 4, Museum Resource Center, 
National Park Service. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 40: Caption on back reads: “Facing west showing ashlar wall, east of n-s axis, June 6, 1941.” 
Photograph by Commercial Photo Co., Contract I-28P-37, NACC ACC 864, Box 4, Museum Resource Center, 
National Park Service. 
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Figure 41:  Caption on back reads: “Looking southwest at west rubble wall base, February 4, 1941.” 
Photograph by Commercial Photo Co., Contract I-28P-37, NACC ACC 864, Box 4, Museum Resource Center, 
National Park Service. 
 

 
 
Figure 42: Caption on back reads: “Facing about northeast showing west rubble wall, etc., November 4, 
1941.” Photograph by Commercial Photo Co., Contract I-28P-37, NACC ACC 864, Box 4, Museum Resource 
Center, National Park Service. 
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Figure 43: This 1938 plan shows the roads and plantings proposed by the Olmsted Brothers firm for the 
Thomas Jefferson Memorial. The shaded areas indicating the cutting and filling prior to construction of the 
memorial are of particular interest. From Box 9, Record Group 79, National Archives and Records 
Administration—College Park. 
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Figure 44:  Plan of project area with zones created by the project team to organize the 
documentation. Based on HALS documentation, 2017.  
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Appendix C: Species of Cherry Trees Donated to the United States by Japan in 1912250 
 
Name Height Blossom color Blossom type Notes 
Ariake (Dawn) 
 

18' tall White Single, pendulous, 
in clusters of two-
four, almost flat 
surface 

100 in initial 
shipment; may have 
been introduced to 
U.S. in 1912 

Fugenzo (derivative 
of Buddha) 
 

Can grow up to 20' 
tall and 20' wide 

Deep pink Double flowers, 
about 30 petals 

120 in initial 
shipment; late 
season bloomer 

Fukurokuju (good 
fortune and wealth) 

 Pale pink Double flowers, 
“stiff” clusters 

50 in initial 
shipment 

Gyoiko (refers to 
Japanese emperor’s 
yellowish-green 
clothing) 

20' tall Yellowish green 
with dark green 
strips that become 
pinkish as they get 
older 

Double flowers, 
about 10-15 petals 

20 in initial 
shipment 

Ichiyo (single leaf) 25' tall and 25' wide Pale pink Double flowers in 
clusters of 3-4 

160 in initial 
shipment 

Jo-nioi 25' tall and 25' wide Pure white Single or semi-
double flowers in 
clusters of 2-4 

80 in initial 
shipment; fragrant 

Kwanzan (also 
Kanzan or Seki-
yama) (named after 
mountain in Japan) 

30' Rose red buds 
opening to clear 
pink 

30 petals in clusters 
of 3-5 

350 in initial 
shipment; by 1930, 
there were 240 in 
Potomac Park, 
mostly around 
Hains Point 

Mikuruma-gaeshi 
(Royal Carriage 
Returns) 

25' tall and 15' wide Pink fading to white 
with pink at 
margins as petals 
age 

2-5 in cluster 20 in initial 
shipment 

Shirayuii (Snow 
White) 

20' tall Pinkish bud but 
pure white flower 

2-4 in cluster, single 
or 1-2 extra petals 

130 in initial 
shipment 

Somei-yoshino 30-50' tall Pale pink flowers 
fade to white 

Clusters of 2-5 1,800 in initial 
shipment; hybrid of 
unknown origin 
discovered in 1872 

Surugadai-nioi 
(named after place 
in Yedo) 

20' tall and 20' wide White Single, narrow 
petals, spaced far 
apart 

Fragrant 
 

Takinioi (Fragrant 
Cascade) 

15' tall and 15' wide White Single flowers Fragrant 

  

                                                            
250 From Jefferson and Fusonie, 57-58. 
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Appendix D: Spring 1969 Master List of Tulip Library bulbs251 
Bed Number Quantity Variety 
1 175 Perlina-Greigii Hybrid 
2 100 Zampa-Greigii Hybrid 
3 100 Van Der Neer-Early Single 
4 100 White Hawk-Early Single 
5 100 Princess Irene-Early Single 
6 100 Garden Party-Triumph 
7 100 DeWet-Early Single 
8 100 High Society-Triumph 
9 200 Humming Bird-Viridiflora 
10 200 Orange Wonder-Triumph 
11 200 Gudoshnik-Darwin Hybrid 
12 100 Merry Widow-Triumph 
13 100 Oxford-Darwin Hybrid 
14 100 Sweet Harmony-Darwin 
15 100 Aberdeen-Darwin 
16 100 Sigrid Undset-Cottage 
17 100 Asta Nielson-Cottage 
18 100 Montgomery-Rembrandt 
19 200 King George V-Triumph 
20 200 Insurpassable-Darwin 
21 100 Royal Porcelain-Cottage 
22 200 Southern Cross-Cottage 
23 100 Snowpeak-Darwin 
24 150 My Lady-Darwin Hybrid 
25 100 Reve D’Or-Breeder 
26 250 Silver Wedding-Darwin 
27 100 Balalaika-Cottage 
28 100 Renown-Cottage 
29 200 White Triumphator-Lily-Flowered 
30 200 Joan Cruickshank-Cottage 
31 150 Glacier-Darwin 
32 200 Sulphur Glory-Darwin 
33 150 Greenland-Viridiflora 
34 200 Paris-Triumph 
35 100 Absalom-Rembrandt 
36 175 The First-Kaufmanniana 
37 175 Gold Coin-Kaufmanniana 
38 175 Chrysantha-Botanical 
39 175 Clusiana-Botanical 
40 175 Dasystemon-Botanical 
41 175 Kaufmanniana 
42 175 Cesar Franck-Kaufmanniana 

                                                            
251 Master List of Bulbs for Tulip Library, 1969, from Floral Library Files, available from Mike Commisso, Cultural 
Resources Program Manager, National Mall and Memorial Parks, Washington, DC. 
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43 250 Early Double Tulip Mixture (note: varieties of same 
height and habit, peony-like flowers) 

44 150 Eichleri-Botanical 
45 200 Diana-Early Single 
46 100 Pink Beauty-Early Single 
47 150 Apricot Beauty-Triumph 
48 200 Bellona-Early Single 
49 100 Angel-Viridiflora 
50 100 Sunburst-Early Single 
51 100 Red Emperor-Fosteriana 
52 100 Yellow Empress-Fosteriana 
53 100 Cantata-Fosteriana 
54 100 Cherry Flip-Fosteriana 
55 100 Moonglow-Late Double 
56 100 Little Queen Bess-Darwin 
57 100 Ivory Parrot 
58 100 Big Chief-Darwin Hybrid 
59 100 Dreaming Maid-Cottage 
60 150 Inimitable-Lily-Flowered 
61 100 Margaux-Darwin 
62 100 Blushing Bride-Cottage 
63 100 Ibis-Single Early 
64 100 Leica-Lily-Flowered 
65 100 Melody-Darwin Hybrid 
66 100 Mariette-Lily-Flowered 
67 200 Maytime-Lily-Flowered 
68 100 Poissy-Cottage 
69 100 President Kennedy-Darwin Hybrid 
70 200 Limnos-Breeder 
71 100 Dido-Cottage 
72 150 Niphetos 
73 150 Smiling Queen-Darwin 
74 200 Golden Standard-Darwin 
75 100 First Lady-Triumph 
76 200 Her Grace-Triumph 
77 250 White Emperor-Fosteriana 
78 100 Tender Beauty-Fosteriana 
79 100 Mons. S. Mottet-Multiflowered 
80 100 The Peach-Darwin 
81 100 Aristocrat-Darwin 
82 100 Cum Laude-Darwin 
83 200 His Highness-Breeder 
84 200 Bond Street-Cottage 
85 150 Georgette-Multiflowered 
86 150 Golden Springtime-Darwin Hybrid 
87 150 Orange Ophelia-Breeder 
88 100 Picture-Fringed 
89 100 Burgundy Lace-Fringed 
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90 150 Swan Wings-Fringed 
91 100 Magic Lantern-Darwin Hybrid 
92 125 Carrara-Cottage 
93 100 Holland’s Glory-Darwin Hybrid 
94 100 Fireflame-Cottage 
95 100 Orange Emperor-Fosteriana 

 

 
 


